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To my Father & ^Mother





"YOU CAN ACTIVELY FLEE, THEN

AND YOU CAN ACTIVELY STAY PUT

YOU EVEN CAN . . . ACTIVELY HIDE."

Erit{ H. Erikjon





^§[ PREFACE ]£»>

This is a book about country people who did not want to move and

therefore got into a revolution. They did not figure on so odd a fate.

Come hell, high water, agitators from the outside, or report of greener

pastures elsewhere, they insisted only on staying in the villages and little

towns where they had grown up, and where before them their ancestors

for hundreds of years had lived and died—in the small state of Morelos,

in south-central Mexico.

Toward the turn of the present century other people, powerful entre-

preneurs living in the cities, needed to make the villagers move in order

to progress themselves. And between the entrepreneurs and the villagers

a vivid conflict took shape. Not only in Morelos but in similar districts in

other states this conflict emerged, less dramatic but no less bitter. Every-

where in Mexico, entrepreneurs reasoned that without basic changes in

the country they could not maintain their level of profits or keep the

Republic in business. But wherever bases were changing, villagers protested

—not knowing how to make money out of their fatherland.

In 1910, after thirty-four years of regular government, the high poli-

ticians of the regime let a revolt break over presidential succession. Almost

alone among Mexico's villagers, those of Morelos deliberately joined. In a

few months national directors of the revolt gained office. But they proved

as reckless of local traditions as the men they replaced, and the progress

of free enterprise continued. Threatened and bewildered, the villagers of

Morelos revolted again. There ensued nearly nine years of warfare, during

which ordinary farmers and field hands became guerrilleros and terrorists,

endured sieges, and carried on sabotage and passive resistance to pacifica-

tion. They had several leaders, chief among them one Emiliano Zapata.

Partly because of their insurgency but mainly because of stronger move-

ments of different kinds in other regions, Mexico underwent radical reforms

•
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x • Preface

in the decade after 1910. And in 1920, Zapata dead, the Morelos revolution-

aries won official recognition as a legitimate body in Mexico. Implicitly

they had forced on its regime a policy of concern for the nation's rural

poor. Even today agrarian welfare remains an official commitment in

Mexico.

What follows is a story, not an analysis, of how the experience of the

Morelos villagers came to pass—how their longing to lead a settled life in

a familiar place developed into a violent struggle; how they managed

their operations; how they behaved in control of territory and in subjec-

tion; how they finally returned to peace; and how they then fared. Zapata

is most prominent in these pages not because he himself begged attention

but because the villagers of Morelos put him in charge and persistently

looked to him for guidance, and because other villagers around the Re-

public took him for their champion. Through him the country people

worked their way into the Mexican Revolution. If theirs was not the only

kind of revolutionary experience, it was still, I think, the most significant.

The word "peasant" does not normally appear here. I have preferred

other words on purpose, maybe out of crankiness, to make a point. It

seems to me that "peasant" generally sounds exotic, suggests a creature

that properly fits in an exotic society; and if I were writing the history of

a society essentially foreign and out of our time, in the past or the present,

anyway strange to us, I would use the word to indicate a particular kind

of country person. But I doubt that since the 1860's Mexico has developed

in a dimension different from ours. I do not deny that there were and still

are peasants in Mexico, but only affirm that by 1910 most families outside

the cities there probably were not peasant; certainly most families in

Morelos were not. What they were is clear in Spanish : campesinos, people

from the fields.

Besides, to refer to "peasants" is to verge on raising abstract questions

of class. And this is a study not in historical sociology but in social history.

It is not an analysis but a story because the truth of the revolution in

Morelos is in the feeling of it, which I could not convey through defining

its factors but only through telling of it. The analysis that I could do and

that I thought pertinent I have tried to weave into the narrative, so that

it would issue at the moment right for understanding it.

To produce this book I have knowingly depended on many people, and

unknowingly no doubt on many others. First I thank Donald Fleming, who
headed me into Latin American history. To the Faculty Committee on
Latin American Studies at Harvard University I owe a generous fellowship

from the Robert Woods Bliss Fund for 1961-5, and a generous grant
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from the same fund for the summer of 1966. For their courtesy and efficiency

I thank the staffs of Widencr Library, the New York Public Library,

the Library of Congress, the National Archives, the University of Texas

Library, and the University of California at Berkeley Library in the United

States; and in Mexico those of the Archivo General de la Nacion, the

Hemerotcca Nacional, the Biblioteca Nacional, the Biblioteca de la Secre-

tana ilc Hacienda, the Museo Nacional de Antropologia e Historia, the

Instituto de Investigaciones Historicas and the Archivo Historico at the

Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico, the Instituto de Estudios

Historia >s de la Revolucion Mexicana, the Centro de Estudios de Historia

Mexicana at Condumex, S.A., the Colegio de Mexico, and the Biblioteca

Central Miguel Salinas at the Universidad de Morelos. For their care and

cheer in typing the manuscript at various stages I am grateful to Claire

Murray, Joslyn Allen, and Carol .Thome. For interesting interviews I

state my thanks to Daniel de la O, Diego Zapata, Daniel Gutierrez Santos,

Cristobal Rojas Romero, and the late Antonio Diaz Soto y Gama. For

interviews and permission to use private papers I am deeply indebted to

Marte R. Gomez, Porfirio Palacios, Jose Garcia Pimentel, Jose Ignacio

Conde, Elena Garro de Paz, and Juan Perez Salazar. For archival directions

and tips on facts and interpretations I owe much to Luis Gonzalez y Gon-

zilez, Fernando Sandoval, Manuel Gonzalez Ramirez, Valentin Lopez

Gonzalez, Antonio Pompa y Pompa, Stanley R. Ross, Juan Luis Mutiozabal,

Salvador Azuela, Luis Muro, Lothar and Josefina Knauth, Catalina Sierra

Casasus, J. Ignacio Rubio Mane, Beatriz Arteaga, and Daniel Cosio Vil-

legas. For good recommendations on style I thank my editors, Ashbel

Green and Edward Johnson.

Five men in particular were of great importance to me as I worked

through this study: Jose Maria Lujan, for teaching me about the Mexican

Revolution; Jesus Sotelo Inclan, for teaching me about Mexico, Morelos,

and agrarian struggles; Juan Marichal, for teaching me about Latin Amer-

ica; and Ernest R. May and Oscar Handlin, for teaching me about history.

To them I am profoundly grateful. On no account are they responsible for

what is wrong or stupid or ugly in the following pages. But little that is

good would be there if they had not helped me.

The special sacrifices my friends, my family, and my daughter made

for me while I did this work rubbed sores too deep to cure now. I can only

ask them to forgive me.

John "Womack^. jr.

Cambridge, Mass.

November 22, 1967
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ZAPATA
and the Mexican Involution





<*3[ PROLOGUE ]£»>

A People Chooses a Leader

"Lil{e a wound, the country's history

opens in Anenecutlco."

—Gaston Garcia Cantu

The old man was about to speak now, and the crowd of farmers

waiting under the arcades behind the village church quieted down

to hear him. They knew the meeting must be important. To make sure

everyone could come, the elders had called it for this evening, on a Sunday.

And to hide it from the hacienda foremen, they had passed the word

around in private instead of ringing the church bell.
1

Almost all the family men in the village were there, and most of the

other grown but single men. Some seventy-five or eighty had come, kin-

folk, in-laws, cronies, and feudists. And now, waiting together in the

shadows of the September evening, they listened carefully for what the

wrinkled old man would say. They knew Jose Merino was never a man
to ignore. Uncle or cousin to many of them, respected for miles around,

he was chief elder in the village that late summer Q id president

of the village council. The crowd could sec he was t<x> tired not to go

1 For an account of this meeting, sec Jesus Sotelo Inclan: Ratz y razon de Zapata.

Anenecutlco fntcstigacion historic a (Mexico, 1943), pp. 175-6.

• I'



4 • Zapata and the Mexican Revolution

straight to the point, and as he spoke they listened, quietly and intently.

He was telling them he was too old, over seventy, and too worn-out,

that all the elders were too old and worn-out. In the last year, he said, the

job had just gotten to be too much for them. To defend the village's land

titles and water rights in the fields as well as in the courts required energy

they could no longer muster. Traveling back and forth to the state capital

in Cuernavaca, journeying even to Mexico City, arranging for lawyers,

facing the jefe politico (the district prefect) in Cuautla, dealing with

the hacienda managers and foremen and field guards—it was too much for

old men. And with the new real-estate law passed in Cuernavaca three

months before, reforming taxes and titles, the job was getting worse.
2 The

elders had served the village as best they could for years, and they served

it best now by resigning. The times were changing so fast the village

needed more than the wisdom of age. The people of Anenecuilco would

have to elect new men—younger men—to stand up for them. That was

all, he said, and then he asked for nominations for his own office, the

council presidency.

The four old men who composed the council began to take names

and prepare for the vote. They needed to offer no advice or admonition:

their presence alone guaranteed that the choice would be free, serious, and

respected. For seven hundred years Anenecuilco had lived by the strength

of will of men like them, and it had no better strength to trust in now.

One of the elders, Carmen Quintero, had taken an active and independent

part in local politics for twenty-five years, having started his career before

some of the men at the meeting were born. Another, Eugenio Perez, had

loaded his rifle to defend village lands as early as 1887. As for the other

two, Merino and Andres Montes, they had been firm and faithful leaders

for well over a decade.3 Nearly four hundred souls made up Anenecuilco,

and probably every one of them could look on at least one of the four

elders as uncle, great-uncle, cousin, brother, father, or grandfather.4 Before

those four solemn, independent old men, no one would dare try to steam-

2 Ibid., 173-4. For the text of the law, see Semanario Oficial del Gobierno de

Morelos, XVIII, 26, 2.

8 Quintero had been elected to a district electoral college for federal elections as

early as 1884. Periodico Oficial del Gobierno del Estado de Morelos, XVI, 23, 5. He
was also elected to an electoral college for federal elections in 1900. Semanario Oficial,

VI, 28, 7. For Perez, Merino, and Montes, see Sotelo Inclan: op. cit., pp. 155, 159.
4 Elizabeth Holt Biittner: "Evolution de las localidades en el estado de Morelos

segun los censos de poblacion, 1900-1950" (Maestria de Geografia thesis, U.N.A.M.,

1962), pp. 94-7.



Prologue: A People Chooses a Leader •

5

roll a vote, or to walk out if defeated. In Anenecuilco village business was

too important for muscles or tempers to interfere with.

The nominations were in. Modesto Gonzalez's had been first. Then

Hartolo Pural had proposed Emiliano Zapata, and Zapata had in turn

DfOpoccd I'.irral. A vote was called, and Zapata won easily.

It could not have been a surprise. Zapata was young, having just turned

thirty .1 month before, but the men voting knew him and they knew

his family; and they judged that if they wanted a young man to lead

them, they would find no one else with a truer sense of what it meant

to be responsible for the village.
5 He had had his troubles with the district

authorities, the first time when he was only seventeen, a year or two after

both his parents died. He had had to leave the state for several months

then, hiding out on a family friend's ranch in southern Puebla.8 But no

one held that against him: in the countryside troubles with the police

were almost a puberty rite. Anyway for the last three years he had been

one of the leaders in the group of young men active in village defense,

signing protests, taking a junior part in delegations to the jefe politico,

generally helping to keep up village morale. 7 Recently he had helped

to organize the local campaign of an opposition candidate for governor;

and though his party had suffered a disastrous defeat—voters intimi-

dated, votes not counted, leaders arrested and deported to labor camps

in Yucatan—he had met opposition politicians from all over the state

and established connections with them.8
After the enactment of the new

real-estate law, he had begun working regularly with the council.*

•Dates for Zapata's birth vary. For 1873, sec Alfonso Taraccna: Mi vida en el

vtrtigo de la revolucion. Andes stnteticos, 1900-1930 (Mexico, 1936), p. 86. For

"around 1877," see Gildardo Magana: Emiliano Zapata y el agransmo en Mexico,

3 vols. (Mexico, 1934-41), I, 104, and the second, posthumous edition of his work,

5 volv (Mexico, 1951-2), I, 94. For the same guess, see Baltasar Dromundo: Vtda de

Emiliano Zapata (Mexico, 1961 ), p. 27. For "around 1879," see Baltasar Dromundo:

Emdiano Zapata. Biografia (Mexico, 1934), p. SI. For 1883, see Octavio Paz: "Emi-

liano Zapata," in Jose T. Melendez, ed.: Historia de la revolucion mexicana, 2 vols.

(Mexico, 1936-40), I, 319. The two most conscientious historians of matters Zapatista,

Sotrlo Inclan and Porfirio Palacios, both agree on August 8, 1879, for which see

• ely: op. cit., p. 169, and Emiliano Zapata. Datos btograficos-historicos

), pp. 16-17. Following them are Alfonso Reyes H.: Emiliano Zapata.

Su Vtda y tu Obra (Mexico, io/>}), and Mario Mena: Zapata (Mexico, 1959), p. 169.

• Palacios: op. cit., p. 20.

7 Sotelo Inclan: op. cit., pp. if>2-o, 172-3.

See Chapter I for an account of this elr

• Sotelo Inclan: op. cit., pp. 174-5.



6 • Zapata and the Mexican Revolution

In country terms, the villagers knew, he was not a poor maix* the

Zapatas lived in a solid adobe-and-stone house, not a hut. Neither he

nor his older brother, Eufemio, had ever worked as day laborers on the

haciendas, and both had inherited a little land and some livestock when

their parents died. Eufemio had liquidated his for capital to start business

in Veracruz State—peddling, hawking, marketing, no one knew quite

what. But Emiliano had stayed around Anenecuilco. He worked his land,

sharecropped a few acres more from a local hacienda, and in slack sea-

sons ran a string of mules through the settlements south along the

Cuautla River.
1 He also bought and sold horses in a small way. For lack

of land the Zapata family had years before started dealing in livestock,

and Emiliano had learned the trade young. He had also learned the

pride horses stir in men, and so as he made money he used it on them

—

buying a new one, outfitting a favorite with a fancy saddle, outfitting him-

self to sit, worthily booted and spurred, on the shining back of the horse

he most admired.

The reputation he earned with horses paid, for hacienda owners

throughout central and eastern Morelos and western Puebla, and even

in Mexico City, spoke of him as the best trainer around and competed

for his services.
2 But their flattering attention never won him over; people

always sensed a painful independence about him. Anenecuilcans recalled

a story of his childhood—that once as a child he had seen his father break

down and cry in frustration at a local hacienda's enclosure of a village

orchard, and that he had promised his father he would get the land

back.
3

If the incident occurred, he was nine years old at the time, the

ninth of ten children, only four of whom lived to adulthood.4 If the story

was apocryphal, still the determination that it chronicled did burn in

his glance; and sometimes, though he was as tough as nails and no one

fooled with him, he did look near tears. A quiet man, he drank less than

most of the other men in the village and got quieter when he did. Once
for several weeks he managed the ornate Mexico City stables of a Morelos

sugar planter. It was a good chance to start climbing socially and eco-

1 Serafin M. Robles: "El General Zapata. Agricultor y Arriero," El Campesino,

October 1951.

2 Sotelo Inclan: op. cit., pp. 170, 172. Antonio Diaz Soto y Gama: La revolution

agraria del Sur y EMILIANO ZAPATA, su Caudillo (Mexico, i960), pp. 245-6.
8 Dromundo: Vida, p. 29.
4 Surviving besides Emiliano were Eufemio and two sisters, Maria de Jesus and

Maria de Luz. Sotelo Inclan: op. cit., pp. 169-70. Mario Gill: Eptsodios mexicanos.

Mexico en la hoguera (3rd edn., Mexico, i960), p. 50-1.
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DOmkalh t.. feather his nest md wind up with his own stables and

maybe even a little ranch. Hut toadying, wheedling jxrtty obligations,

maneuvering, operating, pulling deals— it sickened him, literally. Uneasy

and depressed, he was soon hack in Ancnccuilco, remarking bitterly how

in the capital horses lived in stalls that would put to shame the house

of any workingman in the whole state of Morelos.' If he dandied up on

holidays and trotted around the village and into the nearby town of Villa

de Ayala on a silver-saddled horse, the people never questioned that

he was still one of them. Despite his fine horses and suits, Anenecuilcans

never referred to him as Don Emiliano, which would have removed him

from the guts and flies and manure and mud of local life, sterilizing the

real respect they felt for him into a squire's vague respectability. He was

one of their own, they felt in Ancnccuilco, and it never made them un-

comfortable to treat him so. 'Miliano, they called him, and when he died,

pobreeito—poor little thing. To them he was a neighbor, a younger

cousin who could lead the clan, a beloved nephew as rough and true as

seasoned timber.

This was the man the villagers elected president of their council. But

when they elected him, they were also laying bets that he would stay as

they knew him. What convinced them that once in power he would

not change and abuse their trust—what kept the question from rising

in anyone's mind—was the reputation of his family. Zapata was an im-

portant name in Anenecuilco. It had first appeared in local affairs as a

rebel name during the War of Independence in the i8io's.
8 Emiliano's

father, Gabriel, a quiet, popular, hard-working man with a slight stutter,

and his mother, Cleofas, were by all accounts plain folk, but they passed

on to their son the rare, plain qualities of unambitious courage and

dogged, abiding integrity that glint through the family history. The

Zapatas and the Salazars (his mother's people) had it bred into their

bones what Mexican history was about. When a Spanish army besieged

the rebels in Cuautla during the War of Independence, boys from the

neighboring villages sneaked back and forth across the lines for weeks,

smuggling tortillas, salt, liquor, and gunpowder to the insurgents: one

of the boys from Anenecuilco was Jose Salazar, Emiliano's maternal

grandfather. Two of his father's brothers, Criftino and Jose, had fought

in the War of Reform and against the French Intervention in the i86o's,

* Silvann Rarba Gonzalez: Im lucha por la tierra Emiliano Zapu: 1960),

pp. 35~45- Soado Inclart: op. at
. [> i~\

* Ibid., pp. 1 38-42.



8 • Zapata and the Mexican Revolution

and years later Emiliano remembered the stories they used to tell him

of their campaigns against the Reactionaries and the Imperialists.
7

Besides, there was another Jose Zapata, whose career definitely fixed

the Zapata family high in village esteem. In 1866-7 during the War of Inter-

vention, the young Republican general Porfirio Diaz organized companies

of men all over south-central Mexico to take part in the final push against

the French. In every neighborhood he needed a reliable agent to mobilize

and lead the local forces. His man in the country around Villa de Ayala

was this other Jose Zapata.
8 Zapata was already an old man, but he knew

the region and its people like the back of his hand, and he commanded re-

spect wherever he passed. His home was in Anenecuilco, and after the

war ended in 1867 in the restoration of the Republic, the people there and

in Villa de Ayala naturally counted on him to lead them in reestablishing

a popular peace and order. During the troubled times of the late 1860's and

early 1870's he was chief elder in Anenecuilco and held elected posts in the

Villa de Ayala municipal government as well.
9 Through these years Jose

Zapata kept faithful connections with Diaz, now an ambitious but ill-

advised and confused opposition politician. He organized a secret Por-

firista club in Anenecuilco and carried on a clandestine correspondence with

his old chief about defending the villagers' lands against the sugar planta-

tions, which he described as a "malign infirmity."
1 Anenecuilcans revered

him: when his comrades reported his death to Diaz in 1876, it was "the

death of our beloved president, whom we considered almost as a father."
2

And for years afterward they continued along the political course he had

marked for them, trusting, even after Diaz came to power and betrayed his

earlier promises, that in the end he would remember to help them protect

their fields. Still in 1892, in a bitter presidential election, young Anenecuil-

cans like Eufemio Zapata, Octaviano Gutierrez, and Teodoro Placencia

7
Ibid., p. 192.

8 Victoriano Gomez to the auxiliary mayor of Anenecuilco, July 9, 1867, Archivo

de Jesus Sotclo Inclan (henceforth ASI). Jose Zapata to Narcizo Medina, February 9,

1867, ASI.

• Jose Zapata to the municipal aide of Anenecuilco, October 10, 12, and 19, 1870,

ASI.

1
J. Zapata, A. Solares, and Teodosio Franco to Porfirio Diaz, June 14, 1874, cited

in Alberto Maria Carreno, ed.: Archivo del General Porfiro Diaz. Memorias y docu-

mentos, 24 vols. (Mexico, 1947-58), XI, 142-3.

2 Teodosio Franco, Alfredo Solares, and Justino Arriaga to Porfirio Diaz, January

23, 1876, ibid., XI, 300-1. 1 owe this reference and the preceding one to the generosity

of Jesus Sotclo Inclan.
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considered it their civic duty to enroll in local Porhrista chlbl and W

the leader old Jose had given the villagers faith in.
1
Exactly how Kmiliano

Wit related to this patriarch, who died three years before he was U>rn, is

still unclear, but Jose Zapata was probably a brother of his grandfather, a

great uncle. In any case his part in village history served to establish Za-

pata as an honored name there.

Finally, the security of kinship was in the present meeting's very air:

Kmiliano was also a nephew of the incumbent chief, Jose Merino. 4 The

villagers knew they were in for trouble for the next few years. They had

no better bet than Zapata to see them through.

Other offices were then opened to nominations and filled by young men,

the unofficial leaders for the last five years of the new generation in the

village. Francisco Franco, a close friend of Emiliano's, was elected secre-

tar\ ; Eduwiges Sanchez and Rafael Merino, Jose's son, were named treas-

urers; and Jose Robles became vocal, a sort of member without portfolio. It

was a short and simple ceremony—the assembly, election, and transfer of

authority. Really it was not unusual, since in hard times the traditional

procedure was for the elder "judges" to give way to the younger "warriors,"

and on that Sunday evening, September 12, 1909, the times in store for

Anenecuilco looked grievously hard.

Zapata spoke briefly. He said that he accepted the difficult responsibility

conferred upon him, but that he expected everyone to back him. "We'll

back you," Francisco Franco thirty years later remembered someone

in the crowd calling out to Zapata: "We just want a man with pants on,

to defend us."
5

* La Idea Vatnotica, March 10, 1892.

4 Dromundo: Vtda, p. 36.

• Sotdo Inclan: op. cit., pp. 175-6.
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President Dia\ Elects

a (governor

"Where the captain commands . .

"

The Mexican revolution happened because the high politicians of the

country openly failed to agree on who should rule when President

Porfirio Diaz died. These politicians, nicknamed the cientificos, believed

it a natural law that the nation could progress only through their control

and for their benefit. From the early 1890's on they lectured Mexico about

the authority their special science entitled them to, and they eventually

convinced great sections of the public of their infallibility. But by 1904 they

were floundering in the test of arranging succession to Diaz, who had been

president then for twenty consecutive years. In 1908, two years before the

next presidential election, the test became a notorious affair of state. And
with their maneuvers exposed, the powerful proved naive, treacherous, and

incompetent. In a short time their fashionable order collapsed.

What made the test a crisis was its publicity, and what made it public

was Diaz's pride. In February 1908 Diaz had granted an interview to a well-

known American "special correspondent," James Creelman, on assignment

in Mexico for the popular American monthly Pearson's Magazine. Diaz

told Creelman he was definitely retiring when his term ended in 1910 and

would not, even if his "friends" begged him, "serve again." He "welcomed

• 10 •
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... as a blessing" the formation of an opposition p.irtv. he said. "And if it

can develop power, not to exploit, but to govern.'" he promised, "I will

stand by it, support it, advise it lad torget myself in the ntffflrful inaugura-

tion of complete democratic government in the country." 1

Then seventy-eight years old, and pathetically obsessed with fixing his

place in Mexican history, Diaz intended by these words onlv u> strike the

statesmanlike pose he believed worthy of the high rank he held in world

esteem. He was sincere but not serious. Resigning, retiring, and promising

free elections had long been his favorite gestures, always harmlessly per-

formed for the same audience—for journalists, who could only report,

never for Congress, which might accept. And no one had ever taken his

words to heart. But there was a difference this time that charged what he

said with unexpected significance: Diaz was getting old and could not hide

it. Before, talk about retiring was only breath wasted and forgotten

in 1908, it was a morbid reminder that whether he retired or not, he would

soon die, and then times would change.

No important politicking had gone on in Mexico for over thirty yean

without Diaz involving himself in it. By this means he had become the

only politician able to maneuver through the intricate maze of alliances

and armistices. To ensure his control he kept all deals precarious: in 1908

practically everything central depended on him. The very idea of his de-

parture unsettled people and sent shivers through officeholders high and

low. For his own good Diaz should have avoided alarming the public, and

he could have done so by turning Creelman away or by having the Mexican

press suitably distort his words for Mexican readers. But now toward the

end of his life he longed for the genuine gratitude of his compatriot

more than the respect of an Edwardian world, and out of a tardy and in

discreet hope that he might win it by liberal words, he allowed the mat

influential pro-government newspaper in the country, D Imparcial, to

publish a full translation of the interview in early March. Like the sudden

muffled tolling of a royal funeral bell, the report signaled the ending of

one age in Mexico- Don Porfirio't- -and the beginning

knew whose), when those left in charge would have to jet on th-

without precedents.

But in fact the ccrcmon . *&*€

scenes and watching people play them fascinated him. And in the

man interview he indulged himself again -asking pCOpfa iciam

1 James Cndmail Prakkm DiM Hero of the Amcnc^t," Ptmwmi Sttgmm*.

XIX,
j (March 1908), 2*2.
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to carry on as if he had left when he had not and was not about to, and any-

way, as everyone knew, would not quit politicking until he lay stiff in his

grave. The effect was worse than if he really had died. No politician in the

country quite knew how to start acting. Cientificos were at a loss whether

to pretend the interview had never occurred, or to take it seriously and

begin organizing independently for the 1910 elections, bargaining with

Diaz for what support they might get. Reformers also worried over a

strategy : was the interview a trick to get them to stick their necks out, or

a legitimate invitation to bring their informal and amateurish activities

into the open and coordinate them in professional parties? By talking

about leaving and then not clearing out, Diaz made it hard for Mexican

politicians to count on anything. Thus he confused the regular workings

of the whole system.

Although in the interview Diaz referred exclusively to national politics

and the presidential election of 1910, the confusion he aroused first took

effect on the state level. This happened because of the especially complex

nature of state political deals, involving deep local interests and clannish

loyalties. Normally these deals were like iron. But whenever one cracked

and it became necessary to renegotiate who should rule a state, the wran-

gling was fierce among entrenched local politicians and Don Porfirio's ar-

bitrating agents. Once the exhausted contenders arrived at an agreement,

they tried to make it last as long as possible. Through officially selected

candidates and rigged elections, the state proceeded in political order. An
agreement's durability, however, depended on meticulous attention to all

its terms, which in turn depended on their clear definition. The Creelman

interview blurred previously clear lines and led to independent movements

in 1909 gubernatorial elections in Morelos, Sinaloa, Yucatan, and Coahuila.

Officials let politicking get so out of hand that the federal government

eventually had to drop its new pretense of neutrality and revert to the

imposition of candidates.

The election in Morelos in February 1909 was the first after the Creel-

man interview in which a serious opposition organized. Ordinarily only

the death of a governor in office moved the partners in a state deal to the

nerve-racking strain of renegotiation, and that is what happened in

Morelos. Governor Manuel Alarcon, having just been reelected for the

fourth straight time in August 1908, died on December 15, 1908.
2 He had

stayed in office so long partly because the people of his state respected him.

As his replacement, they naturally wanted a man like him. And when,
i Semanario Oficial, XVII, 32, 1; 51, 1. El Pais, December 16, 1908.
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through prepottefow miaralnihtioo, they were presented with

different sort, they resisted Two yr.irs later Mrvun began laboring

through the first of those enormous, heaving spasms that ruptured

authority and let the revolution loose What hapjx-ned in Mofcloi during

that national crisis uas mainly determined hy uh.it had hap|xried there

during the 1909 election.

The affair began without a hint of becoming awkward. The December

morning \yhen Alarum died w.is ten months had intoned to

Creelman and the ages that t.intastu liturgv of -, liberalism, and

democracy. There had already been six gubernatorial elections as well as

federal and state congressional elections.
1 And although there were heated

private debates and numerous pamphlets urging the formation of inde-

pendent parties, no group had publicly ippeifcd to take Diaz at his new,

tolerant word. When, therefore, on the afternoon of December 21, the

Monday following Alarum's funeral, a clujue of sugar planters, lawyers.

and state poKtiflim conferred with Diaz, in his presidential office, they

assumed their new governor would be elected, like those of the year before,

according to the regular procedure : on election day the state government

would sec that the proper candidate won by whatever margin w.i

sidered suitable. Who the candidate was, the conference between Diaz and

the state leaders would determine. 4

Picking a worthy successor to Alarcon should have offered no problem.

He was himself a perfect model, a native son whose career knitted firmly

and vitally into the region's recent history
5 Alarcon had been born in 1851

on Buenavista hacienda, near the village of Santa Maria, a few miles north

of (uernavaca, and had passed a childhood as poor and hard as V
then had to give. Seven years old when the War of Reform broke out.

twelve when the French arrived to install Maximilian, he never had the

chance to learn more than farming and fighting. At fifteen he pined the

local Republican colonel to resist the occupying Imperialist arm.

mother found him and brought him home, but he ran of! again this time

farther, to Tc|*)Ztlan- and |oined the Republicans there. After the war.

In Hidalgo, Guerrero, Tlaxcala, Puehla. M I Moreloa, where

Alarcon had just won Mexico Nurto, April 2, 1909.

4 For accounts of the conference, tee El ImpornaJ. December «, 1908; Dtsno del

Hogor. January }. 1909; Mexican Herald. December 22, 1908; St+wxo Nmepo. January

2, 1909; Actualidades. January 1, 1909.

8 In her Tempest mrr Mnuo (Boston.
I

ig ut% the people

of Morelos wanted "another Indian" for governor, "a popular man." What the?

meant was a native son
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in 1869, the old Third Military District of Mexico State became the inde-

pendent state of Morelos. State jobs naturally went to local veterans of the

war, and Alarcon, who had taken part in the sieges of Cuernavaca and

Mexico City, got an appointment as head of the rurales, mounted federal

police, in Yautepec and Tetecala districts.
6 The highwaymen and bandits

who swarmed over Morelos at that time soon found it easier to do business

elsewhere than in his zone.7 A military Republican when civilian Repub-

licans were looked on as jaded schemers, Alarcon disapproved of Juarez's

successor, Sebastian Lerdo de Tejada, "a Mexican version of Lord Chester-

field."
8 When Diaz, his former army boss, revolted in 1876 against President

Lerdo, Alarcon, still a district police chief, bolted to his side and was com-

missioned to operate in Morelos, Guerrero, and Mexico State. Diaz's revolt

triumphed, and a year later the new Porfirista governor in Morelos re-

warded Alarcon with a promotion to state chief of rurales. This governor

afterward enjoyed the reputation of having wiped out brigandage in the

state; actually he only presided while Alarcon and his local officers did the

work of running down the outlaws, shooting them on the spot, and slowly,

season by season, returning the districts to order.

Porfirian Mexico prized tough policemen, and Alarcon's talents soon

won him other posts. By 1883 he was a jefe politico.
9 By 1884 he was elected

to the state legislature, serving at the same time as lieutenant governor.1

And he kept his job as state police chief. Despite his poor health, he visited

all of Morelos's twenty-six municipalities, acquainted himself with the

local notables, and cultivated their support.
2 During the late 1880's and

early 1890's he emerged as the strongest politician in the state, and when
the current governor died halfway through his term in 1894, Alarcon took

over for the interim without hesitation or trouble, had himself elected in

his own right two years later, and began a stern but benevolent rule that

ended only with his death.3

•ireneo Paz: Mexico actual. Galena de contempordneos (Mexico, 1898), p. 43.
7

J- Figueroa Domenech: Guia general descriptiva de la Republica mexicana.

Historia, geografia, estadistica, etc., etc., 2 vols. (Mexico, 1899), II, 370.
8 The phrase comes from Frank A. Knapp, Jr.: The Life of Sebastian Lerdo de

Tejada, i82^-i88g. A Study of Influence and Obscurity (Austin, 1951), p. 154.

"Cuautla district was his. Paz: op. cit., p. 43.
1 Periodtco Oficial, XVI, 61, 1; 57, 3.

2 See Cecilio A. Robelo: Revistas Descriptivas del Estado de Morelos (Cuernavaca,

1885), passim.

9 El Orden. Periodico Oficial del Estado de Morelos, X, 49, 2-3; 50, 2. Semanario

Oficial, II, 33, 1.
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Before and after he beCMM
|

.. The scret u.is .1 pcofeuttd shrewdness about the basic vkuI prob-

lem of the state. This was the conflict btlWUU tfV - r t u i sugar

planters (or. when as usual thrv were absent, their managers) and the

scores of village leaders and small farmers Bodi sides had jlwavs l**en

zealous, but the struggle beCMM desperate in the i88o*S. Compler:

the VcflQ M -\ had lowered freight rates in

central MfWJCO, and with the extension ot a branch line to Cuautla in 1881

and Yautcpec in tttj planters began importing heavy machinery and

setting up big sugar mills to supply the large new markets now opened. To
grow much more sugar th.m before, thev considered it easier to farm more

extensively rather than more efficiently. The race was on to grab land,

water, and labor.
4 Through the i.Hgo's and into the new centur

planters had immensely the better of it. Hut uned popularity

by at least listening to the villagers' petitions, and sometimes even granting

one.
5 By then a plantation owner himself, he had the talent of the tri-

umphant poor boy for inspiring in plain people a sense that he understood

them.* This talent he needed, because he could not really help them. In

Morelos in those years no governor could not have favored the planters, who

increasingly resented even verbal tokens of respect for villagers and small

farmers. In practice the only thing a politician could do was go through the

motions of a compromise, pose, juggle, fake, do magic; at that Alarcon

was a home-grown genius, hence his success. Had he lived—had that

Mexican country diet not corroded his insides and killed him of gastro-

enteritis at fifty-seven—he might well have changed the course of rebellion

in his state two years later, perhaps by some |udicious deal prevented it

altogether.

A popular policeman, born of the people and reader of their hearts

—

who could come after such a man 3 Four candidates were mentioned in the

conference with Diaz on December II. One was Luis Floret. Alarcon't

regular stand-in, the lieutenant governor in Morelos off and on for the last

thirty years. Two others were personal associates of Diaz's and lea<!

the National Porfinsta Party Demetno Salazar, .1 U

4 Doming uografia del rrtado de Moreloi (Mexico. 193)). pp Cfmi»-

clxxi. See Chapter 11 for 1 derailed discussion of this proem.

* Ibid., pp. clxxvm-clxxxi.

• His hacienda was Temilpa See DMk
|

"" ***** «* EiimU

de Morelos (Mexico, 1919), p. V> For an interesting sketch or Govcraor Alarcon mi

action, see Mrs. Alec Tweed ie WW York, iqdi). pp joi
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who was the son-in-law of a former Morelos governor and especially in-

fluential in Cuautla, and Antonio Tovar, a colonel in the army and an old-

time politician still popular in the state's villages and small towns. An-

other possibility was Agustin Aragon, a Jonacatepec native who had become

one of Mexico's most distinguished intellectuals.
7 Any of these would have

been a sound candidate, a man supported in his own right and command-

ing statewide respect so that imposing him would not cause serious dis-

content. But during the talks another figure cropped up—one so unlikely

that political gossips the next day confused him with his cousin, then

governor of the Federal District.
8 This was Diaz's chief of staff, Pablo

Escandon.

Alarcon must have turned over in his grave. A man less like him could

not have been found in the whole Republic. Escandons had graced Maxi-

milian's Imperial court, helped finance the Veracruz-Mexico City railroad,

made haciendas famous, and recently, an Escandon having been appointed

the Federal District governor, taken over metropolitan society. Among
Mexico's fanciest showpieces, veritable luxury-rate tourist attractions, they

had shown off so long that by 1900 they had almost lost their capacity for

anything else. In the early years of the new century the name Escandon

still appeared prominently in newspapers—but in the society columns. Of

this mighty, dying tree, Pablo was the last frail twig.

He was only flimsily connected with Morelos politics, and the idea that

he could govern in the agile but firm manner of Alarcon was absurd. A
delicate soul, educated like many other youths of his class at the Jesuit

College at Stonyhurst, England, Pablo had returned to Mexico and entered

the family sugar business in Morelos around 1900.
9 He soon secured the

Escandon reputation as "progressive." Planters all over the country con-

sidered Atlihuayan, the Escandon hacienda near Yautepec, "a model

property."
1 Doing business and paying taxes in Morelos soon earned him

i Mexico Nuevo, January 2, 1909. For Tovar and Salazar, see Ricardo Garcia

Granados: Historia de Mexico, desde la restauracion de la Republica en i86y, hasta la

caida de Huerta, 2 vols. (2nd edn., Mexico, 1956), II, 48. Aragon was an editor of the

Revista Positiva, a Mexico City "philosophical, literary, social, and political" monthly

bearing the motto "Order and Progress" and the date according to the Comteian cal-

endar. See Eduardo Blanquel: "La Revista Positiva de D. Augustin Aragon y la

Historia de la Ciencia en Mexico," Memorias del Primer Coloquio Mexicano de

Historia de la Ciencia, Vol. I (1964).
8 El Impartial, December 22, 1908.

9 King: op. cit., p. 33. Semanario Oficial, VII, 28, 2-3.

1 Mexican Herald, December 22, 1908.
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from Morelos. Bui he had not .1 political i*.ne in ha 1 Wax
tuxed his real talent* from the tun

c-.ipt.un ). Diaz kept him on hii • as to make

mre the regime's style was right II « ladovcrd
regular promotions. B) 1 r | lieutenant CoImkL

There he was, one of Mexico's fan 1 t dukelmgs, prion, » ng.

looking forward to a long, rich life ..t fashionable and lUI

Then— an apparently trivial assignment Diaz sent him to Cuernas

his official representative to preside ineral, and life went

sour. While he was there tending to the ccremonv. I group of planters and

their agents, led by Antonio Barrios, R.»rn : Fernanda

ega, visited him. They suggested he get interested in being Morelos's new

governor.* He did not refuse, and, encouraged, thev arranged the confer

encc with Diaz the following Monday. When in M <lks it came

time to agree on a man, thev passed over the others and those Pablo.

No one knew better than Pablo himself that the

ridiculous. Being a governor was the last thing he wanted, as he later

lamented over tea with a friend in Cuernavaca, the English I..

King. Mixing in what he called "those beastly local politics
-

' would

sicken the heart of any gentleman, he complained to her." Friends gener

ously observed that he was "too ahsttX raru " tor hard work like governing.

Others less generously remarked that his career had been limited to the

"presidential reception rf*)m," and that if he ever saw what went on in

Mexico, it \s tf only through palatial windows or thi panes

of his limousine."
7 Nervous civilian DObti at his candidacy

might signify the predominance of the m close

advisers. Mut this w. is ii!'. imagine Pabb 1 *uch

*Semanar,o Ofinal. VIII.

itiel M-mjur/ Sterling, the (

* andon after meeting him in the I

profana (Havana. ' ^ttmot dm del r\tmd**e

Madera {Mi jetton diplnm.;:.

s FA Imparaal. December 1: del Hog" «9"*

•Kin, M *d the two bai

Cuernavaca at that time, the hVllj .

7 Actualtdadet. januarv i. I
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maneuvers!—and they were quickly reassured. The new independent jour-

nal Mexico Nuevo described exactly the meaning of his army life. "Colo-

nel Escandon's prestige among the military," it said, "is only the prestige

accorded a perfect sportsman."
8

Why pick a "perfect sportsman" to run a state, especially when he had

to follow a native-son governor who had been popular and down-to-earth ?

It made no obvious sense. But to the planters who conferred with Diaz

that December afternoon, the question was not why but why not. Manuel

Araoz, the leader of the commission (and vice president of the cientifico

Reelectionist Party), was among the biggest planters in Morelos.9 His three

plantations already included over 31,000 of the state's most fertile acres;

local government could have survived on the taxes he alone could have

paid. But he wanted even more land under cultivation, to bring an even

higher rate of return on his investment. The problem was not paying the

price : although land in Morelos cost more than anywhere else in the country

except the Federal District, the planters could afford it. What bothered

Araoz and his fellow hacendados was getting the land put up for sale. Al-

most no public land remained available.
1 Even offering attractive terms,

the planters could not induce villagers to traffic in the titles to their fields.

To acquire the land, they had to resort to political and judicial maneuvers

—condemnations, court orders, foreclosures, and defective-title rulings.

Manuel Araoz wanted a governor he could use. He preferred to avoid

someone like Tovar, a man with grass-roots appeal of his own, who might,

even in trivial ways, stand against him. To Araoz and most other planters

the Creelman interview meant they could drop the hypocrisy of being

"responsible state fathers," organize along clear class lines, and still enjoy

official backing. With Alarcon providentially removed, they were free to

be as shortsighted as they pleased. So no Tovars for them : a "perfect sports-

man," a planter like themselves, a good fellow at the Jockey Club, a ten-

derhearted socialite who would stay away and let them alone—that was

what they were out for.

Diaz himself would probably have preferred someone with more local

popularity. In the conference he told the planters he also approved of the

8 MSxico Nuevo, January 2, 1909.
9 For Araoz's politics, see Garcia Granados: op. cit, II, 48. For his landholdings,

see the table of haciendas in Appendix A. He also owned two of the twenty-four

sugar mills in Morelos.

1 Manuel Mazari: "Bosquejo historico del Estado de Morelos" (MS, 1930), p. 109.

I consulted this work thanks to the generosity of Valentin Lopez Gonzalez.
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Corona, the commission sr. rctarv. informed them th 1 approved

their request tor FjcandOfl md that llscandon had accepted.

The meeting at once rcinstituted the familiar Centr Club,

which formally nominated Pablo. The next day a less impmmg bunch, local

political and social notables from all six distrwts ., the State, ODOW

Cuernavaca to learn about the club's : md their candid

nation.* Escandon himself encouraged these faithful town and \

by a brief appearance.
4 And after di- inmon local probler-

changing gossip, and entertaining themselves as ;
• home

will, they returned home to start arranging hii -

At this point everything looked routine Insn
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happened. At the news of the planters' offensive, a native resistance had

quietly formed behind the scenes in Morelos.7
If such ventures were rare,

that was only because Diaz usually stymied them, not because there was

lack of raw material. In every district of the state—as in every state in the

Republic—there were families with grievances against local authorities.

For some the grievance was simply poverty; for others, the long exclusion

from serious politics because they or their fathers or uncles had joined the

wrong side when Diaz first rose to power years before; for still others, a

specific gripe against a specific official. These disaffected families formed a

vague community of opposition. The oldest and most important knew

each other, or at least knew of each other, and certain men were recognized

from district to district as opposition leaders. The articulate and prominent

among them were townfolk of course, with white collars, shoes, underwear,

and important if shaky connections with the establishment. But mostly, and

most firmly, the opposition was composed of rural families, dissident clans

scattered around the countryside. They usually kept quiet and let the

clerks and shopowners and editors and lawyers do the talking, but when

they did act they meant business. They were no people to trifle or to trifle

with—these villagers and small farmers, the common country people of

Morelos. Their ancestors had taken part in some of the most dramatic and

difficult episodes of Mexican history. They knew from experience what

dignity and independence were, and how long patience and courtesy could

legitimately suspend them. And they would not be intimidated. Diaz

himself, who had fought and intrigued all through the region, often re-

marked that "those tramps in the South are tough."
8 When he took over

the government in 1876 and began organizing his regime, the rural demo-

crats gradually went underground and the city liberals reconciled them-

selves to being left out. But they and their sons held on to the liberal hopes

of the Restored Republic of 1867. The opposition now springing up against

Escandon—the town and country united, the town speaking for the

country—was at once a renaissance, a reorganization, and a homecoming

for them.

Mexico still belonged to Don Porfirio, however. And whether shop-

owners or farmers, the Morelos opposition knew better than to waste time

on plans for a regular campaign. In the Porfiriato direct electoral con-

7 Antonio Scdano: "Andanzas militares del Coronel Republicano Antonio Sedano

y Algunos Relatos Historicos del Estado de Morelos" (MS, 1919), p. 18, ASI. The
opposition was not fully reported in the press until January 7, 1909, by Mexico Nuevo.

8 Sotelo Inclan: op. cit., p. 186.
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in the light of the Creclman interview, thrv \srre optimistic. If the planter*

felt the interview licensed them ID ad irresponsibly, the Opposition leaden

felt it guaranteed a longer ami more extensive (though never absolute)

protection for mdc|xrndcnt pohtuking.

The purpose of their work being a deal, there was one man they I

they could not do without. This was General 1 I>eyvat local hero

Of the War of Intervention and the state's first governor. Now seventy three

years old and residing in Mexico City, he had officially Ixxn on the outside

looking in for the last thirty odd years, hut that did not mean he did not

count. To the insiders in the capital, he represented the outsiders m Morelos,

a kind of scrgeant-at-arms in the pay of both the seated and the unseated.

This post he held by virtue of being party to one of those informal armi-

- sscntial to Mexican politics. The .irmistke it was with Diaz—had

institutionalized and turned to g(x>d account a hostility that l>egan in the

late i86o's. After the War of Intervention 1 I

base from which to challenge President Juarez. One of his most foolish ideas

was to try for the governorship of .Morelos in ; h.id earned the

office: during the war he had been military commander in the area,
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57 to 174.
2 Bad feelings between Leyva and Diaz worsened when Leyva's

brother was killed two years later putting down a local rebellion in support

of Diaz's revolt of La Noria.3 After Diaz in 1876 overthrew President

Lerdo, on whom Leyva depended, he abruptly dumped Leyva out of power

in Morelos and never let him back in state politics. But that did not stop

people from informally following Leyva's lead; to scores of Morelos fami-

lies, Leyva remained the true chief. And this was why he mattered to Diaz.

For Diaz ruled two republics—his own official Mexico of Victorian gen-

tlemen in frock coats, and an estranged and frayed Mexico of pariahs.

When there had to be words between Diaz and that other, frayed republic,

the old chiefs outcast since the 1870's were the only ones who could medi-

ate. If the opposition community scattered around Morelos in 1909 wanted

to renegotiate the question of who would be governor, Leyva alone could

talk for them.

Around Christmastime, opposition emissaries met the general at his

home in Mexico City to discuss their plans. They knew the appeal of his

name in Morelos, and they tried to get him to run. He refused, "because he

was too old," but he proposed his two sons, Alfredo, a deputy inspector in

the Federal District Police Department, and Patricio, an agronomist and

official in the Water Division of the Ministry of Public Works.4 The com-

mission tentatively approved of Patricio.

General Leyva then arranged an appointment with Diaz. On December

28, a week after the planters, he saw the President and inquired how he

would look on a rival campaign. That was easy for Diaz to answer: all

Leyva could later report to the commission was the President's assurance

that "anyone whom the citizens of Morelos freely elect would be welcome

to him."5 Diaz's tongue-in-cheek pieties about popular will and the electoral

law were not very encouraging. The oppositionists hesitated to start work.

They did not know whether they would be let alone long enough. Not

until a week later, January 4, did the Cuernavaca group issue a call for a

Leyvista convention on January y.
6

There was some last-minute guessing about an alternative to Patricio,

2 For the most detailed reports on the campaign, see La Opinion National, April

22 to July 15, 1869.

3 Alberto Leduc, Luis Lara y Pardo, and Carlos Roumagnac: Diccionario de

geografia, historia y biograjia mexicanas (Paris, 1910), p. 558.
4 Mexico Nuevo, February 14, 1909. Diez: Bibliograjia, p. clxxxiii.

5 Mexico Nuevo, January 7, 1909.
8
Ibid., January 9, 1909.
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That the contest lasted at all was unsettling: recording any opposition

vote, much less a sizable one, bothered the jefes politicos. But that the

opposition worked free was downright alarming. The state's established

powers had no fear of Morelos's town liberals. If these little traders, shop-

keepers, lawyers, editors, and schoolteachers from the various district seats

had plucked up their courage and resisted an offensive disposition of public

affairs, they would remain orderly souls. The procedures they would try

to keep to would be regular, and there were regular forms for accommo-

dating their opposition. But for country people to speak up was shocking

and fearful. When the common people of the state—the villagers, planta-

tion workers, muleskinners, sharecroppers, and small farmers and ranchers

—came out in the course of the campaign in open politicking of their own,

they tore loose all the settled lines of state politics. The commotion they

caused reopened ancient feuds and formed new grudges so intense that

even in a calm era it would have taken years for them to die down.

All this happened in Morelos because of the almost accidental simul-

taneity of more important political developments in Mexico City. No state

opposition could last, even if it wanted to, without a powerful sponsor

in the capital. Before 1908, the problem rarely arose: no independent groups

of national importance existed. After the Creelman interview, efforts to

form such groups multiplied, but not until December 1908 did one succeed

in bringing together the proper combination of earnestness, respectability,

and ambition. This group called itself the Organizing Club of the Demo-

cratic Party. The Democrats wanted to prevent the incumbent Vice Presi-

dent, Ramon Corral, from being reelected in 1910 and becoming president

if Diaz died before his term ended in 1916. They hoped to convince Diaz

of Corral's unworthiness by campaigning as a party to provoke and artic-

ulate an anti-Corral public opinion. The 1908 state and congressional

elections had taken place too early for local opposition to benefit from

their interference. But the scattered gubernatorial elections in 1909, they

saw, would offer them both practice for 1910 and preliminary opportuni-

ties for educating the public and Diaz. The Morelos election coincided

exactly with the moves of the Organizing Club's officers to form their

new Democratic Party.3 Had they organized it sooner, its role in Morelos

would have been somewhat different. As it was, the party in early 1909

still had only a loosely defined organization and strategy, and its members

were still free to act on their own. According to what Democrats thought

their party was for, they joined either side in Morelos.

8 Garcia Granados: op. cit., II, 45-6.
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Rcyista, Diodoro Batalla. Barron took his public stand on January 21, when

he printed a long interview with Escandon in his Mexico City newspaper,

La Republica. He was trying to recast Escandon's image to win back some

of the independent sympathies Sanchez Azcona had already gained for

Leyva. Escandon's cause had suffered especially since he had confessed in

a recent interview with a popular magazine that he was totally ignorant

about Morelos. 1 In Mexico Nuevo Sanchez Azcona never tired of remind-

ing readers of this blunder, nor of reporting jokes about Escandon's More-

los support, which he referred to as the "Cuernavaca Jockey and Sugar

Club."2 Most of all Sanchez Azcona played up Escandon's failure to present

even a vague idea of what action he planned for the state should he be

elected. Barron then deftly turned the tables on Mexico Nuevo with the

January 21 interview in his own paper. Here he provided Escandon with

an unimpeachable program—almost word for word the very program the

Democratic Party had adopted the day before in its convention in Mexico

City.
3

Freedom for the municipalities from the control of the jefes politicos,

increased attention to primary education, guarantees for free speech

and press, civic improvements, abolition of a state poll tax—all this, which

the Mexican Herald compared to Teddy Roosevelt's Square Deal, formed

Escandon's program.4 Few took him seriously, but still the interview was

a fine coup for Barron. The next day Mexico Nuevo gallantly ate its words

and praised Escandon's "democratic" courage in publishing such a worthy

plan.

The interview aroused great interest in independent circles in Mexico

City: Barron had recast not only Escandon's image but also, irrevocably,

the terms of the election. It had begun as a local contest tending toward a

local deal. It had now become, as well, a war for prestige between the two

main factions of Mexico's principal independent political group. And
for them there could be no deal. Escandon was bound to win of course, but

Democrats on both sides understood that having joined the fight, they had

to keep it open and fair to the end. Freely getting out the vote was indeed

the whole test. For them the fight was pointless without that final proof

1 Actualidades, January 8, 1909.
2 Mexico Nuevo, January 5 and 14, 1909.
3 See the "Programa politico del partido Democratico," January 20, 1909, cited in

[Luis Cabrera:] Obras politicas del Lie. Bias Urrea (Mexico, 1921), pp. 391-4.
4 Mexican Herald, February 10, 1909.
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electoral colleges, and educating their children in the Cuernavaca second-

ary school alongside the children of the foremost families in Morelos.5

The Sedanos knew the Porfirian modes, political as well as social, and they

abided by them. Antonio Sedano and his sons never intended to parade

around as "demagogues" or really compete with Escandon. Carefully re-

stricting the whole procedure of negotiation to established channels, they

worked only for an official invitation to put forth their terms. In the outly-

ing districts poorer versions of the Sedanos followed the word from Cuer-

navaca. And dealings had gone as planned, until the Mexico City inde-

pendents offered their help. The Cuernavaca Leyvistas could hardly turn

it down, and as the Democrats infiltrated their organization, their monopoly

on the local opposition broke up.

This happened not simply because the Democrats took part, but be-

cause they changed the essential point and direction of the Leyvista move-

ment. Although traces of the original effort to get a deal never disappeared,

after mid-January they were submerged in the activity of a full-fledged

popular campaign. There was no other way for an opposition party to win

a big vote without much money or the advantages of official connections.

Certainly the Sedanos' methods, designed for very different purposes, would

not work; nor, as it soon appeared, would the Mexico City method of

informed debate. In practice the problem had an easy answer. What it

took to get ordinary people so interested and excited that they might vote

for the opposition was a direct promise to them to do something about

what made their life hard. If followers could not be dragooned or bought,

they could at least be talked into line. Once the movement's aim and

strategy were redefined, the Democrats had to reform its organization as

well. Generally the reform amounted to expansion—recruiting more mem-
bers and setting up more clubs around the state. In the two weeks after

the Democrats joined the campaign, Leyvistas organized about twenty-five

regular clubs in almost as many towns and villages, and published claims

to more than 1,500 members.6 But in the process there also occurred a more

significant shift of control, which eventually reorganized the structure of

5 Sedano: op. cit., pp. 1-18. International Bureau of the American Republics:

Commercial Directory of the American Republics, Supplement, Containing Cor-

rections of Errors in Volume Two of the Commercial Directory (Washington, 1899),

p. 268. Pertodico Oficial, II, 7, 2; IX, 51, 3. Semanario Oficial, III, 51, 6; IV, 2, 2; 29,

2-3-

6 Mexico Nuevo, January 18, 20-23, 25-29, and 31, February 2 and 5, 1909.
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disputes.
1 Together these three formed a Leyvista group, which they

named (for a nineteenth-century liberal hero) the Melchor Ocampo Club,

and invited villagers in the area to join. Malcontented neighbors and kin-

folk from the surrounding settlements flocked in to sign up, nearly eighty

in all. Among them were the Anenecuilcans Francisco Franco, who be-

came the club's secretary, Eduwiges Sanchez, Rafael Merino, Emiliano

Zapata, and the now aging but once trusting Porfirista Teodoro Placencia.
2

That same day in Jojutla, sixty-five miles southwest, the local Free Vote

Club held the campaign's second large Leyvista rally, drawing more than

a thousand villagers and peons into the town.3

Only a little more than two weeks after it began as a carefully staged

maneuver, the Escandon-Leyva dispute had thus become an agitated, public

struggle for crowds. By all accounts the Escandonistas proved more pro-

fessional: holding economic and political power, they could pay or force

their employees to attend their demonstrations.4 But the Leyvistas were

more popular. It was an obvious tactic for them to play on rural discon-

tent: posters with the militant village demand for "Land and Water" went

up around the state, and "unauthorized" speakers began implying that

Patricio would see to a general redistribution of land, even private prop-

erty.
5 In response, village leaders like Santa Maria's Genovevo de la O

declared for Leyva and began pressing their old claims against neighbor-

ing haciendas.6 The Escandonistas grew jealous, indignant, and then

nervous and bellicose; and the Leyvistas, in counterreaction, more provoca-

tive and fearless. In a little village northeast of Cuernavaca, for instance,

a Leyvista leader, Fermin Bello, was called on by a Cuernavaca policeman

and brought back to the city to see the jefe politico. The jefe asked Bello

how his campaign was going, and Bello told him—well. The jefe then

1 For Yanez, see Semanario Oficial, II, 15, 3, and XVII, 6, 3-4. For Torres Burgos,

see Octavio Paz: "Estalla la bomba," El Universal, June 30, 1929, and Mazari: op. cit.,

p. 116. For the help all three gave to Anenecuilcans, see Sotelo Inclan: op. cit., pp.

159-61.

2 Mexico Nuet/o, February 4, 1909.
3 Ibid., January 28, 1909.
4
Ibid., January 28 and 31, February 2 and 6, 1909.

5 Diez: Bibliograjia, p. clxxxiii. The Escandonista press reported these offers

through late January and early February; the Leyvista press kept denying that they

were authorized, and asking that the Escandonistas identify who made them. See,

e.g., El Diario, January 30, 1909, and Mexico Nuevo, January 31, 1909.
6 Genovevo de la O: "Memorias," serialized in Impacto, December 31, 1949. Per-

sonal interview with Daniel de la O.
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of the explosion perfectly. The town's new Leyvista club had tried to

stage a rally on a Sunday, January 24, when merchants and laboring people

could come in full strength. But the jefe politico, Enrique Dabbadie, had

refused permission. Nervous because of the big opening-day celebration two

days earlier when he had given the Leyvistas full liberty, he feared that if he

allowed any more freedom Cuautla district might go for Leyva. The least

he might then lose would be his job. Unless he got contrary orders, he

was taking no chances: after the first crowd, he had practically put the

city under martial law, with federal troops and police and municipal

gendarmes everywhere.1 But Democratic connections and the general

pressure of public opinion moved the government in the Leyvistas' favor,

and after the Cuautla club filed a complaint, Dabbadie gave way. The

Leyvistas received permission to hold a rally the following Sunday, Jan-

uary 31. Through the week they elaborated their preparations, sending out

notices and organizing a ladies' auxiliary.
2 Then, almost as a challenge, the

pro-Escandon newspaper in Mexico City, El Diario, announced in mid-

week that Escandon's champions would shortly begin a whistle-stop tour

through Morelos.3 Nationally known orators like Barron, Diodoro Batalla,

and Hipolito Olea would speak from the back of the campaign train at

the little stations and haciendas on the railroad line.
4 At larger towns the

celebrities would parade into the main square and deliver formal speeches.

Their first stop, El Diario noted, would be Cuautla, on Monday, February

1, the day after the Leyvista rally.
5 This was the riskiest place they could

have chosen, and the timing was even stupider.

Despite jitteriness the Leyvista rally took place without trouble on

Sunday. At the last minute Dabbadie threatened to withdraw his permis-

sion for the show, then at four p.m. finally confirmed it, but only till six

p.m., when, he said, the federal police would clear the streets. He also

refused to let the Leyvistas' band play to welcome the speakers when they

arrived at the train station. And he posted rurales around the main square

once the rally started. Nevertheless Leyvista clubs from that part of the

state—including Villa de Ayala's Melchor Ocampo Club—poured into

Cuautla; and considering the provocations they were subjected to, they

1 Mexico Nuevo, January 31, 1909.

2 Ibid., February 2, 1969.

8 El Diario, January 28, 1909.

4 Ibid., January 30, 1909.

5 Ibid., January 28, 1909.
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flew into .1 tantrum and began cursing the crowd, calling them "iml*-

and "ungrateful bums." Rocks sailed up toward him and the crowd quickly

turned into a nasty, yelling mob. The rurales g fire, and people

scattered in wild disorder.
8

That evening, the plaza occupied by troops and federal p eadie

I an official notice—to announce his revenge for the afternoon's spec-

tacle. "It is strictly forbidden," he declared, to utter insulting cries or to

commit any act involving a breach of peace. Offenders," he wound up in

an unashamed e\ |*>st facto menace, "will be sternly dealt with."* Arrests

commenced immediately. Local merchants, workr:

marcher! ofT to [ail some without charges being filed, matt) without even

having attended the rally, most simply because of their reputations. Local

refused protection: the few like Pal Villa de

Ayala who .isked for ,j restraining order were hustled ofT |ust as quickly

and jajled for |ust as long. The itinued in

Dim* M nfsfisr, |«nuary u *
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Cuautla had more Leyvistas behind bars than any other district in the

state.
1 And repercussions extended far beyond Dabbadie's bailiwick. The

day after the riot, Patricio Leyva lost his job in the Ministry of Public

Works for not denying that his agents had promised land to villagers.
2

In fact not much had happened—a few rocks thrown, some yelling, a

lot of arrests and threats, but no bloodshed. But the incident seemed por-

tentous : in the riot everyone thought he saw what he had feared the whole

election would amount to. And that made the rest of the campaign an anti-

climax. For "decent people," a cientifico editor in Mexico City lamented,

the affair had begun as "a serene, educated, high-toned, and progressive

struggle" and had degenerated into "a real war of the sandal against the

shoe, of work pants against trousers," of the "saloon element" against

"decent people."
3 Suitably reworded, this was how the "saloon element" felt

as well. "A real war," a civil war, a class war—that was what haunted minds

in Morelos, and in Cuautla the prospect was always most vivid. To such

nervous souls the February i commotion seemed to put them right on the

verge of the cataclysm.

For the election, what followed was irrelevant. To secure its control

over the polls, the federal government stationed an unusually large detach-

ment of thirty-five rurales in Morelos during February.4 Yet local leaders,

who knew that after all they would have to go on working and doing

business in the state when the election was over, knew also that they could

salvage something practical. At least they could reorder parts of the old,

broken balance. Even the visiting Leyvista Democrats recognized what had

happened and toned down their appeals. Although they defied the Cuer-

navaca jefe politico's prohibition and went ahead with a big rally in the

state capital on February 5, they worked to calm the crowd rather than

excite it. And the more responsible government agents reciprocated.
5 Gen-

eral Luis C. Curiel, now the commander of the 23rd Infantry Battalion,

sheltered two Leyvista speakers at the Cuernavaca rally when the jefe

politico threatened to hang them on the spot.
6
In the few days before the

election the Escandon touring train moved on to Yautepec and Jojutla,

1 Diario del Hogar, April 17, 1909.

2 El Diario, February 5, 1909.

3 Ibid., February 13, 1909.

4 Reports on Morelos, 1909, AGN, Ramo de Gobernacion (henceforth G) : bundle

883.

5 Diario del Hogar, February 9, 1909. Sedano: op. cit., p. 19.

6 Robles Dominguez in El Hombre Libre, September 24, 1930.
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in hourly communication with Colonel Robles in Cuautla on election day,

and federal troops stood on the alert in every district seat.
4

The general result—Escandon's victory—was a matter of course, but so

many interests hinged on its margin and distribution that reliable returns

were hard to come by. The official state gazette opted out completely, simply

announcing that Escandonista electors had won an "absolute majority"

and leaving it at that.
5 Of all the reports of ballots counted, probably the

most accurate was the Mexican Herald's, which gave 201 for Escandon

and 92 for Leyva.6 To the planters and the state bureaucrats and policemen,

an opposition vote of this size was a scandal tantamount to sedition, and

they mounted a new attempt to restore control. Popular agitators respon-

sible^—at least those still free and at hand—were jailed; as their fellows

signed protests on their behalf, they provided black lists for their own

arrests. Peons who had voted for Leyva, or more likely who had not

showed up to vote for Escandon, were turned away when they came to

work on Monday and had to go further into debt for loans to bribe the

foremen to give them back their jobs.
7 Two weeks later the electoral colleges

voted, and the returns—again according to the Mexican Herald, there be-

ing no official count—were 235 to 20.
8
Threats, pressure, and jailings had

pared Leyvista votes to less than one quarter of their original, already

pared number. Again it was Cuautla that provided the most striking"case.

Here, even the wildly pro-Escandon El Diario had reported 13 Leyvista

votes in the primary election. Now, in the secondary, these 13 had vanished

completely.

On March 15, 1909, Pablo Escandon was officially sworn in as More-

los's new governor. He would end his term, the official gazette announced,

on November 30, 1912.
9 Nobody doubted he would, or that he might win

new terms, but however long he lasted, he would never be respected. His

election was an insult imprinted in the annals of the state's history—and

branded in the minds of its people.

4 Mexican Herald, February 7, 1909.
5 Semanario Oficial, XVIII, 11, 1.

6 For other returns and their various breakdowns, see John Womack, Jr.: "Emili-

ano Zapata and the Revolution in Morelos, 1910-1920" (Ph.D. dissertation, Harvard

University, 1965), pp. 60-1.

7 For complaints, see Mexico Nuevo, February 9-24, 1909.
8 For a detailed breakdown, see Womack: op. cit., p. 62.

*Semanario Oficial, XVIII, 11, 1.
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Politically these absences were ruinous. Without even a timid and in-

dulgent supervisor like Escandon, district jefes did exactly as they pleased

—which resulted in anarchy and petty despotisms. In Cuautla district,

where special conciliatory care should have been taken, Dabbadie seemed

intent on revenge. The main bridge in Cuautla caved in, and junk littered

the city's streets and main square and park, all because Dabbadie refused

to provide the regular public services.
4 He also permitted the sale of pulque

and rum on market days, in direct violation of Escandon's orders; and drunk

as well as exasperated, the local peons and common people of the town

began rioting.
5 What aroused most indignation was that Dabbadie col-

lected contributions to receive Governor Escandon on an official visit, and

then never rendered any accounting of expenses. People in the district were

certain he had embezzled their donations.
6

In Cuernavaca, Cuautla, and Jojutla districts, the jefes continued to

persecute former Leyvistas. The central Leyvista club in Cuernavaca had

filed a complaint with the state legislature, petitioning that the recent elec-

tions be nullified. The deputies' reaction was not only to refuse the com-

plaint out of hand but also to assert that the Leyvistas had lodged it only

to resist the law that declared Escandon elected. Thus, they argued, the

complaint amounted to a breach of the public order, and all who signed

it should be arrested for sedition.
7 When this tactic failed, other pretexts

served as well. In April the Cuernavaca jefe politico had the state's first

Leyvista, Antonio Sedano, arrested "for not having washed down the

street" in front of his store.
8 Meanwhile, two months after the election,

Dabbadie still held Pablo Torres Burgos and Octaviano Gutierrez, Leyvista

leaders from Villa de Ayala, in jail without charge.9 In June Sedano still

sat in the Cuernavaca jail awaiting trial for his misdemeanor. In June also

the two Leyvista leaders in Tepoztlan, Bernabe and Ezequiel Labastida,

having disappeared soon after election day, were yet to be heard from.

Their families presumed they had been conscripted into the federal army

—although both were overage—because they had last been seen in a Mexico

City military prison.
1 Bernabe Labastida was in fact to spend two years in

4 Mexico Nuevo, May 15, 1909.
5
Ibid., April 16 and May 1, 1909. Diario del Hogar, October 6, 1909.

6 Mexico Nuevo, May 15, 1909.
7 Ibid., April 7, 1909.
8 Ibid., June 23, 1909. Sedano: op. cit., pp. 20-1.

9 Diario del Hogar, April 17, 1909.
1 Mexico Nuevo, June 11 and 14, 1909.
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—ultimately mattered little to them: after initial squabbles, nice under-

standings took shape : for those who could afford them, favors were still for

sale. The people to whom the changes mattered greatly, however, were

those without much money or many connections. The old bureaucrats had

grown familiar with local problems, and although the balance of power

was unfair, routines had evolved that still offered common people a vague

promise of recourse. But now the familiarity and the routine and the hope

disappeared. The rich could eventually buy peace from Felipe Robleda,

but ordinary citizens had to suffer.

In appointing jefes politicos, Escandon bungled as badly. Only three

weeks after being sworn in, he removed the Alarcon-appointed prefect of

Cuernavaca and installed Higinio Aguilar, a brigadier general on active

duty in the federal army.1
It was clear that the recent campaign had

slackened respect for official order and that the state government needed to

reestablish the fear of authority. Also, since Escandon did not plan to spend

much time in Morelos, he wanted someone masterful to run the capital

district and act as a kind of auxiliary lieutenant governor.2 But Aguilar

was hardly the right choice. He felt no attachment to the people he ruled

and let a sadistic police chief run loose in Cuernavaca and antagonize the

whole city.
3 In two and a half months Aguilar himself was suspended for

defrauding the feeble-minded heir to a Cuernavaca fortune.
4 Escandon

finally replaced him with a reliable former municipal president and prefect

of Cuernavaca currently serving in the state legislature.

Two other prefectural appointments that backfired, though in a dif-

ferent way, were those of Jose Vivanco and Eduardo Flores in Cuautla.

The veteran chief there, Dabbadie, had made himself extremely unpopular

during and after the election. But if Escandon wanted to replace him, he

should have picked an official already experienced and locally respected.

Instead he named Vivanco and then—after Vivanco left in November

1910—Flores.
5 Neither had ever served as prefect or prefecture secretary

anywhere in Morelos, and evidently they knew nothing of the work.

Cuautla district was the most troublesome in the state, and in the summer

1 Semanario Ofinal, XVIII, 17, 1.

2 There were even rumors that Escandon was going to name Aguilar lieutenant

governor formally and then request a license to leave the state, in effect resigning

and having Aguilar succeed him. Mexico Nuevo, April 9, 1909.
3 Ibid., June 23, 1909.

4 Semanario Oficial, XVIII, 30, 1. Mexico Nuevo, August 7, 1909.
5 Semanario Oficial, XIX, 49, 3-4.
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The local villagers' "natural inclination toward banditry" impressed him

deeply, and he often lamented that "Jacobin governments" had removed

the villagers' "only restraint and guide: religion," leaving the planters to

impose their own cruder controls.
9 On the plantation of another great

Morelos family, the Amors, a visiting English "authoress" found the style

resembling "that of England in the time of the Barons, when feudal laws

reigned and hotels were unknown." The visitor came to understand that

the senior Amor "has to look after the spiritual and bodily needs of his

people," or ".
. . they would only drink away the extra money" he gave

them.1

But Escandon's policy was also part of a new kind of oppression that

had developed with increasing force since about 1880. Its economic source

was the international competition the cane- and beet-sugar industries carried

on through the nineteenth century. For cane growers the most valuable

returns on the struggle were the technological improvements it pro-

duced, especially the new milling machines that extracted a much higher

proportion of sugar from the stalk than the old presses. These machines

became generally available by the 1870's. About the same time a period of

political order and strong economic growth began in Mexico. Serious work

started on a regular system of railroads, and the promise of a national

market emerged. The Morelos planters saw the opportunity; and however

much they cherished their bucolic isolation, they at once moved out of it

to meet the new demand.2 They astutely developed interests in processing

and selling to match their interest in production. They brought the railroad

into the state, imported the new machinery, and planned how to get more

land to grow more cane. And as their production increased, they lobbied

to reduce municipal and state taxes, to abolish the remaining interstate

taxes, and to maintain or raise the national tariff protecting their industry.
3

The social difference between the old and the new oppression was as

profound as the difference between a manor and a factory. Before, various

9 Luis Garcia Pimentel, Jr.: "Memorias" (MS, 1914), pp. 2, 64, AGP.
1 Tweedie: op. cit., pp. 339-41.
2 For an interesting comparison with Brazilian sugar planters, who did lapse into

an easygoing and uneconomic ruralism, see Celso Furtado: The Economic Growth of

Brazil. A Survey from Colonial to Modern Times (Berkeley, 1963), pp. 125-6. It is

the market-minded Brazilian coffee planters, as he describes them, who more closely

resemble the Morelos sugar planters.

3 Daniel Cosio Villegas, ed.: Historia Moderna de Mexico. El Porfiriato. La Vida

Economica, 2 vols. (Mexico, 1965), I, 79-81.
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The plutocratization of the Diaz regime through the 1880's eased the

planters' way. The Ministry of Public Works sold them almost all the

public land left in the state and granted them favorable rulings on their

requests for clear titles to other acquisitions. New federal legislation jeop-

ardized previously recognized titles and water rights of many villages. And
when the planters took advantage of this fortuity, subservient local courts

approved the expropriations.
6 In the late 1860's the planters, or their fathers,

had fought hard to keep Morelos a part of Mexico State: they feared that

otherwise Cuernavaca and Cuautla districts might break loose from their

control.
7 Twenty years later, under Diaz's patronage, they had more power

there than before. Increasingly, only the plantations looked like legitimate,

progressive institutions. It seemed that other kinds of communities existed

as resources for them, that all human beings in Morelos must surrender

their personal destinies, superior or inferior, and become mere factors in

the planters' cosmopolitan enterprise. The process which individual greed

had motivated now emerged as regular, cientifico practice.

By 1890 it was clear that in this novel boom several important towns,

surrounded by plantations, had almost ceased to grow. Jonacatepec, for

instance, once a flourishing mule center, now stood like an enclave in the

Garcia Pimentels' territory; its situation reminded one educated native of

the depressed country towns of Ireland.
8 In dismay at their low census the

Cuautla city fathers debated whether their town would stagnate from

"being confined between powerful haciendas whose extensive cane fields

border on all sides." Some promoters judged that though the restriction

would eventually limit the city, they could meanwhile increase its popu-

lation by urban renewal: in the northern precincts were several unsightly

pastures and orchards, belonging to "ragamuffins ... at once bosses and

peons . . . who lend no service to the society where they live"; these proper-

ties the promoters wanted to expropriate and subdivide into lots for "poor

families who could pay them out in installments."
9 But this was no solu-

6 Mazari: op. cit., p. 109. For discussions of this process as a national policy, see

Wistano Luis Orozco: Legislation y jurisprudencia sobre terrenos baldios, 2 vols.

(Mexico, 1895), I, 337-85, and Molina Enriquez: op. cit., pp. 165-96.

7 Diez: Bibliograjia, p. clix. It was the many village petitions from the old Third

District that moved the Fourth Congress to set up the state. See Tovar: op. cit., I,

151-2, 310; II, 530, 532; III, 89, 422, 428, 508, 676.

8 Diario de los Debates del Congreso Constituyente, igi6-igiy, 2 vols. (Mexico,

i960), II, 1083. See also Fernando Gonzalez Roa: El aspecto agrario de la Revolution

Mexicana (Mexico, 1919), p. 30.

9 La Idea Patriotica, August 6, 1891.
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disintegrate. By 1909 only a hundred were registered.
6 Hidden darkly in

the fields of high, green cane, the ruins of places like Acatlipa, Cuauchi-

chinola, Sayula, and Ahuehuepan rotted into the earth.
7 The stories of

these doomed pueblos were widely known among Morelos's country peo-

ple: kinfolk were often involved in the fights to save them. And their

demise was a fearful lesson, leaving villagers no hope of rest.

In particularly tense areas the villages that survived still lost population.

Villa de Ayala, for instance, declined from 2,041 inhabitants in 1900 to

1,745 m IQI°; and Anenecuilco, in Ayala municipality, went down from

411 to 371.
8

Bit by bit the villagers lost their land—like the orchard of

Olaque in Anenecuilco in 1887—but they fought on year after year to

preserve what was left. And when they finally lost too much to get

by farming, they tried new kinds of work. The Zapata family began raising

livestock, as did many around Cuautla when Hospital and Cuahuixtla

haciendas had enclosed all the decent farmland.9

Not all, however, could go on independently—which was just what

the planters counted on. Dispossessed and destitute, many villagers started

sharecropping the scrubbiest of the plantation fields.
1 Then, as their debts

mounted, they hired themselves out as field hands, still living in their vil-

lages but working in contracted gangs. They found wages very high, by the

day up to 65 centavos in the dry winter season and a peso during harvest in

the spring, and by the job even more, from 75 centavos to 1.25 or 1.50 pesos

daily. But they also found prices very high: since Morelos produced only

sugar, rice, and rum in volume and had to import cloth and staples like

corn and beans, they paid as much to live as in Mexico City.
2 Living in

6 Semanario Oficial, XVIII, 44, 6. Diez: Dos conjerencias, p. 61.

7 Magana: op. cit. (1951-2 edn., here and subsequently), I, 82-4. Diez: Dos

conjerencias, p. 59. La Idea Patriotica, April 16, 1891.

8 Holt Buttner: op. cit., pp. 94-7.
9 Sotelo Inclan: op. cit., pp. 155-8, 170. La Idea Patriotica, December 17, 1891.

1
If they were lucky, or had local connections, they might contract for land good

enough to truck-farm on. Emiliano Zapata sometimes sharecropped on de la Torre

y Mier's Tenextepango hacienda. He and Eufemio experimented with varieties of

watermelon from Veracruz. Personal interview with Antonio Diaz Soto y Gama.

For Ayala's truck trade, see the prefectural reports in Semanario Oficial, XIV, 8, 1-2;

XVI, 17, 3-4; XVII, 3, 4; 19, 3; 29, 4; 42, 4-5; XVIII, 17, 1-2.

2 On wages, see J. Garcia Pimentel: op. cit., pp. 7-8; also George M. McBride:

The Land Systems of Mexico (New York, 1923), p. 32; Lewis: op. cit., p. 94; and

The Mexican Yearbook, igog-igio (New York, 1910), p. 392. Anenecuilcans earned

only 37 centavos a day in the slack season at Hospital—see Sotelo Inclan: op. cit.,
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and Veracruz, dumped produce on the market, and expelled the intruders

from their commercial domains. But the Americans in Veracruz were dif-

ferent. The Gulf lowlands yielded ordinarily around 30 per cent more cane

per acre than the Morelos uplands, which moreover required expensive irri-

gation and more frequent replanting. If the American effort became a going

concern, it might severely damage Morelos's position as the country's lead-

ing producer.
4

Another pressing problem was that national production of sugar now

exceeded the domestic demand. Exporting the surplus was the obvious

answer, and in 1902 major exports began.5 Although Morelos planters did

not at first take part, leaving the trade to Veracruz and the north, several

began exports at least as early as 1905. Leading them was Ignacio de la

Torre y Mier of Tenextepango, the state's then most productive hacienda.
6

But the new business only opened a new arena of competition. The costs

of production were still high in Morelos, and the international market,

lurching from crisis to crisis, was too erratic to depend on.

Also alarming was the new threat of native beet-sugar production, which

cane growers assumed would destroy them. From 1906 on agronomists

noted "remarkable possibilities" for the new industry. Sonora ranchers de-

clared their vital interest in its foundation, and the federal government

offered generous concessions to an American company to start beet-growing

in the Federal District or Mexico State.
7 The projects did not materialize,

but the danger that they might heightened the Morelos planters' competi-

tive spirit.

Besides these troubles, there was the ultimate menace of exhausting

Morelos's rich soil. Estimates were that it could stand constant cultivation

of cane without fertilizer for about thirty years; then it would have to lie

fallow.
8 So the boom that began around 1880 would begin deteriorating

after 1910. The prospect hardly agitated all Morelos planters, but to some

—

4 Cosio Villegas: Vida Economica, I, 81. U.S. Department of Commerce and

Labor, Bureau of Manufactures: Monthly Consular and Trade Reports, October

1908, p. 155; April 1908, p. 140; July 1905, pp. 193-6. International Bureau of the

American Republics: Mexico. Geographical Sketch, Natural Resources, Laws, Eco-

nomic Conditions, Actual Development, Prospects of Future Growth (Washington,

1904), pp. 195-6.

5 Cosio Villegas: Vida Economica, I, 81-2.

6 El hacendado mexicano y fabricante de azucar, XI, 123 (March 1905), 65.

7 Consular Reports, September 1906, p. 101; March 1907, p. 20.

8 Ibid., September 1906, p. 102. Mexico. Geographical Sketch, p. 194.
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sugar region in the world.6 The planters, having committed themselves

deeply, were in no mood to relax: between 1905 and 1908 they raised their

production over 50 per cent.
7 And they maneuvered for still more land,

more water, and more resident laborers. In this development, this planters'

progress, the village as a community had no place. The imminent Utopia

was a plantation.

Villagers did resist these trends, most famously in a case involving Pablo

Escandon himself. In 1903 Escandon had directed the manager of his fam-

ily's Atlihuayan hacienda to put up a fence which took in about 3,500 acres

of Yautepec's communal pasture land. Villagers' cattle used to grazing

there knocked down the fence in places and wandered back into the terri-

tory now under the hacienda's claim. Hacienda guards corralled them and

returned them only on payment of a stiff fine. Some impounded cattle died

for lack of feed. Others were sold. Others' owners were jailed for letting

them trespass. But the villagers would not quit their cause. After months

of protesting in vain, the offended persons chose a local farmer, Jovito Ser-

rano, to represent them before the authorities. Serrano took their com-

plaints first to the Yautepec court, which ruled against him. When the

Yautepec jefe politico refused to review the decision, Serrano appealed to

the Cuernavaca district court, which heard the case but upheld the original

decision and imposed a hundred-peso fine on the plaintiffs. Still undaunted,

Serrano appealed to the Federal Supreme Court and led a commission of

seventy Yautepecans to interview President Diaz in Mexico City.
8 Less for-

mally but no less obstinately, villagers elsewhere—in Santa Maria, Jan-

tetelco, Coatlan del Rio, Tepalcingo, and many other pueblos—defied local

bosses and tried to defend their ancient claims.
9

But all resistance the planters or their managers readily disposed of. In

most cases the disposition was local, unofficial, and brutal—a proper beat-

ing, maybe murder.1
If these measures were inconvenient, the prefects

6 Diez: Dos conferencias, pp. 17-19.

7 Prinsen Geerligs: op. cit., p. 164.

8 Records of the Atlihuayan-Yautepec dispute are in the Archivo de Zapata (hence-

forth AZ), Box 30, File 2. For the court record, see Semanario Judicial de la Federation.

Tribunal Pleno. Amparos (February-March 1905), 4th ser., XXII, 428-37. There is a

legend, repeated most recently in John P. McNeely: "Origins of the Zapata Revolt

in Morelos," Hispanic American Historical Review, XLVI, 2 (May 1966), 155, that

Zapata took part in the commission. This is unlikely; his name figures in no record

of the case.

9 Mazari: op. cit., pp. 109, 112. Magana: op. cit., I, 79-80.
1 For an example, see ibid., I, 81-2.
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had equivocated, it was Escandon's responsibility as a good cientifico planter

to establish the practice of oppression as policy. The villagers were already

weak, their leaders and advocates jailed or driven into hiding because of

their Leyvista sympathies in the recent election. And Escandon proceeded

without hesitation. The state government's refusal to do justice became a

clear rule. Many villagers around Chinameca hacienda lost cattle to the

roundup there in 1909, and their complaints were never heeded. The village

of Tetelpa lost much of the water it needed for its orchards when, in a

dispute over rights to Apatlaco River, the local court ruled for San Nicolas

Obispo hacienda. The hacienda manager soon went even beyond the court

and cut the village's water off completely. Local orchards were ruined, the

village's fruit business and truck farming were finished, and its residents

began migrating. In the northern municipalities the contracts for cutting

timber off the mountain slopes, always a rich source of corruption, became

even more scandalous. Villagers not only lost their timber but the money

paid them for it.
6 The most flagrant injustice occurred in Jojutla in the

late summer of 1909. There a rice plantation appropriated extra use of the

city's water supply. The city council protested, but against Escandon's

favorites not even a district seat got effective recourse. And the dispute

went on through the fall—with the rice growers using the water.7

Escandon's treatment of the pueblos was not merely to make life diffi-

cult for them but to break them as independent institutions. In April 1910,

for instance, the leaders of Anenecuilco wrote to him in desperation. "As

the rainy season is about to begin," they declared, "we poor workingmen

must begin getting the land ready for planting. For this reason ... we turn

to the Superior Government of the state, imploring its protection so that,

if it please, it might concede to us its backing so we can plant the fields with-

out fear of being plundered and run off by the proprietors of Hospital ha-

cienda. We are disposed to recognize whoever turns out to be the owner of

these fields, be it the village of San Miguel Anenecuilco or someone else.

But we want to plant the fields so as not to be ruined, because farming is

what gives us life. From it we get our sustenance and that of our families."

The request was urgent, and easy enough to grant and arrange. But the

reply, when it finally came, was a bureaucrat's insult. Eight days later, a sec-

retary in the state executive office wrote them : "Informed of your note of

the 25th of April last, in which you ask that you be permitted to prepare

8 Diez: Dos conjerencias, pp. 59, 63.

7 Diario del Hogar, August 31 and September 1, 1909.
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steps even bolder. Escandon himself did not take a serious part in the plan-

ning because in October he left to direct the protocol of Diaz's meeting

with President Taft in Ciudad Juarez.
2 But in late December he returned

to outline the new reforms to the state legislature. They were eight amend-

ments to the state constitution, which he admitted would cause "a com-

plete revision" in Morelos politics but which he declared "of urgent neces-

sity" to preserve the "new orientation." The amendments amounted to five

changes. One was fiscal, the collection of taxes in June (after the sugar

harvest) instead of December (before it), to adjust public and private

finances to the economic rhythm of the plantations. The other four changes

were political, distinctly enhancing executive authority at the expense of

the legislature's already scant power and prestige. One would relieve the

governor from having to report on current business at all four legislative

sessions; henceforth he would deliver only one informe, to open the first

session. Another change would permit the governor to leave the state for

ten days without formal legislative permission. Another threatened dep-

uties' income, prohibiting individuals from holding and drawing salaries

for more than one elected office. The most important change would abol-

ish the legislature's right to approve gubernatorial appointments to the key

posts of state accountant and state tax commissioner. Escandon considered

the right "an intervention which . . . might become a means of obstruction-

ism" and asked for absolute control over the fiscal bureaucracy. He sug-

gested that the deputies enact his project in their next session in April.
8

Going into 19 10, the planters thus moved almost at will. In making

Morelos into the Perfect Plantation, they advanced as easily against the

lately disaffected shopowners and merchants as against the traditionally

defiant villagers and rancheros. Had the Porifirian system endured another

decade, they might well have realized their dream. But through the spring

of the new year they came across the first signs of a strategic complication

—

local interest in a surprisingly vigorous opposition campaign for the presi-

dency. Based in Mexico City, the campaign was the work of scattered polit-

ical independents only recently organized as the Anti-Reelectionist Party

but passionately dedicated to an official challenge of the Porfirista regime.

Like the Progressive reformers in the United States, these good souls saw

themselves as "enlightened citizens" who would purge "public affairs" of

the self-perpetuating gangs of "corrupt politicians" now in control. Their

2 Henry F. Pringle: The Life and Times of William Howard Taft. A Biography,

2 vols. (New York, 1939), 1, 463.

3 Semanario Oficial, XIX, 2, 1-6.
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Madero. A young men's literary society there under the influence of an-

other erstwhile Leyvista became practically an Anti-Reelectionist club. Sym-

pathetic persons in Yautepec tried to circulate propaganda. In Cuautla the

independent editors of La Epoca came out openly for Madero as a presi-

dential candidate. The spiritualists of the Love and Progress Club in

Cuautla probably also supported their coreligionary, privately if not pub-

licly in their monthly journal, El Obrero Espiritu.
6 But altogether this

work was meager. The jefes politicos, who remained sore after the last

Morelos election, had already eliminated the most dangerous dissenters

and now exercised a tight vigilance. To avoid nettling the authorities, ordi-

nary discontented people shied away from petitions and formal organiza-

tions.

The only serious activity took place around Jojutla, where an ex-Ley-

vista, Eugenio Morales, united more than forty Madero men. A well-estab-

lished member of the community and an officer in the army reserve for

several years, Morales wrote to Madero on March 1, 1910, six weeks before

the Anti-Reelectionist nominating convention, to praise his work and to

invite him to Jojutla to inaugurate a club.
7 Madero replied at some length,

thanking Morales but explaining why he could not accept the invitation

and urging him to proceed on his own. Madero told him it was especially

important to organize before March 15, so his club could participate in the

national convention's preliminary meetings.8 An Anti-Reelectionist Patri-

otic League, and its ladies' auxiliary, soon formed in Jojutla, and Morales

attended the Mexico City convention in mid-April as the single delegate

from Morelos.9 The Jojutla Anti-Reelectionists were too serious to survive,

however. In early May the disturbed local authorities jailed one of the

leaders, Lucio Moreno. Held without charge, he remained in jail as late

as June 1 and probably spent election day there.
1

6 Diez: Bibliografia, p. clxxxiv. Valentin Lopez Gonzalez: La Historia del Perio-

dismo en Morelos (Cuernavaca, 1957), pp. 9-10. El Constitutional, March 20, 1910.

Madero to La Epoca, July 24, 1910, Archivo de Madero (henceforth AM). Manuel

Dominguez: Cuautla. Sucinta recena de la heroica ciudad, cabecera de distrito en el

estado de Morelos (Mexico, 1907), pp. 17-22. El Obrero Espiritu, September-November

1910.

7 Morales became an officer in the army reserve in Jojutla in January 1903.

Semanario Oficial, IX, 6, 2.

8 Madero to Eugenio Morales, March 11, 1910, AM.
9 Mexico Nuevo, April 19, 1910.

1 El Constitutional, June 10, 1910. Moreno's wife was president of the ladies'

auxiliary.
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—neighborhood apostles themselves—were those who cared the most. But

the agitation had stirred even plain farmers, sharecroppers, and day labor-

ers. People in Morelos, reported a Maderista agent there, stood "ready for

all struggles."
5

Escandon and his associates recognized that this new spirit might dis-

rupt their plans. They had their own complaints about Don Porfirio, be-

cause of tight monetary policies, political disappointments, and such;

but these were only quibbles, not in the slightest like the current con-

tention. Many of the Democratic politicians and professionals who had

campaigned in Morelos in 1909 were now involved in Madero's Anti-

Reelectionist movement. And Madero had actually toured the country

speaking to huge crowds before his arrest. Already by then the governors

of Tlaxcala, Yucatan, and Sinaloa had been embarrassed by local uprisings.

In the last two the governors had had to call on federal troops to restore

order. If similar riots and rebellion should take place in Morelos, it was

clear who would be the immediate targets—cries of Mueran los gachupinesl

still rang in the air from the year before—and Escandon took steps accord-

ingly. The danger was in the villages; against the villages he pressed the

attack.

On June 20, 1910, Escandon addressed his deputies in a request to enact

the eight amendments he had proposed the previous December, as well

as four new amendments. Madero had been in jail in San Luis Potosi a

week; but Escandon still feared the disorder his sympathizers might pro-

voke, and to preclude it he now proposed to elaborate into subprefectures

the prefectural system he had condemned in his own campaign speeches

eighteen months before. Though Morelos was the next smallest state in

the Republic, and though it had an excellent system of roads, railways,

and telegraph, he lamented that "lack of communications often prevents

the administration of authority" and sometimes rendered official action

"barely effective." Such unsatisfactory conditions might, he warned, give

rise to "serious disturbances, which the government is obliged to prevent."

The solution, as he saw it, was not to extend communications nor to remove

possible reasons for disturbance, but instead to establish still more "local

political authority"—that is, still more executive agents in the persons of

twenty subprefects in Morelos's twenty non-district-seat municipalities.

Thus, he concluded, the state could exercise force directly, without having to

operate through municipal government "in those cases in which this latter

5 Mazari: "Bosquejo," pp. 112-13.
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was authorized to appoint subprefects to take over all remaining municipal

autonomy in the state.

It seemed now that the planters were in the clear again, that having

fixed their control in Morelos constitutionally, they had solved the com-

plications of the spring and summer and could resume their dynamic

progress. True, not all their worries ended. In early November reports

started to circulate that ex-candidate Madero, who had escaped from jail

and fled to Texas, was calling for a revolution. And the young literati in

Cuernavaca who had backed him in the recent election declared their sup-

port of his new movement. Betraying their established fathers, they railed

against the planters' rule and in the pages of their little magazine, La Voz

de la Juventud, urged poor folk to join Madero's adventure.
1 But really

these were family matters. What counted in Morelos was the Mexico City

experts' prediction that the next sugar harvest would be the greatest in

the industry's history. In anticipation Escandon installed a new complex

of machinery at the mill on his Atlihuayan hacienda.2 Relaxing in their

fashionable homes in the capital, the planters were content: Morelos, which

they proudly believed "the richest and most prosperous state in the Re-

public," at last seemed theirs. And as confidently as they left their planta-

tions to their managers to administer, so now they left their state to

Escandon.

The governor was confident too. In mid-November, after the rainy

season, he returned from a two-month vacation and settled down to enjoy

a winter in Cuernavaca's sun.
3 So little effort did he imagine his job now

required that he neglected to appoint the subprefects he had said he needed

so badly. And in the lazily supervised municipal elections in late November

ex-Leyvistas won seats on at least eight town councils; in Tepoztlan they

even captured the municipal presidency. There and elsewhere seats also

fell to relatives of ex-Leyvistas or to equally refractory elements, like a

Yautepec survivor of the 1903 suit against the present governor.4 But this

1 Lopez Gonzalez: op. cit., pp. 9-1 1.

2 El hacendado mexicano, XVI, 193 (December 1910), 441; XVII, 194 (January

1911), 15.

3 Semanario final, XIX, 38, 2; XX, 1, 1.

4 For lists of councilmen, see ibid., XIX, 50, 6-8. For lists of Leyvista club mem-

bers, see Mexico Nuevo, January 18-27, 29-31, and February 4-5, 1909. The seven

other towns were Xochitepec, Yautepec, Ayala, Jojutla, Tlaquiltenango, Tlaltizapan,

and Jonacatepec.
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pressure, was coupled with a deep local pride in the role the region had

played in the War of Independence.7 Common people here were probably

readier to defend themselves than anywhere else in the state. Farmers in

Ayala municipality had never surrendered and paid blackmail to the

marauding bandits of the 1860's. They had armed themselves, organized

as vigilantes, and fought back. Into the 1890's Ayala remained probably

the most militant and most heavily armed rural municipality in Morelos.8

And this insubordinate tradition endured. In the summer of 1910, when

Escandon's war against the state's villages reached its critical stage, it was

no surprise that Ayala should be the region where armed resistance de-

veloped. Nor was it surprising that of the four settlements in the munici-

pality the little village of Anenecuilco should produce the leader. It had

happened before, in the 1860's, and with the same Zapata family.

The new councilmen Anenecuilco elected in September 1909 had first

followed the familiar procedure of restudying the village's land titles and

trying to find a reliable lawyer to represent it in court.
9 The first lawyer

for whose services they contracted (at a stiff fee) proved of little help, and

they let him go.
1 They then sought advice from several other sources in

Mexico City—among them Paulino Martinez and possibly Jesus Flores

Magon, both well-known opponents of the Diaz regime.2 But all this was

of no avail. Even worse, probably for dealing with these controversial fig-

ures, the council president, Emiliano Zapata, was drafted into the army

7 The municipality and its seat, Villa de Ayala, were named for the local hero

of the war, Francisco Ayala. See Sotelo Inclan: op. cit., pp. 141-6.

8 Gobierno de Morelos: Memoria sobre el estado de la Administration Publico

de Morelos. Presentada al H. XI. Congreso por el Gobernador Constitutional General

Jesus H. Pretiado. Abril 2$ de i8go (Cuernavaca, n.d., 1890?).
9 Sotelo Inclan: op. cit., pp. 176-7.

1 They paid the first lawyer, Luis Ramirez de Alba, one hundred pesos. The

receipt he gave Zapata, as president of the village council, is dated October 16, 1909,

in ASI.

2 There is a version that Zapata dealt with the notorious anarcho-syndicalist

Ricardo Flores Magon. See Sotelo Inclan: op. cit., p. 217. But this is impossible.

Ricardo was in American jails from 1907 to August 1910, and then went to Los

Angeles to direct the invasion of Baja California. See Lowell L. Blaisdell: The Desert

Revolution. Baja California, igu (Madison, 1962), pp. 9, 15 ff. Both Jesus Flores

Magon, a brother of Ricardo's, and Martinez had been active Anti-Reelectionists,

and Martinez had spoken at the Leyvista rally in Cuautla on January 31, 1909. See

the Diario del Hogar, February 2, 1909.
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would mean the end of a human community some seven centuries old.

Adding insult to injury, the Hospital manager rented the lands to farmers

from Villa de Ayala, the municipal seat, and the villanos, as they were

called, began to plant in the rows already hoed by Anenecuilcans.

This was the decisive point, and it was lucky for Anenecuilco that

Zapata had just returned, cranky and resentful, from his gilt-edged cen-

tennial opportunity with de la Torre y Mier's stables. Something extraor-

dinary had to be ventured to resolve the local crisis. As president of the

village council, Zapata took the decision. Regular procedures having failed,

Anenecuilco would act for itself. Zapata gathered together some eighty

men in the village, had them arm themselves, and went out to the fields

where the villanos were working. He told them he had no interest in

fighting with them, that there were Placencias, Merinos, and Salazars in

both villages, but that the land was Anenecuilco's and Anenecuilcans

would farm it. The villanos retired, along with the hacienda field guard,

and Zapata proceeded to assign lots to the farmers from his village. The

news went quickly around the state. Even in her Cuernavaca hotel Gover-

nor Escandon's friend Mrs. King heard about Zapata during the summer of

1910—about "a fellow over near Cuautla . . . who's been stirring up the

people."
6

Hospital left the Anenecuilcans alone for the next few months, but

eventually claimed rent for the use of the land. When they refused to pay,

the hacienda appealed to the district prefect and a hearing was called in

Villa de Ayala—before the prefect, Vivanco, and the Ayala municipal

president, Refugio Yanez, who had helped Anenecuilco before in land

disputes and had served in 1909 as head of Villa de Ayala's Levyista club.

Speaking for Anenecuilco, Zapata explained that bad weather had caused a

bad harvest and there was no produce or money to pay with. Hospital in-

sisted that the Anenecuilcans sell their cows or work the sum out in day

labor in the fields, but the jefe finally decided in favor of the villagers. They

would pay no rent at all for 1910, and only what they could in 191 1.

It was an astounding victory, but Anenecuilco could not rest on it. Za-

pata sent a delegation to President Diaz to get the disputed land definitely

returned to the village. A ruling favorable to Anenecuilco arrived, and

the jefe politico passed it on to the hacienda manager and Zapata. The

manager disliked the decision, but there was little he could do at the mo-

ment. By late 1910 Zapata and the local authorities—Vivanco and Yanez

6 King: op. cit., p. 59.
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was not ultimate, or even serious—even if it led to defiance elsewhere.

In the last resort the federal government could send in troops, crush the

insurrection, and jail or shoot the leaders. Even the great Indian rebels

of nineteenth-century Mexico were not able to hold out permanently.

And as in Yucatan and Sinaloa the past June, the government would have

certainly suppressed this much smaller disturbance in Morelos, and

Zapata would have been lucky to escape alive—if the Maderista revolu-

tion had not succeeded. But over the winter of 1910-11 the movement

in the north held together, almost miraculously, and the high politicians

of the country floundered in their attempts to have it crushed or bought

off. In the confusion that mounted in those months, the Ayala uprising

—

at first very local and limited in its origins and intentions—took on national

significance.
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Madero knew he could not afford a general insurrection, financially

or politically: it would cost too much, and possibly get out of hand. So

his final revolutionary plan featured neat centers of action. Madero pro-

posed three golpes, three quick strikes—in Puebla City, Pachuca, and

Mexico City—while he reentered the country in the north. Revolutionaries

and their civilian and military sympathizers would rise "as a single man,"

take over the streets and garrisons in those cities, and force the govern-

ment to deal with Madero as he moved triumphantly through Chihuahua.2

Any regional support a revolutionary agent could muster in the coun-

tryside around his target would reinforce the movement's general bargain-

ing power. This would be a useful operation of la guerrilla, the little war.

But the cities were the keys.

The rebellion in Morelos was then to depend on action in Mexico City.

But as preparations began, the plan changed. Madero's Mexico City agent,

Alfredo Robles Dominguez, realized that chances for a successful coup

there were poor. As he later noted, what happened in the south counted

most. And although he never explicitly challenged Madero's strategy, in

practice he reversed its emphasis. Under his direction a regional rural insur-

rection would encircle and press down on the national capital until it

surrendered to Madero in the north.
3

Morelos's part remained minor, nevertheless. Concentrating on Guer-

rero, Robles Dominguez hoped to take Iguala, isolate the state be-

fore federal reinforcements could arrive, and destroy the few garrisons

already there. If the rebels failed, they could hide in the mountains, wait

for the revolt in the north to draw off the troops pursuing them, and then

operate along the Costa Chica in alliance with the revolt in Oaxaca. As

for Morelos, the rebels there would serve as auxiliaries to the movements

in Guerrero or Puebla, depending on whether they located their bases in

the western or eastern districts of the state. Morelos's subordinate role was

definitely fixed when the only two likely leaders there—Eugenio Morales

and Patricio Leyva—excused themselves from action. Leyva pleaded "ill

health," and Morales lamented that he had "grave family matters" to

attend to.
4 With no one to count on in the state, Robles Dominguez

naturally directed his funds and arms elsewhere.

2 Ibid., pp. 319-22.
3 Robles Dominguez in El Hombre Libre, November 12 and 14, 1930.

4 Diez: Bibliografia, p. clxxxviii. Leyva's "ataxia locomotriz muy avanzada" had

not prevented him from conducting a strenuous campaign for governor two years

before. Nor did it prevent him from active politicking in 1912-13. For Morales's
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crs in Ayala municipality attended one or another of the meetings, but

the regulars were Torres Burgos, Emiliano Zapata, and Rafael Merino.

Also attending often were three non-Ayalans: Catarino Perdomo, from

San Pablo Hidalgo; Gabriel Tepepa, from Tlaquiltenango; and Margarito

Martinez, from southern Puebla.

The nominal leader was Torres Burgos. In the country phrase, he

"knew how to talk"—how to present a case to the jefe politico. But the real

chief was Zapata, the president of the joint Anenecuilco-Villa de Ayala-

Moyotepec defense committee and currently the effective authority in the

southern part of Cuautla district. It was on him that the group depended

for its decisions.

Several meetings left the conspirators convinced they should try to es-

tablish contact with the Maderista headquarters in San Antonio. Above

all they wanted to verify the offer the Maderistas were reportedly making

to "proprietors of small holdings" who had lost their lands through abuses

of the federal land laws. Already Zapata had seen a copy of Madero's Plan

of San Luis Potosi and was studying a clause in its third article.
7

This clause was a simple agrarian plank in Madero's revolutionary plat-

form, a bid for the support of rural families who had suffered from Diaz's

land policy. "Through unfair advantage taken of the Law of Untitled

Lands," Madero stated, "numerous proprietors of small holdings, in their

majority Indians, have been dispossessed of their lands—either by a ruling

of the Ministry of Public Works or by decisions of the courts of the Repub-

lic. It being full justice to restore to the former owners the lands of which

they were dispossessed so arbitrarily, such dispositions and decisions are

declared subject to review. And those who acquired them [the lands] in

such an immoral way, or their heirs, will be required to return them to the

original owners, to whom they will also pay an indemnity for the damages

suffered. Only in case the lands have passed to a third person before the

promulgation of this plan, the former owners will receive the indemnity

from those to whose profit the dispossession accrued."
8

At the time this position seemed correct and sufficient to the Ayalan

conspirators. True, they knew of few "Indians" in Morelos, but that, they

7 Sotelo Inclan: op. cit., p. 189. For the document, see Manuel Gonzalez Ramirez,

ed.: Planes politicos y otros documentos (Mexico, 1954), pp. 33
-
49-

8 The law Madero referred to was the ley de terrenos baldios, for a study of which

see Orozco: op. cit., I, 587-617; II, 1022-9.
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presumably the "provisional governor" would give the revolutionary orders

in his state. But in Morelos the former "candidate of the people," Patricio

Leyva, was vacillating. If he finally abdicated the leadership, who then

would assume authority? Careful and conscientious folk, the Ayalans

feared accusations of banditry, and, to avoid them, wanted formal appoint-

ments and a definite program. So in those tense weeks they collected money

through Zapata's joint defense committee and sent their "speaker," Torres

Burgos, north to see Madero.

Torres Burgos probably left for San Antonio in mid-December. It has

been questioned that he actually went there, or saw Madero. Probably he

did. He was not a man to lie about such a mission, nor was Emiliano Za-

pata a man to lie to; and Zapata always believed that Torres Burgos had

received his orders directly from Madero.2
If the Ayala emissary did see

Madero in San Antonio, it must have been at the end of December or early

January. For Madero had not come back from New Orleans until then,

and soon afterward he left for Dallas. Fortunately for the Ayalans, his

hopes for the revolution had rekindled precisely about this time because of

recent successes in Chihuahua.

Meanwhile in Mexico City the planters had sensed the mounting anxi-

ety among their political friends. And although they still trusted Don Por-

firio, not bothering to return to Morelos to organize the defense of their

properties themselves, they at least took long-distance precautions. For their

plantation personnel they ordered arms, and in January they began sub-

sidizing Escandon to reinforce the state's federal police.
3

The Ayala conspirators then had to decide whether they would let the

planters continue their stockpiling and mobilization, or, although without

official revolutionary connections, revolt while they had a chance. Zapata's

2 Those who deny or doubt his trip include Dromundo: Biograjia, p. 46; Douglas

M. Crawford: 'The Suriano Rebellion in Mexico, 1910-1919" (M.A. thesis, University

of California at Berkeley, 1940), p. 18; and Francisco Cosio Robelo: "Digale a Zapata

que acabe el circo," Mujeres y Deportes, February 6, 1937. But in the revised biography,

Dromundo says Torres Burgos did interview Madero: Vida, p. 47. Cosio Robelo was

in jail over the winter of 1910-n and could not know firsthand. And Crawford, who

worked from scanty sources, simply said there was no evidence. None of the San

Antonio exiles ever mentioned Torres Burgos's visit, but neither did they ever

later deny that he had seen Madero.
3 Memorandum on the political situation in the state of Morelos, December 29,

191 1, Archivo de Alfredo Robles Dominguez (henceforth ARD), Box 7: File 37:

Document 5.
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inally from Tepoztlan municipality, with connections in Yautepec, he had

married and established himself in Jojutla.
7 There his role in the recent

election had enhanced his prestige among the malcontents. With this back-

ground he could base himself in Jojutla, use Tepepa and his following to

control the strategic area north along the Yautepec River, then take Te-

poztlan, then Yautepec, and then move against Cuernavaca. He could

thus pre-empt a move by Zapata in that direction and hold the state capi-

tal when the revolution triumphed.

Torres Burgos had not yet returned when, on February 7, Tepepa re-

volted in Tlaquiltenango. Rallying quickly to him were his younger parti-

sans in the area—Francisco Alarcon, Timoteo Sanchez, Jesus Capistran,

Lorenzo Vazquez, Emigdio Marmolejo, Pioquinto Galis, and others, each

with his own band of fighters.
8 Tepepa then headed north, and a few days

later he and Moreno took Tepoztlan. They stayed long enough to burn

the municipal archives and ransack the local political bosses' houses; then

they passed on into the hills to set up their headquarters and wait for a

chance at Yautepec or Cuernavaca.9 They kept away from the well-armed

haciendas, and the state government evidently did nothing to suppress

them. 1
Restless without action, Tepepa drifted back south.

Still the Ayalans waited, although more activity took place around

Tepoztlan after Tepepa and Morena left. Bernabe Labastida, the former

Leyvista leader there, returned from Quintana Roo, bent on vengeance

against the local bosses who had deported him. When he found that they

had fled, he killed two of their relatives and then set up his own headquar-

ters on the outskirts of the town.2 Moreno meanwhile stayed in the hills

nearby, his eyes fixed on Yautepec and the rich haciendas around it. An-

other rival had also recently appeared in the area—Amador Salazar, a

young Yautepec cowboy and hacienda worker who had helped local vil-

lagers in their 1903-5 contention with Escandon, had later been conscripted

into the army, and now had returned to settle old scores. But for the mo-

ment no one made important moves. Labastida and Moreno had nowhere

7 Diez: Bibliografia, p. clxxxviii. Lewis: op. cit., p. 232.

8 Magana: op. cit., I, 98. Serafin M. Robles: "Primeros brotes a causa de la Burda

Imposicion," El Campesino, May 1954. Eduardo Adame Medina: "De Villa de Ayala a

Chinameca, 1909-1919," ibid., May 1958.

9 Lewis: op. cit., p. 233.
1 The Semanario Oficial gives no official notice of trastornos (disturbances)

during these weeks. See XX, 6-9.

2 Lewis: op. cit., p. 233.
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citement the political and social struggle seemed identical. And amidst the

cheers the younger villagers enlisted. Now formally in rebellion according

to the San Luis plan, the Ayalans organized a band of some seventy men

from various settlements in the municipality, distributed commissions, and

rode south into the countryside. The Maderista revolution had started in

Morelos.

The next day the rebels moved down along the Cuautla River, where

earlier Zapata had run his strings of mules, to the rancho of San Rafael

Zaragoza. There Catarino Perdomo had people already prepared, and al-

most all the adolescent and adult males joined the revolt, including the

local peace officers. So did many dissidents from other ranchos and pueblos

who had concentrated there. The rebels then rode on south to a camp in

the hills. And then, picking up men and mounts in all the villages and

ranchos they passed through, but avoiding towns and haciendas, they

moved across the state line into Puebla to organize their campaign.6

The military operations that developed in the following weeks betray good

evidence of clear and intelligent planning. And although Torres Burgos

gave the orders—at least at first—and Zapata remained only one of several

revolutionary colonels, the strategy was most likely Zapata's. The objective

was Cuautla—geopolitically Morelos's very base, reason, and cause. From

there the Ayalans could veto anyone else's control of the state, negotiate for

Cuernavaca or attack it directly, and maintain independent access to Mex-

ico City as well as escape routes to the southern hills. But Zapata and the

other chiefs knew that their ill-armed and untried men could not fight

pitched battles yet, at Cuautla or any other place, as guerreros (warriors) or

guerrilleros (bushwhackers). To capture arms and train his volunteers

at the same time, Zapata acted first to control the area behind and below a

line from Jojutla to Yecapixtla. In this zone the rebels could raid as they

pleased, and wait. Then, as federal army and police detachments in the

state were drastically reduced or pulled out altogether for reinforcements in

the more urgent theaters in the north, they could take villages and towns

without much resistance. Gradually they could control the key points along

the Interoceanic Railway from Puebla City to Cuautla, and thus secure

themselves from an attack in the rear once they took Cuautla. Finally, as

the last federal forces were called up and retreated through the route left

open beyond Cuautla, the city was bound to fall.

The execution of this strategy was not free and easy, however. Painful,

6 Magana: op. cit., I, 98. Serafin M. Robles: "Se Levantaron al Grito de jViva

Madero! jMuera Diaz!" El Campesino, March and April 1952.
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Unwittingly Escandon helped reveal these strains among the rebels.

Under new, sterner urgings from Mexico City after the declarations of re-

volt in his state, he attempted, with his usual confidence, a show of force.

With a picket of cavalry from the Cuernavaca garrison and a few rurales

he appeared in Jojutla on March 22 to defend the place against the rebels

reported in the area. Two days later, however, Torres Burgos's warriors

rode unhindered into Tlaquiltenango, about six miles north. And at the

news, and rumors that the rebels wanted to kidnap him, Escandon raced in

a headlong flight back to the state capital. In tow were the soldiers and

police and all the local officials.
9

Their desertion ended any chance for an orderly transfer of power from

regular to revolutionary authority. When the rebels moved into Jojutla,

they refused to obey Torres Burgos's rules against looting and ransacked

several places of business, among them stores owned by unpopular Span-

iards. This was hardly the reform the earnest Ayalan had anticipated.

Shocked at the violence and also, probably, at his own inability to control

Tepepa and his men, Torres Burgos made an issue of his command. And
in a junta that Zapata and Merino traveled to Jojutla to attend, Torres

Burgos decided to resign. With his two young sons, he left and started back

to Villa de Ayala on foot. The next day they were surprised and captured

along the way by a federal police patrol. As rebels, all three were shot on

the spot.
1

The rebels might now have degenerated into mere renegades or have

abandoned Morelos to join the struggle elsewhere.
2 For Torres Burgos had

resigned without naming a successor, and his death left the question of

revolutionary authority in Morelos as completely in the air as before he

had claimed Madero's nomination. Some fifteen chiefs held commissions

as colonels in the revolutionary forces. But none could legitimately give

orders to the others. Retreating back into Puebla, one party of rebels (in-

cluding Tepepa) solved the problem in form by electing Zapata "Supreme

Chief of the Revolutionary Movement of the South."
3 But in fact the

9 Sanchez Escobar: op. cit., pp. 167-8. Diez: Bibliografia, p. clxxxix. Jose Rincon

Gallardo Hope: "Episodios de la revolucion del Sur," Revista de Revistas, January 29,

J933- The last author was an aide of Escandon's, with him in Jojutla.

1 Magafia: op. cit., I, 99-100. Diez: Bibliografia, pp. clxxxix-cxc.

2 These were real, not hypothetical, possibilities. See Figueroa Uriza: op. cit., I,

1 17-18.

3 El Campesino, July 1958.
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tion in the local movement was crucially strengthened when another ageni

from the Tacubayans—Octavio's brother Rodolfo—arrived in Morelos a

few days after Octavio left. The government had discovered and broken

up the conspiracy, and arrested many of those implicated. Rodolfo had

escaped and fled south. With him he brought some ten thousand pesos

from his father's contribution to the Tacubayans. In view of their ruin

Rodolfo delivered the money to Zapata, which provided Zapata with the

strongest financial base of all the rebels in the state. And he got it without

compromising himself. For although Rodolfo showed him a copy of the

conspirators' Political-Social plan, which was substantially more radical

than Madero's San Luis plan, and although he expressed approval of its

agrarian provisions, there was evidently no pressure for him to switch his

allegiance.
6

Zapata's official connection with the Maderista organization was re-

established soon afterward. On April 4 Juan Andrew Almazan—former

Puebla medical student, former follower of Aquiles Serdan, former San

Antonio exile, and currently self-styled Maderista plenipotentiary in the

south—met Zapata at Tepexco, a little village just over the state line in

Puebla. There he declared Zapata the Maderista chief in Morelos.6 The

real meaning of his declaration is subject to dispute. Young Almazan had

an impressive talent for hoax and skullduggery, and his credentials in this

case seem to have been suspiciously vague. In the south he spoke highly of

himself, and displayed documents and official papers. But he had quarreled

with Madero just before he left San Antonio, and Madero knew enough of

him to consider him unruly and unreliable

—

discolo was his word.7 The

5 Octavio Magana Cerda: "Historia documental de la revolucion," El Universal,

July 7, 1950. He garbles the date of this episode. Magana: op. cit., I, 109-10. For the

Plan Politico-Social, see Gonzalez Ramirez: op. cit., pp. 68-70. Article 9 declared:

"All properties which have been usurped to be given to the favorites of the present

regime will be given back to their former owners." Article 10 promised higher

salaries for farm workers. Article 11 obliged "all proprietors who have more land than

they can or want to cultivate" to rent fallow fields to those who applied for

them, at 6 per cent of the land's taxed value. Article 15 abolished monopolies in agri-

culture and industry.

6 Dromundo: Biografia, pp. 47-8. Juan Andrew Almazan: En defensa legitima

(Mexico, n.d., 1958?), p. 19.

7
Jose C. Vaiades: Imagination y reahdad de Francisco I. Madero, 2 vols. (Mexico,

i960), II, 202. On Almazan's early contact with Zapata, see also the interesting com-

ments in Leopoldo Ancona: "El General Almazan y el Agrarismo de Zapata,"

Novedades, October 3, 1939.
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By mid-April Zapata clearly ranked as the supreme revolutionary chief

in his strategic zone. Exercising his increased authority, he was able not

only to order Tepepa and Almazan farther south, to operate along the

Puebla-Guerrero border, but also to retain command of Tepepa's chiefs

and to integrate them and the new Puebla allies into his own basically

Ayalan force. Then, calling up more volunteers from local pueblos and

ranchos, he mounted a major offensive against Chietla and Izucar de

Matamoros, Puebla, the latter a key railroad and market town. Rather than

defend these places, the new federal police and troops there evacuated

them both. And on April 7 Zapata's Maderistas occupied them. The next

day federal reinforcements hurried down from Atlixco with artillery and

machine guns and drove the rebels out of Izucar. But in Chietla and in

the countryside around, the rebels regrouped and remained in control.
1

The relative success of the operation confirmed Zapata's high standing in

the region.

Among revolutionaries in other districts of the state, however, Zapata's

authority was more tenuous. In the central zone the bands of Amador

Salazar, Felipe Neri, and Otilio Montano were loyal to the Ayala party,

and successful; from Tepoztlan to Yecapixtla and down to Tlaltizapan they

carried Zapata's orders and roused recruits in his name. But through the

western zone, from Huitzilac in the north to Amacuzac in the south, there

roamed rebels and renegades who did not defer to Zapata in the slightest.

Genovevo de la O's band west and south of Cuernavaca was at least in

friendly contact with the Ayalans, through Salazar, but even so the mes-

sages went from "don Ginovevo" to "sinor Emiliano."2 And other rebel

leaders in the same area—like the Miranda brothers and their father, who

were also fugitives from the Tacubaya Conspiracy—ignored Zapata com-

pletely, turning instead to the powerful chiefs then pressing up from Guer-

rero.

These chiefs, the four Figueroa brothers from Huitzuco, were formid-

able rivals of the Ayalans. Strategically, Guerrero was the key state in

southern Mexico. And the Figueroas understood well the politics of re-

volting there. Several years before in Huitzuco the two most ambitious

brothers, Ambrosio and Francisco, had been involved in subversion against

the Porfirista governor, and Ambrosio had had to take refuge across the

1 Magana: op. cit., I, 101. Manuel de Velasco: "La revolucion maderista en el

estado de Puebla" (MS, 1914), pp. 67-9. I consulted this manuscript thanks to the

generosity of Jose Ignacio Conde.
2 Paez in El Sol de Puebla, April 2, 3, 6, 11, 17, 18, 20, and 23, 1951.
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brosio Figueroa met at Jolalpan, a little town in suitably neutral Puebla.8

The meeting had been arranged by a Maderista agent, Guillermo Garcia

Aragon. Recently arrived in the area, he had just helped the Figueroas

organize their scattered followers in northeastern Guerrero as a section in

the "Liberating Army of the South."9 Garcia Aragon had now turned to

formally integrating the Morelos rebels into the Liberating Army. What he

really wanted was to work out at this late stage in the revolution an orderly

cooperation between the would-be hegemonic movement in Guerrero and

the would-be autonomous movement in Morelos. He had nothing of

Robles Dominguez's personal authority with the southern rebels, but any

coordination was better than none.

Among the various resolutions of the Jolalpan conference, the princi-

pal was that which formally distributed revolutionary authority. Zapata

and Figueroa agreed—Zapata was commissioned a revolutionary general,

equal to Figueroa—that separately their "columns" would operate freely

in any part of the Republic, headed by their respective chiefs. But, the

agreement specified, "when [joint] operations take place in the state of

Morelos, the supreme chief of the allied column will be Senor Zapata;

when the column is to operate in the state of Guerrero, the supreme chief

will be Senor Figueroa; and when the [allied] column is to operate in

other states, it will be previously agreed who between the said chiefs will

assume the supreme command." 1

This agreement, sanctioned by an agent from the central headquarters,

was a great victory for Zapata. Not only was he thereby recognized as

Maderista chief in Morelos, but the Morelos movement now had a formally

independent organization. But the victory was so great and easy that it was

suspicious, even ominous: it seems doubtful that the Figueroas meant to

keep their promises.

Subsequent events deepen the doubt. Included as a corollary in the

Jolalpan pact was a plan to attack Jojutla on April 28, which was not what

Figueroa drew his subsidy from the planters for. Curiously, although

Zapata's chieftainship in Morelos had just been specified, Figueroa's col-

umn in the attack was to remain under his own command. And then, as

Zapata began preparing for the operation, disquieting reports reached him.

Much of the information was already common knowledge, like Figueroa's

local connections with the planters and the military commander. But the

8 Figueroa Uriza: op. cit, I, 120-3.

9 Ibid., I, 1 13-14.

1 Article 5, Jolalpan pact. The document is reproduced ibid., I, 12 1-2.
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munition. And then, after news came of the revolutionaries' capture of

Ciudad Juarez, while Madero moved closer to a treaty in the north and the

Figueroas politicked in Mexico City, Zapata camped at the village of Yeca-

pixtla, some twenty-five miles northwest of Cuautla, and organized his

attack.
6

Victory here was long and bloody in coming. The planters had at last

extracted a prime protective force from the government—the crack "Golden

Fifth" Regiment—and had it stationed in Cuautla. This was precisely the

kind of military test that Zapata had earlier tried to avoid. But now he

could not wait. It seemed that the Figueroas had actually worked out a

private truce in Guerrero that would only aggravate conditions for him in

Morelos.6 Calling on all his chiefs to supply men for a colossal 4,000 to

400 superiority in numbers, Zapata did what he could to carry out a siege

with largely untrained, undisciplined, impatient gangs. Though 600 fed-

eral troops under an excellent commander, Victoriano Huerta, reached

Cuernavaca, they made no attempt to aid their comrades in Cuautla.7 And
finally, after six of the most terrible days of battle in the whole revolution,

the federals evacuated and the revolutionaries occupied the gutted city.
8

It was May 19, ten weeks short a day since the Ayalans had rebelled with

Torres Burgos. At least Zapata now had one solid base—not enough alone

to give him control of the state, but enough to give him the best claim to it.

There was no chance for more. Two days later, on Sunday, May 21, the

Treaty of Ciudad Juarez was signed, ending the civil war. On May 25,

as agreed, Diaz turned over the presidency to the former ambassador to

the United States and current foreign minister, the swank lawyer-diplomat

Francisco Leon de la Barra. Thus began an interim regime to end in free

elections in October, which all assumed Madero would win. And on the

last day of the month the grizzled old dictator sailed from Veracruz in the

German steamer Ypiranga—an ordinary Mexican citizen again, bound

for exile in the Paris beloved of Edward VII.

But though the fighting ended, the revolution would continue, only

5 Magana: op. cit., I, 112. Paez in El Sol de Puebla, April 24 and 27, May 4

and 5, 1951. El Pais, May 5, 7, 9, and 12, 1911. Italics mine in the quote.

6 See Zapata's letter to the editor, El Pais, May 10, 191 1.

7 George J. Rausch, Jr.: "The Early Career of Victoriano Huerta," The Americas,

XXI, 2 (October 1964), 144.
8 Magafia: op. cit., I, 1 13-14. Paez in El Sol de Puebla, May 8 and 9, 1951. Figueroa

Uriza: op. cit., I, 165-7.
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state he would carry out this agrarian policy in every district. If other revo-

lutionary generals in other states would not do likewise, that apparently did

not disturb him. They must have had different reasons for joining the

revolution. As for him, the president of the joint Anenecuilco-Villa de

Ayala-Moyotepec defense committee, he had revolted on specific grounds

and had contracted a serious responsibility with the men who, on the

same specific grounds, had revolted with him. Now that the revolution

had triumphed, he was keeping his contract.

But questions remained whether the state really was Zapata's, and

whether the Ayala party would count for much in Morelos. For the plant-

ers remained powerful and active. Already before the rebels had captured

Cuautla, these entrepreneurs were angling to repair their control. It had

dawned on them, as the initial problem of policing their property became

the scary problem of avoiding financial disaster, that they could not afford

otherwise. If they had to go to court to appeal expropriations, then over

the summer, just when the crop for next season had to be prepared, the

small farmers on the disputed fields would plant corn and beans instead of

tending the cane. There would follow another gloomy spring in 1912

—

low production, idle mills, and lost profits—no happy prospect for business-

men with fortunes invested. Nervously they sought Maderistas who would

guarantee tenure as it was, and make the villagers appeal. And these they

found in the Leyva-Figueroa coalition they had earlier helped form around

Jojutla. General Leyva himself, although he had guessed wrong and ac-

cepted his Porfirista commission, was now ready to explain the act as an

effort on behalf of reform and to declare himself a revolutionary.
4 Many

of his old partisans in Jojutla and Cuernavaca had been sincere Maderistas,

though as shopkeepers or lawyers they had not cared to fight, and they

considered their sympathies better qualifications than the rebels' for office

in a new regime. And the Figueroas, maneuvering toward Mexico City,

appreciated friendly understandings to ease their way. It was not that these

aspirants would sell out; their intentions were always honorable. It was

only that their view of the revolution as a political change and their interest

in assuring the change in their favor rendered them candidates for a tem-

porary alliance with the planters. Satisfactions blended, and the new party

took shape.

On May 17, two days before Cuautla fell, a delegation of "respectable

citizens and merchants" from Morelos had conferred with Ambrosio Fig-

4 Diez, a Leyvista, accepts this version : Bibliograjia, pp. cxc, cxcii.
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that he "suspend attacks" on Calderon, Hospital, and Chinameca haci-

endas.
1
In fact there were no attacks going on at these places, nor even

threats to attack them—only Zapata's insistence on his local authority

bluntly conveyed to the Chinameca manager.2 But for the Ayalans it must

have been disturbing that Robles Dominguez had become so tender about

the plantations. On May 24 his specific recommendation became a general

order: an "act of hostility against . . . haciendas" was "an act of war," which

rebels were to "suspend absolutely."
3 And on May 26 in the first revolu-

tionary manifesto since the armistice, Madero himself noted that the

"aspirations contained in the third clause of the Plan of San Luis Potosi

cannot be satisfied in all their amplitude."4
If this reservation of agrarian

aims proved real, it would be difficult to tell in Morelos whether the revo-

lution had triumphed or not. The Ayalans' military position was precarious

anyway. After months of honest and effective work for the cause, they

faced the possibility that their own trusted leader might set aside their

claim to revolutionary authority in the state—and their projected policies.

It soon became clear that the fate of the revolution in Morelos depended

on the very unrevolutionary compromise that the national leaders had

agreed to in Ciudad Juarez. There Madero and his associates had been

called upon to decide two great issues: Was an epoch ending in Mexico?

And if so, if with Diaz's departure change somewhere and of some kind

was inevitable, what parts and how much of Don Porfirio's epoch should

end? But no one centrally involved in the decisions was sure about them,

perhaps because no one wanted to be sure. Few revolutions have been

planned, carried out, and won by men so uniformly obsessed with the

continuity of legal order as the high Maderistas of 1910-11. There seems

to have been nothing they cared about more than preserving regular forms

and routines. Diaz's regime, like his character, fascinated them: they had

grown up in it, and they never really shook off their ambivalent respect for

the "peace" which, in common with other Mexicans, they could not help

but believe he had established. So, pretending to conciliation, they left open

the question of the epoch's end.

The bargain they struck with the government recorded their evasion

1 Robles Dominguez to Zapata, May 23, 191 1, ibid., 5.

2 Carriles to Pagaza, May 23 and 24, 191 1, ARD.
3 Robles Dominguez to the revolutionary chiefs in his zone, May 24, 191 1, ARD,

1: 6: 34.

4 For the document, see Manuel Gonzalez Ramirez, ed.: Manifiestos politico!,

i8q2-iqi2 (Mexico, 1957), pp. 210-13.
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Even more disastrous than these particular reverses was the reconcen-

tration of national concerns in Mexico City. During the months of civil

war, attention had been distracted to Chihuahua, and Morelos had usually

enjoyed the freedom of the periphery. The result was a vigorous, village-

based populism, with specific demands and a responsible and resolute

leader. But when in late May and early June the capital again became the

main theater of politics—and a self-consciously conciliatory politics—neither

Porfirian regulars nor Maderista neophytes could ignore what took place

in the rich valleys eighty miles south. So Morelos underwent the misery

of having the central political contests of the new national crisis superim-

posed upon its own local struggle. The mortal engagement between the

conservatives and the reformers that went on beneath the conciliatory

facade, the blatant intramural rivalry within each camp, the far-fetched

outpourings of anyone who now considered he ought to have a say—all

this reverberated into Morelos. The pattern of the contest that resulted was

extremely intricate. But as the various coalitions formed and dissolved, the

local upshot of the Juarez treaty came clear. With peace, the Ayala party

would not get to run the state.

Thus confirmed in their initiative, the planters grew bolder. Shortly after

the armistice Gabriel Tepepa returned from the Cuautla campaign to

Tlaquiltenango. He and Federico Morales had been personal enemies for

years, and their present political differences made a duel inevitable. From

Tlaquiltenango Tepepa challenged Morales's authority and manliness by

levying a forced loan on several of the most prosperous and unpopular

Jojutla merchants—one of them a Ruiz de Velasco in-law. Tepepa was in-

vited into the district seat to collect the loan. When he appeared in the town

on May 25 with only a small escort, Morales had him captured and im-

mediately shot.
8 The next day Tomas Ruiz de Velasco, who was to become

the Morelos planters' spokesman in the coming months, explained the local

political importance of the affair to Robles Dominguez.9

The planters pressed on. Naming the interim governor was their next

success. Escandon had long since fled the state to return to the England he

loved, to represent Mexico at the coronation of King George V ; although

8 Figueroa Uriza: op. cit., I, 198-9. Carriles to Pagaza, May 23 and 24, 191 1, ARD.

Pedro Lamadrid, Jr., on whom the brunt of the loan fell, was a brother-in-law of

Felipe Ruiz de Velasco. With Escandon's complicity, the Ruiz de Velascos had re-

cently helped the senior Lamadrid defraud the state government of 18,000 pesos in

taxes. See the Memorandum, ARD.
9 Ruiz de Velasco to Robles Dominguez, May 26, 191 1, ARD, 1: 6: 44.
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could have challenged Asunsulo. After Cuautla fell, he had been warned

of Asunsulo's advance and urged to drive on the state capital himself. But

he disparaged the danger. He said that he was not "so anxious," that he

would let "la gente decente"—the proper people—fight it out, and then move

in himself.
7 He must have known, however, that with the Figueroas in-

volved, there was little chance of a fight. In refusing to politick or to attack,

he forfeited the city.

On Tepepa's liquidation he was equally tolerant. Zapata never held

anyone but Morales responsible and never even took special pains to pun-

ish him.8 On May 26, the day after the shooting, Zapata conferred harmoni-

ously with Morales's cohort, Asunsulo.9 And on May 29 Zapata, Asunsulo,

and another rebel who had cooperated with the Figueroas, Alfonso Mir-

anda, declared that differences between the two revolutionary movements

had been settled satisfactorily.
1

Moreover, despite his disapproval of Carreon, Zapata made no attempt

to dislodge him. True, he did befriend other Morelos chiefs, like Genovevo

de la O, who also resented Carreon. When Zapata entered Cuernavaca on

May 26 he intentionally came in not where Asunsulo had gone to receive

him but where he knew de la O was waiting. And there he found him, a

gruff, stumpy fellow, dressed in a farmer's white work clothes, lost among

his men; Zapata was deeply impressed. But he let lapse the chance for

organizing a local opposition to the planters' choice. He did not even cir-

culate a protest at Carreon's appointment.2 In early June he tried feebly to

move his troops into Puebla, out of Carreon's jurisdiction. But he soon

gave up the effort.
3

Reasons for this passivity were various. At least Zapata still dominated

Cuautla, where he could consolidate his power. And in Cuernavaca Asun-

sulo was a cordial person, a young, American-educated mining engineer

who went for ragtime, and was not closely committed to the Figueroas; he

had served in their forces only because he happened to be working in

7 Paez in El Sol de Puebla, May 10, 195 1.

8 Zapata to Robles Dominguez, June 9, 191 1, ARD, 4: 17: 132.

9 Asunsulo to Robles Dominguez, May 27, 191 1, ARD, 4: 17: 33. Zapata and

Asunsulo to Robles Dominguez, May 27, 191 1, ibid., 35.

1 Magafia: op. cit., I, 116.

2 Paez in El Sol de Puebla, May 29, 1951. De la O in Impacto, December 31, 1949.

3 Robles Dominguez to Zapata, June 2, 1911, ARD, 4: 17: 99. Zapata to Robles

Dominguez, June 10, 191 1, ibid., 135.
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To Madero's initial plea that he get along with the Figueroas, Zapata

acceded. Then, plainly and frankly, he stated his own case. "What interests

us," he said, speaking of himself and his followers, "is that, right away,

lands be returned to the pueblos, and the promises which the revolution

made be carried out."

Madero demurred: the land problem was a delicate and complicated

issue, and proper procedures must be respected. What counted more, he

said, was that Zapata prepare to disband his rebel troops.

Zapata, careful to affirm his confidence in Madero personally, questioned

the federal army's loyalty to an unarmed revolutionary government, na-

tional or local. He cited Morelos, where, he said, Carreon was operating

completely in favor of the planters. If that happened when the revolution-

aries were armed, he asked, what would happen "when we turn ourselves

over to the enemy's will?" Obviously Zapata had not caught the new spirit

of conciliation. Madero reproved him: this was a new epoch; politics was

to be an orderly business; violence would not do.

There then followed a remarkable exchange, when for a moment the

vulgar suspense of the Morelos countryside must have charged the atmos-

phere of that comfortable metropolitan room. Zapata stood up and, carry-

ing his carbine, walked over to where Madero sat. He pointed at the gold

watch chain Madero sported on his vest. "Look, Senor Madero," he said,

"if I take advantage of the fact that I'm armed and take away your watch

and keep it, and after a while we meet, both of us armed the same, would

you have a right to demand that I give it back?" Certainly, Madero told

him; he would even ask for an indemnity. "Well," Zapata concluded,

"that's exactly what has happened to us in Morelos, where a few planters

have taken over by force the villages' lands. My soldiers—the armed farmers

and all the people in the villages—demand that I tell you, with full respect,

that they want the restitution of their lands to be got underway right now."

Madero repeated his promises on the subject. But the interview had dis-

turbed him. Interrupting a busy schedule, he accepted Zapata's invitation

to visit Morelos on June 12, the following Monday, to inspect conditions

there for himself. Apparently Zapata had outflanked the planters. With

Madero as a personal ally, he might beat them. At least it could still seem so.
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the Borda Gardens so aggressively elite that Zapata, formally the state's

leading Maderista, refused to attend.
3 So Zapata's invitation backfired. The

next day Madero passed on to Iguala, and the day after to Chilpancingo,

conferring at length with the Figueroas.
4

By the time Madero returned to Morelos on June 15 to finish his tour, he

was convinced that Zapata was incapable of controlling his reputedly bar-

baric troops. The ruined buildings in Cuautla, evidence of the terrible

six-day battle fought there a month before, Madero saw as evidence of riots

and pillaging Zapata had sanctioned.5 He returned to Mexico City ready to

believe the worst about the Morelos rebels.

Important political fissures developed from this personal estrangement.

In Cuernavaca Zapata had again requested deliberate action on the agrarian

dispute, and again Madero had put him off with promises. Also, both the

planters and Zapata were unhappy with Carreon as interim governor, for

opposite reasons; but Madero was obviously more sympathetic to the

planters' candidates. On the critical question of the moment—the com-

pulsory disarmament and discharge of his 2,500 revolutionary troops

—

Zapata lost more ground. All he got from Madero was another private

promise of an appointment as commander of the Morelos federal police,

into which he could incorporate 400 of his men ; the rest he had to muster

out, and take on an obligation to crush if they rebelled again.
6 The terms

amounted to a surrender, possibly the beginning of the end of the revolu-

tion the Ayalans had launched three months before. For besides his con-

nection with Madero, which hardly served him well now, Zapata retained

no power except that derived from his influence among the state's villagers

and rancheros—who themselves looked effective only in the primitive

army they had formed during their revolt. To disband his army and to

require him to police his own veterans was to dissolve his last political re-

source. Zapata shrank from the deal, but, isolated as he was, he could not

deny Madero's call for trust, and he agreed to demobilize.

The operation began on June 13 at La Carolina, a factory on the north-

western outskirts of Cuernavaca.7 The supervisor while Madero went

south was Gabriel Robles Dominguez, Alfredo's brother, acting as a special

3 Magana: op. cit., I, 136. El Impartial, June 13, 1911.

4 Figueroa Uriza: op. cit., I, 201-7.

5 El Impartial, June 19, 191 1.

6 El Pais, June 14, 191 1.

7 Madero to E. Vazquez, June 13, 191 1, cited in Charles C. Cumberland: Mexican

Revolution. Genesis Under Madero (Austin, 1952), p. 173. Magana: op. cit., I, 168-9.
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Madero won't attend to anything, since nobody listens to us . . . the road

we must follow is that of defiance."
9

In Cuernavaca Zapata took the planters at their word. The next day,

believing himself commander of the state's police, he requested five hundred

rifles and ammunition from Governor Carreon, and when Carreon refused,

he took them anyway. 1 A telegram from Gabriel Robles Dominguez in-

forming him that "I fixed appointment for chief state police in the form in

which we had agreed," and promising to confer with him the next day on

this and "other affairs of great interest," seemed to confirm his authority

at least provisionally.
2

The planters had now maneuvered Zapata where they wanted him. The

metropolitan Impartial, hardly impartial but certainly still influential, ran

the story of Zapata's encounter with Carreon as a yellow-press special,

headlined "Zapata Is the Modern Attila." Among other barbarities the rebel

chief was accused of causing all the sefioritas in Cuernavaca to flee the city,

along with the governor.3 In fact the rebels had kept comparatively good

order. Mrs. King, the plucky English lady who catered to Cuernavaca's

most notable residents and guests in her Bella Vista Hotel, had no serious

complaints.4 Neither evidently did the various Americans in the city. In

other districts recorded grievances were usually about a horse not returned

or random abuses by local "last-minute revolutionaries."
5 But the climate

was ripe for the planters' propaganda. The revolutionary seizures of land

seemed to be outbursts of atavistic communism. Besides, the scattered

physical atrocities committed in Morelos loomed especially vivid and omi-

nous: they were perpetrated close to Mexico City, and by men who wore

white pajamas and sandals to work, carried machetes, and presented swarthy

complexions, in this last betraying themselves unmistakably as members

of an "inferior race." This was the clincher. Revolutionary executions were

9 Ibid., June 19, 191 1.

1 El Pais, June 20, 191 1.

2 G. Robles Dominguez to Zapata, June 19, 1911, ARD, 4: 17: 160.

3 El Impartial, June 20, 191 1. Thus began the legend of Zapata as Savage, the

badman who careered through the South raping, boozing, and ransacking for eight

straight years. This tale reached a climax in H. H. Dunn's The Crimson Jester,

Zapata of Mexico (New York, 1934).
4 King: op. cit., pp. 62-70, 76.

5 Complaints to Alfredo Robles Dominguez involved surprisingly few of Zapata's

forces. See ARD, 2: 8 and 4: 17, which contain the correspondence concerning

Morelos that summer. Compare them with 4: 16 (Michoacan), 4: 18 (Oaxaca), 4: 19

(Puebla), 4: 20 (Queretaro), 6: 27 (Guerrero and Oaxaca).
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still refused to surrender the fields they had reclaimed from the plantations.
9

Equally intransigent were the villagers of Cuauchichinola, who had oc-

cupied lands enclosed in San Gabriel and Cuauchichinola haciendas. The

leaders there were so bold as to publish in the metropolitan press their attack

on "tyrannical bosses who have made of Morelos one vast sugar factory."

Noting that "our pueblo is one of the most ancient founded by the Mexica

and later recognized by the viceroyal government," they asked Madero to

honor "the just promises of the San Luis plan" and to protect "the revindi-

cation of our rights."
1 Also publicizing their insurgency were the villagers

of Jiutepec, who had moved onto lands the Corona family had taken into its

San Vicente and San Gaspar plantations. If the Coronas had ever bought

the lands, the Jiutepec leaders declared in a public letter to the family at-

torney, Antonio Barrios, the sale "was a farce to seize the patrimony of

the whole pueblo."
2

Besides, in various towns and villages boomlets developed for Zapata

for governor. Although Zapata evidently did not encourage them, many

chiefs who had served with him organized clubs promoting his candidacy,

"fooling the Indians with false promises," as one reporter lamented. A
visitor in Mexico City from Tepalcingo described the commotion in his

home town as a "lucha de castas"—a race war.3 State elections were to take

place in mid-August. If the rebel veterans, in spite of their demobilization

and dispersal, could influence them, they would reestablish an agrarian

party as a legitimate force in state politics.

Thus the planters remained in a bind. Predominant power only was not

enough. They could restore the progress they wanted only through restor-

ing their monopoly of political control. In the traditional compromise the

villagers could accept, the planters saw the makings of their own financial

and social ruin. The slightest breach might be fatal—the feeblest revolu-

tionary success, the mere recognition of the villages' right to exist. This

was the first serious crisis the current generation of Morelos planters had

had to suffer, and their actions in the following weeks betray confusion and

mounting alarm, if not panic. ".
. . we are victims of abuses," Emmanuel

9 Jimenez to de la Barra, August 18, 191 1, AZ.
1 El Pais, July 3, 191 1. "Mexica" is the correct name for the Aztecs.

2
Ibid., July 5, 191 1.

3 Diario del Hogar, July 24, 1911. El Pais, July 5, 10, 15, and 18, 1911. See also

King: op. cit., pp. 69-70, 74, and Clemente G. Ohate: "Continuo mi aportacion de

datos para la verdad historica del zapatismo y demas 'ismos' que cooperaron de la

ruina del estado de Morelos," El Hombre Libre, September 15, 1937.
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the party they remained strong in. Accelerating independent ventures

already under way, they worked to keep the old Anti-Reelectionist clubs

intact and loyal to the Madero-Vazquez Gomez ticket. So in Morelos, as

elsewhere, Maderistas fell to quarreling with each other. Should they follow

Madero wherever he led, or should they hold him to his original contract?

General Leyva, for instance, cooperated with the Progressive Constitu-

tionalists. But to Antonio Sedano, again active politically, the new party and

the attempt to impose a new vice-presidential candidate were "porquerias"

—filthy insults—and he refused the general's appeal "not to pose difficulties

for Madero." For the campaign Sedano alone distributed nearly two

thousand Anti-Reelectionist posters through the state.
9 This dissension

among the revolutionaries might please the planters when they considered

it in the long run, but here and now they found it a pain: it further ob-

scured which politicians they should deal with.

Even worse, Minister of the Interior Emilio Vazquez began agitating

rebel veterans to reinforce his and his brother's position. He had never ap-

proved of Madero 's conciliatory policy of discharge and had tried to foil

it before. Spurned by Madero, he had much less reason to execute it faith-

fully now. He could not muster the rebels back into federal service, but he

could quietly and informally arrange for government arms and ammuni-

tion to come into their possession. And so he did, especially in Morelos.

Through early July, without organization or definite plans, rebel veterans

rearmed there—this time with better weapons than before. The planters'

situation, as they themselves complained to President de la Barra, had

became "precarious."
1

Then in mid-month another national imbroglio developed that undid

completely the demobilization the planters had earlier brought about, and

put the local contest for power back where it had been at the summer's

beginning. On the night of July 12 a fracas between revolutionary troops

quartered in Puebla City and the federal garrison there ended in a massacre

of the revolutionaries.
2 The scandal mattered in Morelos not only because

it took place so near but also because Abraham Martinez, Zapata's chief

9 Sedano: op. cit., pp. 21-2.

1 Representatives of the Merchants, Professionals, and Agriculturalists of Morelos

to de la Barra, AZ.
2 For the events in Puebla, see Magana: op. cit., I, 170-7, and Francisco Vazquez

Gomez: Memorias Politicas (igog-1913) (Mexico, 1933), pp. 314-34- See also

Eduardo Reyes to Agustin del Pozo, July 15, 1911, AZ, 28: 15: 1, a very antifederal

report on the massacre, which went also to Zapata.
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io6 • Zapata and the Mexican Revolution

For Zapata, the burden of proof of trustworthiness had now shifted to the

government. In practice, he would not become militant, since he still de-

pended on Madero; nor would he cheat about discharging the men he had

just called up. He simply would not disband them as credulously and un-

conditionally as before.

Caught in the middle were Madero and the "White President," as de

la Barra liked to be described. Campaigning for the presidency, Madero

could not let a rebel chief ruin his efforts at conciliation, but neither could

he let the government direct humiliating ultimatums to one of the most

prominent sections of his movement. As for de la Barra, having become

the vice-presidential candidate of the recently founded National Catholic

Party, he could advance his partisan interest only through an immaculately

nonpartisan pretense, but after all he had not ordered Zapata to mobilize

his men, who remained illegally in arms, like bandits. And he longed to

restore official controls.

Until early August, a few days before the state elections, the impos-

sible balance lasted. Then, on August 2, Emilio Vazquez resigned as

minister of the interior. The next day Alberto Garcia Granados, promoted

from the governorship of the Federal District, replaced him. The change

was crucial. Though to Madero the new minister seemed "a most estimable

person, whom ... I recommend ... in every sense," Garcia Granados was

in fact a conceited and ambitious schemer intent on sabotaging the policy of

conciliation.
6 Toward Madero he entertained a fine contempt. A seasoned

strategist of the old anti-Diaz opposition, he had come to power through

the revolution; but as the owner 'of a sizable plantation in a turbulent dis-

trict in Puebla, he despised the rebels who had done the fighting.
7 Already

he had publicly committed himself to the immediate and unconditional

discharge of revolutionary troops, and to the use of the federal army, if

necessary, to accomplish it. Regarding Morelos, he was especially eager to

exterminate what he considered Zapata's outrageous and pernicious in-

6 Madero to A. Figueroa, August 9, 191 1, AA.
7 His hacienda, Chagua, was in the lush Huejotzingo district. Though all the

names are garbled, the property is listed in John R. Southworth: The Official Direc-

tory of Mines and Estates of Mexico (Mexico, 1910), p. 224. Garcia Granados was

quite concerned with his property during these months. See comments on his in-

volvement in local politics by Archbishop of Oaxaca E. G. Gillow to Minister of the

Interior Aureliano Urrutia, July 11, 1913, cited in I. C. Enriquez: The Religious

Question in Mexico (New York, 1915), pp. 12-13. For postrevolutionary violence

in the area, see del Pozo to A. Robles Dominguez, June 5, 191 1, ARD, 4: 19: 102.
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io8 • Zapata and the Mexican Revolution

munity. Marriage was for the grave business of establishing a legitimate

family, for creating recognized heirs and securing incontestably one more

generation in the clan's name—which was what a man did to institute a

private life among his neighbors. On several occasions during the summer

Zapata had voiced his "decision" to get out of politics, revealing how he

longed for his old country life of horses, market days, cock fights, farm

seasons, village elections, local fairs. And his marriage seems an almost

deliberate retreat into the local community, a kind of rededication to the

community. Had events worked out as Zapata apparently then believed

they would, his career would probably have returned to the arena of Ayala

muncipality, where, like Jose Zapata before him, he would have lived out

a locally honored life, died a locally grieved death, and been forgotten a

generation later.

But what ensued was far from this dream of rest. Neither the planters

nor the leading Leyvistas nor the Figueroas nor the conservative politicians

rallying in Mexico City had reason to let it come true. And awkwardly but

effectively they moved to eliminate the troublesome agrarian party in the

state, once and for all. De la Barra, now more confident of his power, took

the lead. On August 7, to forestall the chance of a conditional surrender

which he could not publicly refuse, he recommended to Governor Carreon

that Zapata not come to Mexico City for talks.
2 On August 8 the War De-

partment ordered federal troops to Cuernavaca and Jonacatepec and

Ambrosio Figueroa's federal police to Jojutla, surrounding Zapata.
3 The

next day de la Barra denied rumors that these forces were to put down a

revolt: they were only to provide security, he said, when Zapata's veterans

had mustered out again. The White President told a white lie, for the

orders he had given the federal commanders were "to suffocate any up-

rising which might start from the opposition Zapata's men show to their

discharge."
4 The same day, almost as a personal insult to Zapata, de la

Barra appointed Ambrosio Figueroa governor and military commander in

Morelos.5 To all these measures Madero lent his full support, advising

2 De la Barra to Carreon, August 7, 1911, AZ, 16: 2: 14. See also the account de

la Barra himself later gave of his decision, related in Dearing to the secretary of state,

August 26, 191 1, NA, 59: 812.00/ 2318.

3 Report by Victoriano Huerta to the secretary of war and navy on the campaign

in the state of Morelos, October 31, 191 1, AZ, 27: 8.

A El Pais, August 10 and n, 1911.

5 Garcia Granados to A. Figueroa, August 9, 191 1, cited in Figueroa Uriza: op.

cit., I, 229-30.
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i io • Zapata and the Mexican Revolution

begged for. As Antonio Sedano remarked in a note of thanks to de la Barra,

Zapata's men in Cuernavaca had been "a constant menace to the interests

of cultivated Society," and Huerta would restore discipline.
2 One of the

best combat officers in the Porfirian army, Huerta had special experience in

the south, having earned his promotion to brigadier general by crushing

revolts in Guerrero in the 1890's, and having observed the rebel action of

the past spring in Guerrero and Morelos.3 But the man was devious and

inexhaustibly vicious, and he still ached for the blue sash of a divisional

general. Moreover he had a political as well as a professional and personal

concern in the Morelos campaign. His hero, General Bernardo Reyes, had

just decided to become a presidential candidate in the October election;

and accompanying Huerta in Morelos as his private secretary was one of

Reyes's most active agents.
4 So any order Huerta imposed in the state

would serve purposes not necessarily the planters' or the Leyvistas'. The

Figueroas, who knew Huerta from his earlier action in Guerrero, saw the

danger from the beginning, and Francisco would not let Ambrosio take up

the appointment as governor in Morelos. The consequences of collaborating

with Huerta, Francisco warned Madero, might well be "fatal."
5 In time

Huerta's champions would also see the evils they had released for them-

selves in releasing him, that in the long run, instead of crushing the local

rebels, he had only propelled them into a new revolution more radical and

more determined than before.

Huerta had barely set up his headquarters in Cuernavaca when he began

returning very nonsoldierly assessments. "The political situation of the

state," he wrote to de la Barra on August 11, "is bad, bad, very bad. . . .

I am in accord with the governor of the state, but I respectfully permit

myself to declare to you, without failing in respect for the deserving gov-

ernor, that he is un hombre de agua tibia'''—a lukewarm-water man.6

Huerta and de la Barra had to tolerate this lukewarm governor as long

as Ambrosio Figueroa would not accept his appointment. But they quickly

deprived him of power to obstruct them by blunders. On August 11, on

2 A. and E. Sedano to de la Barra, August 12, 1911, AZ, 6: V-2: 40. Two other

leading Cuernavaca Leyvistas also thanked de la Barra for sending the federals: see

de la Barra to Castafieda and Patino, August 19, 191 1, AZ, 12: 3: Copybook 7.

3 Vicente Fuentes Diaz: La revolution de igio en el estado de Guerrero (Mexico,

i960), pp. 31-3, 37-47. Rausch: op. cit., pp. 140-4.

4 This was Flavio Maldonado: El Pais, August 23, 191 1.

5 F. Figueroa to Madero, August 13, 191 1, AA.
6 Huerta to de la Barra, August n, 191 1, AZ, 12: 1: 17.
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ii2 • Zapata and the Mexican Revolution

prised and embarrassed de la Barra. Although he did not formally authorize

Madero to negotiate, he was so anxious to protect his image as the im-

maculate umpire that he acquiesced in private peacemaking.3 On August

13 Madero arrived in Cuernavaca and the next day on the telephone began

talks with Zapata in Cuautla. Their agreement, as Madero wired it to de la

Barra that evening, was not so promising as Madero believed. Zapata had

learned about the Reyista agents in Huerta's column and had therefore

posed unusually stiff conditions.
4 He again declared himself ready to

retire and to demobilize his army, but he wanted to keep a select force "to

take custody of the state's public security while a legislature is elected,

which, in accord with the executive, and under the law, will settle or solve

the matter which occupies us—the agrarian matter . .
." He also wanted

the federal troops recalled in respect for the state's sovereignty, a new gov-

ernor who would guarantee revolutionary policies on land, and the removal

of unpopular local authorities left over from the old regime.5 De la Barra

could not even consider these proposals. Bombarded with scare stories by

Huerta, Carreon, and the Ruiz de Velascos, and now facing international

problems as well because of rebel raids on an American ranch north of

Cuernavaca, he insisted to Madero on the need to "save the principle of

authority."
6 The only real issue, he insisted impatiently, was who would

be governor. Figueroa was still reluctant. Why not Ramon Oliveros? he

wanted to know—although Zapata had exclusively vetoed him in the

previous day's conference.7 In fact de la Barra hated negotiating with

Zapata. "It is truly objectionable," he complained to Madero, "that an in-

8 See de la Barra's public statement of his position, cited in Magaha: op. cit., II,

40-1.

4 El Pais, August 6, 191 1. Advising Zapata now was Alfredo Quesnel, an out-of-state

revolutionary with anarcho-syndicalist connections. Quesnel had clashed with federal

commanders in Tlaxcala the previous July. Ibid., July 6, 191 1.

5 Magaha: op. cit., I, 205-n, 215-16. Madero to de la Barra, August 14, 191 1, AZ
(two messages), 17: 8: 8 and 10. El Pais, August, 16, 191 1.

6 De la Barra to Madero, August 15, 191 1, AZ, 17: 8: 11. For the scare stories,

see Huerta to de la Barra, August 14, 191 1, AZ, 12: 1: 18, and August 15, 191 1, AZ,

14: 3: 4; Jojuda residents to de la Barra, August 15, 191 1, ibid., 27; Carreon to

de la Barra, August 15, 1911, ibid., 10; F. Ruiz de Velasco to de la Barra, August 15,

191 1, ibid., 19. For the American trouble, see Dearing to Mrs. H. L. Hall, August

14 and 15, 191 1, NA, 84: Mexico, C8, 15. The military attache of the U.S. Embassy,

Captain Girard Sturtevant, accompanied Huerta at least as far as Yautepec. El Pais,

August 17, 191 1.

7 De la Barra to Madero, August 15, 191 1, AZ, 17: 18: 17.
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ii4* Zapata and the Mexican Revolution

to suspend "every military operation which can be considered as offensive."
8

The ambiguity was a hint. And Huerta resorted to jargon to grasp the

opportunity. His troops' movements toward Yautepec were no longer an

"operation" but a "maneuver."9 He explained their import carefully to the

civilian de la Barra. They were to press Zapata "to surrender uncondition-

ally to the just requests of the Supreme Government." The "aggressive

stand" of his troops was, he pointed out, "the most eloquent reason for

Zapata to submit unconditionally . .
." The lecture went on: ".

. . without

a demonstration of the incontestable power of the government, its nego-

tiations will give no result; this is why I have mobilized my troops." If

Madero's peace talks succeeded "in good time"—which he was doing all

he could to prevent—then he would return. If they failed, as he said he

believed they would, then he could impose on Zapata the "supreme reason

of the government."

De la Barra "cordially praised" Huerta's stand.
1 But however gratifying

personally, it remained for the moment an untenable political posture.

As Madero prepared to return to Cuautla on August 17, hopefully to con-

clude the deal with Zapata, the cabinet agreed to suspend "offensive military

operations" for forty-eight hours.
2 The War Department ordered Huerta

to act accordingly.
3

Reluctantly Huerta halted his advance, although he sent troops out to

burn ranches and he kept sappers preparing the Yautepec road for the

artillery carriages. He wired de la Barra asking for a confirmation of

the War Department's orders, and begging the President's pardon for the

"coarseness" of his "character" in doing so.
4 In a coded reply de la Barra

promised that if the Cuautla news was not good by that night—although

he had promised Madero forty-eight hours to work in—he would have him

"pursue the operations initiated."
5

Already the movement toward Yautepec had provoked numerous local

protests. Only the Cuernavaca Leyvistas had thanked de la Barra for send-

ing Huerta into the state in the first place. And now from Tepoztlan,

Tlayacapan, Telixtac, Jalostoc, San Andres de la Cal, Jantetelco, Yecapixtla,

8 De la Barra to Huerta, August 16, 191 1, ibid., 12.

9 Huerta to de la Barra, August 16, 1911, ibid., 13.

1 De la Barra to Huerta, August 16, 191 1, ibid., 14.

2 De la Barra to Huerta, August 17, 191 1, AZ, 14: 4: 28.

3 Gonzalez Salas to Huerta, August 16, 191 1, AZ, 14: 3: 26.

4 Huerta to de la Barra, August 17, 191 1, AZ, 14: 4: 29.

5 De la Barra to Huerta, August 17, 191 1, ibid., 28.
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1 16 • Zapata and the Mexican Revolution

ful also of a Reyista revival, assured Zapata that he understood "the feelings

which inspire you."
2 Madero did not go on into Cuautla on the evening of

the 17th, because of the excitement the federal advance on Yautepec had

caused there.
3 But the encounter between him and Zapata was warm when

he arrived the next morning. At the Cuautla train station Madero gave

Zapata the embrace he had given the federal commander at Puebla, and

called Zapata his "integerrimo general"—his truest general. Speaking later

to crowds in the Cuautla gardens, he pointedly praised the local movement

and upheld its "valiant General Zapata" against the "slanders of our

enemies." Calling for a new revolutionary union against Reyista intrigues,

he said he knew that although the local rebels were discharged, they would

always be ready to answer "our first call" and "take up arms to defend

our liberties."

The talks that afternoon were genial, too, and their conclusions happy.

Not only Zapata and his closest allied chiefs took part, but also, on his

invitation, civilian delegates from the surrounding villages. Their agree-

ment, which Madero promptly wired to de la Barra, was more generous

and came easier than before. For governor, Zapata and the village delegates

preferred Miguel Salinas, the current state director of public education,

because he was a native son. But they also approved of Madero's nominee,

Eduardo Hay, a loyal revolutionary veteran and Madero's former chief of

staff, and they would accept him. For state police commander they would

accept Madero's brother Raul, who would bring in 250 federalized revolu-

tionary troops from the state of Hidalgo. Demobilization they would begin

again at an assembly of rebels the next morning, within the cabinet's forty-

eight-hour deadline. They made no issue of "the agrarian matter." On
their behalf, Madero requested only that de la Barra "get . . . the federal

forces regrouped in Cuernavaca and returned to the capital as soon as pos-

sible." He planned to stay in Cuautla, he said, until the federals were back

in Mexico City "because otherwise it is very difficult to conquer the distrust

which people have for them and which is newly justified by the stand

assumed by General Huerta . .
."

The next morning in Cuautla, August 19, the agreement started to take

effect. Zapata's various chiefs, having assembled from around the state,

proceeded finally to discharge what was left of their forces. When the

federals did not begin to retire, as de la Barra had not promised they

2 Zapata to Madero, and Madero to Zapata, August 17, 191 1, AA.
3 Madero to de la Barra, August 17, 191 1, AZ, 17: 8: 18. El Pais, August 18, 191 1.
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i 1 8 • Zapata and the Mexican Revolution

directed to move to Jonacatepec, and Huerta he instructed "to impose order

in accord with the instructions previously given . .
." These were the original

instructions of August 12 and 15 for "operations of war." On specific

orders from the War Department Huerta broke camp at Tejalpa and ad-

vanced against Yautepec.8 As his troops approached the town, the municipal

president came out under a white flag—and was fired upon. Huerta had

taken the President at his word. "It can't be said that a column like that

marches in peace," Madero noted with innocent precision; "it is at war."

By evening the wide federal column was encamped in the hills at the edge

of the town, and the discharge in Cuautla had been suspended.9

Madero was at a loss—then and later—to explain this brazen subversion

of his efforts. Confused and distraught, he sent Gabriel Robles Dominguez

to Yautepec, and after appealing to de la Barra to restrain Huerta, he went

there himself the next afternoon, Sunday, August 20.
1 His personal presence

in the town, as well as a huge Maderista student demonstration that day in

Mexico City, swayed de la Barra again. Husbanding the reputation for

impartiality which was his best political asset, the President called a cabinet

meeting and arranged a new forty-eight-hour truce. All federal forces were

to suspend their advances while Zapata's troops reconcentrated in Cuautla.

And there revolutionary police from Hidalgo and Veracruz, not the federal

army, would supervise the demobilization and then form the garrison.
2

Outside Yautepec Huerta had already agreed to hold off occupying the

town for forty-eight hours; as he wired the War Department, he would

need that long to prepare the road for his artillery carriages.
3

It again appeared that the concessions Madero had carefully secured

from both sides would prevent open conflict. Zapata came personally to

Yautepec and discussed the new terms with Madero. They amounted to

practically the same deal he had agreed to before, and he accepted them.

Ordering the immediate evacuation of Yautepec, he then returned to Villa

de Ayala to arrange the final discharge, which began the next day in Cuautla

after Madero arrived to review the troops. As Madero later admitted, the

operation was not faultless, but at least he and Zapata had persuaded the

8 Huerta's Report, AZ. De la Barra to Madero, August 19, 191 1, AZ, 17: 8: 28.

9 Madero to de la Barra, August 19 and 20, 191 1, cited in Magafia: op. cit., I,

225-7.

1 Madero to de la Barra, August 20, 191 1, AZ, 16: 1: 3.

2 De la Barra to Madero, two letters both dated August 20, 191 1, cited in Magaiia:

op. cit., I, 238-9.

3 Huerta's Report, AZ. The wire was in code.
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having already garrisoned Cuautla to keep order. And since the discharge of

their men was still going on, Zapata and his officers were furious. One

group, including Eufemio, wanted to shoot Madero, the "little squirt,"

as a traitor. Zapata knew what a disaster that would be, and he and Hay,

who was there at the time, managed to calm the mutiny. In great distress

Madero left for Mexico City, convinced there had been a misunderstand-

ing but that he could again solve the problem in personal talks with de la

Barra. But de la Barra never gave him the opportunity. When Madero

arrived for an interview, the President excused himself for a cabinet meet-

ing. Quitting finally his efforts to conciliate, Madero wrote de la Barra a

long and bitter letter and then left to electioneer in Yucatan.2 So disappeared

the Morelos rebels' last pedigreed champion.

Still fearing bloodshed he could not avoid responsibility for, de la Barra

tried in the following days to prevent a direct confrontation between the

rebels and the federals, especially Huerta. So Zapata won a few days of

grace. But the end was near. Ambrosio Figueroa moved his forces into

Jojutla. Federal troops under General Arnoldo Casso Lopez marched up

from Jonacatepec toward Cuautla. The editors of the metropolitan daily

closest to de la Barra asked whether the rebels in Morelos were "eligible

for discharge or for indictments." Tomas Ruiz de Velasco actually filed

criminal charges against Zapata; and the federal attorney general ordered

his arrest. In reply Zapata published his first manifesto on August 27, To
the People of Morelos, defending himself and blaming the government

for the trouble in the state. By then Figueroa had executed some sixty local

rebels, and was court-martialing more. From Mexico City Madero tried

to arrange one last truce through his brother Raul. But after a cabinet

meeting on the 29th, Garcia Granados ruled for the "active pursuit and

arrest of Zapata."3 The revolutionary chief was now an outlaw.

Two days later, as the federals surrounded Cuautla, Zapata made a

final protest to de la Barra that he had not declared a rebellion, that he

maintained only a small personal escort which Madero had assigned him,

and that the government would be responsible for any bloodshed.4 On the

back of the message de la Barra noted his answer : "I lament that the dis-

2 Magana: op. cit., I, 245-54. There is no record of Huerta having specific orders

to take Cuautla, although his general instructions were to proceed with operations

of war.

3 Ibid., I, 255-8. El Pais, August 26, 191 1. Dearing to the secretary of state, NA,

59: 812.00/2316.

4 Zapata to de la Barra, August 31, 1911, AZ, 16: 5: 4.
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September 26 he considered the state "pacified" and his mission there "con-

cluded."1

But the planters, who would have rejoiced at "pacification," remained

glum. They saw that their troubles were not over, that as Huerta had de-

stroyed the immediate threat to their interests, he had forced into being a

new and more dangerous threat. "At liberty" to treat every village he

marched into as a nest of "bandits," he thus created "bandits"—men who

hated the system he represented as they could not have hated it before.

Abusing rural Maderistas, he turned them into Zapatistas; the denomina-

tion appeared only in mid-August, after he arrived in Morelos.2 Worse, in

dispersing and terrorizing local rebels, he had driven them for the first

time seriously to recruit support or at least to seek protection from the

resident peons on hacienda grounds. At Cocoyoc, for instance, the rebels had

armed six hundred of the plantation's eight hundred laborers.
3 Worst of

all, Huerta had not yet caught Zapata, who had become over the summer a

popular idol throughout the state. So despite the official conclusion of the

Morelos campaign, the planters did not relax their concern about keeping

order. The most enterprising and intelligent, Luis Garcia Pimentel, Jr.,

began organizing a corps of private police for his father's estates. Fifty

guards he mounted, equipped, and armed at the family's expense, hiring

as their commander the most experienced peace officer in the state.
4

The Garcia Pimentels' judgment proved sounder than Huerta's. For

Zapata had retreated only to rally. In the mountains along the Puebla-Guer-

rero border he and Almazan encouraged restless chiefs even in Oaxaca to

"revolt as fast as you can."
5 Already Zapata was forming in his own mind

the program of this new "counterrevolution," as he then confusedly called

it. Daily his old allies, persecuted at home by Figueroa's police, rejoined him

and suggested revisions and additions. On September 26 Zapata stated his

demands formally in a petition "from the Counterrevolutionaries to the

President of the Republic Francisco L. de la Barra." Recognizing de la

Barra as President, Zapata and his chiefs declared illegitimate the gov-

ernors of Morelos, Puebla, Guerrero, and Oaxaca, and demanded popular

authorities and military commanders, a postponement of the presidential

election, "what in justice the pueblos deserve as to lands, timber, and water,"

1 Huerta to de la Barra, September 13, 191 1, AZ, 12: 1: 24 and 25.

2 El Pais, August 17, 191 1.

3 Huerta to de la Barra, August 26, 191 1, AA.
4 L. Garcia Pimentel, Jr., to de la Vega, March 15, 191 2, AGN, G: 846.

5 Zapata and Almazan to Menchaca, September 20, 191 1, AZ, 30: 15.
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rising brought on a cabinet crisis, in which Garcia Granados, Gonzalez

Salas, and Francisco Vazquez Gomez lost their posts. It forced Huerta's

replacement as well, apparently ending his career.

Madero was duly impressed, which probably was what Zapata had

wanted most. From Parras, Coahuila, where he was waiting for inaugura-

tion day, he issued a long—and in part erroneous—public letter explaining

why Zapata refused to accept the government's orders. The climax of his

message was the assurance that as soon as he took office, Zapata would lay

down his arms: ".
. . he knows," Madero said, without doubt here address-

ing himself to Zapata almost personally, "that I will carry out the earlier

aims of the government"—those agreed on August 18
—
"which I believed

were the only means of pacifying the state of Morelos, and which Zapata

already knows because I communicated them to him in Cuautla."2

Another Madero was impressed besides the apostle Francisco. This was

his brother the politician, Gustavo. Throughout October reactionary plots to

prevent Madero's inauguration developed almost in the open; Reyes had

already retired to ominous exile in San Antonio. Against these threats

Gustavo sought to reorganize the original revolutionary coalition. In late

October he conferred several times in Mexico City with one of Zapata's

young aides, Gildardo Magaiia, who passed the encouraging news on

south.
3 On November i Governor Figueroa posted notices in Cuautla

pardoning all rebels who surrendered in two weeks.4 A new kind of

pacification was underway. There was fresh hope that finally differences

would be settled, and the revolutionary union restored.

When Madero took office on November 6, Zapata had already assembled

his troops around Villa de Ayala and was waiting peaceably to begin

negotiations. Disturbing news reached the Morelos rebels that Figueroa

had accompanied Madero in the inauguration ceremony as the representa-

tive of the southern wing of the national revolution. But reassuringly

Gabriel Robles Dominguez arrived in Cuautla on November 8, enthusiastic

about reconciliation. Observers in Mexico City watched the proceedings

closely. According to El Impartial, "Attila" had expedited a "ukase" to his

"hordes" to surrender.
5

2 The letter is cited in Magaiia: op. cit, II, 38-9.

3 Ibid., II, 63.

4 El Imparcial, November 2, 191 1.

5 Magaiia: op. cit., II, 63-4. El Imparcial, November 8, 10, and 11, 191 1. Also at

this rime Zapata had issued orders to all his officers to permit repairs on railroads and

telegraph and telephone lines. Railroad station chiefs and trainmen received copies

of the orders.
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It may well be that off the record Madero made more generous responses,

which Robles Dominguez was to pass on privately to Zapata.8 But if so, the

plan miscarried. Because Zapata had not yet disbanded his men, General

Casso Lopez decided the conferences between Robles Dominguez and the

rebel chief had failed.
9 And when Robles Dominguez returned to Cuautla

to renew the talks, the general would not let him go on to rebel head-

quarters in Villa de Ayala. All Zapata learned about his offer to make peace

was from a courier who delivered him Madero's official demand for a sur-

render and a desperate but only half-explanatory letter from Robles

Dominguez.

When the courier arrived in the rebel camp, Zapata was already or-

ganizing his forces to meet the imminent federal attack. On horseback he

read both messages as if—Gildardo Magafia said—he was watching events

develop as he had expected. Robles Dominguez's eloquent plea mattered

little when Casso Lopez was already drawing up his artillery less than a

mile away, on instructions, as it appeared from the other letter, from

President Madero himself. In a fury he dismissed the courier. Soon the

artillery began firing, and Zapata ordered a retreat. He and his escort held

out till evening, then slipped through the federal lines. As before, he headed

south into the Puebla mountains, recruiting refugees and partisans along

the way.

This was the last hopeful effort at reconciliation. A few days later Robles

Dominguez tried to communicate with Zapata about a new agreement,

but got no answer.1 And through eastern Morelos the little war of the guer-

rilla started again. In late November Zapata convened a junta of his closest

partisans at Ayoxustla, a little mountain town in southeastern Puebla, and

there, signing a Plan de Ayala which Montafio had composed, the assembled

chiefs finally declared themselves formally in rebellion against the federal

government. Madero was inept, treacherous, and tyrannical, they pro-

claimed. Only through violence could they gain justice for the pueblos. To
lead the Ayala revolution they called on a national hero, the chief who had

emerged as the most famous Maderista commander in the earlier San Luis

revolution and who was now the loyal but restless head of Chihuahua's

8 For a consideration of the evidence, see Womack: op. cit., pp. 216-17.

9 Casso Lopez's Report to the secretary of war, November 30, 191 1, Archivo His-

torico de Defensa Nacional (henceforth AHDN), XI/481.5/177, 290-302. For secur-

ity reasons I was not permitted to consult the original documents in this archive. I

owe consultation of notes on them to the generosity of Luis Muro.
1 G. Robles Dominguez to Zapata, November 15, 191 1, ARD, 7: 37: 42.
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I've got some land and a stable . . . which I earned through long years of

honest work and not through political campaigns, and which produce

enough for me and my family to live on comfortably Now I'm going to

work at discharging the men who helped me," he continued, "so I can

retire to private life and go back to farming my fields. For the only thing

I wanted when I went into the revolution was to defeat the dictatorial

regime, and this has been accomplished."4

That was all Madero and the other revolutionaries said they wanted

too
—

"to defeat the dictatorial regime." But the difficulty was that different

men had different criteria for judging when the dictatorial regime had been

defeated, or even precisely what the dictatorial regime was.

When had the revolution triumphed? For Zapata, the southern pro-

vincial, the exasperated chief of his village, the answer was straightforward

:

when the agrarian dispute in his state was equitably settled, or at least

when deliberate moves had been taken in that direction. For Madero, the

northern provincial, a landlord's gentlest son, floating in reveries of good-

ness, the answer was both more and less: when Mexicans prospered and

loved one another, or at least when he took office. The difference between

the very nature of their expectations was profound. And when they finally

realized it, they could turn to no organized party or committee for adjust-

ment and discipline. Under terrific pressures they had to mediate their

conflict themselves. But as they indicated by their almost desperate desire

to trust and be trusted, they had nothing of the true politicians' ruthless

knack for disagreeing in peace—at other people's expense but for their

security. Their original commitment had been too hopeful: Zapata suspected

betrayal in every disagreement, and Madero could see the selfishness in any

view but his own. Of all the revolutionaries, they were the least suited to

live with their differences.

4 El Pais, June 22, 191 1.
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Morelos, both revolutions going on there were movements of opposition

—

one loyal, the other insurrectionary. For the rebels the proper tactics seemed

simple to devise and execute. Zapata and his chiefs evidently believed, as

did many other observers, that Madero would soon fall. Even before the

apostle's inauguration, dangerous challenges to his authority had developed.

In October Emilio Vazquez had retired to San Antonio, where he met

General Reyes and obviously began to plot a revolt in alliance with him.

On October 31 Vazquista agents in Mexico City signed their own Plan de

Tacubaya, denouncing Madero and proclaiming Vazquez president. In

early November the metropolitan police exposed a Vazquista-Reyista con-

spiracy to assassinate the new President. A month later they uncovered

another such plan among high-ranking military officers with Reyista con-

nections.
1 And though General Reyes failed to start an uprising when he

reentered Mexico in mid-December, and instead ended up in jail, still the

Vazquez Gomez brothers, who had tricked him into the failure, remained

critical threats to the government.2
In the north there were many discon-

tented revolutionaries, like the ambitious Pascual Orozco, whom they

might persuade to rebel. In these promising circumstances all Zapata and

his chiefs evidently thought they had to do was fight—to maintain their

rebel standing for the little while until Madero fell, when they could press

a new government to meet their demands or fall itself.

So they hardly bothered about organization. The junta issuing the

Ayala plan comprised most of the rebel chiefs who had been and would

later be prominent in Morelos, including besides the Zapata brothers and

the plan's author, Montano, veterans like Francisco Mendoza, Jesus Morales,

Jose Trinidad Ruiz, Amador Salazar, Lorenzo Vazquez, Emigdio Mar-

molejo, and Pioquinto Galis. But the junta had no fixed camp, much less

a regular headquarters. Nor did a full-time secretary manage its business:

Abraham Martinez, who had earlier served as Zapata's chief of staff, was

still in jail in Puebla City; Montano, the intellectual of the movement, was

trying now to become a warrior; and other minor aides drifted in and out

of the various rebel camps too erratically to coordinate operations. More-

over several important local chiefs did not yet belong to the Ayala junta.

1 For the Plan de Tacubaya, which is not the Plan Politico-Social of the Tacubaya

Conspiracy, see Gonzalez Ramirez: Planes, pp. 55-60. For the plots, see Diario del

Hogar, November 9 and December 18, 191 1.

2 Special Report of Private Detectives in San Antonio, January 2, 191 2, Archivo

General de la Secretaria de Relaciones Exteriores (henceforth AGRE), L-E-857R:

File 9 (sic, in fact, 3).
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amorphous. For finances it still depended on local contributions, a few

forced loans, and the sporadic philanthropy of interested metropolitan poli-

ticians. For arms and ammunition it had only those captured from federal

army and police patrols and those randomly supplied by gunrunners com-

ing down from Mexico City.
6
In early January an aspiring Zapatista agent

in Cuautla pleaded for the junta to send him a letter of introduction and

instructions so he could "organize, systematize, and generalize" the rev-

olution. It was "indispensable," he urged, "to establish a Center in Mexico

City ... to direct, give character to, and assume political responsibility for

the movement." This arrangement, he argued, would give the movement

"IMPULSE and SOLIDITY."7 Already he had appealed twice for in-

structions and received no reply; no record indicates he fared more happily

this time. The Ayalan chiefs evidently had no hankering for an elaborate

structure, of national or local inspiration.

Loosely associated as they were, they still moved on the verge of seizing

military control of the state. More than a thousand federal troops under

General Casso Lopez and around five thousand rurales under various

commands remained in Morelos. But the only places they effectively held

were the towns they were stationed in, the district and major municipal

seats. In some cases, especially among the rurales, the commanders were

excellent; and on paper they had crafty tactics for their mounted police

—

constant pursuit, night marches, mobile provisioning.
8 But almost all

officers and troopers came from other states, Jalisco and Guanajuato mainly,

and they were as ignorant of the twisting trails and ravines they now had

to maneuver through as they were unfamiliar with the local villagers,

whom they inevitably harassed and who then informed on them to the

rebels.
9 The planters too resented the expense and disruption the soldiers

and policemen caused.
1 The result was that the federal forces rarely budged

from their quarters. When they did venture onto the roads, their com-

manders normally took them out in awkward battalion strength. So in the

southeast Zapata, Mendoza, and Morales led guerrilleros practically where

6 Antonio Diaz Soto y Gama: "Un noble amigo de Zapata," El Universal, Decem-

ber 13, 1950. El Pais, February 19 and 25, and June 15, 21, and 26, 1912.

7 Unsigned letter to Zapata, January 4, 1912, AZ, 28: 12. His emphasis.

8 General Instructions to Commanders and Officers of Rural Police, 1912, AGN,

G: 647.

9 Induction contracts of rural police in Morelos, January, 1912, AGN, G: 846, 925.

1 El Impartial, December 20, 191 1, and January 21, 1912. L. Garcia Pimentel, Jr.,

to de la Vega, March 15, 1912, AGN.
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tics mattered more than tactics, this crisis in part simplified their work

and in part complicated it. The blessing it brought them was Figueroa's

resignation, which greatly improved their chances of recovering local

control of the state government and enacting reforms. As governor, Fig-

ueroa had tried to establish a Guerrero clique in Cuernavaca. Depending

on his lieutenant governor, Aurelio Velazquez, and the Cuernavaca dis-

trict judge, Ruperto Zuleta, both of whom were imported Guerreran polit-

icos, he hoped to secure Morelos in favor of his own family's national

ambitions. Since local revolutionaries wanted to manage the state them-

selves, Velazquez and Zuleta could arrange a political base for their boss

only among old Escandonistas and hangers-on who had just lately gained

office and were now reluctant to retire. Thus in the December municipal

elections the Guerrerans had found no better candidate for municipal

president of Cuernavaca than the hack Ramon Oliveros, who lost. For

the gubernatorial elections due January 14 Velazquez and Zuleta had not

been able to find any plausible candidate among the local notables and

finally proposed yet another Guerreran, whom even their native collabora-

tors would not accept. To repair Figueroa's authority and to prevent a

native victory in the race for governor, Velazquez had started a sweeping

purge. He dismissed from the state bureaucracy many new appointees

whom he considered unreliable and recommissioned those who had served

Alarcon and Escandon. He abolished salaries for municipal presidents,

which required them to assume compromising debts or resign. Although

he did not actually eject any municipal presidents, as General Casso Lopez

did in three Puebla border towns, he did remove town councilmen in

several places. Also under his auspices police commanders abused local

governments and even executed suspicious officials without trial. And
when these measures proved in vain and it seemed that the club of toadies

Judge Zuleta had organized to elect the governor would flop, then Figueroa

had called of! the elections—on January 12, two days beforehand. So Fig-

ueroa's resignation and retreat from Morelos a few days later amounted

to a reprieve for the local champions of legal change. Rallying, they pro-

ceeded to fortify their position.
4

Already they had strong bases. Not only in Cuernavaca but in Yautepec,

Cuautla, Jonacatepec, and many smaller towns they had won power in

the recent municipal elections. Their representatives were not ex-Porfiristas,

ex-Escandonists, or ex-Leyvistas : neither Felipe Escarza, the new municipal

4 Diario del Hogar, January 5, 6, and 16, 1912.
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Naranjo alone was still a welcome ally for the local revolutionaries. He
came obviously disposed to help them in calming the rebellion and im-

proving the popular welfare.

On arrival in Cuernavaca he began a careful study of the reasons for

the unrest and violence. "I found," he later recalled, "that Morelos lacked

three things—first plows, second books, and third equity. And it had more

than enough latifundios, taverns, and bosses." The information that Yau-

tepec had no room to expand its cemetery, or that Cuautla had no place

to dump its garbage, was a shock to this earnest engineer from the vast,

open steppes of the north. Like Soto y Gama, also a northerner, he referred

to the frustration and constriction of local communities as a "problem,"

less a deliberate oppression than a special kind of riddle.
8 With the reform-

ers already in municipal offices around the state, he might "solve" it.

Help was also forthcoming through more obscure channels. President

Madero's brother Gustavo had quietly arranged the release of Zapata's

former chief of staff, Abraham Martinez, from jail in Puebla City, and on

January 25 brought him and two other former aides of Zapata's, Gildardo

and Rodolfo Magafia, to a private meeting in Mexico City. Granting the

justice in Zapata's resentment, Gustavo still insisted on "our duty to try

again for a reconciliation." In fact it was not so much patriotic generosity

as political anxiety that moved Gustavo, since Pascual Orozco had privately

broken with the Maderos a week before and was now about to break pub-

licly with them in Chihuahua. But the deal agreed on in this caucus would

serve Naranjo's benign purposes in Morelos. On January 26 Martinez and

Rodolfo Magafia left in secret for Zapata's camp to relay Gustavo's plea

for renewed negotiations and a truce.
9

The crisis that had produced these boons for the law-abiding revolution-

aries soon proved a curse for them as well. Naranjo could not attend to

their interests, because the rebels permitted him no space or time to man-

euver in. To the revolutionaries fighting in the field the new governor's

sympathies made no difference. What mattered to them was the force he

directed into their territory. Indeed it was his attempt to flush them out

of Santa Maria that provoked the tremendous attack on Cuernavaca in late

January. Although the rebels briefly relaxed the offensive in early February,

de la O and other chiefs like Vazquez and Salazar, who had just rein-

forced him, published a notice that on February 6 they would start blowing

8 El Pais, August 5, 1912.

9 Michael C. Meyer: Mexican Rebel. Pascual Orozco and the Mexican Revolution,

igio-igi^ (Lincoln, 1967), pp. 47-52. Magafia: op. cit., II, 108-9.
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and its commotions: in 1909, as a colonel, he had commanded the Cuautla

garrison on the day Escandonista voters "outnumbered" the Leyvistas. On
February 3, after a long conference with the secretary of war, he told

reporters how he saw the state: "All Morelos, as I understand it, is Zapa-

tista, and there's not a single inhabitant who doesn't believe in the false

doctrines of the bandit Emiliano Zapata." Having thus lumped the planters,

their attorneys and managers and employees in the mills and in the fields,

the peaceable reformers, the passive admirers of the rebels, the rebels

operating independently, the rebels operating in alliance with Zapata, the

rebels operating under Zapata's authority, and the bandits themselves

all together as one enemy, Robles remained confident. In "a relatively short

lapse of time," he predicted, he would "reduce that falange of gangsters

who presently scourge the state . . . with their crimes and thefts worthy of

the savage."
6

Once in Morelos he went straight to business. On February 10, on his

instructions, federals arrested Zapata's mother-in-law, his sister, and two

sisters-in-law in Villa de Ayala and took them as hostages to Cuernavaca. 7

The same day the federal commander in Yautepec had the house of

Municipal President Julio Cardenas searched. The evidence the troops

found was hardly incriminating—an old, broken pistol, six moldy cart-

ridges, and some political credentials seventeen years old—but the com-

mander ordered Cardenas to resign, and Cardenas had to flee for his life.

Three days later the commander had fourteen local suspects shot: four

Yautepecan farmers and ten workers from the Cocoyoc plantation, where

rebels had armed many peons the previous summer. Cardenas issued public

protests, as did his fellow municipal president, Everardo Espinosa of

Cuautla, who also had to flee.
8 But they had no effect.

Robles shortly put into regular practice a favorite policy, "resettle-

ment." Modeled on Spanish proceedings in the recent Cuban War of

Independence, and on similar British action in the Boer War and Amer-

ican action in the Philippines, "resettlement" was a deliberate definition

of an indefinite war. By 1910 it had become the standard method in

the Mexican army for suppressing popular guerrillas. It required first

forcing the rural pacificos out of their villages and ranchos and into

concentration camps on the outskirts of larger towns, where federal super-

vision was easier. Then flying columns could move freely into the country-

6 Ibid., February 4, 191 2.

7 Robles to the secretary of war, February n, 1912, AHDN, XI/481.5/178, 90.

8 Diario del Hogar, February 18, 27, and 28, 1912.
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destruction of the shanty towns which serve as refuge for Zapatistas,"

Morelos would become "the tomb of our heroic army." 1

Thus justified, "resettlement" continued. On February 20, after learning

that the still-active rebels north of Cuernavaca received supplies from mule-

teers who passed through Coajomulco and Ocotepec, Robles had those

two villages burned as well. He did not dare burn the huts in which the

resident peons of the plantations lived, but with the peons themselves

he was as ruthless as with villagers and rancheros. His commander in

Yautepec had eighteen more workers from Cocoyoc hacienda executed.

Even high-ranking plantation personnel did not escape Robles's scrutiny.

In late February he had the San Vicente and Chiconcuac managers and

some of their assistants arrested for giving ammunition to the rebels in

return for protection. Tried and found guilty in court-martial, the de-

fendants were sentenced to six months in prison.
2

Although this curse had nearly swamped them, the law-abiding revolu-

tionaries persisted in private attempts to restore peace and constitutional

rule. On February 20 old General Leyva arrived in Cuernavaca and began

conferring with delegations from neighboring pueblos. It was public

knowledge that he had no influence with Zapata and the chiefs under his

orders; the general himself declared "categorically that no negotiations

would start with Zapata, Abraham Martinez, and other ringleaders and

thieves." But it still seemed possible that he might arrange a truce with

de la O and the rebels based in Santa Maria. "The Indians in their majority

went into the revolution," the general explained to the press, "because they

had been despoiled of their lands." His mission, he went on, was "to

examine with the governor of the state the titles to the properties the

Indians claim, and then to proceed in justice." To rebels guilty of no crime

but rebellion, he could offer amnesty.3

Meanwhile pillars of Cuernavaca society began publishing formal

requests that Robles not burn certain pueblos. Vouching for the loyalty

of the families there, they embarrassed him into at least temporary and

scattered restraints. Encouraged, local notables elsewhere published formal

defenses of their towns too, and won similar provisional guarantees. Al-

though burnings and plunderings continued, influential citizens thus gained

exemption for a few, favored places.
4

1
Ibid., February 17-20, 1912. Diario del Hogar, February 18 and 23, 1912.

2 Ibid., February 24, 1912. El Pais, February 21, 25, and 26, March 2 and 7, 1912.

3 Ibid., February 21, 22, 24, and 26, 1912.

4
Ibid., February 25 and 28, March 3 and 4, 191 2.
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Morelos became even bolder. The state seemed almost theirs. From Mexico

City Pablo Escandon wrote in despair to his political tutor, still in exile

in Paris, that "if things go on as they are going, surely we will retrogress to

our former position as A NATION OF THE LAST ORDER, A TRUE
NIGGERDOM."8

For the rebels April was the critical month. The other two parties com-

mitted in the struggle remained on the defensive, practically on the run.

The continuing emergency in the north further depleted federal forces and

supplies in Morelos, so that Robles abandoned the countryside completely

and tried to hold only the major towns. And the rebels' rivals in revolution,

the reformers intent on legal change, could extract no more concessions

from the beleaguered federal government. In his April 1 report to

Congress Madero had specifically stated that not until he was in military

control of Morelos would he authorize "studies and operations" on "our

age-old agrarian question." Regarding the southern troubles, he was ob-

viously in a sore mood. "Fortunately," he noted, "this amorphous agrarian

socialism, which for the rude intelligence of the farmers of Morelos can

only take the form of sinister vandalism, has found no echo in other

regions of the country."9 The poor prospects for restoring order were espe-

cially vivid to the hacendados, who had lost whoppingly in the current

harvests. When a federal agency started inquiries about purchasing lands

for resale to poor farmers, several Morelos planters offered their estates for.

sale.
1

Still pressing as hard as they could, the rebels were not able to carry their

local advantage into a decisive triumph and institute their own government

in the state. They did disrupt rail service, and they did occupy important

towns. On April 1 Neri and Salazar finally captured Tepoztlan. On April 2

Zapata attacked and took Jonacatepec. On April 6 Zapata, Mendoza, Vaz-

quez, and other chiefs began a combined assault on Tlaquiltenango, Tlal-

tizapan, and Jojutla, actually entering the last city several times. But the

rebels could not secure their victories. In every case the federals returned

8 Escandon to P. Macedo, March 29, 191 2, "El Archivo de la Reaccion," El Univer-

sal, October 12, 1917. His emphasis.

9 "Informe leido por el C. Presidente de la Republica Mexicana al abrirse el

cuarto periodo de sesiones del 25 Congreso de la Union, el 1 de abril de 1912," Diario

Oficial, CXIX, 27, 405-13.
lEl hacendado mexicano, XVIII, 208 (March 1912), 81; 209 (April 1912), 121;

210 (May 1912), 161. Secretaria de Fomento: Trabajos e iniciativas de la Comision

Agraria Ejecutiva (Mexico, 1912), included in Jesus Silva Herzog, ed.: La cuestion

de la tierra, igio-igiy, 4 vols. (Mexico, 1960-2), II, 168.
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this was an idle threat. The army captain who had been selling the Morelos

rebels thousands of Winchester cartridges from federal arsenals was in

jail.
8 And though rebels could here and there ride into metropolitan sub-

urbs, they could not hold their ground when rurales appeared. Besides, it

was now the rainy season and time to plant, and many rebel soldiers went

home to work in their fields. Trains to Cuernavaca started running roughly

on schedule again.

As the violence slackened, the law-abiding party awkwardly but effec-

tively gained the initiative in the state. Already in early May Governor

Naranjo had felt sure enough of his support to send Madero a long, stern

letter, asking him to restrain the rampaging General Robles. He received

the testy reply that a governor should not complain when the federal exec-

utive had dictated "measures . . . opportune in a time of war"; but he did

not relax the pressure.
9 In mid-May, as Orozco faltered in the north, Na-

ranjo announced that the government would soon recover control in the

south as well, which was less a military judgment than a political pretext

for restoring constitutional authority. Looking forward to May 19, when

the four months of martial law would end, the governor, his lieutenant, and

their local allies began preparing for state elections. They maneuvered with

startling speed and coordination, revealing the close connections they must

have fixed among themselves by then. And on May 19, as constitutional

guarantees went back in force, voting for the electoral colleges took place

in all but a few municipalities. A week later the colleges elected a fairly

uniform crew of reformers to the state legislature and Congress. For Gen-

eral Leyva, dying now in Cuernavaca, it was a final, sweet vindication.
1

An unexpected delay passed before the state deputies actually took office,

partly because authorities in Yautepec could not hold elections and prob-

ably also because Robles objected to the resumption of civilian rule. More-

over scattered rebel raids still went on, now and then disturbing rail traffic

into Cuernavaca and Cuautla.2 Nevertheless the chances for compromise

seemed weekly to improve. Having assured a credulous Madero that the

war would soon end, Robles was reassigned to Puebla.3 Through the June

and early July rains the rebels remained in the doldrums. Travelers coming

8 £/ Pais, May 25, 1912. See also Alfonso Taracena: La Tragedia Zapatista. His-

toria de la Revolution del Sur (Mexico, 1931), pp. 27-8.

9 Testimony of Ramos Martinez, April 2, 1913, AZ, 27: 6.

1 Semanario Oficial, XXI, 20, 1; 21, 1. Diez: Bibliograjia, pp. cc-cci.

2 El Pais, May 15, 17, and 19, June 28, July 5, 1912. El Diario, July 6, 1912.

3 Madero to Robles, June 15, 1912, AM.
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scurities in Cuernavaca. But they assumed authority in earnest, eager to

improve the welfare of the common people they knew.

The circumstances they labored in remained tense. Cramping them from

the first was the brevity of their term, which was to end on September 15.

In the two months left to them when they took up their seats, they could

hardly hope to pass all the new laws they wanted. Another worry was an-

other series of elections starting on August 4, for the twenty-third legisla-

ture, the governorship, and thirteen district judgeships. For the incumbents,

who had thrilled to Madero's cry against boss rule, it was an especially

pointed question whether they should try for reelection. If so, they tarnished

themselves as men of principle. If not, they risked the dissipation of their

revolutionary spirit and the ruin of their revolutionary program. Anyway,

whom should they back for governor? Should they let Naranjo stay in

office during the elections and so help decide who the new governor would

be? Thus immediate political concerns tightened the already close strain

of legislating reform. And, most threatening, the rebels remained in arms.

As Zapata told the government's secret envoy :
".

. . the revolution in Morelos

is not a local revolution . . . not until Madero's downfall will we enter into

peace agreements." After a lapse in operations to accumulate supplies, the

rebels resumed almost daily attacks on federal outposts and troop and pas-

senger trains. Three days after the legislature convened, de la O's rebels

attacked and burned a train at Parres station, just over the state line in the

mountain parks of the Federal District. There were nearly a hundred casu-

alties, many of them civilian passengers; only thirteen of fifty-three soldiers

in the escort survived. Precisely on account of this massacre, Madero called

an extraordinary cabinet meeting, where Minister of the Interior Flores

Magon proposed a reimposition of martial law in Morelos and various other

states and a reinforcement of Robles's southern army. The rebels battled on,

however. In late July Zapata and Jesus Morales seemed about to capture

both Jojutla and Yautepec; the latter the federal commander almost lost

from the inside when the townspeople themselves revolted against his

garrison.
9

The new deputies nevertheless gamely began preparing for their task.

To secure their base they formally requested on July 23 that the federal

government send more troops to the state; these they got two days later,

9 El Dtario, July 12, 22, and 23, 1912. El Pais, July 19, 21, 27, and 29, 1912. Nueva

Era, July 26 and 28, 1912. Magana, op. cit.: II, 139-41.
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liberties that could obstruct civilian authorities' attempts at reform. But

generally the government was a source of help for the new deputies.

Through Villamar's personal and Leyva's written representations to Ma-

dero, they gained several beneficial concessions.

Of these the most important was the recall of General Robles and the

assignment of General Felipe Angeles to command southern operations. No
veteran of Indian wars, Angeles was rather a military intellectual—a bril-

liant, French-trained artillery officer who had recently been appointed di-

rector of the National Military College. In Mexico City he enjoyed a

glowing reputation as an officer of honor and civilization. He was also

deeply ambitious, but had the political sense to advance his career subtly

and always in seeming modesty. Not only would he not burn villages, he

even came to Cuernavaca publicly committed to proceed "in accord with

the new governor ... in arranging pacts with the Zapatistas." Consequently,

despite Zapata's rebuffs, Minister of the Interior Flores Magon created yet

another channel for limiting hostilities and perhaps working out a truce.

The government, he noted, was "forever most ready ... to enter into deal-

ings with Zapata." He discouraged private negotiations, like those the Ruiz

de Velascos were trying to start with the rebels around Jojutla, but he him-

self sponsored Naranjo and Ramos Martinez, who were still trying as his

agents to meet rebel chiefs.
6

A further service the federal government provided was a keener sur-

veillance of the planters who persisted in paying the rebels for protection.

On August 1 federal officers even arrested three managers, at Cocoyoc, Atli-

huayan, and Oacalco haciendas, for furnishing ammunition to local rebels.
7

Thus through early August the peaceable advocates of change in Morelos

settled the preliminaries of their performance. And during the month, in

a remarkable burst of words and gestures, they enacted their revolution.

On August 5, at the ceremony for swearing Villamar into office, the

president of the new legislature introduced the drama. "Not only the so-

called cientificos . . . should occupy themselves with the problems of social

improvement," he proclaimed, "but also the humble representatives of the

people, who know them well and have felt with them all the bitterness of

life." To achieve "true democracy" did not require "many years or new

generations," he declared, ".
. . only the good will to serve the Fatherland

and to tolerate no more defaults." Praising on the one hand the "heroism"

of the state's Maderista revolutionaries of 1910-11, like Zapata, he directly

6 El Diario, August 4 and 7-12, 1912. El Pais, August 10 and n, 1912.

7 Ibid., August 2 and 3, 1912.
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name. And it is only honest to recognize it frankly, their longings are legit-

imate. ... if the hacendados of Morelos illegally enjoy lands and water,"

Aragon had vowed, ".
. . I will be on the side of the Indians, with the

laborers . .
."2 In the voting of the electoral colleges on August 12 Leyva

won easily in ten of eleven districts, but it remained obscure exactly what

his agrarian program would be.
3 And in private the new deputies con-

tinued to debate how they could answer the questions they detected in the

countryside. Not all agreed on the questions, much less the answers, but

most did believe that there were real rural grievances in the state—which

was, in Mexico in 1912, a revolutionary position.

The federal government kept on supporting these efforts at reform

even after another railroad massacre. On August 12 at Ticuman, between

Yautepec and Jojutla, a rebel band under Amador Salazar attacked a train

and killed thirty-six federals and thirty civilian passengers, among them two

metropolitan reporters. The wildest demands for vengeance were instantly

current in Mexico City.
4 But General Angeles refused to expand the war.

And the response from the National Palace was to let officials in Cuerna-

vaca react magnanimously, rather than compel them to start new "resettle-

ments." Villamar issued a manifesto recognizing that the rebels were not

bandits and urging them, "not as your governor but as your brother," to

make peace. Then, he promised, "calm and impartial tribunals . . . and con-

sultative juntas" would resolve "the agrarian question . . . through equitable

arrangements with the landlords, who without doubt also hope for the

establishment of peace." A still more vivid and deliberate sign of federal

trust in the local regime was the permission it gave for the release of Za-

pata's family from the Cuernavaca jail. And in the cabinet Flores Magon

upheld the local reformers' hopes for restoring the ejidos.

The performance of the law-abiding revolutionaries in Morelos reached

its climax in late August. After accepting provisionally the constitutional

amendments Eugenio Morales had proposed, and passing tax laws in favor

of small enterprises, urban and rural, the deputies took up the "agrarian

question" directly. In their labor they brought forth three mice. On August

31, resuming his role as the chief of the revolutionary legislators, Morales

2 Mateo Roias Zuniga: La gobernacion de Morelos de igi2 a igi6 y la opinion

publico. Dos cartas acerca de la candidatura del Ingeniero Agustin Aragon (Mexico,

1912), pp. 14-15. His italics.

3 Semanario Oficial, XXI, 36, 1. For partial returns, see El Diario, August 13, 1912.

4 El Pais, August 13, 1912. El Diario, August 17, 1912.

5 El Diario, August 18, 25, and 28, 1912. El Pais, August 28, 1912.
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started asking rebel chiefs not to camp in their vicinity. And the chiefs, to

avoid antagonizing their base but remain in revolt, had to move into other

states, de la O shifting his operations into Mexico State in late August and

the Zapatas and Mendoza shifting theirs into Puebla. In early September

Zapata tried to organize a coordinated movement against Mexico City, to

disrupt the official celebration of the national holidays in mid-month, but

despite hard attacks around Tetecala and Jonacatepec, the plan fell

through.9 Only small bands of outlaws were left in Morelos, and it seems

that many of these actually were bandits, as Angeles claimed, not rebels.

No large battles developed anywhere in the state. The skirmishes that went

on normally involved federals and rurales only as companies.

Thus, when the twenty-third legislature convened on September 16, the

peaceable revolutionaries exercised extraordinary authority in the state,

socially as well as politically. Had they elaborated and amplified the re-

forms already presented, they might have established themselves as the

legitimate rulers in Morelos, and the rebel chiefs would have had to quit

the fight there, to surrender or to hunt a following elsewhere. Two years

later both Zapata and de la O would recall this as the time when they had

been most uncertain about ultimately winning.1

What ensued in this legislature, however, was less reform than argu-

ment that reform was impossible. From the previous legislature only two

deputies returned to their seats, two eminently inconspicuous souls.
2 And

the other deputies now coming into office were revolutionaries distinctly

more conservative than their predecessors. Only one, Octaviano Gutierrez,

had been a prominent Leyvista in 1909. The rest were more sober figures,

sympathetic to protests against injustice but too aware of the attendant risks

to venture into action. Among them were politicos already accomplished in

Cuernavaca dealings, like Leopoldo Fandino, an attorney for the Alonso

family, who had served in the Cortes palace from 1904 to 1908, or Juan

Alarcon, who had been there from 1906 to 1910. Others like young Domingo

Diez came from the state's "best families." Still others like Benito Tajonar

and Lauro Arellano had had long experience in municipal government.3

9 Ibid., September 2, 1912. El Diario, September 3, 1912. Munoz: op. cit., pp.

1 12-16. Angeles to the secretary of war, September 7, 1912, AHDN, XI/481.5/178,

950-1. Ocaranza to the Cuautla chief of line, September 17, 1912, ibid., 980-93, 995-

1000.

1 Diaz Soto y Gama: La revolution, p. 119.

2 For the roster, see Semanario Oficial, XXI, 36, 1.

3 Ibid., XII, 33, 1 ; XV, 32, 1 ; XVII, 32, 1; 6, 3-4; XIX, 50, 7. Memoria (1890).
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The pending proposals for reform had gained no such devotion. The

new deputies first consigned them to special committees "for study and

opinion." Like the new minister of the interior, they believed that "im-

patience" reflected lack of civic virtue, that "every evolution, every project,

needs scrupulous study, in order that we not make a mistake and have to

regret it."
8 But when they finally started receiving the committee's reports,

they remained quite indifferent to the "problems of social improvement"

that their predecessors had wanted to solve. On October 17 in a secret vote

they unanimously voted down the bill authorizing the state to acquire ha-

cienda market places. When the bill for the agricultural and mechanical

college came up, they voted it down too. And on October 22 they postponed

indefinitely the vote on Morales's bill to raise plantation taxes. Not until

November 8, six weeks after convening, did they consider Morales's pro-

posed amendments to the constitution. Of the twelve they voted down the

five that were the most democratic in promise, the one on citizenship and

the four on direct elections. The others they approved, with minor additions

and clarifications, to strengthen their own legislative control over state

politics.
9

From these gentlemen came only two proposals for reform.1 One was in

defense of certain villages, a bill that Diez introduced on December 10. His

idea was to prohibit "the exploitation of woodlands on a grand scale" in

Morelos and to assure that "those same woodlands will be exploited indi-

vidually by the residents of the pueblos which own them." The main bene-

ficiaries were obviously to be Santa Maria and surrounding villages, where

many families depended on local stands of timber to make the charcoal they

peddled.

Various deputies supported Diez's project. And the times did seem pro-

pitious for its enactment. In Mexico City a presidential commission had

published its report advising restoration of village lands, a reformist had

been appointed minister of public works to consider agrarian problems,

and six different bills had come up in the new Congress for popular changes

in rural life. The most impressive bill, which the brilliant Luis Cabrera had

introduced on December 3, was for "the reconstitution of the ejidos."
2 Dis-

cussions unthinkable before were raging in the federal government—radi-

8 Ibid., October 8, 1912.

9 Semanario Oficial, XXI, 38, 1; 49, 2; 43, 3, 5.

1 Ibid., XXI, 51, 2-4; 52, 2-3.

2 For the commission's report and the bills, see Silva Herzog: op. cit., II, 163-310.

For the new minister, see Gonzalez Roa: op. cit., pp. 223-5.
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seemed a titanic victory simply to have "normalized" constitutional pro-

cedures.
4 Now, they believed, they had years to work out the answer to

other, social questions. Not politics but logic was the source of the solutions

they wanted, and as rational men in pursuit of the truth they could not,

they reasoned, go finally wrong. Although Madero did not share their view

on ejidos, for instance, his new public works minister did; and when the

legislature closed, Leyva sent Tajonar to the minister, not to arrange a deal

to press indulgence from Madero but to consult the maps and deeds regis-

tered in the minister's files and over time to frame a case to persuade the

President.
5
In Cuernavaca the sense of hope was pervasive. The city's Christ-

mas festival took place that year in the old Porfirio Diaz Theater, the big-

gest building in town. "That happy night," Mrs. King later remembered,

"when all thought of war was pushed outside the circle of light, and soldiers

and townspeople yielded to joy!"
6

In the countryside, however, feelings were less jubilant. There the denial

and postponements of reforms did not seem proof of political talent or wis-

dom but signs of another betrayal. The excuse that introducing and defend-

ing a bill in the legislature was "what I humanly can do" rang hollow to

village leaders who had risked their lives in persuading rebel chiefs to op-

erate elsewhere. To farmers who had laid down their arms in hopes of

recovering their land in peace, it was incredible that only a study of their

misery was now possible. In Cuernavaca the law-abiding revolutionaries

might well have consolidated the political authority they had assumed

there in September, but in the villages they had wasted the popular, social

authority that they had also inherited.

This was a dangerous forfeiture, because the rebel chiefs could now

reclaim local loyalties. Through the whole parliamentary performance, they

had remained in action. It was not automatic that they should all have

carried on the fight, and it is still not clear why they all did. In early Octo-

ber Zapata himself had been ready to confer with Ramos Martinez in Jolal-

pan.7
It may be, as contemporary analysts reported, that he would have

entered a provisional truce but that de la O and Salazar, who had massacres

on their records, refused to go along.
8 Anyway, no truce came about—which

4 Diez: Bibliografia, pp. ccii—cciii.

5 Manuel Bonilla, Jr.: El regimen maderista (2nd edn., Mexico, 1962), pp. 113,

215-16.

6 King: op. cit., p. 105.

7 Eufemio Zapata to Ramos Martinez, n.d. (October 1-3, 1912?), AZ, 27:16.

8 El Pais, September 29 and 30, October 1, 3, 5, 6, and 13, 1912.
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raid or an ambush; major coordinated attacks were again possible. And
although he discriminated more carefully than Huerta or Robles, Angeles

too resorted to bombarding and burning suspect villages and executing

captives en masse. The forces he sent out were no longer patrols but ex-

peditionary columns of eight hundred to twelve hundred troops.
2

Embarrassing political uproars resulted from this rebel recovery in the

countryside. Each new field on fire was a disgrace for the federal govern-

ment. The minister of the interior would not let the planters pay off the

rebels, and even jailed Escandon and his manager briefly for buying pro-

tection; but neither he nor the minister of war could muster forces to pre-

vent the burnings. The planters were in a desperate fury, "between the

sword and the wall," as their friends on El Pais put it. In mid-November

they offered to pay the federal government a special tax for the organization

of a special rural police, in vain. The burning of fields continued into the

new year. By late January over half the state's already picayune production

had gone up in flames.
3 "I'm making it plain to you," Felipe Ruiz de

Velasco wrote to the minister of the interior, "that the situation is intoler-

able . .
."4

Even so the government in Cuernavaca was in no grave danger. In-

ternally the party of lawful revolution was sound, its members confident

and its leaders secure. Despite the rebels' rural success, neither Cuernavaca

nor any other important town was about to fall. True, without the favor of

their powerful patrons in Mexico City the local revolutionaries in office

would have no ground to stand on. But in early February, despite con-

tinued wrangling in the federal capital, it seemed unlikely that the favor

would cease. It seemed less likely still that the patrons themselves would

disappear.

2 El Pais, January 19 and 26, 1913. Nueva'Era, January 23, 1913. Angeles to the

secretary of war, December 6, 1912, AHDN, XI/481.5/178, 1398-1407, 1417, 1568-9.

3 El Pais, November 12 and 15, 1912, January 14, 24, and 26, 1913. Nueva Era,

January 10, 1913.

4 Hernandez to the Jojutla commander, January 6, 1913, AGN, G: 889.
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president; and there was a new, Felicista cabinet. Three days later Madero

and the former Vice President were assassinated.

It briefly appeared that Huerta, Felix Diaz, and the Reyistas would

achieve a stable coalition by which they could restore the old lines of prog-

ress—or better still, without the canny and sometimes refractory Don Por-

firio, institute an even more efficient rule. But they were disastrously

mistaken about their own capacities and their common compatriots' long-

ings. The awful public drama of Huerta's betrayal and Madero's murder

shook the country to the very roots, giving rise to passions and impulses

and organizations more radical than any since the crusade for Independence

a hundred years before. Huerta never even established as much order as

Madero had maintained. Instead he aggravated turmoil into a terrible crisis,

and Mexico moved into a profound social revolution.

In Morelos, as elsewhere, the process began in confusion. Among the

revolutionaries in office it worked in especially tortuous ways. Telegraph

reports of the revolt reached Cuernavaca almost immediately, as did Ma-

dero himself, who came to confer with Governor Leyva and General An-

geles.
1 And at first the local authorities backed the President. Madero felt

so sure of the state that after he returned to Mexico City the next day he

ordered Angeles to follow him, bringing two thousand troops along. But

as the violence in the national capital continued and seditious agents came

down to suborn the remaining garrisons, local suspense mounted. And
when the coup succeeded, Leyva and his fellows were on tenterhooks. In

the dreadful assassinations they could read the end of their own careers

and hopes for political and social reform. On Leyva's advice the legislature

voted not to congratulate Huerta and Felix Diaz. But Huerta was supposed

to be only a temporary figure, and according to most informed opinions,

enlightened civilians were soon to take over the government again. In the

end it seemed wiser for the revolutionaries in office to keep their peace and

their place; later they could help reorganize a national movement for re-

form. Soon Leyva and most other Morelos politicans resignedly declared

themselves Felicistas. On March 5 the legislature voted its "adhesion to the

new government."2

Other official elements in the state vitiated this resolution, however. Sev-

eral federal police corps of northern Maderista origins would not accept the

1 Bonilla: op. cit., pp. 173-4. King: op. cit., pp. 1 07-11. Mrs. King says that Madero

stayed in her hotel while in Cuernavaca, and that she was asked to fly the British

flag for his protection—which she did.

2 El Pais, March 7 and 13, 1913.
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chiefs would soon lay down their arms too.
6 Various lesser chiefs, like

Simon Beltran, Joaquin Miranda, and his sons Alfonso and Joaquin, Jr.,

likewise came to terms.
7 So did the ex-Zapatista Jose Trinidad Ruiz, who

had been carrying on an independent rebellion. Others leaned in the same

direction. They leaned harder when they learned that in Chihuahua Pascual

Orozco had accepted a remarkably generous deal and recognized Huerta;

since Orozco still figured as the national chief in the Plan de Ayala, they

had good reason to follow suit.
8
It seemed significant that the Morelos rebels

started no grand offensive. Having occupied Jonacatepec, Tlaltizapan,

Yautepec, Tepoztlan, Tetecala, and many other towns, they were now an

entrenched power in the state. But their strength was in their union, which

no one could take for granted.

Adding to the uncertainties of Morelos were agents working at cross

purposes to end the local rebellion. In pursuit of peace, for instance, Feli-

cista representatives swarmed around the state angling to deal with indi-

vidual chiefs. The minister of war asked the bishop of Cuernavaca to help

in the "speedy pacification of the country" and commissioned a priest to

treat with de la O. Pascual Orozco, Sr., representing his famous son, came

directly to Zapata's headquarters. But when Leyva or local politicans tried

similar negotiations, the Felicistas accused them of "official Zapatismo," of

plotting an allied resistance with the rebels. And President Huerta mean-

while remained contemptuous of any compromise. He reappointed

Juvencio Robles military commander in Cuernavaca, which recalled how

"with an iron hand and disdaining womanish contemplations" Robles had

fought the rebels before. And when, as if in reprisal, rebels attacked a mili-

tary train on the way to Cuernavaca and killed seventy-five federals, Huerta

declared martial law again through the south.
9 In contingency he planned to

deport fifteen thousand to twenty thousand laborers from Morelos to Quin-

tana Roo and bring in replacements from other states. As he confided to

the U.S. ambassador, the new laborers "may not be as efficient at first to

perform the work required by landowners in Morelos, but they will at least

be ignorant of the roads and trails of the state . . . and less apt to be tempted

by promises from Zapata." The "best means to handle" the rebel chiefs,

6 El Pais, February 27, March 5 and 6, 1913.

7 Ibid., February 24, 1913. Magafia: op. cit., Ill, 87-8.

8 Meyer: op. cit., pp. 97-8.

9 Magafia: op. cit., Ill, 92-3, 100-1, 106-7, 144, 158-9. El Pais, March 2-5, 8, 9,

13, 20, 23, 26, and 27, 1913.
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Orozco party, and his subjection of them to show trials. Well into April

the trials of these hostages lasted, to emphasize to Mexico City and to waver-

ing rebel chiefs the principles of the Ayalan opposition. Here and

there rebel patrols actually skirmished with small army and police detach-

ments. But no regular military operations developed. As Minister of the

Interior Garcia Granados complained, Zapata and his chiefs were buying

time, watching how the northern resistance went.3

By mid-April, however, crucial decisions were at issue in Mexico City.

In the north Governor Carranza of Coahuila had published his Plan de

Guadalupe, formally founding a national "Constitutionalist" movement to

oust Huerta and arrange legitimate succession to Madero. And in the United

States the newly elected President Woodrow Wilson gave no sign that he

would recognize de jure a government that was not even de facto. Huerta

decided to crack down everywhere he could. To Morelos, finally, he sent

his trusty General Robles. He thus plunged the state into a chaos from

which it would emerge in fundamental and irrevocable change.

The governor in Cuernavaca when Robles arrived on April 14 was

Leyva's right-hand man, Benito Tajonar. The next day, the day before the

legislature was to convene in its second session, Robles informed Tajonar

that he had "final orders" from Huerta to have himself named governor.

Tajonar refused: the legislature had to consent. And the deputies agreed

that Robles was constitutionally ineligible because he was not a native of

the state. Precisely to prevent such impositions they had amended the con-

stitution in their previous session.

The next day Tajonar addressed the legislature as it convened. "... only

God with his power," he declared in a veiled reference to Robles's demand,

"will make me turn over the command which the people have conferred

on me."4 The legislature's president, Leopoldo Fandino, answered the

address and expressed the deputies' endorsement of Tajonar, "who never,"

he said, "would consent to the violation of the state's sovereignty . .
."5 The

only persons in the hall not applauding were several military officers.

3 Ibid., March 7, April 4, 10, and 11, 1913. Zapata's letters are cited in Magafia:

op. cit., Ill, 130-7. For the show trial records, see Palafox's charges against Ramos

Martinez, March 21, his charges against the Orozco commission, March 27, and

Minutes of Conferences, March 30, April 1, 2, 4, and 10, 1913, all in AZ, 27: 6.

4 Diez: Bibliografia, p. ccv.

5 Cited in [Jan Leander DeBekker:] De como vino Huerta y como se fue (Mex-

ico, 1914), pp. 280-1. El Pais, April 17, 1913.
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indispensable for the national welfare." But it was also a promising speech:

within a month, Huerta affirmed, he would "establish complete peace."
9

Accordingly they responded with warm offers to organize "volunteer corps"

at their own expense, to garrison the haciendas and free the federal troops

to pursue "the bandits."
1

The planters' new hopes were in vain, however. The announced cam-

paign did not start. Worse, what Huerta had done in declaring war on the

state's rural population was simply to swell the rebels' ranks, to bind to-

gether a previously fragmented opposition, and to drive the whole force of

resistance under the command of Zapata. Partly because the metropolitan

press had consistently portrayed Zapata as the peerless master of revolt

everywhere in the south, and partly because in fact he was the first chief of

a definite, uncompromising movement in Morelos, Zapata was the natural

resort of locals in distress. As other, baffled chiefs now looked to him

for a lead, so too refugee villagers and rancheros and frightened peons

turned to him for orders.

And these they received, in organized form. Zapata's headquarters was

no longer the casual collection of temporary secretaries and passing aides

that it had been a year before. Now in professional control of rebel business

was a new director, Manuel Palafox. While other secretaries, arrested on

missions, languished in the Mexico City penitentiary, and while Montano

neglected administration to become a hero of arms as well as letters, Pala-

fox had quietly and gradually emerged as the rebels' major domo. Earlier

experiences had trained him nicely for the post. A onetime engineering

student in Puebla City, his home town, he had worked as a salesman and ac-

countant for companies in various parts of the Republic, from Oaxaca to

Sinaloa. There he had learned the finer points of hustling, precision, thor-

oughness, and scheming. Palafox had first met Zapata in October 191 1,

when as an employee on Tenango plantation he had delivered the offer of

a bribe to the rebel camp; Zapata had almost had him shot then. But later

Zapata had released him on a mission to Emilio Vazquez in San Antonio,

and after he returned Zapata had grown increasingly dependent on his

managerial talents—perhaps on his political counsels too.
2
In prosecuting

9 Mexican Herald, April 23, 1913.

1 El Independtente, April 26, 191 3.

2 E. Marmolejo to Palafox, December 3, 1918, AZ, 30: 19, and December 25,

1918, AZ, 27: 13. Marte R. Gomez: "Notas sobre el Gral. Manuel Palafox" (MS,

1966). I was able to consult this manuscript thanks to the generosity of its author,

who intends to incorporate it into a forthcoming study, "Galeria de Secretarios de

Agricultura de Mexico."
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countryside without a license would be summarily tried and executed.

On the other hand, to compensate in the north for the troops thus occupied

in Morelos, Huerta authorized a huge increase in the local draft. The in-

crease was possible because Robles was to take his conscripts from among

the reconcentrated population.
5

Robles initiated the plan with great success, dragooning hundreds of

farmers and field hands into service each week and shipping them off in

cattle cars to Mexico City. From there the "recruits" passed on as cannon

fodder to the north or as military laborers to other short-handed states.

This draft had few precedents in Mexican history, and those of a special

kind. It was not like the common judicial sentence of rowdy individuals or

the impromptu conscription used in the country's political wars of the nine-

teenth century ; it resembled rather the calculated genocide that the govern-

ment had practiced in racial wars against rebellious Indians in Sonora

and Yucatan. There Robles had learned his trade, and now in Morelos he

applied it again. "Why, I am trying to clean up your beautiful Morelos for

you," he told an indignant Mrs. King. "What a nice place it will be once

we get rid of the Morelenses! If they resist me, I shall hang them like ear-

rings to the trees." By June i he had deported nearly one thousand cap-

tives.
6

The draft caused such a shock that it became the subject of a local song,

"The Crimes of the Tyrant Huerta:"

The draft, the hateful draft,

That sowed desolation

On the whole beloved soil

Of our noble Nation.

The worker, the artisan,

The merchant and the peon,

They carried them off to the ranks,

Without any compassion.

He sent them to the North,

That lowdown badman Huerta,

To die unjustly

On the fields of battle.

5 El Impartial, May 5, 9, 10, II, and 14, 1913.

6 King: op. cit., p. 93. Mexican Herald, May 31 and June 1, 1913. Magafia: op.

cit., HI, 180.
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irreparable damage and thus preserve a basic stability in the state. From

Huerta the planters won an agreement in late June permitting them to

retain 30 per cent of their employees, whom they were to register, post

bond for, and arm. In a National Agricultural Congress in early July they

helped arrange a formal deal with the Ministry of the Interior to arm and

munition plantation guards.9 But these projects remained on paper. No
private guards were organized or armed, and Robles careened on, wreck-

ing plantations and villages alike. The new officers who reinforced him,

like General Alberto T. Rasgado and Colonel Luis G. Carton, were even

more destructive.

The disruption of local life grew ever more fierce. In June Robles

shipped out over two thousand conscripts, leaving their families to fend

for themselves in his concentration camps. He also seized control of mar-

kets in Cuernavaca, Cuautla, and Jojutla, to cut oft the supplies to out-

lying villages and force their inhabitants to come into his camps.1 More

often country folk fled to rebel camps in the hills, but misery prevailed

there too. Waiting hours in hiding for a drink of water; going for days

without tortillas or salt; constantly prey to malaria and pneumonia; rarely

eating meat, and then barely cooked; almost never getting cigarettes,

liquor, or medicine; sleeping at night in the rain, rolled up in a blanket

on the wet ground—this was the lot of those who escaped Robles. In the

chaos, reported a metropolitan correspondent on the scene, "a regular

battalion" of ten- to twelve-year-olds followed rebel bands around, scaveng-

ing and looting worse than their elders. In Puente de Ixtla the widows,

wives, daughters, and sisters of rebels formed their own battalion and

revolted "to avenge the dead." Under the command of a husky ex-tortilla

maker called La China, they raided wildly through Tetecala district. Some

in rags, some in plundered finery, wearing silk stockings and dresses,

sandals, straw hats, and gun belts, these women became the terrors of the

region. Even de la O treated La China with respect.
2 Everywhere in

Morelos communities disintegrated. Desolating village after village, fed-

eral commanders drove people into new associations: neighborhoods and

families disappeared, their refugee parts to be swallowed up in roving rebel

armies. Thus in months Robles and his henchmen shredded the tough

fabric of provincial society that would have required decades of peace-

ful development to unravel.

9 El Impartial, June 5, 10, 13-15, 25, and July 2-4, 1913.

1 Ibid., June 22 and 28, 1912. Mexican Herald, June 30, 1913.

2 La Tribuna, May 29, June 3 and 4, 1913.
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ical guidance, they might easily fall to fighting among themselves, making

separate deals with the government, or offending local populations to the

discredit of the cause.

To clarify his political position, Zapata amended the Ayala plan. Since

late April he had considered how to reform it, and finally on May 30 he

published a manifesto by Montano specifying the changes.5 Huerta was de-

clared a "usurper . . . whose presence in the presidency of the Republic

accentuates more and more each day his incompatibility with everything

that signifies law, justice, rights, and morals, up to the point that he is

reputed worse than Madero." And Orozco, for his compromise with

Huerta's "pseudo-government," was judged "unworthy" of the honor the

Morelos Revolutionary Junta had originally bestowed upon him in naming

him national chief. In Montano's solemn phrase Orozco had become "a

social zero, that is, without any acceptable significance." Zapata himself

now assumed officially the chieftainship of the Ayala movement.

To outline military relations and revolutionary goals, he also formally

reorganized the rebel high command as the Revolutionary Junta of the

Center and South of the Republic. He himself, as chief of the rebel army,

was ex officio president of the junta. Other members included Eufemio

Zapata, Montano, de la O, Pacheco, Salazar, Neri, and Mendoza. The sec-

retary was Palafox.
6 A few weeks later there issued from the Zapatista

headquarters a new set of instructions for revolutionary officers, probably

composed by Palafox. Like the earlier instructions of December 191 1,

these rules carefully specified the officers' two major responsibilities, to

their troops and to the villages they occupied. But unlike the earlier code,

and indicating how much larger and more professional the movement had

become, the new rules provided that officers should "pay the soldiers wages,

or better said, help out the troops where it is possible," levy forced loans

on prosperous merchants and landlords, replace local officials "in accord

with the will of the people," and report operations every two weeks to their

zone chiefs or to the central headquarters. Most remarkable was the de-

centralization of the authority to carry out the agrarian reform prescribed

in Article 6 of the Ayala plan. Before, it seems that only the Morelos junta

could review villagers' titles and restore their lands; and in only one case,

in Ixcamilpa, Puebla, had the junta formally done so.
7 But now officers in

5 Zapata to Montano, April 25, 1913, AZ, 30: 1. For the text of the manifesto,

see Gonzalez Ramirez: Planes, pp. 84-5.

6 Magaiia: op. cit., Ill, 183.

7 Palacios: op. cit., pp. 81-2.
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of her daughters, who were consigned to military prison in Mexico City

on charges of espionage. And "the hateful draft" continued: nearly thir-

teen hundred conscripts departed from Morelos in July. The destruction

was appalling. As an agent for the White Cross reported, the state was

"only a rough sketch of what it was two years ago. . . . those ample plant-

ings of cane, rice, and so many other food products have disappeared, now

converted into a sad heap of ashes, the monotony of the burned fields inter-

rupted only by one or another deserted hamlet also half-ruined by fire."
2

Again responsible planters tried to intervene, despite the government's

public offer to import thirty thousand Japanese to replace their lost peons.

Joaquin Garcia Pimentel privately communicated a plea for peace to Eu-

femio Zapata.
3 And he and other planters extorted a promise from the new

minister of the interior that Robles would permit fugitive workers to re-

turn to the haciendas; they also won new approval of the "volunteer corps."

But again their efforts were abortive.
4 As Robles, Rasgado, and Carton

persisted in their rampage, the refugees multiplied and the revolutionaries

grew stronger in numbers and determination.

The climax of Robles's blundering campaign to crush the rebels was

the capture of Huautla, a mining settlement in the rough hills southeast

of Jojutla. There Zapata had located a temporary headquarters, and there

had gathered many runaway villagers and peons from elsewhere in the

state. The taking of Huautla would not break up the Zapatistas, as Robles,

who had fought guerrillas for years, must have known. In that difficult

terrain all the federals then in Morelos could not hope to fix the rebels

in place and annihilate them. The rebels would simply disperse, escape

through the federal lines, and relocate their headquarters in another camp;

at most they would lose some stores. But Robles also knew that victory

in a staged battle was the surest warrant for promotion. And through

July, with great fanfare, he prepared his attack. To reporters he related how

from Cuernavaca he would direct in enveloping maneuvers three columns

under Generals Rasgado and Antonio Olea and Colonel Carton, and how,

after the federals had surrounded and blasted the rebels, the Zapatista

movement would dissolve. The battle "will certainly be bloody," the re-

porters learned, "since in Huautla no stone will be left on stone." But after-

ward, Robles declared, "the pacification of . . . Morelos will be a fact."
5

2 El Impartial, July 7, 8, 12, 14, 15, 19, and 26, 1913.

3 Eufemio Zapata to J. Garcia Pimentel, June 28, 1913, AGP.
4 El Impartial, July 30, 1913. L. Garcia Pimentel: op. cit., p. 4.

5 El Impartial, August 2 and 3, 191 3.
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conscripts, but closer to home—throughout Morelos and into the Federal

District, Mexico State, Tlaxcala, Puebla, Guerrero, and Michoacan—the

regular Zapatista bands went on tearing up railroad tracks, wiping out

federal outposts, and raiding towns. Thus, despite Robles's entrenchment

in Morelos, the general revolution of the center and south remained in

full effect. And by late August the failure of the federal mission was ob-

vious. Robles had only proved again what he had already proved a year

before—that with enough force and firepower he could defend urban en-

claves in the countryside, but he could not scare the surrounding popu-

lation into order. The most he had accomplished was a vicious stalemate

that served no interest but his own. And Huerta was not the kind of su-

perior to accept as an excuse the lament that the natives were stubborn.

From his own brutal perspective he might well have asked Robles, as

Morelos balladeers asked him in song, "What fault is it of the people who
live here/ that you can't win in the end?"8

Moreover Robles's failure came at an especially trying time for the gov-

ernment. Huerta had recently consolidated his own power in the adminis-

tration, removing the Felicistas from the cabinet and sending Felix Diaz

as an envoy to Japan, but he nevertheless badly needed recognition from

the United States; without it European bankers refused him loans. And
President Wilson still believed that the interim Mexican President did

not merit his blessing morally or politically. He had just recalled his am-

bassador, who had argued in favor of Huerta, and sent a "personal repre-

sentative," John Lind, to investigate conditions in Mexico. And, as Huerta

knew from his foreign minister, this "confidential agent" had decided soon

after arriving in the country that the government was neither legitimate

nor effective. The evidence the agent found was the well-organized Con-

stitutionalist movement in the north and the active resistance through

the center and south. The terms he therefore offered for recognition were

hard—the declaration of a national armistice and the promise of early,

free elections in which Huerta would not be a candidate—and Huerta

would not consider them, whatever the alternatives. He had already sched-

uled elections for October 26, and although he had publicly insisted he

would not run for (and retain) the presidency, he did not want to commit

himself to the U.S. government. This recalcitrance President Wilson re-

sented. On August 27 he addressed his Congress on the Mexican question,

8 Ibid., August 23 and 25, 1913. Magana: op. cit., III, 230-2. Song cited in Sim-

mons: op. cit., p. 293.
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that Huerta's October 26 elections might be crucial. If Huerta lasted until

then, and if he kept his repeated promise not to be a candidate, the cien-

tificos and religious conservatives who would probably win office might

gain American recognition. But to bring Huerta down before then, or at

least to cause such a national disturbance as to invalidate the elections, the

revolutionaries would have to do more than merely remain in action. And
when finally Huerta did fall, the southern revolutionaries would need

firmer control over their region than raids would give them; they would

need to hold cities, to threaten or even to enter the federal capital itself.

So Morelos, where no tactic more complicated than raiding was feasible,

could no longer serve as the Zapatistas' central zone of operations. The

proper strategic base for the new war of place and position in the south was

northern Guerrero, and there Zapata moved his headquarters in late Sep-

tember. Because the Ayala revolution had developed so extensively through

the south, he could organize the campaign from there as well as from

Morelos.

The pressing question was whether he would have time to mature a

major offensive before the elections. To launch the drive he would need

to knit the various bands under his orders into at least the skeleton of a

regular army—in less than a month. Even without a deadline the task was

awesome, since each chief cherished as his own the "company" he had re-

cruited. But once in Guerrero, depending on his secretary Palafox, Za-

pata went to work.

On October 4 new instructions for the Liberating Army of the Center

and South issued from headquarters, again probably composed by Palafox.

Designed to break down the clannish loyalties among the revolutionary

forces and to consolidate direction and authority in a regular military hier-

archy, these rules greatly elaborated the formal structure of the army.

Chiefs were to name corporals and sergeants, for instance, "so that they

. . . may mobilize their troops with more exactitude and rapidity." Any

subordinate was to obey any superior, whether he belonged to his outfit

or not. Soldiers in combat or on march were to stay in their assigned

units and not mingle into others, "because they will be the cause of dis-

orders and confusion." Any soldier who left his post in battle or in retreat

was a deserter, and on missions requiring them to abandon their units

soldiers had to carry written orders. Besides, the procedures for entering

villages, collecting loans, and distributing wages were made more explicit.

And the prohibitions against pillaging and otherwise abusing the popula-

tion were made stricter. As for reforms, they figured even more dimly here
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did not resign for another nine months, the envoys never got out of Guer-

rero, and Vazquez Gomez accomplished nothing. But Zapata did right

to count October's crisis as the turning pointy

Slowly, as the northern revolutionaries absorbed the government's at-

tention, Zapata's campaign took shape in the south. His strategy was sound,

an insightful play on Guerrero's political geography and system of com-

munications. Iguala was where the railroad from Mexico City ended, and

it was a hard two- or three-day march past the malarial Balsas River and

then through mountains to Chilpancingo, the state capital. On Zapata's

orders major Morelos chiefs like de la O, Salazar, Neri, and Mendoza

would continue to busy federal troops in their home districts. Zapata him-

self, who would keep his headquarters in southern Morelos, would direct

distractive efforts there and in southern Puebla, as well as coordinate the

forces in Guerrero on the sly. Then, holding the federals in Iguala by

threats in Morelos and along the Morelos-Guerrero-Puebla border, he

could isolate and capture Chilpancingo. The prestige of such a victory

—

no other southern state capital was near falling to the revolution—and the

arms and ammunition captured there would fuel simultaneous attacks

on Acapulco, whence he could communicate by sea with the north, and on

Iguala, the key city of the whole region. And from Iguala he could pull

together revolutionary forces all across the center and south of the coun-

try for a final, massive drive through Morelos and against Mexico City.

In building his army Zapata encountered remarkably few political dif-

ficulties. Already the main chiefs in central and northern Guerrero—Sal-

gado, Diaz, Gomez, and Castillo—had formally recognized the authority

of the Zapatista headquarters. And now, whether from true sympathy

with the Ayalan cause or from band-wagon calculations, they accepted

Zapata's leadership in fact. Another important Guerrero chief, Julian

Blanco, based along the southern Costa Chica, soon joined them. Blanco

had earlier fought against Zapatistas in Guerrero for the Maderista state

government and had become a local Constitutionalist when Huerta seized

power, but on November 23 he too signed the Ayala plan. In the following

weeks he and the other allies and Zapata worked out the terms of their

cooperation.9 On January 18, 1914, Blanco and Montano, acting for Zapata,

signed a treaty at Blanco's own headquarters confirming his allegiance.
1

Only in Morelos did chiefs kick their traces. Mendoza, for instance, evi-

dently resented spending his men and ammunition in diversionary raids.

8 Zapata to Blanco and Montano, December 26, 191 3, AZ, 30: 1.

1 Cited in Magafia: op. cit., Ill, 294-5.
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Salgado, whom Zapata had made responsible for the attack, called a junta

of chiefs at Cuetzala, a mountain town northwest of their objective.
8 There

they worked out the final details of the parts each would play.

On March 9 Blanco's troops took up their positions south of the state

capital. To the west stood Salgado's division. And to the north stood

Castillo's. On March 12 Zapata arrived with nearly two thousand reinforce-

ments from Puebla and Morelos and set up a temporary headquarters at

Tixtla, a few miles to the northeast. Revolutionary forces now totaled nearly

five thousand, against some fourteen hundred federals under the infamous

General Carton. And two days later on Zapata's orders a siege closed up the

city. Even in this emergency the War Department could dispatch no relief

column; units of the Jojutla garrison had mutinied on March 12, paralyz-

ing the defense of the whole southern zone.9 The final assault Zapata had

scheduled for March 26; but on March 23 the Guerrero chief Diaz arrived

with his troops, eager for action. Disregarding orders, he led a charge which

the other forces followed and which broke the federal lines. Early the next

morning the revolutionaries took control of the city's center.
1 As the Amer-

ican consul in Acapulco wired to Washington : "The fall of Chilpancingo

was the result of the most decisive action yet fought in this region."
2

With his officers, over six hundred troops, and many supplies, Carton

escaped along the road to Acapulco, but chiefs Blanco and Ignacio Maya

alertly pursued him; and he finally surrendered forty miles south at a

village called El Rincon. The federal troops, most of them conscripts, were

simply disarrned and set free, and many joined the revolutionary forces.

But the officers—General Carton and forty-three others—were returned to

the Zapatista headquarters at Tixtla, and Zapata ruled that they be court-

martialed. Some were released, but those identified as incendiaries were

sentenced to death and executed. Among them was General Carton, shot

in Chilpancingo's public square on the morning of April 6.
3

Simultaneous with these trials the Zapatista headquarters had called a

junta in Tixtla of the main revolutionary chiefs in Guerrero. According to

8 Magana: op. cit., Ill, 309-10.

9 Mexican Herald, March 14-18, 191 4.

1 For varying descriptions of the battle, see Magana: op. cit., Ill, 310-15;

Figueroa Uriza: op. cit., II, 583-6; Custodio Valverde: Julian Blanco y la revolu-

tion en el estado de Guerrero (Mexico, 1916), pp. 48-9; and Daniel R. Trujillo:

"Memorias Revolucionarias de un suriano Zapatista," El Legionario, March 15,

1958.

2 Edwards to the secretary of state, March 30, 1914, NA, 59: 812.00/11356.

3 The trial proceedings and results are in Magana: op. cit., IV, 11-18.
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184 ' Zapata and the Mexican Revolution

father's holdings. But before the revolutionary onslaught even these valiant

young men were about to despair. Waiting dejectedly for new attacks, Luis

gained no consolation even in confessing and receiving communion in the

local parish church. So deeply depressed was he that only when he fell

further into a trivial, vulgar amusement, when "we started to listen to some

raucous phonograph records," did his spirits revive. The "patriotic speeches,

historical scenes, songs and pieces of music—all the infernal repertory of

the wicked machine, which before I detested, now seemed," in his hysterical

misery, "... a magnificent distraction."
9

Fatalistically he prepared to

abandon his heritage in the state.

Again, however, the Zapatistas were running short of ammunition.

Even the Chilpancingo booty was insufficient to power more than a few

major battles. It required upward of two hundred thousand rounds for a

force of three thousand to four thousand revolutionaries to besiege a town

for five days, and materiel in this volume was hard to find in the south.

The revolutionary armies in the north, operating in regions with more

marketable wealth—cattle or cotton—and with easy access to American

munitions dealers, had early established a reliable trade across the interna-

tional frontier and could plan and sustain long campaigns. But Zapata had

nothing valuable to sell, nor a safe market to sell it in. From Guerrero

mines Salgado minted silver pesos, but these barely served to keep the state

government and local economy functioning. And the planters, who had

earlier paid dues for protection, now had no cane to protect and so paid no

dues.

To meet the extraordinary needs of a regular campaign, Zapata had

first tried in October to negotiate an American loan, but he had received

no sign of help from Vazquez Gomez. Then, busy as he was during the

Guerrero offensive, he had sent agents to the American representatives in

Mexico City, one to the American consul-general and another to Confi-

dential Agent John Lind himself—to finagle funds for the purchase of

ammunition. These efforts continued even after Lind returned to Wash-

ington in early April. Once Zapata tried to maneuver Lind into arranging

a loan by promising not to advance on Mexico City, which he could not

have done anyway. But Lind only advised Zapata to see the Red Cross for

charity.
1 Even if Zapata could have contracted a loan and bought bullets in

the United States, it would have been practically impossible to transport tons

of lead overland for fifteen hundred miles from the border, the last five

9 Ibid., p. 64.

1 Stephenson: op. cit., pp. 265-6.
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i 86 • Zapata and the Mexican Revolution

1847—which ended in Mexican disgrace. To the still uninformed revolu-

tionary leaders, Huerta explicitly conceded amnesties and proposed al-

liances in a national struggle to repel the "pigs of Yanquilandia."

In Morelos Huertista emissaries quickly made their way to the camps

of most leading chiefs. On April 24 federal officers invited de la O to sur-

render to the government and help fight the Americans. Two days later

de la O received the same invitation from Joaquin Miranda and his son

Joaquin, Jr., the ex-revolutionaries turned Huertista. To Mendoza's camp

came a similar proposal from a similar agent, Jesus Morales. But no

Zapatista chief accepted the envoys' offers. In each case the chiefs informed

the headquarters, now in Tlaltizapan, of what they had discovered and

asked for instructions. On his own de la O even arrested the Mirandas as

traitors and sent them to headquarters for trial. Mendoza did the same

with Morales. And at Tlaltizapan the resistance to collaboration was

adamant. There the Huertista commissioners were not even able to submit

the offers they bore; Palafox sent his own courier to the new military gov-

ernor in Cuernavaca to learn the official terms. The Veracruz affair made

his "blood boil," Zapata declared, but he would not consider union with

Huerta. If the Americans did invade, he said, he would defend the Re-

public—but independently, as chief of the Ayala revolution, and in no

connection with the federal forces. As various friends in Mexico City, like

Antonio Diaz Soto y Gama, reported to the southern headquarters on the

limited nature of the American action, they confirmed the Zapatistas in

their decision. In a court-martial Palafox judged the Mirandas and Morales

guilty of treason and had them shot. And calling up chiefs from Guerrero

and Puebla, Zapata ordered the resumption of the southern campaign.6

Again his plan was to push into the Federal District, into Mexico City

itself if possible. The strategy reflected the clear sense Zapata had acquired

of the real constitution of Mexican politics. During three years of revolt

he had learned well not to trust other parties to carry out reforms that

only he and his chiefs had fought for. The very name of his fighting force

revealed how he conceived of the civil war: whereas the Constitutionalist

Divisions of the North, Northeast, and Northwest were subordinate parts of

a pretended national army, Zapata's Liberating Army of the Center and

South was the independent agency of his region. The security of Morelos's

villagers, as Zapata now saw, derived not from the good will of the federal

6 Magana: op. cit., IV, 183-4, 188-96.
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i88 • Zapata and the Mexican Revolution

them into power, to divide the national revolution, and so to preserve a cen-

tral role for themselves. But Zapata resisted such maneuvers. Probably on

Palafox's counsel he issued instructions to his chiefs on July i to publish no

declarations without clearing them through headquarters
—

"to avoid bad

interpretations, fatal deviations, and twisted intentions whose realization

would redound to the harm of the cause of the People."
2 At the Zapatista

as at the Constitutionalist headquarters the demand was for unconditional

surrender.

Finally in defeat and disgrace, Huerta resigned on July 15 and fled into

exile on the same boat that had borne Don Porfirio away, the Ypiranga.

But his government remained; the army would not quit fighting. Ascend-

ing to the presidency in an obvious last-ditch ploy was Francisco Carbajal.

Interim President Carbajal was the former Porfirian Supreme Court jus-

tice who had, to his eternal discredit with the nation's revolutionaries,

negotiated and cosigned the infamous Juarez treaty on behalf of Diaz's

government. The bait was another compromise.

No revolutionary bit. Although Zapata lost most in bargaining ad-

vantages as the Constitutionalists moved in closer from the west, he op-

posed negotiations as intransigently as ever. When on July 17 nervous

revolutionary agents from Mexico City reported to him the news of

Huerta's resignation, as well as the "terrible" fear in the metropolis that he

would storm and sack the capital, without hesitation he brushed aside hints

that he promise guarantees. He planned, he told the envoys, to mobilize

immediately twenty thousand men and advance them on the capital. Within

three days at most, he declared, they would occupy the city. His officers were

under strict orders to allow no sacking, but politically he would grant no

concessions.3 "It is good to repeat," he told his chiefs, "that we will carry out

no transactions with any government if it does not turn over the Supreme

National Powers to the Revolution, without qualifications of any kind."
4

As proofs he launched an attack the next day against Milpa Alta, an im-

portant town in Mexico City's southern suburbs; it fell two days later.

On July 19 Zapata and his leading chiefs carefully defined their official

position in an Act of Ratification of the Plan de Ayala. Noting that they

sought "before anything else the economic improvement of the great major-

2 Headquarters circular, July 1, 1914, AZ, 27: 21.

3 Zapata to the chiefs, officers, and soldiers under his command, July 14, 1914,

ARD, 12: 34A: i.

4 Santiago Orozco to the chiefs, officers, and soldiers of the Liberating Army of

the Center and South, July 17, 1914, AZ, 27: 21.
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activities of Zapatista agents with a keen eye, so that "the Revolution might

not be prejudiced in any way." 1 Although the Constitutionalists had now

pushed through Guanajuato and into Queretaro and daily strengthened

their bargaining position, Zapata remained bitterly opposed to talks. The

only dealings he approved of were with army officers, whom he evidently

trusted more than politicians. He sent one envoy directly to them, a reliable

revolutionary who had attended the National Military College. And on

August 10 he published a decree offering amnesty to officers not guilty of

civil crimes and to the troops in general.
2

By now the Constitutionalist armies were so close to the city that the

most Zapata could have gained would have been a joint occupation. Sur-

prisingly, he gained no role at all. In the end the metropolitan politicos

decided to treat exclusively with Carranza's representatives, and Zapata

could not stop them. On August 13 at Teoloyucan, a little town in north-

central Mexico State, authorities from the War Department surrendered

the federal army to the leading Constitutionalist general, Alvaro Obregon;

not even a Zapatista observer was present. In a flash the Teoloyucan treaties

revealed a grim truth about the revolution. The crucial victory the Mex-

ican people had just won, in a hard eighteen months and largely by their

own devices—this victory they had accomplished as in-laws, not as blood

kin, in cooperation but not in union. The question that now charged their

relations was whether the various leaders they had created almost in their

own image could combine to organize and save their victory.

Although the treaties might deny the Zapatistas, they could not make

them disappear. True, Zapata had missed a good political chance; but at

least, in avoiding disreputable compromises, he had failed in full revolu-

tionary honor. Clearly the Zapatistas had helped to overthrow Huerta and

to drive the revolution, its discoveries and its hopes, into the course of the

nation's history. Indeed, as anyone in the capital could see, there the Zapa-

tistas undeniably were, the lights from their campfires on the mountains to

the south flickering in the August night.

1 Palafox to Angel Barrios, August 7, 191 4, AA.

2 Cited in Magana: op. cit., IV, 209-10.
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forces for the sake of their common popular cause. Before, with Madero,

they had quarreled over what the revolution was; now, after Huerta, they

quarreled only over how to manage and guarantee it. But the divisions

were nonetheless bitter.

Two major parties grappled for control. Both were factions within the

Constitutionalist movement. One was the group supporting Governor

Venustiano Carranza, the founding father of the movement and now its

First Chief. The other was the opposition that had collected around Fran-

cisco Villa, the onetime bandit who had become the most powerful

revolutionary general in the country, "the Centaur of the North." Superfici-

ally the Villistas and the Carrancistas resembled each other. Both had mili-

tary organizations, Villa's being his famous Division of the North and

Carranza's the Divisions of the Northeast and the Northwest. And both

still seemed incoherent conglomerations of rival elements, with former

Maderistas on both sides, as well as many parvenu revolutionaries and even

some old cientificos and Reyistas. A visiting American muckraker could tell

them apart only by finding out which enjoyed the support of Wall Street.
4

But as the American sensed, there was more at stake than power. In

deciding which party to join, a young Mexican journalist perceived the

difference. His words on Villismo, which he finally joined, reveal a nice

insight into its character. "Descontentadiza," he called it, and "Uberrima,

inconsciente, arrolladora"—restless and hard to please, utterly free, uncon-

scious, overwhelming.5 More a force of nature than of politics, the Vil-

lista party was commotion rampant. These northern drifters could give

their populism no real point. Cowboys, muleskinners, bandits, railroad

laborers, peddlers, refugee peons, the Villistas had no definite class in-

terests or local attachments. And to certain ambitious operators, like Gen-

eral Felipe Angeles, this disorder was an opportunity. Repudiating Huerta,

Angeles had joined the revolution in hopes of becoming its military boss

and later, perhaps, president. The headquarters he found easiest to master-

mind, because no one else could or would, was Villa's; and there he based

his intrigues.
6 But even he could not give a clear direction to Villismo.

4 Lincoln Stetfens: Autobiography (New York, 1931), p. 715. According to him,

Villa carried the taint.

5 Martin Luis Guzman: El Aguila y la Serpiente (9th edn., Mexico, 1962), pp.

213-14.

6 Luis Fernando Amaya C: La Soberana Convention Revolucionaria, 1914-

1916 (Mexico, 1966), pp. 17-18, 24-5. Basilio Rojas: La Soberana Convention de

Aguascalientes (Mexico, 1961), p. 61.
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retarial assignments. Soto y Gama took the lead in elaborating and re-

fining ideas; the doctrine of agrarismo and the cult of the agraristas that

emerged were chiefly his work. Thus through the summer and fall of 1914

the Zapatistas seemed increasingly to propose agrarianism not merely as a

necessary element of national policy but as the paramount or even ex-

clusive policy. Zapata himself and his native chiefs were not actually so

ambitious: they never changed the modest slogan of the Ayala plan,

"Reform, Liberty, Justice, and Law." But their local intransigence ap-

parently confirmed their new agents' rigid proclamations.

Already by the time of their victory over Huerta, the nation's leading

chiefs had started preparing for the new round politically as well as

militarily. In Chihuahua Villa and Angeles had retired to build their

strength. And in the center and south the informal cooperation between

Constitutionalists and Zapatistas in the field—the comradely deals that had

developed especially in Michoacan, Mexico State, and the Federal District

—

soon stopped.8

The Carrancistas laid out their claims unmistakably. On the evening of

the day the federal army surrendered to Obregon, August 13, Zapatista

reconnaissance patrols noted that the federals were not evacuating the

little towns they still garrisoned in the southern part of the Federal District

until Constitutionalists replaced them at their posts.
9 Unknown to the

Zapatistas, this transaction followed to the letter the surrender Obregon

had negotiated earlier that day at Teoloyucan. 1 Thus the Carrancistas

blocked Zapata's way into the capital.

The Zapatista chiefs should not have been surprised by this hostility.

They had already heard that in the north the Constitutionalists had wiped

out the few chiefs there who adhered to the Ayala plan.
2 And Zapata

himself had never made any secret of his independence from the lordly

Carranza. As early as May 1913 he had publicly referred not to Carranza

8 Magana: op. cit, IV, 275-92. Romero Flores: op. cit., pp. 124-5. *• Thord-

Gray: Gringo Rebel (Mexico, 1913-1914) (3rd edn., Coral Gables, 1961), pp. 380-7.

9 Magana: op. cit., IV, 240. Thord-Gray: op. cit., p. 388.

1 See Articles 3 and 4 of the Evacuation and Dissolution Conditions, in Juan

Barragan: Historia del Ejercito y de la Revolution Constitucionalista, 2 vols. (Mexico,

1946), I, 600-2. See also Obregon's general orders to Lucio Blanco, whose troops

relieved the federals in the villages south of Mexico City, in Armando de Maria y

Campos: La Vida del General Lucio Blanco (Mexico, 1963), p. 104.

2 Manuel Palafox: "La paz que Carranza propuso a Zapata," El Universal, June

28, 1934.
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these days some three hundred Constitutionalists in search of pasture for

the northern armies' horses and mules moved a large herd into the up-

land plains around Chalco. The Zapatista commander there surrounded

and disarmed them, and sent them as prisoners to the southern headquar-

ters at Yautepec. There the troops were set free, but the officers remained in

custody.
9

Moreover it was no secret that Zapatistas had had dealings with Villa,

Carranza's most dangerous rival. As soon as Villa became prominent in

the Constitutionalist campaigns, Zapata had recognized him as a chief of

the same rank as Carranza. Villa was the first of the seven chiefs to whom
he had directed his "ambassadors." And in November 1913 a personal

liaison actually commenced. For lack of funds the Zapatista "ambassadors"

were not able to go north, but Gildardo Magafia did go at his own expense.

The year before, during Madero's regime, young Magafia had spent some

months in the Mexico City penitentiary with Villa. There, having helped

him with the rudiments of reading and writing, he had earned Villa's

friendship. He had also explained the Plan de Aya^a to him. 1 So when

Magafia reached Matamoros, by the roundabout way of Veracruz, Havana,

and New Orleans, he naturally considered Villa his most likely northern

prospect.
2 And no obstacles hindered him. Carranza was then on the

other side of the country in Sonora; and the revolutionary general running

the states of Tamaulipas and Nuevo Leon, which he had to cross to get

to Villa in Chihuahua, was Lucio Blanco, who had himself recently

earned a reputation for agrarian sympathies by expropriating a local haci-

enda and dividing it among its peons. Chief of Blanco's staff was a close

childhood friend of Magana's, Francisco Mugica. In this climate Magana's

hopes flourished, and shortly after Villa's dramatic victory at Ciudad

Juarez on November 16, he headed there for a conference. It was impos-

sible to tell how firm Villa's "social" devotion was, but at least to his well-

wisher Magafia he sounded sincere. He had turned down Carranza's

proposals to repeal the few agrarian reforms initiated earlier in Chihuahua

under a Maderista regime. He was even planning to set up a state agrarian

commission to continue them. He also praised other northern chiefs with

agrarian sympathies, like Calixto Contreras and Orestes Pereyra in his

native Durango. And although he had never met his compafierito Zapata,

he agreed warmly with his desire for the union of "revolutionaries of

9 Magafia: op. cit., IV, 242.

1 Ibid., II, 146-64.

2 For his account of the trip, see ibid., HI, 271-4.
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will continue with mine." Such a stand Villa could tolerate, even encour-

age. But Carranza could never tolerate it, much less recognize it: inde-

pendent revolution jeopardized his claim to the chieftainship of all

legitimate resistance to Huerta. As Zapata's southern operations succeeded,

Carranza grew more annoyed and more intransigent. It became increas-

ingly difficult for his subordinates to prepare for any compromise.

Still, when the war ended, nothing formal took place—even after the

Carrancistas closed up the Zapatistas' way into the capital and thus openly

posed for the first time the possibility of an alliance between Villa and

Zapata. Despite resentment on both sides, the passage to an understand-

ing remained clear for the time being. No revolutionary chief so dominated

his camp that he could proceed crudely over the feelings of his lieutenants.

And before public commitments occurred, many Carrancista leaders felt

regular negotiations were necessary—whether to satisfy their reformist

fellow officers that Zapata was impossible to deal with, to weaken the re-

solve of enemy officers, or actually to see if any chance remained for a

political settlement. And the Zapatista leaders responded for similar rea-

sons—to unify themselves, to divide the other camp, and to try out their

own hopes for peace. Besides, the people were groaning for a rest. And so

talks began.

After Obregon occupied Mexico City, Carrancistas and Zapatistas con-

ferred almost daily. While Carranza waited at Tlalnepantla to enter the

capital, a self-styled Zapatista agent, Alfredo Serratos, interviewed him and

other leaders and agreed to take their offers to Zapata. There also two

members of de la O's staff saw the First Chief on their own account.
8 And

their visit impressed Carranza sufficiently for him to write to Zapata, sug-

gesting a "personal interview" wherever Zapata might choose.
9 Among

the Carrancista officers in Mexico City angling for a deal with Zapata,

Lucio Blanco took the lead. Realizing the danger of revolutionary divi-

sions, he met in strict secrecy with four other Carrancista generals on

August 17 and decided to send a confidential agent south. The agent was

to deliver Blanco's personal gift to Zapata, a 44 Colt revolver with gold

inlay, and to assure Zapata that there were Constitutionalist chiefs who

would force Carranza to enact agrarian reforms.
1 Then on August 18 Dr.

Atl intervened again by writing Zapata on Blanco's behalf about a con-

ference.

8 Magana: op. cit., IV, 247-51.
9 Carranza to Zapata, August 17, 1914, AZ, 27: 17.

1 Thord-Gray: op. cit., pp. 395-8.
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"until the revolution of the Plan de Ayala enters" the capital, he stated how

"very necessary" it was for Carranza and the other northern chiefs to sign

the southern plan. As for the personal interview Carranza had suggested,

Zapata declared his readiness for it : "for which," he concluded, "I recom-

mend that you come to this city of Yautepec, where we will talk in full

freedom . .
."4

From Zapatista headquarters regular propaganda issued against the

would-be First Chief. To Villa Zapata wrote that Carranza's presidential

aspirations were "very dangerous." The old man's greediness would cause

another war, he said, "for in no way will we revolutionaries who sustain

the [Ayala] plan permit it to be mocked in the slightest."
5 In Mexico City

a Zapatista agent told the Brazilian minister that his chief "would never

recognize Carranza."6 And over Amador Salazar's signature there ap-

peared a curious, confused manifesto, probably composed by Montano,

wherein he declared his misgivings that "Senor Carranza, already in pos-

session of the Provisional Government of the Republic [,] has not yet

made any frank unreserved statement as to his attitude toward our General

in Chief Emiliano Zapata . .
."7 On August 23 Zapata made his first bid

for United States attention in a long open letter to President Wilson, in

which he condemned "Mr. V. Carranza and his clique of ambitious politi-

cians."
8 Two days later he wrote to Villa again that "the time has come for

a provisional government to be set up" by the revolutionary chiefs. If Car-

ranza proceeded otherwise, Zapata boasted of "70,000 men with Mausers"

who would fight the war to the end.
9
Privately he did not underestimate the

Carrancista forces. About this time Soto y Gama predicted sanguinely to

him the Carranza would fade away in at least a year or two. Zapata dis-

agreed: it would take much longer, he foresaw, until Carranza's generals

grew exasperated and deserted him. But as long as it took he would hold

out.
1

The pressures for peace remained strong, however. The metropolitan

press reinforced them by publishing rumors of Carrancistas and Zapatistas

4 Zapata to Carranza, August 17, 1914, AA.
5 Zapata to Villa, August 21, 1914, AZ, 27: 17.

6 Canova to the secretary of state, August 21, 1914, NA, 59: 812.00/12959.

7 To the Liberating Army of the Republic of Mexico, August 23, 1914, ibid.,

13006 1/2.

8 Zapata to Wilson, August 23, 1914, AZ, 27: 17, and NA, 59: 812.00/12998 1/2.

9 Zapata to Villa, August 25, 1914, AZ, 27: 17.

1 Personal interview with Soto y Gama.
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belittle Zapata," he did indicate that if all other contacts failed he would let

the United States President furnish intermediaries for the bargaining. On
the other hand, he reserved the right to play out his own dealings with

Zapata first.
6 Thus he restored Mexican control over negotiations, on the

condition that he engage in them.

Luckily for him the latest Carrancista delegate to Zapata now filed a

promising report. This was the work of Juan Sarabia, a former Liberal,

former editor of the Diario del Hogar, which had first published the Ayala

plan, and an old friend of Antonio Diaz Soto y Gama. Authorized by the

Federal District chief of police, he and an aide, Ramon Barrenechea, had

gone to Cuernavaca "to confer with General Zapata about achieving the

unification of the armies of the North and South in order to consummate

the peace which the Fatherland needs so much."7 Once in Morelos, Sarabia

had taken the opportunity to size up Zapata, his headquarters, and his

forces. None impressed him. The southern army was well supplied from the

materiel captured in Cuernavaca, but, despite Zapata's boasts, Sarabia

learned that it comprised active units of only fifteen thousand men—and

those still poorly trained and organized. At headquarters Palafox held the

staff "completely in check," but to Sarabia he seemed "a mediocrity de

pueblo (in all senses)." Zapata himself was "like a Messiah" to his partisans,

but "of education or politics," Sarabia concluded, "he has not even a

notion. . . . He is puffed up with pride . .
." Still Sarabia found reasons for

hope. The other secretaries around the headquarters—Soto y Gama, Luis

T. Navarro, Genaro Amezcua, and Montano—he regarded as intelligent

and amenable souls, "good friends of mine [who] ... in a given case would

do something for peace."

Even Zapata, he believed, might respond to the right appeal. When
Amezcua explained to his chief that Sarabia bore a letter from Antonio

Villarreal, Zapata had shown immediate interest. He knew Villarreal as

another comrade of Soto y Gama's in the Liberal Party, and had heard

from Magafia of the agrarian reforms Villarreal had recently carried out

as revolutionary governor of Nuevo Leon. Just four days before he had

6 Silliman to the secretary of state, August 26, 1914, ibid., 13015.

7 For this conference, see Sarabia's report of the arrangements between Ramon

R. Barrenechea and Emiliano Zapata, August 25, 1914, ARD, 11: 31: 64, and Sarabia

to John Kenneth Turner, January 26, 1915, cited in Carlos Basave del Castillo Negrete:

Notas para la historia de la Convention Revolucionaria (1914-1915) (Mexico, 1947),

PP. 7^-93-
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talk, their surprise at what they saw immediately betrayed how slight were

the chances for an understanding. For as they came down into that ruined,

provincial capital they entered a world completely different from Mexico

City. Cuernavaca had become a town that Morelos's common country

people had taken over, camped in, and turned into their own. And all the

strengths and weaknesses of common country people pervaded the town's

atmosphere. To their discomfort, the Constitutionalists could not tell who

was a chief and who was not: except for stray charros, Zapatista leaders

dressed like their followers in the sandals and white work clothes all

Morelos farmers wore. Many could not read or write. And when they

voiced their opinions in meetings, it was in the manner of simple folk dis-

tinguished less for eloquence than for dumb courage—with a meandering

and ungrammatical and then suddenly straightforward honesty.

Worst for the Carrancista envoys was the provincial suspicion they en-

countered. As wordly men accustomed to variety of scene and company, and

to the sociable courtesies of politicians, they found themselves offended by

the plain, bitter pride the Ayala revolutionaries took in their local cause.

"The only form by which the Zapatistas understand the triumph of the

Revolution," Cabrera and Villarreal later reported, "is for the Plan de Ayala

to triumph in all its parts. . . . The very name of the Plan de Ayala is so

important that it is believed indispensable to mention it as accepted in

order to convince the [southern] revolutionaries that [their] plan has tri-

umphed." 1

The enmity the invited envoys sensed was in part a deliberate creation,

emanating from the Zapatista headquarters. There Palafox, whose authority

his aides had breached in suggesting the talks, had recovered control and

reinstated his policy of no compromise. For him, to concede powers to Za-

pata's rival Carranza was to favor the careers of his own rivals in the Car-

rancista headquarters; and this generosity he was no longer capable of.

During the last months he had developed a consuming itch for command.

His signature, once modest and clear, was now grand and full, tumescent.

Little Manuel Palafox had become a figure of national prominence, a po-

tential minister at least. If he could help engineer the disgrace of Carranza

and the disintegration of the Carrancista party, he would certainly take a

seat in the revolutionary cabinet.

Backing him in his plan to embarrass the Carrancista agent was a recent

arrival in the southern camp, Alfredo Serratos. The evident aim of this

Zapatista-come-lately was also self-promotion. Already he had intervened in

1 For this report to Carranza, see Magafia: op. cit., V, 82-90.
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bunch of bastards."
4 He would go to Mexico C ;

ty, his agents had told Car-

ranza, "only when circumstances permitted nothing else and always to stay

only as long as necessary." But now Mexico City had come to him. Could

he trust his plain horsedealer's sense to tell a trick from a deal ? As Palafox

reminded him, the northerners had never shown any "social preoccupation"

like that in the Ayala plan. With rage he must have remembered another

series of August compromises three years before. The Carrancista envoys

might be friendly, but they were strangers and they had come to talk high

politics; and Zapata left town.

Thus, when Cabrera, Villarreal, and Sarabia arrived in Cuernavaca on

Thursday afternoon, August 27, they learned that their host had gone—to

Tlaltizapan, a quiet little tree-shaded town sixty-five miles to the south, a

cool oasis among the steaming rice paddies around Jojutla. No explanation

excused his departure. He would be back, the envoys were told, manana.

Such was the vacuum the Carrancista negotiators entered as they pre-

pared to learn how they could win the Zapatistas away from Villa and

prevent a new civil war. In their favor they felt there operated only one

factor—the state's exhaustion. A Carrancista agent had already reported

that "«cveral Zapatista chiefs of some significance . . . [were] resolved to

abandon their chief Zapata in case he does not arrange something with

Senor Carranza, for they are tired of such a long and cruel struggle . .
."

Among the Zapatista troops, also, the agent reported a "marked desire for

peace, for they feel their energies worn out and poverty giving the orders in

their households."5 In his report Sarabia had also mentioned the ordinary

soldiers' "fatigue and desire to go home to work in peace." Various Za-

patistas had asked him, he said, what the Carrancistas were up to "because

they wanted to rest. Naturally they do not renounce their beliefs, but one

does notice in them the desire even to desert because of the misery they find

themselves in; and if they do not do so, it is for the fear they have of being

shot by a firing squad, which their chief Zapata would irremissibly do."
6

This exhaustion, the demoralized fatigue that dirt farmers and field hands

collapsed into when they believed that they had fought enough and that

there was no good cause to waste yet another planting season—this was the

undertow of the tide of suspicion swelling over Cuernavaca. Ordinary

people feared betrayal, but they also feared more war.

4 See the stenographic record of the Villa-Zapata interview, printed in Gonzalez

Ramirez: Planes, pp. n 3721.

5 Garcia Aragon to Robles Dominguez, August 5, 1914, ARD.
6 Sarabia's Report, ARD.
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Cabrera represented Carranza, he would represent Zapata: he asked for-

mally for the envoy's credentials. They explained how they had happened to

come—on Zapata's indirect invitation at Sarabia's prompting—and declared

honestly that they were only Carranza's "unofficial representatives" and

carried no formal credentials or instructions. They did, however, have Car-

ranza's verbal authorization to treat certain matters in private with Zapata

himself. This information, Cabrera and Villarreal later reported, "appeared

to cause a certain surprise and not a little disappointment." But Palafox

went on with his vehement harangues : "The only basis of peace which the

revolutionaries of the South admit," the envoys heard again, "is ... the

absolute submission of the Constitutionalists to the Plan de Ayala in all its

parts . .

."

About noon on Saturday Zapata finally arrived. But the chances for

serious negotiations still looked bad. At the dinner that Zapata, his chiefs

and staff, and the envoys ate together, the southern attitude toward the

Carrancistas was openly belligerent. Zapata himself, Sarabia remembered,

was "reserved and shy"; but an allied chief, a great, burly burr-head from

Sinaloa, Juan Banderas, accused the Carrancistas of having attacked his

forces around Chalco, and Palafox, recalling "the rigor" with which he

had prosecuted the Huertista commissioners a year before, led Sarabia to

believe he might have the present envoys shot too. Sarabia could see Zapata

growing angrier.

Then came the formal discussions. They did not constitute a general

junta of the southern chiefs, and they did not amount to real bargaining.

Gathered that afternoon in the temporary headquarters in the Bank of

Morelos were Zapata, Palafox, Serratos, and Banderas, and Cabrera, Villar-

real, and Sarabia. For three hours the Carrancistas waited while Zapata

talked in private with Palafox and Serratos, and Banderas tried to bait

Villarreal into a fight. At last Zapata returned to the envoys "with an un-

mistakable expression of concentrated fury." To Cabrera's diplomatic

statement of Carranza's desire for a personal interview, so that the two

chiefs could work out an understanding, Zapata replied that he got along

with everyone
—

"if not agreeably then screwing-fighting it out"—and that

if Carranza wanted to see him, let him come to Cuernavaca.

After this outburst Zapata hardly spoke. Palafox took over to reiterate

his familiar demands that Carranza sign the Ayala plan and agree to all its

provisions. When Zapata did speak, it was to ratify Palafox's position. As

the conference went on, Zapata grew increasingly furious—as if enraged by

the very idea of discussing the petty rights and wrongs of what he had
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[Palafox] . . . imposes these conditions."
1 To a Socialist friend in the United

States Sarabia was less charitable in his judgment. "Zapata is an imbecile,"

he wrote. ".
. . although it appears that in good faith he wants to improve

the humble people [sic], in practice he winds up a blind instrument of

skillful rascals like Palafox and Serratos . .
." But these were reactions, not

analyses. What counted was that Zapata had let Palafox's tirades serve as his

declaration of independence and that he stood by the demands of the con-

ference. Unwittingly Sarabia confessed his inability to fathom what had

happened: "I expected from [Zapata] and his people," he wrote his Ameri-

can friend, "something completely different from what I saw when I had

the misfortune of knowing them up close."

In fact the conference carried special meanings for every individual

Zapatista involved. For Palafox and Serratos the talks probably were an

occasion to advance a Villista connection, in order to further their own
careers. For other Zapatistas like Soto y Gama and Amezcua, they were an

opportunity to reunite the "revolutionaries of principle" and their anarcho-

syndicalist aides in all three major camps—Villa's, Carranza's, and Zapata's.

For many local rebel chiefs, they were proof that isolation remained the

best policy. But for Zapata and probably to most Morelos country folk, they

were only the critical phase in the months-old process of frustration with

Carranza.

In this last sense their outcome was foredoomed. First Chief Carranza

sparked not the faintest sympathy among Morelos farmers and field hands.

A senator in Porfirian congresses, a corpulent, imperious old man with a

ruddy face,' blue-tinted spectacles, and Boulanger whiskers, sitting in his

saddle as if in a chair, Carranza was politically obsolete. Rebel and revo-

lutionary he might now be, but in another world—an established and civi-

lized world of clean linen, breakfast trays, high politics, and ice buckets for

wine. If Zapata, whose natural arena was the country town of Cuautla, had

become a Carrancista, it would have been an astoundingly shrewd maneu-

ver; but it would have been a fluke. In this second August crisis, as in the

first, Morelos country folk acted through Zapata; and as they drew back

from Carranza in disgust, distrust, and disappointment, so, as one of them

and as their chief, Zapata drew back too. True, for him to go definitely

against Carranza at this point was to encourage Villa to start another war,

infinitely more grievous than the war just won. But in Morelos now alle-

1 Belt to the secretary of state, September 3, 1914, NA, 59: 812.00/13095.
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it was feasible, villagers had reoccupied disputed fields as local Zapatista

chiefs had reoccupied the towns and district seats.
5

Evidently, since

the original promulgation of the plan, recovery was all that Zapata

had formally let his officers enforce. Of course Zapatista chiefs had also in

fact freely confiscated property where they had to or where they could, but

Zapata had never authorized the practice. But now with the Constitution

suspended, and with a radical headquarters staff, he was ready to proceed

further. As at Cuautla, where Eufemio Zapata now ruled, agrarian com-

missions of locally respected farmers were shortly appointed and began

their revolutionary work.6 The results would remain provisional until a

new Zapatista government took office in the state, but they nevertheless

indicated what the chiefs who would install that government expected

from it. And the section on urban property sounded a warning to Mexico

City on what might happen if the Zapatistas occupied the capital.

This general defiance—the impossible conditions demanded at Cuerna-

vaca, as well as the nationalization decree—publicized well Zapata's un-

bending resistance to Carranza. Zapata now seemed so committed against

Carranza that desperate ex-federal and Orozquista-Huertista commanders

started petitioning to join or cooperate with the southern army. The most

conspicuous of these were Benjamin Argumedo, Higinio Aguilar, and Jose

Trinidad Ruiz. Congratulating Zapata for his "noble opposition" to Con-

stitutionalism, "a macabre operation of the White House to draw out of our

beloved soil the riches ... of this blood-stained Fatherland," they asked

him how he would regard them if they rose in rebellion in Veracruz. They

had their own plan and program, they admitted, and wanted to take the

port from the Americans still occupying it.
7
Juan Andrew Almazan entered

his plea too, alleging a long service on behalf of the southern cause and

begging forgiveness for having joined Huerta.8 By September 12 the Amer-

ican consular agents recognized that further dealings between Zapata and

Carranza were out of the question.
9 During the previous week Zapatistas

and Carrancistas had actually exchanged fire around Tenango, Mexico, and

Atlixco, Puebla.
1

In this crisis, however, Zapata hesitated to press his claim militarily. In

5 Trinidad Paniagua to Zapata, August 2, 191 4, AZ, 27: 17.

6 Eufemio to Emiliano Zapata, September 19, 1914, AZ, 27: 12.

7 Argumedo, Aguilar, and Ruiz to Zapata, September 10, 1914, ibid.

8 Almazan to Zapata, September 19, 191 4, AZ, 28: 7: 1.

9 Silliman to the secretary of state, September 12, 1914, NA, 59: 812.00/13166.

1 El Liberal, September 12, 191 4.
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vention—through Magana, who not only saw Villa but wrote back to

Carrancista friends in Mexico City, and through another agent, Leobardo

Galvan, who attended the caucuses of the peacemaking Carrancistas.
8 And

when the junta, which met first in Mexico City on October i, reconvened

in Aguascalientes on October 10 as the Sovereign Revolutionary Convention,

Magana was there to report on its new character.
9

It was a reformed assembly, not under Carranza's control, not even in

sympathy with him. Of the more than one hundred delegates in Aguas-

calientes, only a few were still loyal to the First Chief. Most were Consti-

tutionalists like Obregon who had come to believe that they could save their

revolution and their nation only by dumping their leader. And sitting

now among them were thirty-seven Villistas. The Conventionists devoted

much attention to the matter of Morelos. On October 12 the chief Villista,

Felipe Angeles, proposed that they formally invite the Zapatistas to join.

The next day Angeles arranged for an observer whom he styled a Zapatista

general and delegate to sit in a place in the meeting hall.
1 On October 14

the Conventionists declared themselves the sovereign authority in the

country. And the day after, they commissioned Angeles to go to Cuerna-

vaca to invite the southerners personally. Although Zapata cautiously made

no response, the secretaries at his headquarters were eagerly preparing

themselves for a trip north.

On October 17 the Angeles commission arrived in Mexico City—Angeles

himself, Rafael Buelna, Calixto Contreras, and Guillermo Castillo Tapia.

There they conferred at length with Lucio Blanco. Two days later they

left for Cuernavaca in the charge of Alfredo Serratos, and arrived the same

evening. The first person Angeles sought in the town was Dr. Cuaron, who

presented him to Palafox. Immediately they arranged an interview with

Zapata for the next day at noon.2

It was the first time Zapata and Angeles had met. Remembering An-

8 Magana to Columba C. de Magana, October 5, 1914, ibid. Amaya C: op. cit.,

pp. 67-8.

9 Magana to C. C. de Magana, October 10, 1914, AZ, 27: 7.

J For the first days of the Aguascalientes Convention, see Barrera Fuentes: op.

cit, I, 84-277. For evidence that the honored observer, Guillermo Santaella y Santi-

bafiez, was a Zapatista of Angeles's own manufacture, and in fact a Villista agent,

see Santaella y Santibanez to Hipolito Villa, October 23, 24, and 26, 1914, AZ, 27: 7.

2 For this mission and minutes of the interview between Angeles and Zapata,

see Magana: op. cit., V, 198-204.
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nation and granted representation—as Angeles carefully put it—to "the

faction which we might call exclusively agrarian, symbolized by the revo-

lution of the South." This latter point the Zapatistas took to mean formal

adherence to the Ayala plan. And one of them wanted to know why they

should even send a commission if the Convention might not vote the plan's

approval. Here Angeles responded with embarrassed vagueness, since he

hardly wanted to promise direct and full recognition of the plan. Swamping

the query in pomposity, he emphasized Mexico's need for peace "at any

price." Otherwise, he warned, the U.S. Republican Party, if it triumphed

in the 1916 elections, would "work for Intervention"—a remote bogeyman,

to say the least, a year and a half away in coming even if he materialized.

The secretaries compromised, and Zapata let them. In the final draft of

the conference minutes, the typed words still stood
—

"it is necessary that

... the Convention recognize the Plan de Ayala." The last four words were

marked out, however, with the same pen the conferees used to sign the

document; and in their place, between the lines, was written "the principles

of the Plan de Ayala."3 The Convention could easily approve the south-

erners' principles, and decide later what they counted for in practice. And
on this basis the Zapatistas appointed their "commissioners" in the form

Zapata had earlier contemplated.

In all there were twenty-six, including Paulino Martinez as the chief,

Juan Banderas, Soto y Gama, Gildardo and Rodolfo Magana, Leobardo

Galvan, Amezcua, Dr. Cuaron, Manuel Robles, and eleven other persons

at the present conference. Otilio Montano was also named, but he was ill

and did not now take up his appointment.4 Again, remarkably few Morelos

natives were to represent the revolution born in the state. Of those leaving

for the north, the only commissioner of true local extraction was Galvan,

a lawyer from Tepoztlan.

In Aguascalientes the Conventionists waited hopefully, but they were

soon to be disappointed. For what Zapata had decided was not calculated

to ease their peacemaking tasks. The southern commission left Cuernavaca

on October 23, packed into the same automobiles Angeles and his men had

arrived in. And the next day the train they traveled on from Mexico City

passed through Aguascalientes without stopping. Zapata's commission went

on one hundred miles north directly to Villa's headquarters at Guadalupe,

just beyond Zacatecas. There Martinez clinched the deal with Villa's ad-

3 Minutes of the meeting in Cuernavaca, October 22, 1914, AZ, 27: 7.

4 Zapata to the secretary of the Convention, October 22, 1914, cited in Magana:

op. cit., V, 230-1.
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fused debates that lasted all day, he got the Convention to approve "in prin-

ciple" the plan's Articles 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 12.

In itself Martinez's achievement was hardly an overwhelming triumph,

Articles 6 through 9 being the land reform articles that Cabrera and Villar-

real had already agreed to "in principle" two months before. But the context

of the favorable vote lent it momentous significance. The Aguascalientes

Convention was then the effective government of Mexico, and its adoption

of the Ayala articles, even in principle, was the first official commitment to

a policy of rural welfare in the nation's history. That four years earlier

the cientificos had controlled high policy almost completely in favor of the

great landlords, that during Madero's administration agraristas still seemed

eccentric social engineers, and that now a government should announce the

country poor's special right to its services—this alone marked where and

how far the revolution had advanced the public's sense of justice. And the

driving force of the change had been the Morelos revolutionaries.

Even so Zapata understood how little he had actually won in practice.

Most dangerous for him was that he had now half-recognized the Conven-

tion's sovereignty, although the Convention had not yet done away with

Carranza. When Martinez asked him for full delegated authority, Zapata

replied that he could not send it. Not until the Convention definitely re-

moved Carranza, he said, could he recognize its sovereignty fully by ac-

crediting his commission as a delegation.
9

On October 30 the Conventionists took the steps he requested. Leading

delegates like Obregon and Angeles proposed to dismiss Carranza from his

position as First Chief and Executive Power, and to proceed to name an

interim president. After more long and uproarious argument, the resolution

carried in a closed session by 112 to 21. The assembly had now committed

itself to an ostensibly independent line that was in fact pro-Villa. And in

the next few days the break with Carranza was completed. On November

4, celebrating the withdrawal of Carranza from Mexico City, Martinez and

his fellow delegates reported happily to Zapata that the "Division of the

North behaved admirably and showed itself a true ally. To their constant

and invariable agreement is owed our victory."
1

The repercussions of this "victory" in Morelos, however, were not so

cheering. It was soon clear there that the Villistas looked forward to "a

few more shootings," as Villa put it to Soto y Gama; that Villa and Angeles

9 Zapata to Martinez, November 2, 1914, two letters of this date, both cited in

Magafia: op. cit., V, 240-3.

1 Martinez et al. to Zapata, November 4, 1914, AZ, 30: 8.
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They delivered Villa's personal letter to him. They assured him of Villa's

sincerity. They promised him he would be safe in Mexico City. They im-

pressed upon him the need for a serious "understanding" with Villa. And
in the end Zapata agreed to return for a conference on December 4, not in

the capital but at a halfway place in his territory, Xochimilco.6

The carefully staged meeting occurred as planned. It was the first be-

tween Zapata and Villa, and supposed to herald a glorious revolutionary

union. With Zapata came his main secretaries, his brother Eufemio, his

cousin Amador Salazar, even his sister Maria de Jesus and his little son

Nicolas. In flowers and colored streamers Xochimilco was decorated as for

a fair. The schoolchildren sang songs. There was a town band for serenades.

At high noon Villa arrived with a small escort. Montano made "a hearty

speech of welcome," reported an American agent at the scene, and gave

Villa an abrazo. He then introduced the Centaur of the North to the Attila

of the South. After a few greetings, the two chiefs passed to the town school-

house where they sat down in a crowded upstairs room to confer.

As the American agent observed, the two men made "a decided con-

trast." Villa was "tall, robust, weighing about 180 pounds, with a com-

plexion almost as florid as a German, wearing an English [pith] helmet,

a heavy brown sweater, khaki trousers, leggings and heavy riding shoes."

Next to him Zapata seemed a native of another country. Much shorter

than Villa, the American noted, "weighing probably about 130 pounds,"

he was a dark and "thin-faced" man, "his immense sombrero sometimes

shading his eyes so that they could not be seen. . . . He wore a short black

coat, a large light blue silk neckerchief, pronounced lavender shirt and

used alternately a white handkerchief with a green border and another

with all the colors of the flowers. He had on a pair of black, tight-fitting

Mexican trousers with silver buttons down the outside seam of each leg."

Villa, the American could see, "did not'have any sign of jewelry on," but

"Zapata wore two small old-fashioned gold band flat rings on his left

hand." Nearby sat Zapata's sister, whom the American mistook for his

wife. "Everything she had on her person could probably have been pur-

chased for about $5.00 American money. Her fingers were covered with the

flat band old-fashioned rings, that looked more like brass than gold, of

which she had more than a dozen." And next to her was Zapata's son,

8 Cobb to the secretary of state, December 6, 1914, NA, 59: 812.00/13966. Ser-

ratos in El Universal Grdfico, November 25, 1952. Villa to Zapata, December 1, 1914,

AZ, 27: 2.
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ours, has Villa in his hand. As for Zapata, who is a savage, it'll be neces-

sary to eliminate him . .
."8 Villa's behavior lent credence to the report.

The artillery he had grandly promised at Xochimilco was not sent until

very late, and then only on Zapata's repeated request; and then the Zapa-

tistas had to haul it by man- and mule-power through the pass between

the great volcanoes, Popocatepetl and Ixtaccihuatl, because Villa provided

no locomotives for transport.
9 And while Zapata waited for the guns out-

side Puebla City, he heard of much graver and more portentous perfidy:

on December 13 Villista officers in Mexico City murdered his chief

delegate to the Convention, Paulino Martinez.

On December 15 Zapata peacefully occupied Puebla City, the Carran-

cistas having evacuated it as soon as the artillery arrived. But even in the

euphoria of this easy victory, Zapata did not hide his misgivings. To Villa

he wrote almost chidingly of the frequent reports "that our enemies are

working very actively to divide the North and the South, ... for which

reason I see myself compelled to recommend that you take the greatest

care possible on this particular."
1 Although Zapata knew the strategic

importance of holding Puebla, he returned to Morelos in evident confusion

and disgust.

By the end of the month the vaunted Villa-Zapata coalition was a

public failure. Although the Convention went on as a political body, Zapata

practically abandoned his military duties to it and settled down in retire-

ment in Tlaltizapan. The troops from Morelos that he had taken on cam-

paign followed him home, uninterested in the glory of conquest. The main

force left in Puebla was a corps of former Orozquistas under Juan Andrew

Almazan, who with his cronies Argumedo and Aguilar made deals with

local Felicistas and let Huertista officials out of jail. And although

Villista chiefs protested indignantly to Zapatista headquarters, and al-

though Palafox himself urged Zapata to exercise more surveillance over

the mercenaries, Zapata made no move, verbal or physical, outside Morelos.2

In Mexico City Palafox bore the brunt of Villista resentment. The same

American agent who had seen a "good understanding" on December 4

now saw that "the break between [Villa] and Zapata is not remote, and

8 Dolores Jimenez y Muro to Zapata, December 9, 1914, AZ, 27: 19.

9 Cronista de la Revolution: "Sobre Veracruz," Excelsior, July 21, 1929. La

Opinion, December 19, 1914.

1 Zapata to Villa, December 16, 1914, AZ, 27: 19.

2 Palafox to Zapata, December 21, 22, and 23, 1914, ibid.
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Tlfe Pueblos Carry Out

a Revolution

".

.

. hanging on tight to the tail of

our jefe Zapata's horse."

While morelos's seclusion lasted, the state was almost a frontier.

Dispossessed and destitute families had indeed inhabited the place

for centuries; now, psychologically, they arrived. What they conquered,

cleared, leveled, and settled was not a territory, which they only recovered,

but a society, which they thus recreated. Like other immigrants and pioneers,

they proceeded fitfully—sometimes by the compulsion of immediate needs,

sometimes by dreams they would not surrender. But in this social wilderness

they moved in a remarkably constant direction toward the establishment of

democratic municipalities, country neighborhoods where every family had

influence in the disposition of local resources.

In central and southern Mexico the Utopia of a free association of rural

clans was very ancient. In various forms it had moved villagers long before

the Spaniards came. Its latest vehicle was the Zapatista army: ironically,

Morelos's country families had clarified their civilian notions in military

service. The Liberating Army of the Center and South was a "people's

army." And to the men who fought in its ranks, and to the women who
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was the work of perverse and superstitious peasants. But the villagers them-

selves saw the case otherwise: old railroad-hacienda contracts were no

longer valid; the timber and water were theirs now. Having supported

and composed the revolutionary army, these country folk reasoned that they

should be the beneficiaries of its success. More important, they had also

learned in the war that military leaders ought to respect them, and that if

they did not, others should appear who would. Village authorities all over

the state espoused this new toughness, and it constituted the firmest in-

hibition against neighborhood dictators.

Zapata and most of his chiefs shared these popular expectations about

civilian rule. They also had not lost their sense of who they were—the sons

of the pueblo, field hands, sharecroppers, and rancheros. Their original

authority had been in local councils. And the pretensions they developed

were honest, country pretensions. No native Morelos revolutionary dressed

in khaki, the current national fashion for aspiring politicos. When a Morelos

chief wanted to look elegant, as Zapata did at Xochimilco, he dressed as

for a fair at the district market, in rings and gaudy colors and flashy silver

buttons. The only uniforms in Morelos's revolutionary army were those

sported by Amador Salazar's personal escort: they were green charro out-

fits.
3 The esteem the local chiefs always appreciated most was the esteem

of fellow villagers. Like villagers, and as the Ayala plan proscribed, they in-

stituted a civil state as soon as they could, electing de la O provisional

governor. When de la O's military duties occupied him otherwise, the

chiefs in a secret ballot elected a new governor, Lorenzo Vazquez. And

Vazquez prepared to call regular elections «for the governorship, the state

legislature, the higher state courts, and the municipalities.
4

Corps of conquest seldom disband smoothly on the frontier, and knots

of military power remained in Morelos. Recurrent complaints reached Gov-

ernor Vazquez that local chiefs abused municipal presidents, mocked

civil officials, and refused to give up nationalized territory. In mid-March

Vazquez had to appeal to Zapata for "moral support" against "some badly

intentioned persons who have the mistaken belief that the [state's] authori-

3 Marte R. Gomez: Las comisiones agrarias del sur (Mexico, 1961), p. 87.

4 Jose Urban Aguirre: Geografia e Historia del Estado de Morelos (2nd edn.,

Cuernavaca, 1963), p. 252. Amado Chaverri Matamoros: "El Archivo de Zapata," seri-

alized in La Prensa, September 27, 1935. Zapata told Soto y Gama that he wanted a

secret vote to replace de la O because he wanted no politicking—no argument or sway-

ing of opinion because of his or some other chief's stand. Zapata himself voted for

Francisco Pacheco, he told Soto y Gama. Personal interview with Soto y Gama.
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The local people themselves recognized how responsible the army

chiefs generally were. Zapata especially they trusted, as the champion who
would right all wrongs. High in the mountains near the Puebla border

Soto y Gama's brother Conrado, serving on the State Agrarian Commission,

met an old woman in a little isolated village. Not knowing even whether

she understood Spanish, he asked her what she thought of General

Zapata. "What do you want us to say?" she answered, "—us poor mountain

Indians who go along hanging on tight to the tail of our jefe Zapata's

horse."
7

The result was the real possibility of local democracies. Although the

chiefs retained extraordinary power, passing it down to a trustee when they

left on campaign, their control was never institutional nor so restrictive as

the Porfirian bosses'. And although Zapata's personal provision of guaran-

tees was irregular, because access to him was irregular, he was a neverthe-

less respected chief justice. The revolutionary society that actually developed

in Morelos never outgrew contention between the new civil and military

authorities, but at least the contest was genuine, and the location of legiti-

macy clear. From the beginning the movement had been a deliberate enter-

prise by country chiefs to restore the integrity of the state's villages, to gain

local rights of participation in national progress. When Madero initiated

the revolution in November 1910, Morelos rural leaders did not flock to his

cause without weeks of hard reckoning and calculation. And when they

did join him, it was for conscious, practical reasons—to recover village lands

and establish village security. When later they reacted against Madero's

refusal to keep his promises, they defined their opposition with a public

plan. And despite Madero's great popularity, many villagers supported

them, actively or passively. If, in the war against Huerta and afterward,

their local concerns seemed a liability, the state chiefs remained uncomfort-

able with grander, vaguer projects: in the villages they were at home, and

the rest they left to their secretaries. In this insistent provincialism was the

movement's strength and its weakness.

The authority reconstituted in the villages provided the ground for the

state's agrarian reform. And the reform in turn reinforced the villages by

concentrating in them control over agricultural property. As Palafox de-

clared in September 1914, the "repartition of lands will be carried out in

conformity with the customs and usages of each pueblo. . . . that is, if a

certain pueblo wants the communal system, so it will be executed, and if

7 Diaz Soto y Gama: La revolution, pp. 262-3.
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old. What this meticulous, cunning, intense little man conceived his destiny

to be is still unknown, his private archives supposedly having burned, his

associates mostly having died or learned to vilify him, his few surviving

confidants secretive or in doubt about him; but it seems likely that he

imagined himself another great reforming figure in the line that went

back through the immortals of the mid-nineteenth century, Benito Juarez

and Melchor Ocampo, back to the enlightened founding fathers of the

Republic. During his stay in the capital he behaved as if by design to lay

claim to historians' attention. Bold and ingenious in his program, deter-

mined, arrogant, incredibly busy, Palafox sprang into action at the first

opportunity. Leaving a reliable aide, Santiago Orozco, to run the southern

headquarters, he set up another Zapatista headquarters in Mexico City

after the Xochimilco conference. And from his office in the Hotel Cosmos

—

"The Leading International Hotel in Mexico City, San Juan de Letran 12,

with two telephones"—he maneuvered strenuously to advance the agrarista

cause.

Within days Palafox became secretary of agriculture in the Convention-

ist cabinet, the ranking Zapatista in the government. And to the reporter

who asked him on the day of his appointment if he meant now, like officials

before him, "to study the agrarian question," he replied, "No, sefior, I'll not

dedicate myself to that. The agrarian question I've got amply studied.

I'll dedicate myself to carrying [reform] into the field of practice . . .

Ml

Immediately the American agents singled him out as a troublemaker.

When one agent asked him for safe-conduct passes to visit an American-

owned hacienda in a Zapatista zone, "he told me," the agent reported,

"that he could not give them, as all of these estates were to be divided up,

and the land distributed to the poor." The agent explained that this prop-

erty was American. Palafox's answer was scandalous : "he replied, that it did

not make any difference whether it was American or any other foreign

property; that these estates were to be divided up . .
." The agent promised

his superiors further reports on Palafox. "I can foresee," he wrote, "that he

will be an element destined to give the Minister of Foreign Affairs a great

deal of avoidable work." By late December, identifying Palafox as the one

who would divide properties "whether they belonged to Americans or

Chinamen," the agent filed a conclusive judgment on him. "He is impos-

sible," the agent had decided, "and his rabid socialistic ideas could never be

of any help in solving the problems in a beneficial manner for his country."

1 "Hace 50 anos," Excelsior, December 14, 1964.
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governor of Yucatan. Four other agronomists from earlier classes of the

agricultural school appeared, and Palafox contracted them too. He quickly

organized them and the most recent graduates into district commissions

and distributed their various assignments.4 To supervise their work, he

named Alfonso Cruz head of agrarian operations in the state.

The size of the individual commissions varied slightly, depending on

how many young assistants accompanied the district chief and subchief.

The Tetecala commission numbered nine persons; Jonacatepec and Yaute-

pec had eight; Cuernavaca, seven; Cuautla, six; and Jojutla, five. The staffs

remained fairly stable : by the end of the year every commission had under-

gone at least one change in chiefs, but only the Jonacatepec group had

replaced assistants.
5

The commissions shortly took up their assignments, the non-Cuerna-

vacans moving their equipment by wagon to the several former district

seats. There the local Zapatista commanders allocated them buildings near

the center of town for their offices and quarters. These were mostly old

mansions, deserted by their wealthy inhabitants and now nationalized

property. Some houses had furniture, some did not; but the assistants'

morale stayed high—even with the drastic shortage of girls—and Zapata

and Palafox arranged for the local commanders to protest the commissions

in their duties.
6

Once a commission was installed in its quarters, the assistants put their

instruments in order and the chief had notices posted that they were ready

for business. Many villages had already taken over the fields they had

fought the plantations for, and often much more land besides; but they

quickly accepted the offer for legalizing their claims. The first representa-

tives came in and requested surveys, and in groups of two or three the

young men went out to see the pueblo chiefs. There they would inspect

what the local farmers called "la mapa," the village's land title which often

dated from viceroyal times. And then, provided with a work crew to carry

the equipment and hack out the brush, they would move "in almost a

4 Gomez: Las comisiones, pp. 18-21, 44, 50.

5 Ibid., pp. 190-5. Santibanez served as agrarian agent on the Yautepec commis-

sion, which included Marte Gomez as an assistant. Carrillo Puerto was agent for the

Cuauda commission, which included as an assistant Fidel Velazquez, presently sec-

retary general of the Mexican Workers' Confederation. As for the Soto y Gamas,

Conrado went to Guerrero as the Iguala district agent, and Ignacio directed the

Rural Loan Bank.
6 Ibid., pp. 51-7.
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In the last years of the Porfiriato the hacienda had gained what then seemed

a definitive victory. And in the civil wars the village was practically razed.

But the first act of the Cuernavaca commission was to go out to restore

Santa Maria's traditional lands. The villagers greeted the ingenieritos

warmly, with bouquets and speeches. And on February 19 the formal

ceremony of restitution took place.
9 Former inhabitants returned, and Santa

Maria came back to life. The case was renowned as a sign to other villagers

that they could count on the commissions to honor their titles.
1

When finally a village had its boundaries surveyed, and received its

allotted section of a neighboring hacienda, the district commission left it

autonomous. According to Article 6 of the decree of September 8, 1914,

the village could keep its land under a common title and distribute cultiva-

tion rights, or it could distribute the titles themselves to individual small-

holders—however it elected. Neither the state nor the federal government

had any jurisdiction in such affairs. As Zapata wished and as Palafox had

declared, "custom and the usages of each pueblo" would determine the

local property system.2 The federal government retained only the power to

prevent title-holders, whether communal or individual, from selling or

renting their lands—which would protect them against collusion between

crooked village politicians and speculators. In the impossibility of enforcing

a general prohibition against greed, restricting the right to fall victim to it

was the best the government could do. Evidently no local farmer protested

against the restriction.

Thus the villages of Morelos were born anew. In the months the six

commissions functioned in the state they surveyed and defined the bound-

aries of almost all the one hundred-odd pueblos there, incorporating into

them most of the local farm land, stands of timber, and irrigation facilities.
3

The regime—or series of regimes—that they chartered became a regular

entrenched system. By early March Zapata notified the current Convention-

ist president, Roque Gonzalez Garza, that "The matter relating to the

agrarian question is resolved in a definitive manner, for the different

pueblos of the state, in accord with the titles which protect their properties,

9 "Informe que rinde el Jefe de la Comision Agraria en el Distrito de Cuernavaca

. . . February 19, 1915," El National, November 20, 1932.

1 Gomez: Las comisiones, pp. 64-5.

2 For other comments on Zapata's refusal to consider ideologically derived patterns

of land reform, see Diaz Soto y Gama: La revolution, pp. 272-4.

3 For an account of the various commissions' work, see Gomez: Las comisiones,

pp. 64-78.
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the government could collect the profits for revenue. Repairs and the

mobilization of laborers and draft animals began as soon as Palafox took

office. And by early March four mills were again in business in Moielos

—

Temixco, Hospital, Atlihuayan, and Zacatepec. In charge of them were

native generals, de la O, Emigdio Marmolejo, Amador Salazar, and Lorenzo

Vazquez, respectively. The meager proceeds they took in they returned

to headquarters to defray the "very many extraordinary expenses," as

Zapata called them, ".
. . of military hospitals, barracks, help to ambulance

columns, and aid to the widows of revolutionaries killed on campaign . .
."

In time, Zapata was sure, the wealth of the state would surpass even its

former abundance, and then "we will see what is the best way to use it."
7

Other than revolutionary observers also entertained these speculations,

which seemed increasingly germane after Conventionist armies reoccupied

Mexico City in mid-March and the Convention returned there as the

central government. Attracted now to Morelos were various sharpers,

carpetbaggers, pitchmen, and hucksters. Precisely in eliminating the plant-

ers and promoting an economic revival in the state, Palafox had put them

onto the scent. They could well understand, ace fleecers themselves, that

the secretary had dispossessed the old owners; but they could not believe

that he would keep the property as a public domain. By all the laws they

took for gospel it was inevitable that for a fee or a cut Palafox would

transfer land to new private owners. To them, nationalization seemed only

a quaint procedure for replacing one crew of capitalists with another.

Among these characters, the jauntiest and most persistent was a New
Englander who had spent the last twenty years in Mexico, Hubert L. Hall.

A businessman, a Mormon, and an inside-dopester on his adopted country,

Hall impressed Americans who met him quite favorably. As one agent

reported, "... he is entirely trustworthy and a man of high character. . . .

Senator Smoot knows him very well . .
."8 Morelos was of special interest

to Hall. For a while he had run a hotel in Cuernavaca, and by 1910 he had

acquired land in the timber country around Santa Maria; the first complaint

to the United States embassy about damage to American property in

Morelos had come from Mrs. Hall, in August 191 1.
9 During the rebellion

that followed Hall had to write off his investment in the state. In March

1913* when it seemed the Zapatistas might make peace, he had tried to

7 Chaverri Matamoros in La Prensa, September 27, 1935.
8 Lind to the secretary of state, March 23, 1914, NA, 59: 812.00/20609 1/2.
9 Dearing to Mrs. H. L. Hall, August 14, 191 1, NA.
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freely do so; and if the land around them was insufficient, they could take

fields away from contiguous haciendas or pueblos, "naturally without

prejudicing their rights." But Hall preferred to start the first colony around

Cuernavaca, "craddle [sic] of the great revolution of the South, whose

spirit and high ideals we wish to commemorate and perpetuate in this

altruistic and beneficent manner."

The chiefs and secretaries Hall actually conned into this enterprise were

evidently not many or important. In his first (and only) flyer in March

he claimed seventy founders already subscribed, among them Palafox,

Montafio, Lorenzo Vazquez, Leobardo Galvan, Santiago Orozco, Genaro

Amezcua, and Antonio and Ignacio Diaz Soto y Gama. But of these only

Ignacio Diaz Soto y Gama had a seat on the colony's organizing committee

or the provisional board of directors over which Hall presided. As secretary

of both groups, this dashing agronomist composed the company's adver-

tising literature. Probably only he took a serious part in the project. In

the English translation that Hall rendered of the prospectus he modified

some of Soto y Gama's wildest boasts: where for example the original

read that "all the other prominent chiefs of the Conventionist army" had en-

rolled as founders, Hall wrote that "invitations have been extended to

General Emiliano Zapata and all the other principal officials of the Ejercito

Libertador" to enroll. No record yet discovered indicates that these chiefs

or the others named even conferred with Hall, much less signed pledges of

subscription.

In early April Hall approached Palafox himself in Mexico City. "Desir-

ing to assist," the good Mormon declared, "in the great humanitarism labor

which the Mexican government is now undertaking in its efforts for the

economic, moral and educational benefit and progress of its citizens, espe-

cially in the agrarian question which for years I have studied and have

been deeply interested in both theoretically and practically, I have invited

a number of leading citizens to unite with me to organize a Cooperative

Colonization Association to labor and operate in connection with the gov-

ernment, in such parts of the republic as it may be seen to be of advantage

to do, beginning its labors in the State of Morelos, the cradle of the revolu-

tionary movement of the South, and which was of so pronounced and

Agrarian Character, having met with a willing and hearty response from

over one hundred of the foremost men of the military government, officials,

agricultural, artesian and commercial classes who have manifested an

ardent desire to commence the work as soon as possible, and to that end,

we have organized a provisional organization to take the necessary first
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sue tried to eject Palafox from the cabinet. Soto y Gama arranged a truce,

but Palafox remained so offensive to the President that on May 1 Gonzalez

Garza did force his resignation. The news enraged Zapata, who came up to

Mexico City—in what proved to be his last trip to the capital—and de-

manded Palafox's reinstatement, in vain. Then a month later Soto y Gama
engineered Gonzalez Garza's defeat in the Convention, a new, frailer execu-

tive took office, and Palafox returned to his post.
6 But these metropolitan

intrigues did not really interest Zapata, which was why they went on and

on. And they did not carry into Morelos. There people were moving on

their own course, in no need of outside sponsors or patrons. And there in

full force the revolution continued.

In the spring harvests began, the first fruit to mature from this progress

of the pueblos. The crops the farmers now brought in were not the planters'

cane or rice but the traditional foodstuffs, corn and beans. As the rainy

season came on, Governor Vazquez distributed among the municipal gov-

ernments 500,000 pesos—a loan from the Convention—which were to go to

local farmers as credit for seed and tools. By mid-June reporters found all

the fields in the state under cultivation, again mainly in corn.
7

Zapata did not approve of this development, which would leave the

sugar mills idle. At least since 191 1 he had foreseen that reorganized

haciendas might be a bountiful source of public wealth, and recent talks

with agronomists had confirmed his idea that the mills should continue to

operate as "national factories." Farmers growing cane and selling it to the

mills would earn money, he understood, and so be able to save, buy new

goods, and use new services. Accordingly he had ordered spare parts to re-

place those on damaged machines. And three more mills reopened for busi-

ness. Again native chiefs were in charge—Modesto Rangel at El Puente,

Eufemio Zapata at Cuautlixco, and Maurilio Mejia, Zapata's nephew, at

Cuahuixtla. Later, Santa Clara reopened under Mendoza. But assisting

them technically now were agronomists from the Rural Loan Bank, under

the imaginative direction of Ignacio Diaz Soto y Gama. Zapata himself

urged villagers to quit growing vegetables and instead produce a cash crop.

"If you keep on growing chile peppers, onions, and tomatoes," he told Villa

6 For an account of these struggles based on Gonzalez Garza's archive and favor-

ing him, see Quirk: op. cit, pp. 211-23, 232-52. For a Zapatista version, see Palafox

to Zapata, March 28, 1914 [sic, 1915], AZ, 27: 10; Palafox to Zapata, April 13, 1915,

AZ, 30: 6; A. Diaz Soto y Gama to Zapata, May 17, 1915, AZ, 28: 23: 1; Palafox to

Zapata, June 25, 1915, AZ, 27: 1.

1 La Convention, May 20 and June 17, 1915.
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and even assaults if they wandered far from the central plaza. Anyone in

trousers, a shirt, and boots was a catrin, a dandy. In language the familiar,

second-person address was the norm, and country slang and dialect pre-

vailed: a fellow or a buddy was a vale (literally, a voucher), to shoot was

"to bust" (quebrar), "fun" {el gusto) was trick riding and roping, the en-

emy was los Carranzas, pobre (poor) came out as probe, somos (we are)

as semos, fue (he was) as hue. For entertainment there were no fancy

liquors or shows imported but only the same local diversions as before the

war—warm beer and raw rum {resacado), cock fights, and "fun" on horses.

The heart of the state was now in Tlaltizapan. In this restful little town

in the hollows leading down into the Jojutla rice fields, where towering

dusky green laurels cast the square and streets in permanent shadow, where

the wind suddenly moving in the tops of the trees could hush the talking

below, where in the quiet the sound would rise of water rippling through

the maze of local creeks and canals—in this resort Zapata had made not

only a headquarters but also a home. And here, as the American agent who
came to meet him could see, all the farming families in the state looked to

him "as a Saviour and a Father."1 Here, unlike in Mexico City, there was

no busy display of confiscated luxury, no gleeful consumption of captured

treasure, no swarm of bureaucrats leaping from telephone to limousine,

only the regular, measured round of native business. The days Zapata

passed in his offices in an old rice mill at the northern edge of town, hear-

ing petitions, forwarding them to Palafox in Mexico City or ruling on

them himself, deciding strategy and policy, dispatching orders. In the eve-

nings he and his aides relaxed in the plaza, drinking, arguing about plucky

cocks and fast and frisky horses, discussing the rains and prices with farmers

who joined them for a beer, Zapata as always smoking slowly on a good

cigar. The nights he spent back in his quarters with a woman from the

town; he fathered two children at least in Tlaltizapan.
2 For his birthday in

August the townspeople held a fiesta, and the local sefioritas put on a stir-

1 West, Report, May n, 1915, NA.
2 Zapata fathered at least five sons and four daughters. His wife, Josefa, bore

him two children, Felipe and Maria Asuncion, both of whom died in infancy. See

Herminia Aguilar: "Dona Josefa Espejo, Vda. de Zapata," El Campesino, May 1950.

Other children were "hijos naturales." Surviving at least to adulthood were Nicolas,

born in 1906; Eugenio, probably born in 1913; Maria Elena, probably born in 1913;

Ana Maria, born in 1914; Diego, born in 1916; Maria Luisa, probably born in 1918;

and Mateo, born in 191 8. See Gill: op. cit, pp. 69-74.
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were the reports of three successive, tremendous defeats that the Carran-

cista General Obregon had inflicted upon Villa—two in early April at

Celaya, the third in early June at Leon, all in Guanajuato, in the strategic

great basin northwest of Mexico City. Obregon, who had lost an arm at

Leon, now emerged as a master of war. Despite the news Zapata did not

open a second front. In the capital Palafox and Soto y Gama worried not

about the collapse of the army the Convention depended on but about the

land reform bill they expected to introduce soon.
6

But the crisis came on anyway. On July n a Carrancista army under

Pablo Gonzalez occupied Mexico City. The Convention retreated in dis-

order to Toluca, where it maintained the pretense of a national govern-

ment. And Salazar's Morelos troops in the metropolis and Federal District

withdrew south. Six days later Gonzalez evacuated the capital again, to

protect Obregon's lines of communication with Veracruz against a Villista

attack in Hidalgo; and when he left, Zapatista forces sneaked back. But it

seemed certain that he could return when he chose: although Villa main-

tained his battered army in the field, the nation's military balance had

shifted decisively in the Carrancistas' favor.

At last southerners began to read the signs. As outlanders, the young

agrarian commissioners stranded in Morelos lost their illusions first. Sadly

they planned no more vacation trips to the capital.
7 Zapata himself finally

went into action. To hold off Gonzalez's return, he personally commanded

on July 30 a powerful attack of 6,000 men against 1,700 Carrancistas north-

east of Mexico City. Other attacks took place simultaneously throughout

the area. But none could contain the Carrancista advance. On August 2

Gonzalez reentered the capital, this time to stay.
8 In Morelos merchants

began trying to refuse Convention currency.9

Still, no alarm charged the state. Zapata returned to rest in Tlaltizapan,

honored at his birthday party and evidently more preoccupied with the

doings in the Toluca Convention than with his crumbling military posi-

tion.
1 On the advice of Palafox and Soto y Gama he believed that an inter-

American conference then organizing in Washington to treat the Mexican

problem would result in Carranza's downfall, and that the Carrancista

6 Palafox to Zapata, June 25, 1915, AZ.
7 Gomez: Las comisiones, pp. 119-20.

8 See Pablo Gonzalez's official report on his operations from July 17 to August

2, 191 5, cited in Barragan: op. cit., II, 611-17.

9 Pacheco to Zapata, August 5, 1915, AZ, 28: 5: 1.

1 Zapata to Palafox, August 26, 1915, ibid.
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witnessed desertions and treacheries galore during the past five years, they

reckoned Carranza would not last long. By now they had already resisted

and helped bring down three federal governments, each apparently stronger

than his. So the strategy they pursued was the same as before : vigorous raids

in the south, to discredit the government and tempt ambitious loyalists to

revolt.

With less excuse the Zapatista secretaries also disparaged Carranza's

sudden ascendancy. Voicing the official Morelos response through the Con-

vention now in Cuernavaca, they encouraged the stubborn native hopes.

Secretary of Agriculture Palafox dominated the Convention absolutely and

tolerated no gesture of compromise. As he and Soto y Gama lost power,

they became more intransigent in policy. In 1915-16, in an exaggerated but

less dramatic way, the same complex of tensions developed as in 1914

—

Zapata's retreat from serious politics, and Palafox's rigid opposition.

On October 26 Palafox published a Manifesto to the Nation, probably

composed by Soto y Gama. It was the first official southern response to Car-

ranza's new government, an introduction to an extensive Program of Polit-

ical and Social Reforms which the Toluca Convention had voted a month

earlier and which the Cuernavaca rump now issued, slightly amended, as

its own. The program itself was an interesting draft of the basic changes

the Conventionists believed necessary to save the nation. It was a more de-

tailed catalogue of improvements than a similar Carrancista project pub-

lished the previous December, and it contained promises of legislation both

more stringent and more moderate, depending on the subject, than the vari-

ous decrees Carranza had promulgated on land, labor, municipalities, di-

vorce, education, taxes, and mineral concessions.
4 That same day Palafox

delivered on one promise, publishing a radical agrarian law that gave

the secretary of agriculture immense authority over urban and rural prop-

erty and natural resources. By this remarkable law the Department of

Agriculture would be the central agency of a stupendous nationalizing

reformation of Mexico.5 But the introductory manifesto was a gross mis-

take, betraying a fantastic misconception of the national context in which

the proposed reforms might have an appeal. Lambasting Carranza's "ill-

4 Manifesto to the Nation, October 26, 1915, AZ, 28: 5: 3. The text of the program

of reforms is also in Gonzalez Ramirez: Planes, pp. 123-8. For Carranza's promises,

see ibid., pp. 158-64. For a study of his decrees, see Nettie Lee Benson: 'The Pre-

constitutional Regime of Venustiano Carranza, 1913-1917" (M.A. thesis, University

of Texas, 1936), pp. 96-128.

5 See Appendix C for the text of this law.
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the supply was irregular and inadequate.7 Meanwhile the Villista army

collapsed completely in the north, and attention refocused on the south. In

late November the government announced plans for a "definitive" cam-

paign against the Zapatistas, "right in their hideouts in . . . Morelos."8

Isolated as never before in the revolution, the state would soon be under

siege. The young agrarian commissioners began applying for permits to get

out. Scared and desperate, one became alcoholic; others sneaked off to the

capital without waiting for passes.
9

Zapata tried to tighten security over local resources for defense. The

management of the munitions factory he removed from Secretary of War
Pacheco's control and brought into the headquarters.1 He also ordered his

army to prohibit trade between Zapatista and Carrancista zones "in every

article," primary necessities or not
—

"to take away from' the enemy all those

elements which could serve for his sustenance."2 And he began to reclaim

the sugar mills from the chiefs, to assign them to the Rural Loan Bank to

operate directly.
3 But even at the first small harvest in these "national fac-

tories," and the prospect of a little revenue, he was gloomy. He wanted to

give the proceeds to the peons working in the mills : "Who knows," he told

his secretary, "what they will have to suffer later on?" Guiltily he insisted

that the imminent woe was not his fault "but that of events which have

to come."4

The government's offer of amnesty, publicized since August, greatly in-

creased the strain on the local chiefs. Suspecting a defection, one would try to

disarm another's forces. But this jumpy vigilance only tended, as Zapata

warned in reprimand, "to deepen the personal enmities which exist between

chiefs . . . which we must avoid at all cost."
5 Fearful that subversive telegraf-

ists might sabotage his military operations, de la O tried to control the wire

offices in his zone.6 In a squabble over an artillery piece, his men killed one

of the most daring and proficient Zapatista field commanders, Antonio

7
Ibid., October 10, 1931.

8 Ibid., November 28, 1931.

9 Gomez: Las comisiones , pp. 138-59.

1 Zapata to Pacheco, November 7, 1915, AZ, 31: Copybook 2.

2 Headquarters circular, February 9, 1916, AA.
3 Gabriel Encinas to Mendoza, January 25, 1916, AA.
4 Palacios in La Prensa, February 19, 1944.

5 Zapata to L. Vazquez, November 15, 1915, AZ, 31: Copybook 2.

6 Zapata to de la O, December 11-12, 1915, ibid.
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not start. "Only the lowest class Indians can pass the lines with safety,"

noted the new American charge d'affaires; "anyone else would undoubtedly

risk his life."
3

But the government merely raised the pressure. In late January it am-

plified its own agrarista propaganda : the National Agrarian Commission,

it promised, would "initiate works for the restitution and grants of ejidos

to the pueblos."
4 On February 1 the undersecretary of war announced that

twenty thousand new troops would join the ten thousand already assigned

to the south. He also threatened to use the government's recently acquired

flotilla of airplanes to give "a mortal blow" to the Zapatistas.
5 And his de-

partment finally took steps to remove ex-federals from posts where they

could obstruct operations.
6

Again the public Zapatista response was a fire-breathing Manifesto to

the Nation. The only reasons for "the fratricidal struggle staining the . . .

Fatherland with blood," the headquarters secretaries ranted, were the

"boundless ambition of one man of unhealthy passions and no conscience,"

Venustiano Carranza, and the sycophancy of the group that surrounded

him.7 Even in private they exuded cheer. To Zapata Palafox confided his

hope "that in the near future when we dominate Mexico City and other

regions of the country, . . . then as I've always hoped, a great number of

agrarian commissions will form, so that they will go into all the states of

the Republic."8

But the chiefs were not so certain. Among them the government's con-

tinuing vigor and resolve had prompted darker judgments—doubts whether

to go on in principled violence, which would invite the Carrancistas to

repeat the work of Huerta and Robles in the state, or to bargain for peace

and local autonomy by recognizing Carranza. This was a dilemma espe-

cially painful to the chiefs in the northwestern zone, where the brunt of a

Carrancista invasion would fall. There the ranking figure was Pacheco,

based in Huitzilac. Already he had lost much outlying support and many

key points of defense. And as powerful Carrancista legions massed at La

Cima, they obliged him to decide whether he should make a deal or pre-

3 Parker to the secretary of state, November 18, 1915, ibid., 16896.

4 El Democrata, January 23, 1916.

5 Ibid., February 1, 1916.

6 Estado Mayor del General Vicente Segura: Historia de la Bngada Mixta

"Hidalgo," igi$-igi6 (Mexico, 1917), p. 23.

7 Manifesto to the Nation, February 7, 1916, AZ, 27: 2.

8 Palafox to Zapata, February 7, 1916, ibid.
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"I would appreciate it," he wrote, "if you would order the paymaster-general

to attend to the paymasters of my division ... so [my soldiers] who find

themselves daily attacking the enemy and away from home . . . can buy

corn and not run into difficulties."
5 And suddenly on March 13, under no

fire, he evacuated Huitzilac and retreated south to Cuentepec. The Car-

rancistas moved immediately and without resistance down past Huitzilac

as far as La Cruz. Seven miles away, Cuernavaca prepared for a bombard-

ment. Through binoculars the Carrancista officers could see white sur-

render flags hung out of windows there. On March 18 Gonzalez himself

arrived in La Cruz to inspect the positions his forces held on the heights

above the Morelos capital.
6 By then the weary Conventionists had fled on

down to Jojutla. De la O obstructed Gonzalez's advance and saved the front

for the moment. But strategically the defense of the state was now impos-

sible.

Incredibly, Pacheco remained free. Even after the Cuentepec municipal

president corroborated de la O's constant charges of treason, Zapata stayed

loyal. On March 23 he assured Pacheco that "up to today" he had given no

credit to rumors of his treachery; and he warned de la O against shooting

Pacheco until he had thoroughly investigated the case and proved Pacheco's

guilt beyond a doubt.7 Boldly inspired now, Pacheco complained that de la

O had mistreated his troops and sacked Cuernavaca.8 But as he maneuvered

on south, evidently angling to flank Jojutla and capture the Convention, his

luck ran out. At Miacatlan one of de la O's patrols caught and shot him.

Zapata kept his troops in arms, redistributing them among other chiefs.
9

Hardly had this loss sunk in when a worse blow struck. On April 16,

on his way back to Yautepec after reconnaissance west of the town, Amador

Salazar was killed by a stray enemy bullet that hit him in the neck. In the

shock of death he stayed upright in the saddle. Finally, as his big sombrero

slipped, his aides saw what had happened.1 So on the eve of attack by the

most formidable army they had yet faced, the Zapatistas were without two

of their highest chiefs and best commanders.

Meanwhile Gonzalez had moved his forces in a ring around the state.

He, like the other high politicians and generals of the new regime, was im-

5 Pacheco to Zapata, March n, 1916, AZ, 27: 3.

6 El Democrata, March 21, 1916, Melendez: op. cit., I, 370.
7 Zapata to Pacheco and to de la O, March 23, 19 16, AZ, 31: Copybook 3.

8 Pacheco to Zapata, March 27 and 28, 1916, AZ, 27: 3.

9 Zapata to I. P. Zabala, April 13, 1916, AZ, 27: 4.

1 Melendez: op. cit., I, 371-2. Gomez: Las comisiones, pp. 123-4.
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parish priest as a Zapatista spy.
8 On May 5 Gonzalez ordered every person

in the state to turn in his arms: continued possession of them would be

grounds for the "severest penalties." At Jiutepec on May 8 the Carrancista

General Rafael Cepeda assembled 225 prisoners and after a summary trial

had them all shot.
9

In terror pacificos swarmed out of pueblos in the line of the Carrancista

advance. Fleeing south into Guerrero or east into the high, volcano country,

they littered the roadsides with material thrown away to lighten their loads.

They jammed little villages still for the moment safe, like Tehuiztla, south-

west of Jojutla. This hamlet "presented the look of a fair," reported an ob-

server there in early May, "but a fair of pain and rage. People's faces were

furious. They would barely mumble out a few words, but everyone had a

violent remark for the Constitutionalists on the tip of his tongue. In con-

versations, comments on the news alternated with reports which emigrants

asked of each other about roads, villages, little settlements stuck up in the

steepest part of the mountains, inaccessible, unheard of places—so they

could go there to leave their families . . ,

nl

By mid-May the Carrancistas had shipped nearly thirteen hundred pris-

oners to Mexico City. Some were combatants, some were not. All of them,

declared the military commander in the capital, General Benjamin Hill,

were bound for Yucatan : and not only them, but all future prisoners. There,

General Hill indicated, they would have the "opportunity to work . . .

under the vigilance of civil and military authorities"—which would make

them "men useful for society and for their families."
2

From Tlaltizapan Zapata tried desperately to organize municipal police

to keep local order as one army replaced another in the state.
3 But police

who assumed such responsibility only invited the first fire against their

families. For the invading Carrancistas, who considered the villagers them-

selves outlaws, the transfer of power had to be violent. In mid-June, after

another crushing attack, Gonzalez's forces took Tlaltizapan itself, and a

tremendous booty. They also executed 286 persons—132 men, 112 women,

and 42 minors of both sexes, as the local register of burials recorded them.4

8 Porfirio Palacios: "Zapatismo vs. Gonzalismo," Todo, December 24, 1942.

9 La Prensa, May 5, 1932. El Democrata, May 10, 1916.

1 Anonymous memorandum on events around Jojutla, May 4, 1916, AZ, 27: 5.

2 El Democrata, May 16, 1916.

3 Circular to municipal presidents and assistants, May 31, 1916, AZ, 30: 12.

4 Palacios: Zapata, p. 230. El Democrata, June 15, 1916. La Prensa, June 25, 1932.
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T^ Guerrilleros Survive

'.
. . to dispute with the enemy . .

/'

Poor mrs. king! A harassed refugee now in crowded Veracruz, her

young daughter prey to every passing revolutionary officer, and she

herself victim of a recurring nightmare, she felt at times that her nerves

would snap. During the day she was usually calm. But at night in the dream

the good widow saw her Cuernavaca property ruined. While she "stood im-

potently by, screaming," Zapatistas knocked down her dear Hotel Bella

Vista and "methodically piled up the stones to form a pyramid." 1

She had "invested everything" in the Cuernavaca hotel after her hus-

band's death. Its fortunes, so she had remarked with Victorian innocence,

were her fortunes; and now in the summer of 1916 she could not stand

"these horrible fancies" of total loss. She knew the Constitutionalist army

had recently occupied Morelos, and it occurred to her that in repairing her

things there she might repair her life. She went back, but Cuernavaca pre-

sented an awful scene: "Black, battered, bullet-pierced walls where had been

comfortable, happy homes, bridges destroyed, approaches to the town cut

1 For her account, see King: op. cit., pp. 5-6, 263-99. The phrases in quotes are

hers.
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As she recovered, so did the local revolutionaries. The impassioned ex-

perience of the last five years, culminating in an eighteen-month effort to

establish local, popular welfare, had created a consuming sense of union

among Morelos's rural families. Together they had enjoyed the high hopes

of their own reform, and together again they had suffered the awful disaster

of Gonzalez's invasion. "It seemed," recalled the observer of the refugee

crowd at Tehuiztla, "... that a single family had reunited there. Everybody

talked to everybody else with complete confidence. People lent each other

help, and men and women who had never seen each other talked as in-

timately as old friends." A few stayed in Guerrero, like one Tepoztecan sure

that "the situation [in Morelos] was hopeless and that I would be killed

and that [my wife and children] would perish."
2 But most, having depos-

ited their families in "inaccessible, unheard of places," came back "to dis-

pute with the enemy," said the Tehuiztla observer, "the land he was tramp-

ling over." In revolution these people had learned to think of Morelos as

theirs, and only theirs. To them the occupying Carrancistas seemed as for-

eign as the American troops still in the north, who they believed, as Zapata

had by now publicly charged, were there on Carranza's invitation to defeat

Villa.
3
Patriotism required, as Mrs. King had guessed, not that they respect

so strange and disreputable an authority as Carranza's but rather that they

oppose it heart and soul. And when in early July Zapata and the other chiefs

returned to organize resistance, the villagers rallied around them—this time

even grimmer, even more deeply determined. By now they knew better

how to die than to abandon their homes.

The risk of resistance in Morelos in mid-1916 was dreadful. For Pablo

Gonzalez stood to fix a claim on an important post in Mexico City if he

established Constitutionalist rule in the state : this official dignity he craved,

and he had thirty thousand troops to win it. From his early years in Nuevo

Leon and Coahuila before the revolution he had wanted success and ap-

proval. An orphan at six, a peddler at fourteen, once even an emigrant into

the United States, then a petty merchant and politician in a little Coahuila

farm town, and a revolutionary for Madero in 191 1, he had strained all his

life, alternately careful and reckless, for the opportunity he had now.4 His

only handicap was a fear of failure that had numbed his brain and left him

as stupid as he was ambitious. By 1916 a solemn, ceremonious palooka,

2 Lewis: Pedro Martinez, p. 102.

3 Manifesto to the Mexican People, May 29, 1916, AZ, 27: 5.

4 Jose Morales Hesse: El General Pablo Gonzalez. Datos para la historia, 1910-

1916 (Mexico, 1916), pp. 9-18.
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property in the state. And he evidently did not use the authority, as he

could have, to order provisional restitutions or grants of land to petitioning

villages. Only around Axochiapan did a subordinate, Vicente Segura, honor

village claims for restitution.
8

What Gonzalez supervised as Constitutionalism in practice was the

plunder of Morelos. The pickings were fine. On the mountains through

the northern parts of the state there was abundant timber. As reporters

hinted, the valleys were thick and green with newly planted food crops.
9

And as Gonzalez himself noted, large herds of cattle were grazing in rich

pasture land—over one thousand head around Tlaltizapan alone. Besides,

stores of the sugar and alcohol produced in the recent cane harvest remained

in the mills the Zapatistas had rehabilitated. The milling machines them-

selves were still in the haciendas. And finally there was the materiel the

Zapatistas had had to leave. The locomotives, boxcars, cannon, and ammu-
nition might go back to the War Department, but other items were in high

demand among private buyers. At Tlaltizapan, for instance, the booty com-

prised six boxcars of paper, three boxcars of coal and other minerals, five

thousand kegs of blasting powder, loads of dynamite, nitroglycerine, fuses,

caps, nitric acid, and tanning bark, a car of sulphur, fifty tons of copper,

five boxcars of machinery for manufacturing cartridges, several printing

presses, and one hundred hides.
1 All this was the spoils of war, and as

Gonzalez managed it in the next few months, it all disappeared—to re-

appear in markets in Mexico City. Along the way Gonzalez and most of his

staff and subordinates came into the money. For them the Morelos cam-

paign was a great chance for patriotic boodle, the most irresistible kind. In

cashing in their power, they deprived the Zapatista "bandits" of precious

resources. Such was the revolution Gonzalez installed in the state, a "work,"

as he termed it, "of reconstruction and progress."

To villagers who contemplated defending themselves against this ver-

sion of social change, Gonzalez quickly made clear the reprisals they could

expect. The occasion was a warning he delivered in early July, after Zapa-

tista raiders had almost wiped out Constitutionalist garrisons in Santa

Catarina and Tepoztlan. Evidently the local folk had served the raiders at

least as spies. If they or other villagers again obstructed his "beneficent and

healthy labor," he declared, they would oblige him "to proceed with extraor-

dinary severity against all the pueblos of the state." He could not permit the

8 Estado Mayor: op. cit., pp. 34, 41, 45-6, 95-101.

9 El Democrata, June 15, 1916.

1 La Prensa, June 25, 1932.
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as the old federal officers, he declared, "[who] weighed on the Nation and

caused it great expenses without lending any positive service." And he pro-

claimed them unworthy to lead "an armed movement which battles for the

good of the people and not for the formation of a new class of idle and use-

less men . .
." Dishonorable discharges from the Liberating Army were in

order, he decreed, for commanders who without authorization had re-

treated in the face of the enemy since May 1—since, that is, the major

campaign in which the Constitutionalists had occupied the state. Also

discharged were "chiefs, officers, and soldiers who instead of fighting the

enemy use their arms to abuse the citizens of the pueblos and to take away

from them their scarce means of subsistence," as well as chiefs who refused

to obey current orders to resume operations. They all had to turn over to

headquarters their arms, ammunition, staffs, escorts, and troops. The pro-

motions and appointments they had made were to go before headquarters

secretaries for review.4

The first chief to suffer this disgrace was Lorenzo Vazquez. Since 191

1

Vazquez had been among the chiefs Zapata trusted most, in council and in

the field. But during the critical weeks of the Constitutionalist invasion, he

had roused grave suspicions against himself. He, Montano, and the since

executed Pacheco had complained that the defeat the state was going down

in was the fault of the Conventionists, Palafox and Soto y Gama especially,

who had prevented an understanding with the Constitutionalists. Then,

after Pacheco's execution, Vazquez had taken into his camp two officers

from Pacheco's staff, reportedly two of those who had persuaded their

former chief to retreat before Gonzalez.5 And the line of defense around

Jojutla, which was his to hold during the June battles there, Vazquez had

not held long enough for Zapata to get supplies or civilians out of Tlalti-

zapan. Subsequently he had reorganized no forces and carried out no raids.

And on August 15 Zapata ordered his dishonorable discharge for "notori-

ous cowardice." Later, chiefs who failed to come back from Guerrero were

also discharged. Among them was Leobardo Galvan, a general and a

former delegate to the Convention.6

Still, going into the fall of 1916, the Zapatistas probably had around five

thousand men in the field. Probably two thousand to three thousand more

4 Decree of August 10, 1916, AZ, 28: 4: 1.

5 Declaration of Inocencio P. Zabala, April 14, 1916, AZ, 28: 5. Melendez: op.

cit., I, 375-
6 General Order of August 15, 1916, AZ, 28: 4: 1. General Order of January 13,

1917, AZ, 30: 13.
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now Felicista, like Higinio Aguilar and Juan Andrew Almazan, but he

gave them no entry into Morelos nor ever coordinated his forces with theirs.

And to clarify his political position he sent out circulars to his chiefs in-

forming them of Diaz's return and forbidding them to recognize him "in

any way."2
Ideologically the Morelos revolution remained the movement

of the Ayala plan.

Gonzalez's reaction to the resurgent Zapatistas was unerringly obtuse.

It was, as he had warned, "to proceed with extraordinary severity" against

the pueblos, where active resistants no longer were. And in the particular

procedure he employed he confirmed himself as the immediate spiritual

heir of the most infamous figure in Morelos history, Juvencio Robles. For

beginning on September 15, the eve of the national independence holiday,

he ordered the concentration of the state's rural families in the main towns

for subsequent deportation.
3 The order amounted to another declaration of

war against the village as an institution. In stark contrast, on the same day

in almost all other states, municipal elections were to take place to found

local autonomy. Meanwhile, the plunder of Morelos continued. Among
their victims, los Constitucionalistas had by now become known as los

consusunaslistas—"the ones with their fingernails ready" to scratch out loot.

Zapata took nice advantage of this bungling to discredit Gonzalez and

his revolution in the state. On September 15 he decreed a General Law on

Municipal Liberties. Composed by headquarters secretary Conrado Diaz

Soto y Gama and aides, the law was a formal fulfillment of various prom-

ises in the Conventionist program of reforms. In its five initial articles it

paralleled the brief decree Carranza had issued on municipalities. Declar-

ing that "municipal liberty is the first and most important of democratic

institutions, since nothing is more natural or worthy of respect than the

right which the citizens of any settlement have of arranging by themselves

the affairs of their common life and of resolving as best suits them the in-

terests and needs of their locality," Zapata abolished all federal and state

control over town councils in administration and finance. In effect he thus

abolished the system of political prefectures. And he ruled that elections be

direct. But in thirteen other articles the law was markedly more communal-

ist than the Carrancista decree. In this section of distinctly southern inspira-

tion Zapata recognized a danger Carranza had ignored completely. Unless

citizens took direct part in the "principal affairs" of their town, he warned,

2 Circular, June 7, 1916, AZ, 28: 4: 1.

3 El Democrata, September 25, 1916.
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rillas, he now selected targets more on political than on military grounds

—

which intensified the fighting where it shocked Mexico City but curtailed

it around ordinary villages. The change was a sign that Zapata had finally

taken heed of Villa's example in the north. There, commanding only two

hundred or three hundred men but staging scandalous raids, like those into

the United States, Villa had posed a serious danger for Carranza's new gov-

ernment: in late September the American troops were still in Mexico, and

negotiations were still dragging on to get them out.
6 At least since May

Carranza had feared that Zapata might launch similar attacks in the south,

dramatic assaults to prove that the government was a sham.7 Struggling

through the summer to regain his balance in Morelos, Zapata was not up

to terrorist theatrics ; but in a long report from an agent in Puebla City on

September 27 he read a persuasive case for trying them. The agent, Octavio

Paz, admitted that Carranza's military control was generally sound but in-

sisted that his political situation was extremely precarious. The elections

for the Constitutional Convention Carranza had recently called were bound

to divide the ambitious chiefs around him. And if the United States had

decisive evidence of the regime's internal weakness, it might well rescind

recognition. If the Republican candidate "Hugges" won the imminent

presidential elections, as Paz reported bets of five to one he would, then

the rescission was even more likely. Paz recommended attacks on trains and

on Puebla City, which, he said, would create as much international furor

as Villa's rampages in the north.
8

On October 1 Zapata first indicated publicly that he had a new field of

action in mind. In an Exposition to the Mexican People and to the Diplo-

matic Corps, after complaints about Carranza's political and economic pol-

icies and a condemnation of the coming Constitutional Convention as a

vicious fake, he declared suggestively that "there is not a single line of

communication which it can be said is controlled by Carrancismo."9 Almost

immediately he mounted an operation vividly impressive to foreign agents

in the capital. On October 4, in a battle the American charge d'affaires

described as "one of the heaviest . . . between Constitutionalists and Za-

patistas ... in months," Zapatistas captured the pumping station at Xochi-

milco which supplied the capital its water. A week later another band

6 Clendenen: op. cit., pp. 270-95.
7 Candido Aguilar to J. L. Rodgers, May 22, 1916, NA, 43: AMR: 9: 369.

s O. Paz, Report, September 27, 1916, AZ, 28: 2: 1.

9 Exposition to the Mexican People and to the Diplomatic Corps, October 1, 1916,

ibid.
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Meanwhile Gonzalez had become lethally impatient. His dream of an

impressive professional military administration had faded. As the clearing

campaign stalled, even saving face was a problem. Every week he had to

report more hamlets seized from resistants—and a hundred or so more Con-

stitutionalist casualties.
8
In frustration his subordinate commanders vented

their rage on whomever they found. On September 30 Colonel Jesus Gua-

jardo executed 180 residents of Tlaltizapan—men, women, and children.

The families were Zapatista, he asserted : they would not pay a forced loan

he had levied on them.9

And the sacking continued, as frantic as ever. Anything portable, it

seemed, wound up on the Mexico City market. One day Mrs. King re-

ceived a visit in the capital from three army officers who asked her to iden-

tify some bathtubs they had just bought from a Cuernavaca shipment.

She accompanied them to a warehouse near the central train station—and

yes, she told them, the tubs were from the Bella Vista. Great was the offi-

cers' relief: their purchases were good quality! Mrs. King protested that

the tubs were hers, that she wanted them back. The officers refused. They

had, they explained, only "confiscated" what she had "abandoned."1

A few months later, writing to a colleague in another zone, a secretary

at the Morelos headquarters recalled the Constitutionalists' ferocity with

bitterness still fresh. "Never did anyone believe," he wrote, "that there

would be ruffians who surpassed Huerta's . . . come and see," he asked,

"—pueblos completely burned down, timber leveled, cattle stolen, crops

that were cultivated with labor's sweat harvested by the enemy ... to fill

the boxcars of their long trains and be sold in the capital." As for the con-

centration, his comment was brief but pungent : "Robles, damned a thou-

sand times, is little in comparison." To clear out the countryside, he said,

the Constitutionalists drove people like "a herd of pigs" to loading plat-

forms and then shipped them in boxcars and cattlecars to Mexico City.

There they scattered them into the slums around the railroad yards, abso-

lutely destitute. Families left in the state fared hardly better. "This business

of seeing three or four men pulling a plow, taking the place of the beasts

they owned but which the Carrancistas stole from them—this," the secre-

tary testified, "is a revolting thing."
2 Years later Morelos villagers remem-

8 La Prensa, September 27 and October 4, 1932.

9 Palacios in Todo, December 24, 1942.

1 King: op. cit., p. 302.

2 Juan Espinosa Barreda to Alberto Paniagua, March 30, 1917, AZ, 28: 1: 3. For

Mrs. King's comments on refugees in Mexico City, among whom she found her

former servants, see op. cit., pp. 301-2.
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A few days later, a little higher up the same mountain, Zapatistas blasted

another train. Again the casualties were appalling. And again metropoli-

tans were witness to Gonzalez's incapacity even to police the capital zone.

The American charge d'affaires took due note of the Constitutionalist

failure in the south.
7

Gonzalez was in a fury, but he was helpless. Even with thirty thousand

men he had miscarried his assignment. And he could extract no new re-

inforcements from Secretary of War Obregon, who needed all the troops

and supplies he could muster in more critical operations—chasing Villa in

Chihuahua and Felix Diaz in Oaxaca, and keeping close guard on the

American expedition still on Mexican soil. Gonzalez's only recourse was

private rant, that Obregon had deliberately shortchanged him in men and

funds and had probably subverted him too, and that the Zapatistas were

"barbarians, . . . loathsome satyrs [of] bestial instincts, . . . felons and

cowards by nature" who would not fight fair.
8

In Cuernavaca Gonzalez resigned himself to defeat. He dutifully let

the political burlesque continue in which members of his staff won local

"elections" to represent Morelos in the Constitutional Convention opening

December 1. Acting as branches of the recently founded official party, the

Liberal Constitutionalist, the garrisons at Cuernavaca, Cuautla, and Jojutla

chose three headquarters officers as regular delegates and three more as

alternates. Only one, Colonel Alvaro Alcazar, representing Jojutla, was

a native of the state : the politician in an old merchant family from Jonaca-

tepec, he had served on the town council there in 191 1. The others were

northerners, from Sonora, Nuevo Leon, Coahuila. The Liberal Constitu-

tionalist commanders also nominated Carranza for president, and after

considering one of their own number, General Gustavo Elizondo, for

governor, they nominated Carranza for that post as well.
9 But Gonzalez

had no illusions now about his real power in the state. After convening his

generals to discuss the campaign, he announced on November 22 a plan

7 Parker to the secretary of state, January 10, 1917, NA, 59: 812.00/18161.

8 Pablo Gonzalez: "Verdades para la historia," in Partido Reconstruccion Na-

cional: Recopilacion de Documentos y Algunas Publicaciones de Importancia (Monter-

rey, 1923), pp. 239-43.
9 El Universal, November 9 and 18, and December 5, 1916. See also S. Valverde:

op. cit., pp. 183-4, and Gabriel Ferrer Mendiolea: Historia del Congreso Constituyente

de igi6-igiy (Mexico, 1957), p. 168. On the origins of the Liberal Constitutionalist

Party, see Eugene M. Braderman: "A Study of Political Parties and Politics in Mexico

since 1890" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Illinois, 1938), pp. 156-9.
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fought their way into Yautepec. By January 10 they again held Cuautla.

During the next week they moved into Tetecala, then Miacatlan, and then

Cuernavaca.5 They had retrieved no supplies, but they had recovered

their state.

For a few weeks delirium prevailed in Tlaltizapan. From there it

seemed that Constitutionalism was about to collapse, that Gonzalez was

withdrawing his forces as the federal generals had withdrawn theirs when

Huerta fell. Soto y Gama dashed off a program of economic and financial

measures the Liberating Army would carry out when it again occupied

Mexico City.
6 Octavio Paz, now in San Antonio, also misjudged the fed-

eral retreat. He reported back to headquarters the intelligence that "our

triumph appears a fact" and urged an immediate push north from Cuer-

navaca, to beat Pancho Villa to the capital!
7 After the United States lifted

its embargo on shipments of war materiel in mid-January, Zapata signed

another Manifesto to the Mexican People, declaring that "the nightmare

of Carrancismo, running over with horror and blood, is at its end," and

assuring the nation again of southern "generosity" to all classes except the

landlord.
8 From headquarters there also issued a new nationalization de-

cree.
9 And on paper the Liberating Army underwent drastic regularization

—into an active and a first- and second-reserve militia, from the squad to

the division level, complete with an engineering and a medical corps and

military tribunals.
1

It was soon clear how far off this judgment was. That Gonzalez should

fold was no sign that the government would too. At the Constitutional

Convention in those very days the Carrancistas were proving the basic

strength and solidity of their party. And in debating and writing into the

new Constitution reforms for social welfare, they revealed an acute sense

of national responsibility. They even horned in on the Zapatistas' agrarian-

ism. Among those who advocated a radical defense of the pueblos was a

delegate from Puebla, Luis T. Navarro, who as a Maderista deputy in

1913 had found refuge from Huerta among the Zapatistas, had served

eighteen months with them in Morelos and Puebla, and now in 1917 de-

5 Revolutionary Information Service, January 10, 1917, AZ, 30: 13.

6 Measures of Economic and Financial Order, January 10, 1917, AZ, 27: 18.

7 Paz to Soto y Gama, January 15, 1917, AZ, 29: 13.

8 Manifesto to the Mexican People, January 20, 1917, AZ, 30: 13.

9 Decree on Nationalized Goods, January (n.d.), 1917, AZ, 28: 10: 3.

1 Decree to the Liberating Army, January 31, 1917, AZ, 30: 13.
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posts he had left before.
4
Militarily, the Zapatistas had made Morelos into

a quagmire. Gonzalez could have stormed back into the state, but he would

only have bogged down deeper. On the defensive, the Zapatistas were at

least safe.

The work the chiefs and secretaries now resumed was the work they

had been at before the invasion, the refoundation of the state as a common-

wealth of villages. This they did in part to secure more tightly the popular

base of their movement. In part also they were out to confirm to observers

in Mexico and beyond, and to themselves as well, that only they were sin-

cere in their respect for the pueblo, that in comparison the Carrancista

agrarian reform was a fraud. In similar straits outlaw revolutionaries

elsewhere made deals with the government, lapsed into banditry, became

mercenaries, affiliated with the Felicistas, anyway forgot the reason they

had originally given for their revolt. But in Morelos the commitment to

keep local rural communities intact and in operation remained as strong

as it had ever been. After six years of fighting, the revolutionary chiefs

there evidently could not conceive of another purpose to their struggle.

As for the secretaries, still certain they could not have been wrong, they

stayed loyal too.

If the Zapatistas had not changed, local conditions of life had, however

—for the worse. Most striking was that the hacienda had disappeared.

Its resident laborers long fled, deported, conscripted, or recruited, its fields

in corn or weeds, its buildings broken down and burned, its mills dis-

mantled, the plantation was no longer a center of production, not even

of habitation. It was visible in Morelos in 1917 only as a ruin, a place for

lizards and archaeologists. Less obvious but equally crucial was the change

in the villages. There families still congregated, but many were in places

they hardly knew, where they had fled for refuge and stayed in fear. And
around the villages too the fields lay empty of crops, last year's cornstalks

still standing dry and yellow-gray under the winter sun. In the pastures

there were no cattle. Nor were there pigs or chickens roaming as before

through the bleak, cobbled village streets. Only now and then women or

children passed out of doors, to dart from one stove-in building to another

on their errands. And old local leaders were gone, killed or deported or

hiding out. In this misery and social disarray bandits reappeared, as they

always had during such times in Morelos. To refound the state, the Zapa-

tistas could no longer depend on the pueblos to reorganize on their own.

4 E/ Democrata, February 8, 15, and 27, 191 7. La Prensa, February 16, 1933.
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existed in many villages. Associates had no official authority, and they were

under strict orders not to interfere with municipal government business;

but in practice they dominated local society. On paper each association

comprised four officers and six voting members, elected every four months

by direct vote in the pueblo. Re-election for a year after leaving office was

forbidden. Candidates had to be "revolutionary or at least to sympathize

with the principles which the revolution defends." Other qualifications

were local residence, majority of age, literacy, and no record of having ex-

ploited local people either from public office or through "influences . . .

with past governments."8 But since only a few villages still contained ten

such men not already in the Liberating Army, and even fewer had the

forty whom a year's round of elections would require, the associations re-

mained simple cadres. In almost all of them, the dominant figures were a

few brothers or cousins who had retained local respect without having gone

off to war. Together they filled maybe half the seats, which they traded

around at each term.

The associates' responsibilities were various. Among them was that of

taking part in "the elections of all classes of authorities, formulating can-

didacies which guarantee the interests of the pueblo, exhorting citizens

to fulfill their electoral duties, and organizing them for the elections." The

upshot was that associates controlled the irregular municipal elections in

Morelos in 1917 and 19 18 and probably exerted secret but nonetheless real

influence in the regular elections in Puebla.9

In routine matters the associates served as commissars. Their principal

business was to make sure that the military respected the civil authorities.

And they managed mediation in scores of disputes between municipal

officials and chiefs of garrisons. The conflicts were usually over the control

of local resources—crops, pasture, draft animals, vacant plots. Because of

all the migrations and resettlements, it was harder now to say who had the

best claim to use a certain field or team of oxen. The soundest claim in a

pueblo was a reputation for having used the thing in question before. Yet

the revolutionary troops, who had put no more than a rifle to use for the

last year, also deserved support or the means to support themselves; and

8 Rules for the Associations for the Defense of Revolutionary Principles, May 23,

1917, AZ, 29: 10.

9 Many documents on the activities of various associations in 1917 are in AZ, 28:

3, 20, and 22. For the Puebla elections, in which an ex-Zapatista candidate for governor

ran strongly around Atlixco and Izucar de Matamoros, see Porfirio del Castillo:

Puebla y Tlaxcala en los dias de la revolution (Mexico, 1953), p. 260.
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still going on was for the fatherland and for poor people, and that the Za-

patistas were national heroes—this was unforgettable.

Soon after reoccupying the state, Zapata began organizing a government

to reinforce the pueblos. The first law he decreed was an original plan

Palafox had prepared, to establish a special agrarian authority in each vil-

lage "to represent and to defend . . . the pueblos in affairs of land, timber,

and water." Palafox recognized that "from time immemorial" some vil-

lages had named representatives in their agrarian disputes, but now he

wanted to make the post a regular office "with faculties and obligations well

defined," independent from the municipal council. Every village, he de-

clared, had to elect at least two representatives by a direct vote, to serve for

a year (without salary) concurrent with the town councilors. Nominees

had to be over twenty-five, "notoriously honest," natives of the village in

which they were up for election, and resident there for at least the last

five years. Re-election could occur only after two terms. Removed from the

municipal council and incumbent now on these officials were the immense

responsibilities of managing their pueblo's communal property, the ejido

—of renting vacant fields, of assigning plots to resident families, of grant-

ing permits to divert streams or exploit a section of the local woods. Above

all, as Palafox listed it, was the responsibility of guarding "the titles and

maps of the ejido," the veritable proofs of the village's right to exist.
3 In

thus fortifying local control over the local economy, Zapata acted to guar-

antee forever the traditions he did not believe his people could do without.

These intentions shortly received elaboration and formal revolutionary

approval. On March 1 a major junta of chiefs and secretaries took place in

Tlaltizapan. There in a session of the Consultation Center they discussed

for three days the various problems of their revolution and the strategies

and policies they should try to carry out. According to the only account

still available, the debate was free and lively. On some subjects, particularly

strategic alliances, the junta postponed decision.
4 On others the consen-

sus was clear. Among these, it appears, was how to rule Morelos. For the

time being the revolutionaries would set up no office of national authority

3 Law relative to Representatives of the Pueblos in Agrarian Affairs, February

3, 1917, AZ, 28: 10: 1. About five weeks later the Constitutionalist secretary of

agriculture ruled similarly that in the agrarian reform he administered local agrarian

committees, not municipal authorities, had the rights to hold title to ejidos and to

manage them. See Fabila: op. cit., pp. 315-16.

4 Fortino Ayaquica: "Como perdio la vida el general Domingo Arenas," serialized

in El Hombre Libre, September 8, 1937.
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mous municipality as the nuclear unit of government. But recognizing that

pueblos "isolated from each other as now happens" often fell into "rival-

ries, hates, and bad understandings," they instituted a new office to serve

"as a bond of union between the municipios." This was the district presi-

dency, similar to the elective prefectureships that had existed in Sonora

and Zacatecas twenty-five years before : when they voted for their municipal

officials, townspeople would also vote for a district president, who would

ensure order and responsibility in the town councils in his domain.6 At

the top was a governor, whom the revolutionary chiefs would pick as

before for the provisional period and who had to rule in accordance with a

three-man governor's council, which the chiefs would also appoint. In the

same law the Zapatistas at headquarters also provided for regular popular

participation in government through other than official channels. Here

the reform was an invention of their own. Through a hierarchy of juntas

—

villagers meeting in their pueblos on the fifteenth of each month, their

elected delegates meeting in the proper municipal seat on the twentieth,

and appointed municipal delegates meeting in the district seats on the

first—they hoped to keep local people immediately and constantly involved

in politics.
7

Barely a month later Zapata issued the third basic decree, a thirty-two-

page organic law for the state's town councils. Noting that "in these mo-

ments of general disorder . . . municipal authorities are bound to encounter

serious difficulties in their labor, principally [since] . . . the majority of

those who now sit on the councils lack practice in administrative affairs,"

the headquarters secretaries spelled out how the new officials should pro-

ceed. In detail they described the territorial composition of a municipality,

the strictly impartial character of its government, the creation of municipal

assistancies in outlying pueblos, the various powers of the municipal presi-

dent, councilors, assistants, and employees, and the official duties in ad-

ministration, finance, health, security, education, justice, entertainment,

and so on.
8

In practice the Zapatista government of Morelos in 1917 was a crude

6 For the Sonoran and Zacatecan precedents, see Moises Ochoa Campos: La Re-

forma Municipal, Historia Municipal de Mexico (Mexico, 1955), pp. 315-16, 322-3.

7 General Administrative Law for the State of Morelos, March 17, 1917, AZ, 28:

1: 2.

8 Organic Law for Town Councils for the State of Morelos, April 20, 191 7, AZ,

28: 21: 2.
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Puebla campaign.3 A Felicista chief mediating between Zapata and Arenas

even advised Zapata to extend the offensive. "With a general push in the

states of the South," he wrote, "that is, with a simultaneous attack on sev-

eral towns, we would soon send Carranza [like Diaz and Huerta] to the

Ypiranga."4 Zapata never accomplished the Puebla attack, much less the

broader southern drive, but his forces patently maintained the military

initiative in the strategic country west and north of Puebla City. To defend

the town of Cholula the Constitutionalists had to make it into a fortress.
6

The Zapatistas' survival was humiliating to Gonzalez. On March 11

elections for Congress and the presidency had come off in every state in

the Republic, except Morelos, the center of his zone of operations.
6 But

still he could squeeze no new supplies or reinforcements from the War
Department. On May 1 his rival, Obregon, resigned as secretary there,

but what followed was worse. Because of the Department's marked polit-

ical function, President Carranza took on its powers directly, which, con-

sidering his other preoccupations, only confused its direction and impaired

its efficiency; and now Gonzalez could not even cry sabotage from above.
7

The undersecretary of the Department proved unable to discipline clerks

or combatants, now formally organized as the National Army. Field com-

manders, happier in the cantinas than in a fight, faked battles, padded

their casualty lists, and for exercise went out to pillage. For months Gon-

zalez toiled on like this. Winking at one officer's corruption, censuring

another's, and then proclaiming barefaced a string of victories in the south

that should have carried him through Morelos and on at least into Guate-

mala, the unlucky general saw his political fortunes trickle away week by

week. Not all the kermesses he attended in the metropolitan suburbs

could comfort him. Always the press described the Zapatistas on the run,

only to announce in outrage the next day a new raid on a national train

or outpost. Government spokesmen reported hundreds of Zapatistas sur-

rendering, yet Carranza pressed Congress for permission to extend execu-

3 Zapata to D. Arenas, March 7, 1917, AZ, 28: 1: 1. M. Caraveo to Zapata,

March 23, 1917, ibid., 2. Zapata to D. Arenas, April 13, 1917, AZ, 28: 21: 1.

Ayaquica in El Hombre Libre, September 6 and 8, October 4, 6, and 15, 1937.

4 Caraveo to Zapata, March 26, 1917, AZ, 28: 1: 2.

5 La Prensa, April 25, 1933.
6 Ibid., March 11, 1933.
7 Gabriel Ferrer Mendiolea: "Los secretarios del Presidente Carranza," El Na-

tional, June 29, 1954.
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Or should they join Felix Diaz? Since Carranza had announced his

plans for a new Constitution the year before, and especially since the new

charter had taken effect, Don Felix had paraded as the champion of the Old

Liberalism of the 1857 Constitution. His movement had become more pop-

ular and more formidable; and wealthy exiles in New York still financed

him. If Carranza did fall, the Felicistas looked likeliest to dominate a new

government. The Old Liberal cause Diaz now claimed to represent was

the cause for which the fathers and grandfathers of many Morelos chiefs

had fought. To them as to many chiefs in other states through the center

and south, his appeal for recruits and allies was increasingly attractive.

Or should they go on independently ? And if so, how should they justify

the continued sacrifice to the villagers in whose name they fought ? As inde-

pendents, should they ignore other important dissidents around the coun-

try ? Or should they establish relations with them ? On what terms ? Should

the terms be uniform for all allies, or vary depending on local conditions ?

Who would do the negotiation ?

As the need to answer these questions grew through 1917, so did the

strain on the Zapatista chiefs and secretaries. At the Tlaltizapan head-

quarters intrigue flourished. Zapata and the other chiefs apparently pre-

ferred to let the questions ride, in hopes that they would disappear. But the

secretaries, who sensed more keenly the political opportunities an astute

decision might lead to, pressed and maneuvered to impose their opinions.

Every gesture triggered suspicions. Fears of defection and treachery abated

only if Zapata intervened personally to vouch for the suspect.

For all the strain was hard. For some, especially those already on the

skids, it was intolerable. After his discharge the previous August, Lorenzo

Vazquez had languished for several months at headquarters practically

under house arrest. He still venerated Zapata, his old army buddy and his

chief since 191 1, but Palafox and Soto y Gama scared and repelled him;

they had turned his jefe against him, he lamented to other chiefs.
3
In early

1917, just as the local revolutionaries recovered the state, he fled south—to

the little town of Buenavista de Cuellar, on the Guerrero line, where a

colony of outcast and self-exiled Zapatistas had gathered. In the following

weeks he commiserated with another also-ran, Otilio Montario. Like Vaz-

quez, the portly, pompadoured schoolteacher had always been loyal to Za-

pata but had nevertheless lost out at headquarters. Although Zapata liked

him, he had never greatly respected him. Montano talked too much, and

3 Personal interview with Palacios.
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incriminating was that Montano had not reported in Tlaltizapan during

or after the revolt, but had headed toward the rebel town. Quite near there

loyal Zapatistas had seized him. Montano protested that he was innocent.

But Palafox and Soto y Gama took up the case, urging an indictment.

Zapata delayed action, obviously not wanting to prosecute his old com-

panion. Most other veteran chiefs could not believe Montafio's guilt either,

and anyway they were inclined to forgive him.8 But after several days Za-

pata did what he had to do: call a court-martial to try Montano for com-

plicity in treason. Presiding over the court was Palafox, and appointed to

the other seats and offices were more of Montafio's enemies and rivals. Per-

sonally Zapata could not take the inevitable verdict. He informed the head-

quarters secretary of justice that he would pardon Montano of any crime

less than that charged. And then on May 15, the day the trial began, he left

Tlaltizapan until it was over.
9 At one a.m. on May 18 the revolutionary

tribunal found the little schoolteacher guilty. Later in the morning Montano

delivered his last oration, proclaiming that "the politicians who are now in

the headquarters" had framed him in an "infamous intrigue," that never

for a moment had he betrayed the Ayala plan, which he himself had

written, and that Zapata had weakly let his enemies destroy him but that

the people of Morelos would finally do him justice. At the end he asked for

a priest. Refused, he flew into a rage of resignation, signed his sentence and

a long formal protest, and said goodbye to his family.
1 At noon he was

executed by a firing squad. Even the court felt obliged to justify the sentence

and express regret.
2

Other chiefs collapsed in other ways. Of thirty national soldiers captured

in a battle in March, Valentin Reyes himself shot every one.
3 Around

Cuautla Zapatista officers tore down the remains of the sugar mills at Casa-

sano, Calderon, Hospital, and Cuahuixtla, against superior orders. Worse,

they then smuggled the scrap metal into national zones in Puebla and the

Federal District, where it sold at high, World-War-I prices. Among the

crooked officers was Luciano Cabrera, the Ayalan who had defended Ane-

8 Moises Bejarano: "Breves Apuntes Sobre la Muerte del Gral. Otilio E. Montano"

(MS, n.d., i960?), p. 5. I consulted these notes thanks to the generosity of Juan

Salazar Perez. Bejarano was part of the squad guarding Montano.
9 Zapata to Gregorio Zufiiga, May 15, 1917, AZ, 29: 10.

1 Bejarano: op. cit., p. 8. "El testamento politico de Otilio E. Montano," Excelsior,

January 21, 1919.

2 Revolutionary Information Service, May 18, 1917, AZ, 29: 10.

3 Serafin M. Robles to Zapata, March 13, 1917, AZ, 28: 1.
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The Resistance Reforms

'.
. . our unforgettable General Zapata fell

never to rise again."

After the deaths of montano and his brother, Zapata lost faith in the

L advice he got in Tlaltizapan. "His normally taciturn character," a

young headquarters guard later remembered, "had became dark, crabbed,

irascible, somewhat neurasthenic, to the point that even the men of his

escort feared him when he called them."1 But reaching him through his

grief were words he soon listened to. They came from Tochimilco, from

Gildardo Magana, the ranking secretary there. Magana was a peacemaking

man.

As a boy he had learned generosity, to resolve the tensions of the misfit

life his family led. The place he was born in, Zamora, Michoacan, was a

prosperous and modern town when he grew up there in the 1890's and

ic^oo's. Lying in an "astonishingly fertile" valley, surrounded by "rich and

productive haciendas" where tobacco, grains, sugar cane, fruits, and live-

stock flourished, the town had swelled to a population of over twenty-six

thousand in 1910. Special sources of pride were three grand hotels, an elec-

tric light system, and the streetcars running out to the train station and

suburban villages. But Zamora was also, as a younger Magana brother later

recalled, "the most fanatic city in the most fanatic state in Mexico." The

1 Bejarano: op. cit., p. 4.
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of the little enlightenment available in Zamora, he sent other children from

families who could not afford the school by themselves.3

From these stresses Gildardo Magana somehow emerged strong and

whole. What he had learned was to mediate: not to compromise, to sur-

render principle and to trade concessions, but to detect reason in all claims

in conflict, to recognize the particular legitimacy of each, to sense where

the grounds of concord were, and to bring contestants into harmony there.

Instinctively he thrived on arguments, which he entered not to win but to

conciliate. To his brothers, though he was the third youngest of ten chil-

dren, he always seemed the oldest—"by nature of the type," an American

acquaintance later observed, "we call conservative and prudent." His father

also noticed his talents, which he took as managerial, and sent him to Phila-

delphia to study business.
4

Gildardo became a Liberal like his father. In 1908 the Maganas moved

to Mexico City, and there he and his brothers, abetted by their father,

plunged into the opposition then mounting against Diaz. Joining metro-

politan clubs tending toward anarcho-syndicalism, they wound up in the

abortive Tacubaya Conspiracy of March 191 1. In flight from the law, they

went south to join the closest uprising, that of Zapata in Morelos. Since

then they had remained loyal to the revolution started in Ayala, Gildardo

in the lead.

But in revolution Gildardo still yearned for union. From the summer

of 191 1 on he had dedicated himself to settling differences he considered

only misunderstandings. With the Maderos first, then with the Constitu-

tionalist chiefs in the north in 1913-14, and then with Villa and Angeles

and the Conventionists in 1914-15, he had worked to play down mistrust

and reform coalitions. Each time he had failed, but the impulse to reconcile

never ceased. In 1916 he had not stayed in Tlaltizapan, where the back-

biting was so fierce, but had passed on to Tochimilco, where he could op-

erate in cleaner air. Around there he helped to keep local chiefs in line and

to protect the villages from excessive revolutionary demands. Tall, husky,

baby-faced, too young and mannerly to seem to rival older chiefs, too big

for those his own age to scare, he became a regular arbiter in the area. It

was he who took charge of the efforts to win Domingo Arenas back to the

3 Personal interviews with Octavio Magana Cerda.

4 Carlos Reyes Aviles: "Gildardo Magana. Breves Datos Biograficos," in Melendez:

op. cit., II, 470. William Gates: 'The Four Governments of Mexico. Zapata—Protector

of Morelos," World's Wor\, April 1919, p. 657.
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course. While he stayed in Tlaltizapan trying to hold the local movement

together, his proxy Magafia would try from Tochimilco to find friends in

other camps.1

One likely source of aid went untapped. This was the Morelos colony

in Mexico City, which no longer comprised the planters but mainly old

Leyvistas who had joined Carranza since 1914. Patricio Leyva, Antonio

Sedano, Benito Tajonar, Domingo Diez, Miguel Salinas's son Leon, Manuel

Mazari—these exiles wrangled among themselves and disapproved deeply

of Zapata, but they still loved their native state and wanted to spare it

misery; and they had connections in the government. If Zapata had directed

Magafia to ask them for help, they might well have given it.
2 But precisely

because they were natives, and therefore his rivals, they were the last per-

sons Zapata would invite to take part in local affairs. Besides, he did not

want favors from Carranza, but to force Carranza from the presidency.

For the time being Magafia also shied away from the Felicistas, though

financially and strategically they remained the government's most formida-

ble opponents. The revolutionary opposition that Zapata expected Magafia

to organize had little in common with the reactionary opposition Felix

Diaz and his cronies in New York had launched, and Magafia was careful

to avoid any sign of affiliation with them, much less subordination. He
continued joint Zapatista-Felicista military operations in western and south-

ern Puebla, but in propaganda he always announced them as purely Zapa-

tista.

In mid-August the overtures began—to Villa and Emilio Vazquez. To
the latter, whom Paz had watched in San Antonio and found more reli-

able than his brother, "especially on the agrarian question," Zapata sent

his "greetings." Tentatively resuming the vague collaboration they had

carried on in 1912, he only urged Vazquez to continue his work for "our

common ideals" and to aid Paz. With Villa Zapata was more specific. Al-

though Villa no longer threatened the government militarily, he remained

a potential political danger at large in Chihuahua; and Zapata regarded his

participation in the projected coalition as indispensable. To demonstrate

revolutionary unity he asked Villa to sign a new Manifesto to the Nation

for publication on September 1. He also asked Villa if he would name

Emilio Vazquez his representative in Washington.3

1 [Genaro Amezcua:] Mejico Revolucionario a los pueblos de Europa y America,

igio-igi8 (Havana, n.d., 1918?), pp. 88-9. Reyes Aviles: Cartones, pp. 42, 53.

2 Mazari: "Bosquejo," p. 123. Sedano: op. cit., pp. 24-5.

3 Zapata to E. Vazquez and to Villa, August 18, 1917, AZ, 29: 13.
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nesties like his. The discussion brake into furious yelling. The escorts

maneuvered around for a good first shot. And then the shooting started.

I fired point -blank at Magana, and missed. Magana punched Arenas,

Collapsed into l wrestling match with the spind! 1 only

one arm, and finally stabbed him in the l>elly with a hunting knife

got loose 1 inning to escape after his aides when the Zapa-

tista escorts shot and killed him left immed llakizapin

to Itp0f1 the epivnie to Zapata.
5
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Enrique Creel, and Ignacio de la Torre y Mier.6 The last proposition mat-

tered most. For not by accident the latifundistas mentioned, prominent

figures in the old regime, were now prominent in exile in New York for

the sums they contributed to the Felicista movement.7 The manifesto served

as a kind of plebiscite among revolutionaries. Those who signed it set them-

selves not only against Carranza's false revolutionary government but also

against Felix Diaz's false opposition.

Through the fall these efforts continued, with no striking success but

with no egregious failure either. Zapata himself devoted unusual attention

to the enterprise. Although Palafox embarked on a crusade against Car-

rancista spies infiltrating into Morelos, which might eventually have impli-

cated Magafia, Zapata kept him in check and encouraged Magafia to try

new contacts. In particular he recommended appeals to Vicente Segura, the

Carrancista commander who had given land to villages around Axochiapan

the year before, and to Lucio Blanco, in exile in Laredo, Texas.8 He also

sent young Octavio Magafia on a secret mission to San Antonio to check on

Paz's work. And at last he had southern propaganda sent to Amezcua in

Havana, who had it published in the press there.
9

Slowly in response the War Department organized a new offensive in

the south. It was difficult for Carranza and his advisers to tell whether the

Zapatista attempts to negotiate in Puebla signified a more sophisticated

strategy or an inclination to surrender.
1 Anyway the reaction was to force

the issue in battle. As in 1916, national battalions were to surround Morelos

and then pinch together, catching the Zapatistas in the middle, leaving

6 Manifesto to the Nation, September 1, 1917, AZ, 29: 13.

7 Liceaga: op. cit., pp. 406, 426. The geography of Mexican exile politics was

interesting. The most conservative elements retired to Paris and Biarritz and con-

tributed little money or prestige to a cause they obviously considered lost. It was as

if they too had been liberated, from the responsibility of leading an "Indian" country

they were ashamed of. The merely rich—the cienrifico entrepreneurs—operated

mainly in New York, and were the most effective. Destitute lawyers, politicos, jour-

nalists, and hatchetmen hung out mostly around the Caribbean and in the Mexican

communities through the American Southwest. There is a mine of information on

this subject for 1918 and 1919 in AGRE, L-E-837: 12.

8 Circular to municipal authorities, September 10, 1917, AZ, 28: 10: r. Decree

against traitors, September 20, 191 7, ibid., 2. Palafox to Mendoza, October 16, 1917,

AZ, 29: 1. Zapata to Magafia, November 3, 1917, ibid. Excelsior, September 13, 1917.

9 Amezcua: op. cit., pp. 100-2, 106-15, 119-28, 138-47, 151-9.

1 Excelsior, August 11 and 14, 191 7.
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he did not neglect dealings with other likely confederates. In early Decem-

ber he drew Alfredo Robles Dominguez, by then a federal deputy and a

major figure in national politics, into an exchange of letters.
6

In mid-month the rationale of his efforts suddenly came clear. A revolt

broke out in Coahuila, because the defeated candidate for governor there

would not accept his loss. Joining him in rebellion were other prominent

but now disgusted local leaders, among them once trusted national com-

manders. Implicated also were exiles like Lucio Blanco, a native Coahuilan

himself, who took the opportunity to sneak back into Mexico. In sympathy

or in connivance national troops also mutinied in Veracruz.7 News of the

uprisings threw the Zapatista headquarters in Tlaltizapan and Tochimilco

into a flurry of correspondence. Magana wrote to rebels in San Luis Potosi,

urging them to unite with other "healthy elements ... in common accord"

and assuring them that such was the intention of "the great majority of the

revolutionaries of the country, with whom we are already in communica-

tion." Zapata himself wrote to encourage a Hidalgo malcontent in league

with the Coahuila rebels. Following events closely, he exhorted Magana

to try especially hard for contacts with the fugitive Lucio Blanco and the

national commander in Tlaxcala, Pedro Morales.8 Two impressive mani-

festoes promptly issued from Zapatista headquarters, To the Revolution-

aries and To the People. In both the call was for union. The Coahuila revolt

proved, went the argument of the first, that Carranza alone kept the revo-

lution from its final establishment as a popular government. The Ayala

plan was now only the banner of "the country people," not the complete

code of solutions to the Republic's woes. For provisional president Zapata

wisely proposed no one, and antagonized no one. The president would re-

ceive his mandate, he promised, from a new junta of the nation's revolu-

tionary chiefs. In the second document the headquarters secretaries played

nicely on politicians' impatience with official abuses in the recent congres-

sional elections. They styled Carranza an old Porfirista who would never

carry out the reforms he had promised and again emphasized his personal

responsibility for the recurring disorder. "Everyone," read the manifesto,

"military or civilian, social reformers and simple liberal democrats, socialist

men of action and men platonically in love with the revolutionary ideal"

—

6 A. Robles Dominguez to Magana, December 11, 191 7, AZ, 29: 1.

1 La Prensa, December 14, 1933. Maria y Campos: op. cit., p. 203. Revolutionary

Information Service, Bulletin 5, January 3, 191 8, AZ, 29: 8.

8 Magana to S. and M. Cedillo, December 25, 1917, AZ, 29: 1. Zapata to Azuara,

December 26, 191 7, and to Magana, n.d. (late December 1917?), ibid.
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throughout the memorandum to Carranza was that the Zapatista army

would remain intact and in control of Morelos. In short, if Carranza would

recognize the legitimacy of the state's native revolutionaries, they would

recognize his government.3 The deal Magana had proposed was practically

what Carranza had earlier agreed to with Domingo Arenas. For the Presi-

dent, however, Arenas had been only a minor chief of local standing, easy

to accommodate, whereas Zapata notoriously represented hopes and atti-

tudes about Mexico's development that agitated the country and were,

Carranza believed, perverse. For him to recognize Zapata was to grant the

chance of reforms that could "compromise the people." "I never was a

revolutionary, nor am I, nor will I ever be," Carranza remarked a few

weeks later. "I am a fervent Constitutionalist, and I pride myself upon

having reestablished the constitutional order. Everything has been done."4

He did not refuse Magana's proposals; evidently he did not even deign to

answer them.

Through February the Zapatista search for allies took on a new and

grim urgency. Troubling Zapata and Magana now were reports from a

curious visitor in their territory, an American tycc ->n turned theosophist-

archaeologist. He was William E. Gates, in Mexico formally to do research

but really to hunt material about current Mexican politics. Gates knew

Mexico well, in a weird way. After graduating from Johns Hopkins (at

the bottom of his class, '86) and ignominiously secluding himself in busi-

ness in Cleveland, he had discovered Madame Blavatsky's Secret Doctrine

—which let him in on the mysteries of "ancient America." Privately, while

he amassed a fortune and an esoteric library, he delved into Mayan hiero-

glyphs and history. Toward 1910, in his late forties and still unmarried, he

had left Cleveland and moved to a bustling theosophical community out-

side San Diego, to pursue his studies full-time. There finally he bloomed

as a true Hopkins man, becoming professor of American archaeology and

linguistics at the theosophists' School of Antiquity, publishing an article on

Mayans in the bulletin of Harvard's Peabody Museum, producing a paper

on concepts of language for an anthropological congress in Geneva, help-

ing found the San Diego Museum, praying for peace, and voting for Wil-

son, a fellow Hopkinsian, in 1916. And in 1917 Gates too swam into

international affairs. To a new friend up in Santa Monica, like himself an

aging pilgrim in southern California and an old Latin hand besides, H. L.

3 Memorandum for the undersecretary of war and navy, February (n.d.) 1918,

AZ, 30: 36.

^Evolution, March 30, 1918, cited in Braderman: op. cit., p. 166.
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then "in the name of humanity Mexico must not be permitted to destroy

herself." He grandly promised to help Wilson "forestall the approach" of a

military operation. But he cautioned Zapata: "See that Mexico does not

make intervention necessary for her own salvation."

Zapata believed Gates's report. And unlike the actual interventions of

1914 and 1916, this mere warning scared him. Earlier, right or wrong, he

had considered the gringos' maneuvers so irrelevant (1914) or so directly

in support of Carranza (1916) that they required no change in southern

strategy. But now, so cutting was the threat the American professor brought

that he would not let him spell it out. When Gates tried to finish reading his

protocol, repeating that "Mexico must not go on in self-destruction," Zapata

shut him up. "I don't even want to hear it," he said.
8 But he had caught

the point of the lethal generosity the American expressed : he would have

to redouble efforts at unification. Unless he and the other rebels and dissi-

dents in the country organized soon, two gruesome dangers awaited them.

Either they would lose their followings to Carranza, who would use the

imminent American menace to unite all factions behind him, or, if he fell,

they would in their confusion and disarray forfeit the nation's sovereignty

to the United States, at least temporarily. To Zapata both alternatives were

abhorrent, both in effect treason. Gates passed on south into Oaxaca to

interview rebels there; Zapata remained in Morelos, sensitive now to yet

another responsibility, "national decorum."

On February 8 a circular issued from Tlaltizapan to Liberating Army
chiefs and officers. After the ritual preface that victory was near, it an-

nounced that since "the unification of all revolutionary elements is the basis

of peace and the necessary condition for the immediate and complete tri-

umph of our ideals," any nationals who defected "to help us from now on

like good companeros" were entitled to full guarantees from the Zapatista

forces. Two days later, for the first time in two years, Zapata named a spe-

cial envoy to deal with outlaws in other states. The envoy was to go to

Guanajuato and Zacatecas to unify "the criterion and action" of revolu-

tionaries there. On February 14 he started a regular correspondence with

Amezcua in Havana. At the end of the month he gave Magafia "full author-

ity to treat with all chiefs and officers who serve or served in 'Constitution-

alist' ranks and who have asked or are asking to unite in the Revolution."9

8 Gates in World's Wor\, April 1919, pp. 661-2.

9 Circular to Chiefs and Officers, February 8, 1918, AZ, 29: 2. Zapata to Albino

Guerrero, February 10, and to Magafia, February 25, 191 8, ibid. Zapata to Amezcua,

February 14, 191 8, AZ, 12: 5.
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Puebla, warned Zapata against political agreements with them anywhere.

To ally with them was to become their accomplices, and this, he judged,

would ruin the southern cause. But here Zapata was not so anxious. Al-

though he wanted no formal affiliation with the Felicistas either, he valued

the strategic possibilities that a tighter military connection with them could

provide, and he appreciated now the international impact of a revolutionary

union including the Felicistas. Let our agents negotiate, he replied to Ma-

gafia ; only limit their instructions and disavow them if they go too far.
3

The attractions of an understanding with the Felicistas became even

more obvious in April. Four jarring revolts broke out against the govern-

ment that month. Rebelling were Cirilo Arenas in Puebla and Tlaxcala,

Luis Caballero in Tamaulipas, the troops of Pedro Morales in Tlaxcala,

and the troops of Silvestre Mariscal in Guerrero. Each revolt derived from

its own peculiar origins, but all four became more or less Felicista. Magafia

studied them closely, sending his interpretations on to Zapata.
4 How to

benefit from these uprisings? In Morales's and Arenas's zone the Zapatistas

could exert immediate popular influence, and in the one "Indian" episode

of the whole Zapatista revolution secretaries composed manifestoes in Na-

huatl for distribution through Tlaxcalan and Pueblan villages, to congrat-

ulate local chiefs on their defiance of Carranza and to coax them into a

renewed allegiance to Zapata.
5 But to harness the rebellions in Tamaulipas

and Guerrero for Zapatista purposes would require treating with the leaders

there, who already leaned toward Don Felix.

Despite misgivings, Zapata finally appointed an ambassador to visit the

main Felicista camps. His choice was Reynaldo Lecona, a friend of Soto y

Gama's and a trusted junior secretary at headquarters since 191 4. Bearing

the March manifestoes and decree, other propaganda, and special invita-

tions to a general junta in Morelos where delegates could work out a plan

for union "under one banner," Lecona headed east in late April.

In the same spirt Zapata signed a remarkable document in Tlaltizapan

on April 25. It was a new Manifesto to the Mexican People, and a master-

piece of popular-frontsmanship. The author was Conrado Diaz Soto y

3 Magafia to Zapata, April 11, 1918, and Zapata to* Magafia, n.d. (mid-April

1918?), AZ, 29: 3.

4 Magafia to Zapata, April 27, 1918, and Revolutionary Information Service, Bul-

letin 1, April 28, 191 8, ibid.

5 Manifesto to the Pueblos in Arenas's zone of operations, and Manifesto to the

Chiefs, Officers, and Soldiers of the Arenas Division, April 27, 1918, ibid.
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gates in the Convention in 1915, farther still from the demands Palafox had

pressed upon the Carrancista emissaries in the summer of 1914. Indeed it

amounted in national terms to an abrogation of the Ayala plan itself, in

part a reversion to the stand of September 191 1, when Zapata had not yet

defined his action as a drive for social reform in the whole Republic but

still conceived of it as a local movement for justice in the courts. The only

trace left now of the plan he had fought nearly seven terrible years for was

the slogan at the end of the manifesto
—
"Reform, Liberty, Justice, and

Law." To secure these benefits, and peace, for the people in the place he

cared most about, and to help prepare the country against the foreign inter-

vention he feared, Zapata had forsaken his independence and declared him-

self ready for a "work ... of concord and fraternity."
6
In no subsequent

national pronouncement did he refer to his old Plan de Ayala.

From Tlaltizapan the manifesto was sent on to Tochimilco. There

Ayaquica and a visiting Felicista chief, Caraveo, signed it. And from there

Magana dispatched agents with copies into Mexico City and into Felicista

territory to the east and northeast. The most serious effort since 191 1 to re-

incorporate the Morelos revolution into the national movement was now

underway. Because the immediate control over its direction and pace was

in Tochimilco, Zapata took an extraordinary interest in the organization of

the headquarters there. Mildly annoyed, Magana assured his chief that he

would keep his office functioning properly.
7 But Zapata's attention re-

mained in focus on the diplomatic dealings, as intensely as it had been

before on restoring the villages their lands.

Local commotions still mattered in Tlaltizapan. Because of the poverty

in which Gonzalez had abandoned Morelos the year before, villagers had

reaped very meager harvests in early 1918. The stark misery and destruction

Gates had seen in the state reminded him of war-torn Belgium
—
"Rheims

and Ypres and St. Quentin in the small."
8 And now as the rains began, the

villagers jealously guarded the seed they were planting for the next harvest.

Zapata tried to protect them from military exactions.
9 But thieves and ban-

dits having sprung up in these hard times, villagers fought back on their

own. From their experience in the Associations for the Defense of Revolu-

tionary Ideals they had become quite militant about their rights. And or-

ganized and armed for self-defense, they repelled intruders without much

8 Manifesto to the Mexican People, April 25, 1918, ibid.

7 Zapata to Magana, May 2, 1918, and Magana to Zapata, May 4, 1918, AZ, 27: 15.

8 Gates in World's Wor\, April 1919, p. 657.
9 Decree on the Rights of the Pueblos, March 5, 191 8, AZ, 29: 4.
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otic appeal" to fractious pueblos in his zone, he reconfirmed their right to

arm for defense against "bad men and bad revolutionaries."
5

In the Tlaltizapan headquarters itself there was also grave trouble. Cru-

cially important was the dismissal of Manuel Palafox. As foreign policy had

become Zapata's central concern through the past year, Palafox had lost

influence with his chief. Worse, he lost his respect. Not only was Palafox

of no use in conciliatory efforts, because of his arrogant temper and be-

cause he had personally insulted men in other camps with whom Zapata

now wanted to deal; he also seemed in retrospect the individual responsi-

ble for the Zapatistas' present plight—the man they could blame for their

disastrous involvement with Villa in 1914, their alienation of worthy chiefs

in the Constitutionalist party, and their abiding reputation as the most in-

transigent group in the revolutionary movement. In February Gates had

noticed Palafox's anomalous role in Tlaltizapan. "When it was politics,

and Mexican or international questions," he observed, "Palafox was not

there—off with other duties. When it was a matter of practical dispositions

about titles, crops, irrigation, he was." On the American's inquiry about

Palafox's demotion, Zapata confirmed his guess. Jilted, Palafox had plunged

compulsively into administering local reforms. The day Gates arrived at

headquarters he barely sat down to eat, he later recalled, "before Palafox

was explaining all the operations of irrigation, their agricultural loan bank,

making advances to the farmers just as they went on stage by stage in the

cultivation, seeing to it that the crop was marketed and the loan repaid;

all well devised to educate the farmers to economic independence. The

dinner got cold while he talked." Gates politely praised the reform for

being "in agreement with our most modern lines." In pathetic delight Pala-

fox then bragged to Soto y Gama, "The senor says this is the best system in

the world." By now he could not restrain himself from claiming that he

had actually written the Plan de Ayala. Through the spring Palafox broke

down. It seems that in doubt of his sex he behaved indiscreetly and became

an object of contempt at headquarters. Zapata almost had him shot. Only

on Magana's warning that another execution after Montafio's would be too

much, Zapata relented and sent the ruined little man to Magaria in Tochi-

milco, "to lend his services as you judge convenient."
6

5 Circular to municipal authorities, July 16, 1918, AZ, 30: 23. Patriotic Appeal to

All Pueblos Deceived by the So-called Government of Carranza, August 22, 1918,

AZ, 27: 9.

6 Gates in World's Wor\, April 1919, pp. 658, 660. Zapata to Magana, May 26,

1918, AZ, 27: 15.
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of politics, and of knowing how to measure circumstances."
1 Within the

next week he had signed letters to Felipe Angeles and to Emilio and Fran-

cisco Vazquez Gomez, urging them to cooperate, start a revolt in the north,

and arrange for a recognition of belligerency from Washington.2

In mid-August, after the elections cost the Liberal Constitutionalists

their majority in Congress, Zapata at last addressed himself directly to the

most important dissident of them all, Obregon. He sent two letters, prob-

ably the creations of Soto y Gama, to encourage Obregon to revolt. In the

first he warned that "the reaction threatens the conquests of the Revolu-

tion like an avalanche" and asked that Obregon climax "his enterprise

as a fighter, helping to liberate the nation." In the second he condemned

Carranza as a dictator, insisted on unification as a simple act of patriotism,

and asked again for the "valuable cooperation of revolutionaries who up

to here have maintained themselves at a distance from us." In the same

week he also signed letters to Obregon's chief aide in Mexico City, Aaron

Saenz, and to the Liberal Constitutionalist deputies of the past Congress,

congratulating them and inviting them south if the government persecuted

them. When Magaiia found in refuge in Tochimilco a former national

officer who had served under Obregon in the great battles against Villa

in 1915, he had him write his old commander too, to assure him the Zapa-

tistas respected him.3

Obregon did not revolt. Nor did he, who never received his letters, or

his aides, who did receive theirs, reply on paper to the Zapatistas: even if

Obregon expected later to treat with Zapata, he could hardly afford to

leave a written record of his plan for Carran'cista spies to find and publish.

But undaunted, Zapata resorted again to Francisco Vazquez Gomez, nam-

ing him in late August his confidential agent to the United States. If Gates's

tale was true, then Vazquez Gomez could convince the American govern-

ment to recognize the united revolutionary factions as belligerents.
4

Most probably Carranza was aware that Zapata communicated with

1 Report to Zapata, July 10, 1918, ibid. Zapata to G. Magana, August 4 and 6,

1918, ibid., 20.

2 Zapata to E. Vazquez, August 11, 1918, and to F. Vazquez Gomez, August 12,

1918, ibid. Zapata to F. Angeles, August n, 1918, AZ, 27: 9.

3 Zapata to Obregon, August 17 and 24, 1918, and to Saenz and to the Liberal

Constitutionalist deputies, August 24, 191 8; Leonel Ramirez to Obregon, August 22,

191 8, AZ, 30: 20.

4 Reyes Aviles: Cartones, p. 56, n. 1. Zapata to F. Vazquez Gomez, August 30,

1918, AZ, 30: 20 and 27: 9.
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Not all the replies in favor of union were attractive. One, for instance,

came from an agent whom Manuel Pelaez, now independent from the

Felicistas, had stationed in Puebla—Federico Cordova. In mid-September

Cordova passed on to Marcelo Caraveo, also now loyal to Pelaez rather

than Don Felix, a report from anonymous metropolitan "senores": the

White House was convinced no revolutionary presently in opposition "can

control the situation" by himself; these same "senores" could get military

supplies and a $50,000,000 American loan if the revolutionary factions

would unite under Pelaez; as a guarantee for the loan, Pelaez would give

"the oil wells on his property" around Tampico. In turn Caraveo passed

the report on to Magana, noting that "apparently the Gringos and Pelaez

have arrived at a deal ..." Magana shortly sent back a frosty answer from

Zapata. After acknowledging Pelaez as "a true and conscious revolution-

ary" and repeating his wish for a "solid and secure" revolutionary union,

Zapata replied that "we must operate with the most necessary prudence

and indispensable tact to crown the work duly—that is, without prejudice

to the popular interests we defend and without any slight to national de-

corum, of which the people have always shown themselves so jealous."

In sum, he refused Pelaez's invitation and reiterated his own.9 But other

replies were encouraging. Reading between the lines of several, in late

September Zapata appointed Alfredo Robles Dominguez his "general

representative" in Mexico City, and in early October Magana dispatched

the appointment along with the manifestoes of March 15 and April 25,

other propaganda, and a brief on Zapatista contacts in the British Legation.

Like Vazquez Gomez, only quietly on the home front, Robles Dominguez

was to advocate foreign recognition of the outlaws as belligerents.
1

As winter came on, a new and profoundly anxious tone sounded in

Zapata's correspondence. He had local worries galore now. The Spanish

influenza, rampant throughout the world in these months, appeared in

Mexico City in early October and spread immediately into the south. There

were the perfect grounds for an epidemic—prolonged fatigue, starvation

diets, bad water, continual moving. In the mountains where the poorest

villagers were and where many chiefs had their camps, the biting winter

cold broke the health of thousands. In the towns bodies accumulated

9 Caraveo to Magana, September 20, 1918, and Magana to Caraveo, September

24, 1918, AZ, 30: 26.

1 Zapata to Robles Dominguez, September 25, 1918, and Magana to Robles

Dominguez, October 2, 1918, ibid., 25.
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advantageous to our cause," how to "approach the Allied Powers, to pro-

pose something favorable to the interests of the Republic and those of the

Revolution." This attempt he regarded as critically important, "for it ap-

pears to me that once the European-American question is solved, the

United States of America will throw itself on our nationality."
4 Then

would arise the impossible choice Gates had implied, to join Carranza in

national defense or to acquiesce in foreign supervision. Meanwhile he had

Magana resume serious dealings with Castro and Reyes. Increasingly in

correspondence with them there appeared attacks on "elements markedly

reactionary," in rebellion like the Felicistas or in office like the Carrancista

"unconditional." The theme of Zapatista appeals was now blatantly pa-

triotic. "If peace doesn't come in a very short time," Magana warned Castro,

"if we Mexicans don't deal with each other fraternally, since the end of the

European war has left the hands of the American colossus free, we are

threatened with the most humiliating of interventions, the result of which

would be at least the definitive wiping out of our sovereignty as a nation."
5

This was no trick, to traffic in love of the fatherland, but an honest alarm.

Gonzalez, to whom Castro remained loyal, plainly saw his and his

subordinates' patriotic duties in a different light. For him these duties re-

duced in Morelos to the re-establishment of Carrancista officials. And in

early December, the rains having stopped, the Zapatistas having weakened

drastically in numbers, health, and reserves of men and supplies, and the

government having consolidated its power in the new Congress, Gon-

zalez accelerated his military operations. With eleven thousand troops,

moving from Cuautla and Jonacatepec and from lines around the state,

he quickly occupied the four other main towns—Yautepec, Jojutla, Cuer-

navaca, and Tetecala. Scattered Zapatista forces tried to resist, but within

days they had everywhere dispersed and retreated into the hills.

This time Gonzalez ran the Constitutionalist revolution in Morelos

more professionally. To secure the occupation, he put garrisons in forty

or fifty towns and villages and hastened repairs on the railroads. To sat-

isfy metropolitan curiosity about his statesmanship, he appointed munici-

pal authorities, confirming some he found in office, replacing others with

4 Zapata to Angeles, November 21, 1918, ibid. Zapata to Magana, December 8,

1918, AZ, 30: 19.

5 Magana to Castro, December 3, 191 8, ibid. See also Magana to Castro, November

3 and 10, 1918, and to Reyes, November 10, 191 8; and Reyes to Magana, November

9 and December 8, 1918, ibid.
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volt. Although Palafox sent personal appeals to some southern chiefs, even

in their current straits they replied with irrevocable insults. ".
. . a poor

devil of mistaken sex like you can't call himself a friend of men like we

really are," retorted Maurilio Mejia. Less arrogant but equally abrupt was

the refusal from Emigdio Marmolejo: "All the lies you tell me, go tell

them to people who don't know you, because here in Morelos, I'll be frank

with you, you'll manage to surprise no one, least of all in the stupid form

you proceed in . . . Knowing you as I do, as an intriguing and ungrateful

man, I find it very natural that now . . . you speak badly of he who showered

you with favors and considerations which, we now see more clearly, you

did not deserve."
9 Nor did any major native chief surrender to the nation-

als, or even provisionally move his operations into Puebla. In this disheart-

ening crisis the chiefs who had been together from the start eight years

before—Zapata, de la O, Mendoza, Ayaquica, Jesus Capistran, Francisco

Alarcon, Timoteo Sanchez, Gabriel Mariaca, Pedro and Francisco Saave-

dra, Zeferino Ortega, Magafia, Mejia, and Marmolejo—still stayed true

to each other. During the winter they did lose some minor chiefs and many

troops who accepted amnesties from Gonzalez and Castro; their bands

became so small that they could not even carry on guerrillas. But they did

not lose the basic loyalty of their people. With only one exception (a stray

unit under Victoriano Barcenas, originally from Guerrero, which proved

the rule), the amnestied forces did not cooperate with the nationals in be-

traying their former comrades, much less in helping to suppress them.

Instead, officers and men quietly returned home to tend their puny, patchy

crops, as they had been doing before the occupation. Like their leaders'

retreat, their surrender was strategic. In the fields and the villages they

waited for a chance to rise again. Meanwhile they went on serving their

old chiefs when and how they could. Food they gave them, and shelter and

intelligence. Literally they nourished the local revolution and kept it alive.

Zapata remained nevertheless in regular contact with Magana, and

their negotiations continued without a pause. News from agents in Mexico

and Puebla City having heightened his fears of American intervention,

Zapata insisted that Magana harp on the patriotic theme in dealings with

Castro.
1 He approved Magana's statement of support for an Alliance of

9 Mejia to Palafox, November 27, 1918, AZ, 30: 21. Marmolejo to Palafox,

December 3 and 25, 1918, AZ, 30: 19 and 27: 13.

Report from Atl (Carlos Peralta), n.d. (December 1918?), AZ, 30: 19. Zapata

to Magana, December 13, 191 8, ibid.
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ately his interest in Francisco Vazquez Gomez revived. To Havana he

wrote to ask Amezcua to write to Vazquez Gomez in San Antonio, to

coordinate their propaganda and declarations.
5 And to Zapata, back in

Tlaltizapan in late January, he sent mail and a revolutionary program from

Vazquez Gomez—along with a report from San Antonio that many exiles

there, including Angeles, Villa, and Villarreal, backed Vazquez Gomez,

and that the prestigious doctor was "in constant communication with

President Wilson [then in Versailles!], who gives him complete confidence

and support." Magana's own advice was to unify all the outlaw revolu-

tionaries under the direction of this "man of much talent," to proclaim

him Supreme Chief of the revolution. In Vazquez Gomez's program he

saw only two flaws. They were glaring—a failure to mention the restitution

of lands, timber, and water to the pueblos, and a failure to explain that the

revolutionaries would not reimpose the 1857 Constitution where it nulli-

fied "the revolutionary principles." But Magafia had amended the pro-

gram appropriately and believed Vazquez Gomez would agree to the

changes "in his own interest" to stay in office. Without waiting for Zapata's

reply he sent off to Vazquez Gomez a provisional approval of the amended

program.6

On February 4 Zapata answered Magana, obviously relieved. The

guilty strain of claiming national authority was over now: in the end he

could resume his pride in his local role : he was "happy" to accept Vazquez

Gomez's Supreme Chieftainship, he wrote, "especially when as you well

know I have never had more aspirations than those of seeing my people

happy and absolute owner of the fruits of their labors." The next day he

signed a long letter of accommodation to Vazquez Gomez. It probably

came from Magana's typewriter. Patently for an American audience, con-

taining not a whiff of Palafox's "rabid socialistic ideas" of 1915, it was a

remarkable statement on behalf of "the spirit of enterprise" in industry,

commerce, mining, the oil business, finance, and agriculture. Implied

only once was a demand for an agrarian reform, to satisfy "the need the

Mexican people experience for lands for the formation of small property,"

but explicit was the assurance that "we do not encourage in any way sense-

5 Magana to Castro, January 14, 1919, and to Amezcua, January 15, 1919, ibid.

6 Magana to Zapata, January 31, 1919, ibid., and to F. Vazquez Gomez, February

1, 1919, AZ, 30: 29.
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are already in action and give jobs to many people . .
." He had provided

well for his generals : "in tracts of some consideration," he boasted, "work

goes on at the plantations of Santa Ines, Cuahuixtla, San Carlos, Atlihua-

yan, Calderon, Tenextepango, Zacatepec, Treinta, San Jose Vista Hermosa,

El Puente, Hospital, and several others. Very good harvests are expected

from them all . .
." So far he had not reinstituted an agrarian commission

in the state, nor indicated officially or unofficially whether he planned to.

In 1919, as in 191 1, the farmers who prepared the fields to receive the sum-

mer's rain were in law mostly sharecroppers and day laborers. But to

Gonzalez their individual fates were only trivia in the oddly familiar

progress he nobly predicted, "an era of prosperity for the state." As his

friends on Excelsior headlined, in a style reminiscent of cientifico editors,

"Morelos Returns to the Life of Order."9

Even in Gonzalez's absence national control prevailed. Around Cuer-

navaca General Gustavo Elizondo arranged an informal truce with de la

O. Elsewhere Zapatista chiefs lay low. The only skirmishes worthy of

record were those in which nationals momentarily pinned down a Zapa-

tista party on the move. Zapatista troop surrenders went on in driblets.

And in peace the local economic recovery continued. Along the newly

opened railroads and wagon roads trade resumed with the Federal Dis-

trict and Puebla. Market towns bustled again. Booming at the fastest clip

was Cuautla, which quickly regained some four thousand inhabitants, not

quite two thirds its population in 1910 but plenty in the present circum-

stances. There in early March, marking the town's renaissance, the national

commander promoted the big Second Friday of Lent fair—where eight

years before Zapata, Pablo Torres Burgos, and Rafael Merino had laid

their final plans for joining the Maderista revolution.
1

But politically the occupation had stalled again. Three months had

passed, and despite vigorous efforts the nationals had not managed the

surrender or capture of a single major Zapatista. Even more frustrating

was that some chiefs actually lived at times in the towns, and now and then

appeared in public. "Do you want to enter your horse in the races at the

Cuautla fair?" Mejia wrote to Mendoza in Jonacatepec. "There'll also be

cockfights, and we need good cocks. Could you get us any?"2 And still at

9 Excelsior, March 1, 6, and 12, 191 9.

1 Ibid., March 13 and 19, 1919. Melendez: op. cit., I, 376. Dromundo: Vida, pp.

259-60. Memorandum for Chief of Naval Operations, Weekly Report for Week Ending

March 10, 1919, NA, 45: Subject File W-E-5: Box 654.

2 Mejia to Mendoza, January 25, 1919, AZ, 30: 24.
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of the country. In the next few days Magana had copies sent to allied out-

laws and distributed in the capital and other big cities.
4

Zapata's perseverence increasingly chafed the Carrancistas. Already

the presidential campaigns for 1920 were on, although Carranza had tried

to squelch them as "premature"; and continued resistance to the President's

authority impaired his political reputation and hampered his efforts to

control the succession. With Pelaez and Diaz and their cohorts still in

arms against him, with Villa still on the loose in Chihuahua, with Ange-

les now back in the country to help Villa, with another violent dispute over

a governorship exploding in Tabasco, Carranza took particular offense

at Zapata. The others he could plausibly dismiss as reactionaries or mere

rivals for power, dangerous but not essentially relevant to the new order

and progress in Mexico. But symbolically in Zapata, a popular outlaw who

famously stood for the rights of country folk, he faced an undeniable

moral challenge in the coming elections.

Abroad too the Zapatista survival embarrassed the government. Con-

fused with the survival of the other rebels, it seemed proof either that

Carranza was not popular or that he was not strong enough to merit

foreign recognition. That in fact he was neither was a notion already

current in the United States, thanks largely to William Gates. In January

Gates had published in the influential North American Review an article

on his recent tour. The lowdown, as Gates gave it, was that Carranza

was not a legitimate president: that "we find at his side the German

Minister and the I.W.W.," that national forces in the country were "as

Germans in Belgium, or Bolsheviki in Russia," that in contrast the only

"happy people" he had seen were in zones that Zapata, Felix Diaz, and

other rebels controlled, and that these chiefs formed "a unified political

revolution to restore constitutional government, wipe out the socialistic

legislation, and come back to a position of respect internationally." To

the Zapatistas Gates paid special tribute. "The Mexican revolution (really

started by Zapata in 1909, before Madero) will never end until the moun-

tain peasants of Morelos come into their own," he declared; "you might

as well fight the Swiss." Though farfetched in its images and misleading

in its account, the article was vividly detailed, freshly informed, and per-

4 C. Aguilar to Magana, March 4, 1919, AZ, 30: 32. On Obregonista-Zapatista con-

tacts, see Octavio Magana Cerda: Yo acuso a los responsables, El pueblo que nos juzgue

(Mexico, 1961), pp. 26-34, and Hill to Obregon, April 20, 1919, cited in Gonzalez

Ramirez: Planes, pp. 263-4. Zapata to Carranza, March 17, 1919, AZ, 30: 32, reprinted

in Palacios: Zapata, pp. 258-66. Statement of Gildardo Magana, November 20, 1924,

AZ, 25: 3.
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its own risks. Would not his disappearance provoke divisions among the

other chiefs just when solidarity counted most? How could he keep the

respect of Mendoza or Ayaquica or Saavedra, much less that of de la O, if

they did not know for sure that he was still alive, if they could not see

him or hear of him in combat? Besides, as he learned from his spies in

Cuautla, an opportunity had recently come open for a sensational military

coup in Morelos. The reports were of bitter discord between Pablo Gon-

zalez and the best cavalry officer in the south, Colonel Jesus Guajardo,

commander of the Fiftieth Regiment. In mid-March Gonzalez had ordered

Guajardo to operate against the Zapatistas in the mountains around

Huautla. Hours later he had caught the handsome young officer carousing

in a local cantina; Guajardo tried to duck out the back door, but Gonzalez

had had him tracked and arrested. Although Guajardo was devoutly loyal

to Gonzalez, although as a native Coahuilan he relished crushing the

"Zapatista trash" (in his President's phrase), although he was locally

famous for his avowed longing to test himself man to man with Zapata,

Gonzalez had had him jailed. The incident became a scandal. And at

the news on March 21 Zapata had written a note for a courier to smuggle

to Guajardo, inviting him to join "our troops, among which you will be

received with due considerations."
7 Guajardo was back in the field now,

punished, the spies said, but harboring a hot grudge against his general.

The stakes in negotiating further with him were irresistible. If he and his

regiment defected, the Zapatistas might again seize control in Morelos's

main towns—just when, as in 191 1, the national crisis opened. The argu-

ments in Tochimilco for caution did not move Zapata. He would not

treat with Guajardo at a distance or from a hiding place. Others at the

headquarters could do as they pleased, but in late March he bid goodbye

to the diplomats and secretaries there and in high hopes came back home

into action in Morelos. "I remember him as if it had been yesterday," a

young aide wrote nearly a decade later. "He was going with greater energy

into the struggle, with new enthusiasm, like someone who knows he is

going to finish a good job."
8

In early April Zapata was killed. It happened in an ambush, plans for

which were in train even as he returned to the state. The note he had

sent to Guajardo had not reached him, but wound up instead on Gonzalez's

7 Zapata to Guajardo, March 21, 1919, AZ, 27: 14. For Guajardo's troubles, see

"Carranza autorizo la muerte de Zapata, dice Pablo Gonzalez," Novedades, October

28, 1942.

8 Reyes Aviles: Cartones, pp. 45-6.
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and his band, then in Jonacatepec. Guajardo replied immediately, prom-

ising deeds to match his reputation but giving a reasonable excuse for

waiting a few days. A shipment of twenty thousand rounds of ammunition

was due in Cuautla between April 6 and 10, he said, and he needed it

before revolting. But escorting the shipment, as he did not say, would be

Gonzalez, then in conference with Carranza in the capital; most probably

Guajardo feared to act without his chief around.1

Zapata graciously but insistently wrote back not to wait so long. He
sent an aide, Feliciano Palacios, to Guajardo's base camp at Chinameca to

report on the deal's progress. Palacios detected nothing suspicious, and

assured Zapata that Guajardo was "very spirited and determined." Over

five hundred men were at his orders, the aide disclosed, and properly muni-

tioned and supported they ought to take Jonacatepec easily.
2 Zapata re-

mained impatient, but accepted Guajardo's postponements.

By Monday, April 7, all was ready. The ammunition had arrived.

Gonzalez was back. And Zapata had received promises of other national

defections and specified his battle orders against Jonacatepec, Tlaltizapan,

and Jojutla. To divert attention from Morelos, Zapatistas attacked Cholula,

Puebla, that day. That night in Cuautla Guajardo made his last prepara-

tions and the next morning finally declared himself in rebellion against

the government. As he left Cuautla, a captive Zapatista free on bond there,

Eusebio Jauregui, sent Zapata another recommendation in his favor.
3

Guajardo marched directly to Jonacatepec, as Zapata had ordered.

There other national officers joined his bogus mutiny, and together on the

morning of April 9 they occupied the town in Zapata's name. Keeping

his agreement with Zapata, Guajardo arrested Barcenas and his turncoats.

But then he had them shot.
4

Zapata had come with his escort to Pastor Station, a little train stop on

the Interoceanic line south of Jonacatepec, to await Guajardo. His spies

had picked up rumors of a trick, but Zapata restrained his suspicions. At

1 Zapata to Guajardo, April 1, 1919, and Guajardo to Zapata, April 1, 1919, ibid.

Excelsior, April 7, 1919.

2 Zapata to Guajardo, April 2, 1919, AZ, 27: 14. Palacios to Zapata, April 3, 1919,

AZ, 30: 36.

3 Palacios to Zapata, April 7, 1919, ibid. Zapata to Guajardo, April 6, 1919, cited

in Palacios: Zapata, pp. 273-5. Excelsior, April 9 and 10, 1919. Jauregui to Zapata,

April 8, 1919, AZ, 27: 14.

4 Report of the events that ended in the death of Emiliano Zapata, March-April

1919, ibid. Salvador Reyes Aviles to Magaha, April 10, 1919, AZ, 30: 36.
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escort rested. But the talk of ammunition and attacks was soon interrupted

by reports that nationals were in the area. Zapata quickly directed Guajardo

to guard the hacienda, and then organized patrols from his own men and

sent them out on reconnaissance. He himself led one patrol. Although

there was no sign of the enemy, Zapata posted sentries and returned to

the hacienda environs. It was 1 =30 in the afternoon. Only Guajardo's troops

were inside the walls now, except for the aide Palacios, who was in confer-

ence with Guajardo about collecting twelve thousand rounds from his

cache of ammunition. Zapata waited. Invited in to join Guajardo for

dinner and close the deal, Zapata chose to keep waiting. But as Guajardo's

officers went on repeating the invitation, tacos and beer sounded better.

The day had started early, and there had been a lot of rough riding. By

two o'clock Zapata was growing impatient; finally at 2:10 he accepted.

Mounting the sorrel Guajardo had given him the day before, he ordered

ten men to come with him inside the hacienda gate.

"Ten of us followed him just as he ordered," a young aide at the scene

reported to Magafia that evening. "The rest of the people stayed [outside

the walls] under the trees, confidently resting in the shade with their

carbines stacked. Having formed ranks, [Guajardo's] guard looked ready

to do him the honors. Three times the bugle sounded the honor call; and

as the last note died away, as the General in Chief reached the threshold

of the door ... at point blank, without giving him time even to draw his

pistols, the soldiers who were presenting arms fired two volleys, and our

unforgettable General Zapata fell never to rise again.

"The surprise was terrible," continued the aide in his report. "The

soldiers of the traitor Guajardo, stationed . . . everywhere, nearly a thou-

sand men, were firing on us. Soon resistance was useless. On one side we

were a fist-full of men thrown into consternation by the loss of the Chief;

and on the other side a thousand of the enemy . . . were taking advantage

of our natural confusion to attack us furiously. . . . This was how the

tragedy was." Killed also in the trap were Palacios—when the volleys

cracked at the gate, his hosts inside shot him—and two others who rode

in Zapata's last escort. The survivors fled for their lives down to Sauces,

a camp a few miles south.
6

They had had no chance to retrieve Zapata's body. Hardly had it hit

6 Palacios: Zapata, pp. 279-82. Reyes Aviles to Magafia, April 10, 1919, AZ. Killed

in the firing at the gate were two aides, Agustin Cortes and Lucio Bastida. Reported

dead at first were Castrejon, Gil Munoz Zapata, and Zeferino Ortega. They were,

however, only wounded, as was Jesus Capistran.
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excellencies of genius and character," they did not condemn him as a

bandit or badman. They granted that "he had taken in the consciousness

of the natives the proportions of a myth." The pueblos had followed him,

they explained, because he had given them "a formula of vindication

against old offenses . . . which already existed latently and [which] his

cry of insurrection did no more than condense in tempestuous storm-

clouds." To destroy the myth of Zapata, they concluded, would require re-

forms to destroy the injustices that had generated him.8

In private the affair irked many established revolutionaries. Army
officers especially resented the promotions coming to Guajardo and his

partners in the plot. Some even complained to the President, and leaked

their gripes to the press.
9 Other more generous revolutionaries plunged

into the gloom of divided loyalties. A young aide in the government's

General Supply Office, Jesus Romero Flores, later remembered the morn-

ing he read the reports. He and his superior, General Francisco Mugica,

considered themselves "on the extreme left." As delegates to the 1916-17

Constitutional Convention, both had advocated radical articles on land,

labor, and education; in swinging the votes to drive the reforms into the

charter, Mugica had been the key figure in the key committee. Although

in the early days in 191 1 Mugica had once volunteered to fight Zapata,

he had come through the years to admire his long and constant struggle.

Besides, he could not deny his childhood friendship with the Magana

brothers—whose father had helped him through the Zamora seminary

and later as an oppositionist newspaperman. Romero Flores also sympa-

thized with the southern agraristas, and h£ too, another Michoacano, knew

the Maganas. On learning of the assassination, he thought the times were

"black." He and Mugica spent that Friday morning at their office "deeply

moved, almost without speaking." This new death reminded him of the

past winter's terrible flu epidemic,, when "a feeling of sadness and fear

seemed to envelop everything." When he read the government's boast of

treachery, his depression burst into indignation against "the mob of

wheeler-dealers" in power.1

8 Excelsior, April n and 12, 1919. El Universal, April n and 12, 1919. El Detnd-

crata, April 13, 1919.

9 El Universal, April 16, 1919.

1 Summerlin to the secretary of state, April 16, 1919, NA, 59: 812.504/176. Jesus

Romero Flores: "Evocacion luctuosa de Emiliano Zapata," El Nacional, April 10,

1956, and La revolucion, p. 166. Armando de Maria y Campos: Mugica. Cronica

Biogrdfica (Mexico, 1939), pp. 12-16. Personal interview with O. Magana. For

Mugica's early gesture against Zapata, see Mugica to Madero, June 24, 191 1, AM.
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Borda Gardens the day after the murder, "Rebels of the South it is better

to die on your feet than to live on your knees."
4 Nor did the spectacular

burial and the threats finally depress people. Like Romero Flores, the

country folk of Morelos found themselves outraged. Many would not

believe Zapata was dead. Odd stories began to circulate. One went that

Zapata was too smart for the trap, and had dispatched a subordinate who
resembled him to the fatal meeting. Anyway, it went on, the corpse on

display was not Zapata's. Zapata had a mole on his right cheek, or a birth-

mark on his chest, or the end of the little finger on his roping hand

missing—or something, anything, that Gonzalez's exhibit did not have.

In a few days the Chief would reappear as always. Then stranger reports

were passed on. The horse he rode the day he died, the sorrel Guajardo

had given him—it had been seen galloping riderless through the hills.

People who saw it said it was white now, white as a star. And someone

thought he had even glimpsed Zapata himself on it, alone, heading hard

into the Guerrero mountains to the south. The belief that he had not died

was a consolation, both for shame at not fighting any more and for

anguish at having charged him with an impossible responsibility, having

trusted him to death. But it was not a healing consolation. Among the

rural families now laboring to hold on in the new order, the ache of sorrow

persisted. After all, a doubtful, painful belief in the incredible was a way

of staying loyal to the Chief even after he had gone.

Still, might making right, Gonzalez's plan seemed to have worked well

enough. His official control of Morelos remained steady. In the main

towns the returning merchants and shopowners were too happy about

peace to complain out loud, and the poor people there and in the villages

around were under too close a guard to protest publicly, much less to riot.

The general assumption was that the Zapatista organization would now

go to pieces. As if to seal the episode, Carranza agreed to promote the

officers and troops who had trapped Zapata. Guajardo not only ascended

to brigadier general but also collected a fifty thousand-peso reward, part of

which he honorably distributed among the men who had done the killing.

Orders went out to federal authorities in Puebla to arrest Colonel Reyes,

the mediator privy to many secrets, and now disposable.
5

4 Frank Tannenbaum: Peace by Revolution. An Interpretation of Mexico (New

York, 1933), p. 139.

5 Palacios: Zapata, pp. 285-7. Testimony of G. Magana on behalf of E. Reyes,

October 20, 1920, AZ, 30: 28.
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was impatience verging on despair, disgust, and cynicism; even those who

kept the official peace did so grudgingly. Not until a popular hero became

president, not until ordinary men could trace the pattern of their own
lives grandly magnified in the life of the chief, could the new leaders

revive the people's hope in the revolution and re-enlist their commitment

to it. If he did not emerge, the whole revolutionary enterprise might well

fail. It was time for him in 1920.

In a quick revolt in the spring of that year Mexico's new leaders con-

solidated their holdings and overthrew Carranza. And there the popular

hero was, tough, cunning, fleshier than in his days at war but still as alert

as ever, dapper now in a three-piece suit and watch chain, his retreating

forelock slicked down smooth, a right arm missing, and a habitual look

on his face of pain and tension, yet always cracking jokes—Alvaro Obregon.

Like the crisis of 1910, the 1920 crisis was about succession and therefore

involved only the highest politicians. The streets singers described it

nicely

:

The People are very calm

As they watch this fuss and mess.

They say very calmly,

"It's family business."
1

But unlike the earlier crisis, it did not trigger a national collapse. And al-

though the shift of control was slight, it was nevertheless momentous.

When Obregon achieved the presidency, the Mexican revolution resumed

its true direction.

In Obregon's drive revolutionaries in Morelos played parts decisively

important for the state. On the choices they made as officials or fugitives

to resist, ignore, tolerate, or join him depended the choice he would make

of whom to favor and whom to thwart there afterward. And on this choice

depended the kind of party that would then work as the local wing of

the national revolutionary movement. Through 1919 and into early 1920

no authority in Morelos was Obregonista, within or outside the law. But

as they all maneuvered for positions in the 1920 showdown, they prepared

unawares for a crucial rendezvous.

The orders prevailing in Morelos through 1919 remained Constitution-

alist, coming ultimately from Carranza or Gonzalez. Although on June

20 Gonzalez moved his headquarters from Cuautla to Puebla City, the

commanders he left in the state were his firmest partisans, generals like

1 Cited in Simmons: op. cit., pp. 162-3.
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the exercise of their autonomous liberty." But "all my attention" he pro-

posed to dedicate to public schools: "the enlightenment of the people"

being "my principal desire," he declared, "I will spare no effort or sacrifice

whatever to fight . . . illiteracy, the origin of our material and collective

backwardness and the single cause of the formation of tyrannical and

despotic governments." And he vowed to prevent "astute clericalism" from

infiltrating into the schools, though "by this," he assured his subjects, he

meant no "red-radical liberalism." Finally he made "a formal call to all

Morelenses without any distinction" to help him raise "this our unfortunate

state, like the Phoenix bird, from its ashes to be again what it always has

been, great, strong, and respected." To "irredentist Morelenses, to those

who perdure in the unhealthy labor of irreducibles," he made a special

call to stop "their rebel attitude" and cooperate in "the reconstructive

work." The reason Gonzalez had appointed him came out in his conclud-

ing cry for allegiance as "a son of the state, a brother of yours."

Garbled, obscure, repetitive, and contradictory, Tajonar's manifesto

proved a reliable guide to his administration. He took his first action three

days after he took office. To restore the state treasury, "the touchstone and

fundamental base" of his government, he decreed a General Fiscal Law

—

which was, only slightly amended, the General Fiscal Law that Escandon's

legislature had passed in May 1910. This, he declared, "fulfills to satisfaction

the end which is pursued."3

But meanwhile, in contempt of Tajonar, Gonzalez, and Carranza, the

Zapatista chiefs remained in the field. Steeped in the experience of Zapata's

chieftainship, in the memory of his down-to-earth constancy through the

years, they had borne the shock of his death and commenced a remarkable

effort to carry on as before. Five days after the assassination another

manifesto had issued from a Zapatista camp in Morelos "to the Mexican

people." It was a profession of "a triple task: to consummate the work

of the reformer, to avenge the blood of the martyr, to follow the example

of the hero." Recalling how the struggle for Independence had gone on

after the deaths of Father Hidalgo and General Morelos, it was also a

declaration that "the oppressed multitudes" of the Republic had already

accepted "the saving principle of the division of lands" and that when

they triumphed, which was "only a question of time," they would trans-

form "all Mexicans . . . from slaves into rebels and from pariahs deformed

by worldly servitudes into free men, worthy of the respect of History."

3 Periodico Oficial del Estado de Morelos, 3rd Ser., No. 1, pp. 1-4.
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ence, and although they gave him political advice, he had no serious

political contact with other revolutionary or reactionary camps. What he

cared about now as before was combat, and what he always stood ready

for was a battle or a getaway. For Mendoza to take charge of the movement

was ultimately to preserve its integrity and its isolation. His secretaries

might manage negotiations and maybe even a deal, but they could not

guarantee that he would long honor it or use it to good advantage; and

the movement would continue out of whack. That Zapatista authority

should devolve upon the now twenty-eight-year-old Magana, however,

would be a change of powerful consequence. For not only would the

diplomatic dealings he and Zapata had started certainly continue, but as

a politician of rare talent and many intimate connections in Mexico's new

ruling class he was also much more likely than Zapata or any other

Zapatista chief to sense the balance of the deals he made, to keep them

in effect, and to get maximum benefits from them for his constituents.

Of all the Zapatistas, Magana was the man to bind the native revolution

in Morelos into a new national regime.

The contest began in confusion immediately on Zapata's death. That

very evening, when the aide who had seen the assassination sent his official

report to Magana in Tochimilco, he had implicitly recognized Magana's

claim. The next day, however, the aide sent an official report to Mendoza

as well. Observing that "the [Zapatista] troops of the state of Morelos

remain . . . without a chief," he explicitly recommended that Mendoza take

provisional command of them at once and call a junta for the election of

a new chief. "Given that you are the senior general and of merits well

recognized," he wrote to Mendoza, "I expect that all the companeros will

accept this ruling."
6 Another complication was a note from Mejia to

Mendoza to assemble the Morelos chiefs in Tochimizolco "so that reunited

we might agree on something . .
."

Magana moved quickly to secure his claim. On April 14 in a meeting

at Tochimilco he and Ayaquica and their underlings agreed that "as soon

as possible" a general junta should take place for "a definitive accord" on

a new commander in chief, and that until then local chiefs should operate

in their usual zones and the Tochimilco headquarters would "go on func-

tioning ... as when Zapata was alive." The next day Magana dispatched

circulars to the various chiefs asking them to join him "as quickly as you

can," or to send "a duly authorized subordinate." On April 17 Mejia wrote

6 S. Reyes Aviles to Mendoza, April 11, 1919, AZ, 30: 36.
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agrarianism counted for little. The appeal again was for a speedy junta.
2

But as Magafia moved toward taking control, he galvanized the op-

position. Mejia was blatantly against him now. Never steady or reticent,

dubbed "el mulato" for his passion, Mejia had become even more erratic

since his uncle's death. Through mid-May he excited hesitant chiefs to

dissent and dissident chiefs to protest. And on May 25 from his camp in

Axochiapan they sent a formal declaration to Magafia that "in our humble

opinion this call [for a junta] is premature and impracticable . .
." Their

reason was feeble: too many fugitive chiefs were busy in military "opera-

tions" for a majority to attend Magafia's junta (though not the one they

were at), and a vote from less than a majority would be invalid and

divisive. But a poor excuse was better than none, enough anyway to in-

troduce a demand that Magafia resign most of his secretarial prerogatives.

Although the Tochimilco headquarters would remain as before in or-

ganization and personnel, the oppositionists now wanted Magafia to con-

sult with "the principal chiefs of our army" on "all affairs of vital

importance." Specifically they wanted "notification of all the correspond-

ence received in those offices, both from the Jefe Supremo . . . and from

the companeros who head other armies in different regions of the country,

as well as a copy of the answer which is given to each." The first signatures

were Mejia's and Mendoza's. But even Capistran signed, probably in fear

of an open split in the movement if he did not help postpone a decision.
3

Magafia relented, as few other secretaries would have. Rather than force

the issue, he resolved to wait—especially in view of the national conflicts

that developed after Obregon announced his presidential candidacy on

June 1. In a manifesto proclaimed from Sonora Obregon did not merely

deny Carranza's claim to pick his successor, but also radically and in-

geniously redefined the terms of the national political struggle. The gist

was that only two parties had ever existed in Mexico, the liberal and the

conservative, "of tendencies diametrically opposed." At present only one

party was active, the liberal : "its tendencies are advanced, but it is divided

into an infinity of groups which vary among themselves only in details . .

."

But the conservatives were angling to recover power, in the persons of revo-

lutionaries who had betrayed their principles. The current political contest

2 Capistran to headquarters, May 17, 1919, and Z. Ortega, B. Abundez, V. Aranda,

F. Alarcon, and F. P. Saavedra to headquarters, May 19, 1919, ibid. Circular, May

23, 1919, ibid.

3 Mejia and others to Magafia, May 25, 1919, ibid.
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political prize, the winning of which would enhance the eminence and

credit of any presidential hopeful—immediately for those outside the law,

in 1920 for those still inside. And over the summer complicated intrigues

evolved to subsume the movement, or at least a tractable rump. Few over-

tures evidently went to Magana, the shrewdest negotiator. But for the

other Zapatistas the temptations to accept alien direction grew.

From early July on de la O received Obregonista notes at his camp at

Tepeite in the mountains north of Cuernavaca. The sender, Colonel Au-

relio Calvo, was an escapee from the Mexico City penitentiary hiding out

on Mount Ajusco. Whether he operated initially on orders or on his own
is still the Obregonistas' secret, but it was wise for them to have an under-

standing with the chief who remained capable of cutting the Mexico City-

Cuernavaca railroad. Although Calvo was very tentative in his approach,

he patently had not come as a fugitive himself to persuade de la O to

recognize Carranza. Although de la O was suspicious, he did not dis-

courage the contact.
6

The most formidable bid for the movement came from Manuel Pelaez,

still the rebel boss around Tampico. To compete on a national scale with

his main rival in rebellion, Felix Diaz, Pelaez needed allies and adherents

in the south, and since the previous September he had bargained for Za-

patista support. Although Zapata had then refused him, Pelaez had not

fouled his chances for a deal later: when Palafox had come to his camp

around the turn of the year, the greeting Pelaez gave "that Iscariot was

completely disrespectful."
7 By mid-1919, having reassigned Caraveo to

Chihuahua, leaving Higinio Aguilar as his lone partisan in southern

Puebla, Pelaez needed support in the south even more badly than before,

and he looked again to the Zapatistas. As agents to advance his proposition

among them he had Aguilar and his agents in Puebla City and Izucar

de Matamoros. And as a sponsor to recommend him he had the notorious,

at least erstwhile Zapatista, who now after Zapata's death was useful and

welcome in his camp—Manuel Palafox. Since mid-April Palafox had been

writing to Zapatistas on the fringe, urging them not to give up or go

Felicista.
8 And in June he had sent out a circular to the chiefs in Morelos

and Puebla, declaring that he was in the Oaxaca mountains on a mission

6 De la O in Impacto, January 21, 1950.

7 C. Aguilar to Magana, March 4, 1919, AZ.
8 Palafox to Sabas Crispin Galeana, April 15, 1919, AZ, 27: loose documents.

Galeana currently operated around Tlapa, Guerrero, where he cooperated with local

Felicistas. See Liceaga: op. cit., p. 523.
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line. On August 10 Palafox disclosed in a long letter to Deloy that he

wanted "to unify the Southern elements" to carry on the agrarian struggle.

In a crackling tirade he told why the movement had foundered, revealing

as he wrote the still fresh pain of his own jealousies, disappointments, and

grudges. Zapata had liked "good horses, fighting cocks, flashy women,

card games, and intoxicating liquors" too dearly, he snapped, to lead the

movement as he should have. After 1914, he charged, Zapata lapsed into a

"lethargy of inactivity . . . The dead leader's energies and aptitudes disap-

peared because of the excess of vice which he sustained with 22 women, for

if he had no time to attend to that many skirts, less time still he had to

attend to the revolutionary affairs of the South." And in the following ma-

chinations, he ranted, Magana had seized power at headquarters, caused

divisions and disunion, and almost had him assassinated—which was why

he had fled. Vazquez Gomez came in for some of Palafox's vitriol too, as

a figure whom "no revolutionary of prestige" considered important, a

has-been whom Magana alone supported. Palafox's conclusion was an

appeal to shift Zapatista loyalty to his version of the Ayala plan and pre-

sumably his choice for Jefe Supremo. In a postscript he urged Deloy to re-

mind Mendoza of "the offenses" Zapata had given him. Less invidiously

Federico Cordova suggested only more effort at togetherness and the elec-

tion of "a good jefe," either Felipe Angeles or Manuel Pelaez. In Septem-

ber, he wrote to Mendoza, Pelaez himself would arrive in the south "with

elements sufficient for the development of operations in these regions."

Meanwhile Aguilar's local agents went on reporting to Deloy.3

But through August the intrigue failed. In the end neither Deloy nor

Cordova nor Aguilar nor Palafox could entice Mendoza to break with the

local movement he had soldiered for so long. If he would not truckle to

Magana, by now one of the clan, much less would he front for Pelaez, a

perfect outlander. In reply to Palafox on August 20 Deloy demurred at

pledging Mendoza to collaborate with him. He granted that the old Ayala

plan needed reform and that Palafox's version might satisfy "some revo-

lutionary agraristas," but he insisted on the dangers of dissension in the

movement—which, he hinted, Palafox would aggravate. "All my work

with General Francisco Mendoza," he wrote, taking his cue from his chief,

"is for union." Although Aguilar's spies continued their reports to Deloy,

the Pelaecista correspondence stopped.
4

3 Ibid., October 4, 7, and 8, 1935. Cordova to Mendoza, August 14, 1919, AZ, 30: 3.

4 Chaverri Matamoros in La Prensa, October 4, 8, and 9, 1935.
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signed," Soto y Gama and his aide concluded in memoriam, "that on

congratulating their brothers on the triumph achieved, they exhort them

to follow in every detail the example, the lessons of honor, seriousness,

and firmness, and the glorious road which our already immortal Emiliano

Zapata left marked for us."
6

In particular Magafia addressed conciliatory appeals to Mendoza. Still

sore, the old man replied to headquarters on September 10 that "various

chiefs" had informed him of their dissastisfaction with the Huautla junta

and that he would not endorse its decision until the other dissenters agreed

to.
7 Magafia persisted, however, in requesting his support. And he assumed

authority over former guerrilleros, mainly from Mendoza's forces, ac-

cusing them of abusing pacificos in the pueblos they had retired to, and

ordering them to report to headquarters for licenses to bear arms.8 Cap-

istran also worked to placate the old man. And on September 24 Mendoza

gave in. Convinced, he said, of Magafia's "noble principles and fine quali-

ties," forswearing "ambition and perfidy," and consoling himself in the

thought that "history will give to each man the prize which belongs to

him," he formally recognized Magafia as "general in chief."
9

Yet dissension continued, for Mendoza still protected Mejia and Mejia

still intrigued. Although no evidence has clarified whether Mejia commu-

nicated with Pelaez, Palafox, or Cordova, he suspiciously kept maligning

Vazquez Gomez as Jefe Supremo and claimed connections with Aguilar

and Cirilo Arenas. Decrying the vote of the Huautla junta, he went on

stressing the differences among Zapatista chiefs after most were ready for

renewed solidarity. He even tried once, on entering Huautla and finding

Capistran and his lieutenant gone, to raise the pueblo in revolt against

its chief. Only a delay by the local citizens foiled Mejia: Capistran returned

in time to scare him off and prevent a scandal that would have been

gravely embarrassing.1 So provocative had Mejia become that another

veteran, Adrian Castrejon, implied to Magafia that he should have him

shot. ".
. . it is very opportune to treat this affair seriously," he declared in

the only lucid sentence in a barely literate letter, "and once and for all take

6 Manifesto to the Revolutionaries of the South, September 5, 1919, ibid.

7 Magaha to Mendoza, September 5 and 7, 1919, and Mendoza to Magafia, Sep-

tember 10, 1919, ibid.

8 Circular to municipal presidents, September 20, 1919, ibid.

9 Capistran to Mendoza, September 20, 1919, and Mendoza to Magafia, September

24, 1919, ibid.

1 Capistran to Magafia, September 29, 1919, ibid.
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and Magana indicated to Mendoza that they would stifle intrigues in

their camp against him.4

Now in fact the Zapatistas' succession crisis was over, six months after

it had begun. And thanks to Magana, their organization had survived intact.

With the authority of experience he called for national "integration and

concord" in a triumphant mid-October Manifesto to the Revolutionaries

of the Republic. For provisional president he again proposed the Zapatistas'

Jefe Supremo, Francisco Vazquez Gomez—"a man calm and unruffled, a

civilian and not a belligerent, neutral in the midst of regional or factional

differences," a man who would "harmonize discrepancies."5 As he de-

scribed Vazquez Gomez's virtues, Magana described his own. The local

reunion he had managed was no betrothal, but neither was it a deal in

bad faith and only for the moment. In touching each nervous chief so as

to move him, in bringing them all to agree, in coaxing a consensus, he

had proved that even without Zapata they could trust each other. And
together, since Gonzalez still could not catch them, they remained a

considerable factor in local and national revolutionary politics.
6

Through the fall this trust became immediately vital to the Zapatistas.

For maturing then was the international crisis dreaded in Mexico since the

war ended in Europe, a direct challenge from the United States. Precipitat-

ing it was the disappearance on October 19 of the U.S. consular agent in

Puebla City, William O. Jenkins.
7 Two days later Federico Cordova in-

formed the American embassy that he had kidnapped Jenkins on orders

from Pelaez, to demonstrate the Carrancistas' inability to police even

major cities. On October 26 Jenkins reappeared safe and sound. The case

might have closed there: despite raging from Jenkins and his friends in

the U.S. Congress, the formal U.S. reaction from Secretary of State Lansing

was eminently mild. But Carranza, who had just introduced his candi-

date into the presidential campaign, chose to represent the case to inflate

his prestige. Under his auspices Puebla officials soon charged that the

4 Capistran, Mendoza, and P. Casals R. to Magana, October 6, 1919, AZ, 30: 4.

Ayaquica to Mendoza, October 10, 1919, and Magana to Mendoza, October 12, 1919,

ibid.

5 Manifesto to the Revolutionaries of the Republic, October 15, 1919, ibid.

6 Excelsior, October 21 and 29, 1919.

7
Ibid., October 20, 1919. For a discussion of this incident from a diplomatic

perspective, see Charles C. Cumberland: "The Jenkins Case and Mexican-American

Relations," Hispanic American Historical Review, XXXI, 4 (November 1951), 586-

607. Unless otherwise noted, the subsequent quotes from Mexican and American

officials come from this article.
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Magana and arranged the channels of communication with Carranza. And

once the international conflict became critical, Magana sent his word to the

presidential office. Practically, "in view of the Jenkins case and the gen-

erally difficult situation the Republic is in," he offered to surrender. "I wish,"

he wrote, "to enter into a deal with authorities to arrive at an agreement

on the form in which we can end our rebellion and collaborate in quick

and complete pacification of the country." 1

This was an extraordinary maneuver. Despite the impending danger of

intervention, most other outlaw chiefs remained in opposition. From

Chihuahua Villa evidently made no gesture, conciliatory or defiant. Neither

evidently did Pelaez, whom a witness in Senator Fall's hearings was soon

to declare "a splendid type of Mexican, . . . friendly towards Americans."2

As for the Felicistas, who knew best what continued subversion might

mean, they gave no sign of sympathy for a unified anti-American resistance

:

they even increased their military operations, especially around Veracruz.3

The strategy of these intransigent chiefs was familiar, deriving from a

political tradition as old as social strife in their part of the world—that the

paramount, intolerable enemy was the enemy at home, that help from out-

side was a godsend. But Magafia's sense of his country was new. It was

a conception current in Mexico for no more than the last seventy-five years

and prevalent only now in his generation of leaders—that the primary

enemy was always foreign, that formal and real cooperation with domestic

rivals in a national emergency was the only responsible course, that the

unforgivable sin was to taint the sanctity of the native contest. And so

Magafia's strategy was new. If he helped Carranza, he might help fore-

stall an American intervention and publicize the legitimacy of his party as

well. Had Zapata lived, Zapatista strategy could not have been so flexible.

In his head Zapata had finally learned that the defense of the villages of

Morelos was not equivalent to the defense of the nation, that in great crises

the local cause was subsidiary. But in his heart it seems that the two struggles

had been one to the end. Probably he would never have acted on the Jenkins

issue, maybe letting Magana assure the government he would fight the

gringos but hardly agreeing to "end our rebellion" besides. It took Magana

1 Blanco to whom it may concern, November 11, 1919, AZ, 30: 4. Anonymous

(from the text, clearly Magana) to the chief clerk in charge, n.d. (November 23,

1919?), AZ, 30: 32.

2 See the testimony of William F. Buckley, December 6, 1919, in Investigation of

Mexican Affairs, I, 840.

3 Liceaga: op. cit., pp. 590-2.
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self in. With another local chief, a Pelaecista he cooperated with, Ayaquica

announced to reporters that he had information to cast light on the Jenkins

case. Having read about the case and the international crisis it had pro-

voked, and being a Mexican "more than anything," he could not, he said,

"keep silence to the prejudice of the national integrity . .
." The information

which the Pelaecista chief sent at once to the American embassy, was a

denial that Jenkins had conspired in the kidnapping—evidence that the

government should release him. Ayaquica and the Pelaecista then returned

to the mountains, but left delegates to arrange a surrender; and on No-

vember 29 Pablo Gonzalez himself came to Puebla to confer with them.5

By now the conflict with the United States was on the verge of violence.

On November 28 Secretary Lansing had read the riot act to the Mexican

ambassador in Washington. Because Jenkins was still in jail, Lansing de-

clared that "the patience of this country [the United States] was nearly

exhausted and had almost reached the breaking point, that the tide of

indignation among the American people might overwhelm and prevent

further diplomatic discussion and force a break in our relations and that a

break would almost certainly mean war . . . [which] would be carried to an

end with all the power of this nation." The next day he dispatched an in-

solent note to Mexico City, accusing the Mexican government of "willful

indifference" to the feelings of the American people and practically de-

manding Jenkins's immediate release. The American press intensified the

crisis in lead stories and on the editorial page. And on December 3 it came

to a climax. That day in the Senate Fall offered a resolution that he and a

State Department representative had just devised. It was a request that the

Senate approve beforehand the State Department's action in "the pending

controversy" with Mexico, and that moreover the Senate ask President

Wilson to withdraw recognition from Carranza and "to sever all diplo-

matic relations now existing between this Government and the pretended

Government of Carranza."6 On approval the resolution was referred to

the Foreign Relations Committee. Imminent, it seemed, was another

American intervention into Mexico, much more determined, free-swinging,

and dangerous than those of 1914 and 1916. The headlines in Mexico City

blared out the news of American airplanes and ships ready to strike.
7

5 El Heraldo de Mexico, November 28, 1919. El Universal, November 30, 1919.

6 Congressional Record, 66 Con., 2 sess., Vol. LIX, Part I, p. 73. The State Depart-

ment representative was Henry Fletcher, the U.S. ambassador to Mexico, in Wash-

ington for consultation. See Investigation of Mexican Affairs, I, 843C.

7 El Democrata, December 3, 1919.
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mony that Magafia spoke truly for them, that they cared most about the

fatherland.

But as it became clear that the crisis was over, the Zapatistas found their

movement in an awkward position. Some chiefs like de la O, Mendoza, and

Mariaca remained outside the law, still in arms and still in hiding and now

with no reason to accept amnesties. Others like Magafia, Ayaquica, and

Capistran appeared as declared champions of constitutional authority, even

as officials, unexpected but nevertheless renowned converts. And in the

new, calmer context their patriotic recognition of the government looked

like a political recognition of Carranza. Thus Gonzalez described it in his

final report on southern operations. Rebels had surrendered, he implied,

not for the sake of their country but simply because in the regular progress

of his campaign he had forced or persuaded them to stop fighting. "The

incident of the American Consul Jenkins . . . has no importance whatever

from the point of view of pacification," he wrote.
2 And now that leading

Zapatistas were stuck among the Carrancistas, they could not easily get

out. Although Capistran and Ayaquica were fairly free in their own baili-

wicks, Magafia in Mexico City was practically under house arrest.
3

This Zapatista association with the government, however qualified, car-

ried a heavy meaning. The drift was not that amnestied chiefs might go

down when Carranza fell, since in the chaos of the last days they could

escape and join the new party coming to power. Nor, since personal bonds

restrained them, would they turn against their comrades still in arms and

disable their movement forever. Rather, in their theatrical surrenders they

had implicated themselves not only in Carrancista politics but also in Car-

rancista policies—which jeopardized the reputation of their movement in

the towns and villages.

For politically, despite the restoration of order, the Carrancistas would

permit no autonomy in Morelos. On December 4 Governor Tajonar de-

creed that in 1920 as in 1919 municipal presidents and councilors would

serve on 'executive appointment. And despite subsequent petitions for elec-

tions of municipal and state governments, and reports of official promises

of elections, no elections took place.
4 The only vote the Carrancistas pre-

pared for was the presidential election. But to fix the state for the Car-

rancista candidate, they tightened their administrative control. As lieu-

tenant governor they discharged Colonel Aguilar and installed a more savvy

2 Ibid., December 18, 1919. Partido Reconstruction National: op. cit., p. 50.

3 Soto y Gama to Paz, March 26, 1920, AP.
4 Periodico Oficial, 3rd Ser., No. 9, p. 4. El Heraldo de Mexico, December 11, 1919.
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Tajonar as governor.8 Meanwhile the planters busily revamped their haci-

endas. Although few were so bold as Luis Garcia Pimentel, Jr., who re-

turned "to these blessed lands" in person, they all had agents in the field

pushing operations eagerly. The problems were knotty. How, without

huge funds, which they no longer had, could planters buy seed before the

rains began, or repair their demolished buildings, milling machines, and

irrigation canals, or hire hands for the current short harvest, the cultivation

over the summer, and next year's big harvest—and stay financially inde-

pendent? How would they even recruit hands in a local population only

55 per cent of 1910's, or tempt experts into a devastated zone? But in Mex-

ico there were no minds more inventive nor souls more enterprising than

theirs. Hectically foreclosing on their own debtors and selling cheap the

corn from their sharecroppers' rent, they raised quick cash. Going in as

partners, they pooled money for the emergency. Buying a lot of bad and a

little good seed, they accumulated enough to make a planting. Recoup-

ing stolen equipment and repairing only essential machines and canals,

they left the rest to repair as they went along. Renting out fields for a

year at piddling rates, they got them farmed and their titles recognized;

next year they could increase the rents. Driving their managers as hard as

Luis, Jr., drove himself and his foreman, twelve hours a day, "like a black,"

they toiled in a labor of love. After all, they had the land to depend on

again, and as young Luis reminded his parents, "The truth is that these

lands are very good." And improvising and straining, they made impres-

sive headway as the weeks went by. "The combination of prehistoric

methods with the railroad," declared Luis, "is one of the most curious

things. But out of it are coming some green stalks of cane." Most important,

the planters recovered largely on their own account, not slipping into the

trusts that had formed to take over estates in Puebla, not incurring other,

foreign obligations. Happily promising to send back melons and fruit to

the Garcia Pimentel children in Mexico City, Luis like the other planters

assumed "a good future" for sugar haciendas in Morelos.

In the villages the revived planters' progress rankled. It was even more

offensive than the progress the Carrancista generals had accomplished.

Whereas the generals' control of the plantations, though onerous, had been

a military occupation, therefore not definitive, indeed inevitably subject to

civil and possibly popular revision, the planters' resumption of titles seemed

an official reconsignment of the state to their charge for keeps; and the

8 Urban Aguirre: op. cit., p. 252.
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"finding myself isolated and with the firm interest of fighting for our

cause," as he later explained, he accepted the offer. He even provided Pi-

mienta a guide to Everardo Gonzalez's camp in the mountains of south-

eastern Mexico State, where Pimienta planned to bring the supplies for

distribution.
1 In other Zapatista camps the appeal of Felicismo was more

attractive, and during January more than twenty rattled minor chiefs

requested and received commissions as Felicista officers from Felicista head-

quarters in Veracruz. On January 18 four Zapatista generals from Morelos

arrived in person at the Veracruz camp and put themselves under Don
Felix's orders.

2 From his camp at Tepeite de la O remained in contact with

the Obregonista Colonel Calvo.

But Magana had not abdicated. Already against Palafox and against

Mendoza, he had proved that he was no man to quit a fight simply to

avoid trouble. Precisely because he knew the feeling of a genuine peace, he

was restless in the compromising immobility the Carrancistas confined

him in. And when he got news in early January that Carrancista and op-

positionist propaganda about him had disconcerted various chiefs, who

wanted "instructions ... to define our situation," he began preparations to

escape from the dead peace of Mexico City, to return to the struggle in the

field and secure the bases of a true settlement.
3 On January n, citing recent

reports of "reactionaries" trying to suborn "the serious and well-intentioned

element" in the south, he notified Lucio Blanco that he was leaving to stop

"that work of intrigue which prejudices us so much." Always politic, he

did not break contact with Blanco but named an agent, a Puebla lawyer

long helpful to the Zapatistas, to continue dealings with him and General

Barragan; besides, he promised to correspond with Blanco, and sent him

the key to the code they would use.
4 By late January he was back in the

Puebla mountains, an outlaw again. As before, he slighted the military to

concentrate on the diplomatic effort, cooperating with the amnestied Aya-

quica but naming Genaro Amezcua and Vazquez Gomez as Zapatista dele-

gates to an exile junta about to take place in the United States.
5

Magana's return heartened the movement in Morelos. The rash of

Zapatista defections to the government and the Felicistas now ceased. The

1 Mariaca to Magana, January (n.d.) and March 13, 1920, AZ, 30: 15 and 16.

2 Liceaga: op. cit., pp. 596-7.
3

J. Ramos to Magana, January 2, 1920, AZ, 30: 15.

4 Magana to Blanco and to Felipe T. Contreras, January 11, 1920, ibid.

5 Magana to Amezcua and to F. Vazquez Gomez, January 30, 1920, ibid. A diird

delegate Magana named was Augustin Arriola Valadez, a radical Mexico City editor.
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Obregonista mission into the most strategic zone in the south, the Mixtec-

del Valle passes, where Puebla, Oaxaca, and Veracruz meet. This was Diaz

country, Don Porfirio's base fifty years before and his nephew Don Felix's

base now; until late March the only Zapatistas around operated as Feli-

cistas. But then Magaiia arrived, reclaimed local chiefs, and began organiz-

ing them to declare for Obregon and hold the region for him when the

crisis broke.
8

Back in Morelos the new alliance set quickly. On March 27, six days after

police had jailed more than seventy prominent Obregonistas in Mexico

City, among them five federal deputies, Calvo came in person and on orders

to Tepeite and reported to de la O that in the capital it seemed he had sur-

rendered. "Tomorrow," de la O replied, "I'll prove to them that I haven't

sold out." And the next day at Tres Marias he blew up a passenger train

bound for Cuernavaca. Among the surviviors was the assistant military

attache at the U.S. embassy, whom de la O held for ransom. A day later

he had raiders attack into the Federal District and ransack Milpa Alta for

supplies. "General Obregon wants to be your friend," Calvo then assured

de la O. "And what proofs do you bring me of what you tell me?" the

gruff little chief asked, pressing for materiel. Calvo caught the hint and

offered "to stock you with arms and ammunition." In a few days the de-

liveries began.9 Snubbed, the Pelaecista Pimienta shrank to a tag-along in

the new deal and settled for service as de la O's chief of staff.

In early April the break in the national crisis began. In a last, clumsy

stab at controlling the opposition, Carranza insisted on appointing a devout

Carrancista general as commander in chief of Sonora, the home base of the

Obregonista party. On April 2 the undersecretary of war ordered Obregon

to return from a campaign tour to testify before a court-martial in Mexico

City about allegedly subversive connections with a recently amnestied

Felicista chief. On April 6 Obregon appeared before the court and found

himself no longer a mere witness but a likely defendant. On April 10 the

Obregonista governor and legislators of Sonora declared their state practi-

cally independent of the federal government. In Mexico City the police

8 Palacios: Zapata, p. 294. Liceaga: op. cit., p. 608. Zertuche had taken a central

part in Obregon 's campaign until March 1, when he dropped out of sight "to fulfill a

commission." See Ruvalcaba: op. cit, II, 354. For more on Zertuche, see Ricardo

Calderon Serrano: "Un soldado de la Revolucion," El Nacional, January 22, 1947.

9 Ferris to the secretary of state, March 29, 1920, NA, 59: 812.00/23531. Summer-

lin to the secretary of state, May 12, 1920, NA, 45: 659. De la O in Impacto, January

21, 1950.
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"the white flag of peace" unfurling to show the motto of "France of '93,

Liberty, Equality, Fraternity."
3

Already Magafia had involved amnestied Zapatistas as well. To Aya-

quica in Tochimilco he had sent reports which, Ayaquica replied, "have

cheered me greatly because now I do believe we'll work out our affairs."

Ayaquica assured Magafia he had arranged a deal with a local national

commander "to mobilize myself at the right time." And as Magana's "friend

and companero" he sent back to him a courier to report verbally on "many

other things which you should know."4

Meanwhile in a single week the Obregonista revolt had developed into

a major national rising. From northern Guerrero, where local officials gave

him refuge the day he escaped, Obregon had immediately dispatched coded

telegrams to his partisans and likely allies around the Republic. Promptly

there issued from the Sonora government a formal repudiation of Car-

ranza's authority. On April 15 the national military commanders in So-

nora declared themselves exempt from his orders as well. Seconding them

in the next few days were civil and military authorities in Sinaloa, Micho-

acan, and Zacatecas, and lesser officials in other states. In the northeast

Manuel Pelaez merged his forces into the new movement. And on April

20 the governor, legislators, and commander in chief of Guerrero also

formally repudiated federal authority. So the same day did the heads

of the Mexican Labor Party, now in refuge with Obregon in Guerrero.5

By now officials in Morelos were itching to go Obregonista too. Al-

though Governor Rodriguez remained firmly loyal to Carranza, the

municipal presidents had slipped out of his control and had almost all

voiced sympathy for the new rebels. And the military commanders in the

state, General Francisco Cosio Robelo in Cuernavaca and General Salvador

Gonzalez in Cuautla, both neutral Pablistas, acted as if to encourage a revolt

in their zone. After hearing from Obregon on April 14, Cosio Robelo had

not budged since. Neither had Gonzalez. Even when orders had come for

Cosio Robelo to pursue de la O and Hill, he had not moved, and the rebels

had continued freely through the southern Federal District and northern

Morelos, recruiting villagers to light on the promise of arms, a peso a day,

and "free hands" to loot; to attack them, the War Department finally had

to call in General Gustavo Elizondo from Mexico State. On April 21 Gon-

3 El Democrata, May 13, 1920.

4 Ayaquica to Magana, April 15, 1920, AZ, 27: 6.

5 Figueroa Uriza: op. cit., II, 824-36. Ruvalcaba: op. cit., Ill, 350-3.
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The local rites of rebellion proceeded frenetically. On April 25 the

undersecretary of war stripped Cosio Robelo of his rank "for lack of mili-

tary spirit," but in vain. That same day, a Sunday, Pablo Gonzalez fled the

capital, giving Pablistas everywhere their cue. On Monday Obregon came

up briefly from Iguala and Cosio Robelo came down from Cuernavaca,

and in a festive reunion in Puente de Ixtla they clinched their deal. In

absentia Salvador Gonzalez announced his affiliation with them. And on

Tuesday Cosio Robelo formally declared for the Sonorans, placing his

five thousand well-armed and munitioned troops under Obregon's orders.

On Wednesday General Elizondo, the Pablista whom the War Depart-

ment had ordered to Cuernavaca to crush the rebels, joined them. That day

also a loyalist general occupied Cuautla, but hopelessly evacuated it and

retreated back to the capital. By the end of April every organized group in

the state was Obregonista—all the national army corps, all twenty-six

municipal governments and militia units, and all the Zapatista bands. And
the planters were in flight again.

9 For still uncertain villagers Magafia

confirmed his earlier advice in a Circular to the Pueblos of the Southern

Region on May 1. "In a special way" he recommended that "all sympa-

thizers of our cause impart their moral and material help to all honorable

revolutionaries, including among these the new compafieros who, disillu-

sioned now with the lies of Carrancismo, are returning to the field of

struggle, to contribute with their effort to the triumph of the Revolution."

His final warning was that of an exhausted man about to gain power:

"Today as yesterday we will be friends of pueblos who are with us. But

we will know how to punish those who fail in the gratitude they owe to

the sacred memory of our immortal Emiliano Zapata."
1

At 7:15 a.m. on May 2 Obregon and his aides left Iguala on a jubilant

train trip back north toward the capital. Passing into Morelos, they stopped

at Zacatepec, where Hill, Salvador Gonzalez, de la O, Pimienta, Reyes,

Mariaca, and other chiefs were waiting. To nearby Jojutla they all retired

to cool off in a junta in the Mazari family's house and to arrange commands

and contingent strategies for the coming drive into Mexico City. Giddy at

this late, sweetest success, de la O could hardly contain himself. "I've got

half a Republic in my pocket," he told Obregon. That afternoon the party

went on to Cuernavaca. There Cosio Robelo and Elizondo had prepared

9 El Democrata, April 26 and 28 and May 2, 1920. El Liberal, April 26-9, 1920.

El Universal, May 9, 1920. Francisco Cosio Robelo: "Rindiendo Cuentas," ibid., De-

cember 27, 1930.

1 Circular to the Pueblos of the Southern Region, May 1, 1920, AZ, 30: 18.
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and Soto y Gama arrived in the capital too, in dark suits and hats now like

proper dignitaries, to be photographed showered in their friends' confetti,

dumbly gripping ceremonial bouquets.6 For these Zapatistas the ordeal

was over.

Swiftly and skillfully Obregon and his Sonoran partners organized their

government. They suffered one ugly episode—to escape from rebel pur-

suers in Puebla, among them local Zapatistas, Carranza deserted his train,

retreated into the rough mountains in the state's northern districts, and

was there assassinated on May 21 by traitors who had joined his guard.7

But the Obregonista leaders stayed inculpably steady, evincing a phlegmatic

disgust at the treachery, arresting the assassin, and going on with their

deals. The day of Carranza's funeral in Mexico City, on May 24, they ar-

ranged for Congress to elect Adolfo de la Huerta provisional president, by

224 votes to Pablo Gonzalez's 28. On May 26 the general who had been the

rebel commander in chief in Sonora, Plutarco Elias Calles, took charge of

the War Department. Four days later de la Huerta arrived in the capital.

And on June 1 he was sworn into office for an interim term of six months.8

The smoothness of the transition impressed even the street singers, by

now skeptical to the bone about politicians. As one observed

:

It's all one single party now,

There's nobody left to brawl.

Buddies, there's no more war now,

So let's get on with the haul.

He even let loose a prediction, an indulgence balladeers had grown ex-

tremely chary of, that

The people will give their vote

To General Obregon,

Because he's the only chief

Who bridles ambition.9

6
Ibid., May 10, 1920. El Democrata, May 13, 1920. Casasola: op. cit., II, 1394,

I403-4-

7 A. Barrios's Report to Magana, May 16, 1920, AZ, 30: 18. El Democrata, May

17, 22, and 23, 1920. El Universal, May 17 and 23, 1920. Excelsior, May 19 and 20, 1920.

For a sensitive novel about this episode, see Fernando Benitez: El rey viejo (Mexico,

1959)-
8 El Universal, May 24 and 25, 1920. El Democrata, June 1 and 2, 1920.

9 Song cited in Simmons: op. cit., p. 168.
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wired to San Antonio, and "with every pleasure General Villarreal and

Southern elements will mediate."3 Swayed by this and other appeals, Villa

finally signed a peace treaty on July 28 and secured the Obregonistas'

reputation as the only revolutionaries who could unify the country. Second

only to Magana as a Zapatista operator was Soto y Gama, because of his

old connections with radical intellectuals and professionals who were now

key factors in politics inside and outside the government. Under Obregon's

auspices Soto y Gama reunited his cronies from the Convention of 1914-15,

talked in new recruits, and on June 13 founded the National Agrarista

Party. Local friends organized clubs in Morelos, Guerrero, Puebla, Tlaxcala,

Mexico, Hidalgo, San Luis Potosi, Durango, Guanajuato, Jalisco, and

Chihuahua. In the congressional elections in August only seven Agraristas

won seats as deputies, but through Soto y Gama's contact with Obregon

they exercised authority in the chamber ten times what their numbers

warranted. During October Soto y Gama served as the chamber's second

vice president, and during December two other Agraristas were its first and

second vice presidents; Agraristas also sat on prime committees—creden-

tials, constitutional questions, foreign relations, and agrarian affairs.
4

For Morelos the most precious influence Magana and Soto y Gama had

was in the Department of Agriculture. There the secretary was Villarreal,

provisionally during the interim term and then, when Obregon became pres-

ident on December 1, on a regular appointment. After their early statement

of faith in his sense of "revolutionary duty," Magana and Soto y Gama had

kept the pressure hard on him. And in office he obliged them. As director

of his department's agrarian bureau he dismissed Patricio Leyva and named

Valentin Gama, a relative of Soto y Gama's and five years before a minister

of commerce in the Convention. And Gama promptly named Genaro

Amezcua, now back from Havana, his official agent in Morelos.5 Publicly

exhorted and supported by Soto y Gama's Agraristas, Villarreal managed

through 1920 the first serious efforts at general agrarian reform—the Un-

3 P. Martinez to Magana, June 2, 1920, and Mendoza to Magana, June 6 and 15,

1920, AZ, 30: 22. G. Lozano Sanchez to Magana, July 2, 1920, ibid., 31. Magana and

Soto y Gama to Villarreal, May 16, 1920, ibid., 18. Magana, A. Barrios, and O. Paz

to M. Diaz Lombardo, June (n.d.) 1920, ibid., 15.

4 Vicente Fuentes Diaz: Los partidos politicos en Mexico, 2 vols. (Mexico, 1954-

6), II, 24. Directorio de la Cdmara de Diputados del XXIX Congreso de los Estados

Unidos Mexicanos (Mexico, 1921), pp. 12-34, 53-70.

5 Boletin Oficial de la Secretaria de Agricultura y Fomento, V, 5-8 (May-August

1920), ii, iv.
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There were several ominous confrontations between the rival units. In

reaction the militia chiefs appealed for help to Magafia, who had originally

organized many of the defensas from Zapatista headquarters in 191&-19.

One chief even proposed to Magafia that he run for governor, presumably to

counter de la O.1
In early August Magafia forwarded the complaints and his

recommendation to the President. Militiamen who wanted to retire should

receive six-months discharge pay, he advised, and the rest should remain in

arms as a rural police, although they would draw no wage from the federal

government. Parres having asked him to direct the state's Agrarian Commis-

sion, Magafia asked further that an escort of a hundred militiamen remain

available to him for special duty at the government's expense.2 The upshot

was about as he projected: to avoid offense to de la O he stayed out of

Morelos, but the militia retained their arms, and the chiefs went on as the

neighborhood lions.

Only at the bottom and in the Zapatistas' shadow were there revolution-

aries of another breed in office. These were the district judges and municipal

presidents, councilors, and assistants, some newly appointed in the recent

revolt, most the characters Tajonar had installed the year before. But they

were now subject to local election, and they invented past careers of service

from which they came out salty campaigners, intimates of Emiliano. Soon

they even believed their inventions.

The Zapatista officials quickly carried their revolution into practice

again. On August 18 in his second decree Parres started pensions for the

families of local men killed in the revolution. And on September 4 in

Decree Number 5 he initiated a new agrarian reform in the state. "Con-

sidering," he said, "that the Southern Revolution led by General Emiliano

Zapata was for the vindication of the proletariat of the field, . . . that the

Plan de Ayala . . . had as a watchword principles among which ... the most

important is the restitution and grant of ejidos to the pueblos and the

emancipation of the eternally exploited field hand, . . . that the historic

moments in which Morelos lives are the result of . . . the effort of all those

citizens who sustained cruel struggle in the southern mountains, . . . that

our brothers' bloodshed, the crying of the orphans, and the pleading of the

widows the Revolution has left . . . demand that the survivors . . . fulfill

their promises," he formally organized the agency "to crown the offer made

in Villa de Ayala by the martyr of Chinameca." This was the State Agrar-

1 Soto y Gama to Mendoza, July 1, 1920, AA. Excelsior, August 3 and 5, 1920.

Castrejon to Magana, July 9, 1920, AZ, 30: 31.

2 Memorandum to de la Huerta, August 6, 1920, ibid., 30.
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New attitudes, new policies, new laws, new agencies, new authorities

—

and of the plain country people of 1910, about three fifths remained. They

had won a victory too, simply in holding on as villagers, not in refuge in

the state's cities or huddled into the haciendas but out where they felt they

belonged, in the little towns and pueblos and ranchos, still reeking at least

of "pacific Zapatismo."5
In 1910 the bases of the only life they wanted to

live had been breaking down. Although they wore themselves out, duti-

fully tilling their scattered patches of corn and beans, now and then trading

a horse or a cow, for a few pesos marketing eggs, tomatoes, onions, chiles,

or charcoal, tending their scrubby orchards, desperately sharecropping on

the planters' worst land, they had nevertheless lost the struggle to keep

their communities going. In store for them then there had been only a long

torment of grief and shame, to labor for a wage in steaming cane fields and

rice paddies, to take orders from a boss, eventually to move into huts the

boss's boss owned, to watch from a distance while old friends and neighbors

and kinfolk moved away too, never to rest, and at the end to die in debt

anyway. Now a decade later, two souls having disappeared for every three

that stayed, they were still in their bases and back in the struggle. After all,

the endurance in the pueblos counted more than the new government, the

new champions, the new reforms. Those small communities, burdened

and threatened for centuries, had just survived the most vigorous, ruthless,

and ingenious siege ever mounted against them, spoiling the best if not the

last chance that usurpers would have to eradicate them. Although the

villagers of Morelos emerged mangled and in mourning in 1920, they had

proved their abiding commitment to the local traditions of their forebears.

The faith they had inherited was a source not of ambitions but of obliga-

tions, an inspiration not to acquire but to repair, not a stimulant but a

strength. This they would try to bequeath.

Several times during the war federal and national troops had demolished

Anenecuilco. Weeds had grown up in its ruins and in its sloping, cobbled

streets. But now its families drifted back. Soon there was a community at

work again. On September 26, three weeks and a day after Parres announced

his decree about the Agrarian Commission, the Anenecuilcans filed yet

another application to recover the local fields. They were the first villagers

to try the new law. On September 28 Parres returned them a provisional title

to land on the old Hospital and Cuahuixtla plantations.
6

5 For comparative figures on the populations of cities, towns, pueblos, ranchos,

and haciendas in 1910 and 1921, see Holt Biittner: op. cit., pp. 94-105.

6 Periodico Oficial, 4th Ser., No. 11, pp. 1-2.
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documents, and he showed them to his visitors. "Por esto peleo," he said.

"This"—not these titles, but this record of constancy and uprightness
—

"I

am fighting for."

As the struggle wore on, Zapata took extra precautions with the docu-

ments. He entrusted them to Franco, instructing him to stay out of danger-

ous zones, to consider it henceforth his sole duty to save them. Afterward

Zapata often referred to the titles, but he seems to have felt more comfort-

able knowing they could not be lost with him. "I'm bound to die some day,"

he would say, "but my pueblo's papers stand to get guaranteed."

In January 1919 Zapata met Franco near Villa de Ayala and repeated

his commission. He even authorized Franco, in case he turned up missing,

to present the documents before Carranza's agrarian authorities.

Three months later Zapata was dead. Franco returned to Anenecuilco,

but as Governors Tajonar and Rodriguez promoted no reforms, he kept

the strongbox hidden. A year passed.

Then came the Agua Prieta revolt, and through mid-1920 a new regime

in Mexico City and Cuernavaca. Franco now produced the documents

Zapata had left, and the villagers elected him their new chief. And that fall

he filed their request for the definitive and rightful restitution of their

fields. To keep peace with their neighbors the Anenecuilcans did not press

their full claim, which included part of Villa de Ayala's and Moyotepec's

land.
1

The governor's response was a fast shuffle, a favor instead of justice.

Since the agronomists in the National Agrarian Commission and the De-

partment of Agriculture had decided that reform deriving from the old,

often faulty titles would only confuse the issue, the land Parres provided

the Anenecuilcans was not a restitution but a grant—over twelve hundred

acres, about what they had asked him to recognize as their own. The

Anenecuilcans had little choice but to accept. And on October 20 they took

provisional possession of the grant, still subject to challenge and eviction.
2

The villagers' original titles were now practically worthless, but Franco

kept them with the new documents.

Through the early 1920's Zapatistas remained powerful in Mexico City.

In 192 1 Soto y Gama's Agraristas threw the Chamber of Deputies into an

extraordinary session and for months debated agrarianism, reading petitions

from villages in every region of the Republic, citing treatises on land leg-

1 Sotelo Inclan: op. cit., pp. 201-5.

2 Gill: op. cit., p. 52.
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4

Other communities also benefited from the new regime. Over forty
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recognition from Parres as civil corporations. And to nearly half of these
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was called prosperity for the state," they recalled, "was misery for us." As

ejidatarios told the American, "We are [now] growing what we want to

grow and for our own use."
6

In return the local people were staunchly loyal to the federal govern-

ment. When in December 1923 a revolt to make de la Huerta president

broke out in several states, the country folk of Morelos kept their state

quiet. The only suspicious maneuvers came from old Zapatista chiefs like

Jesus Capistran, who resented the political machine Parres had built in

Cuernavaca and who suspected him of rebel sympathies. And when the

patriarch de la O removed Parres and his aides and appointed a new loyalist

governor on December 15, the disaffected chiefs resumed their support of

the government. Later, rebels from Guerrero tried to drive up into Morelos,

but de la O mobilized forces to hold them at Puente de Ixtla. He also dis-

tributed arms to villagers around the state. And never wavering, they

guarded strategic points until the crisis passed.
7 Probably not since the War

of Intervention sixty years before had the allegiance of the pueblos to the

national authorities been so immediate and so firm.

By 1927 statistics indicated that Morelos had changed more from agrarian

programs than any other state. Only four or five haciendas still functioned

there, the others standing idle or transformed into civil communities. Toil-

ing around them were over 120 villages established in their ejidos. While

planters had lost over half their territory in the last seven years, some

16,800 ejidatarios had taken definitive possession of over 307,000 acres in

grants and restitutions. Provisionally at least 80 per cent of the state's farm-

ing families now held fields of their own, which altogether amounted to

around 75 per cent of the arable land.
8
In rich, wet, warm country like

Morelos, where the only pause between harvests was for the crop to ripen,

the emerging pattern of tenure was the outline of the old populist Utopia.

A kindly but shrewd American anthropologist researching in Tepoztlan

saw rustic harmony, easiness, and contentment as the essence of life there.

6 Ernest Gruening: Mexico and Its Heritage (New York, 1928), p. 162.

7
S. Valverde: op. cit., pp. 246-7, 315. Excelsior, December 17, 23-25, and 30,

1923. Luis Monroy Duran: El ultimo caudillo, apuntes para la historia de Mexico,

acerca del movimiento armado de 1923, en contra del gobierno constituido (Mexico,

1924), pp. 329-37. Melendez: op. cit., II, 141-3, 160-3. Figueroa Uriza: op. cit., II,

978-9.
8 Holt Buttner: op. cit., pp. 29, 101-2. Tannenbaum: Agrarian Revolution, pp.

324-5, 498. Jorge L. Tamayo: Geografia General de Mexico, 4 vols. (Mexico, 1962),

IV, 64-5.
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to heaven thinking that we should now rest, but our disappointment was

very painful when we learned that the contrary took place, for Sr. Valentin

del Llano, who came afterward, and who, they say, has Gachupin blood,

immediately let himself be deceived by the reactionaries and left things in

that state. This gentleman left, and for three months we have not known

who is at the head of the government. . . . All we know is that every day

things go from bad to worse and who knows where we shall end . .
."2

Another trouble was the parvenu agrarians, some returning natives and

some immigrants from states where land was harder to get. Attracted to

Morelos by the generosity of policy and nature, they came in the thousands.

Mostly they settled in the villages. And as they reclaimed old rights or com-

peted for new grants, they cramped their hosts. The more that came, the

more they advertised the state to others.

Less clear but even more deeply disturbing was a problem about money.

As the national economy recovered through the mid-1920's, villagers had

to pay higher prices for an increasing variety of goods. But entrenched in

their corn patches, tending a few livestock, they had little chance to earn

enough cash. Retouring the state in 1925, the American journalist found

ejidatarios who wanted the fields in sugar cane again. But the mills were

still in ruins; experts calculated that their reconstruction would require

$25,000,000, not a likely investment. Some villagers tried growing rice for

the metropolitan market, but they had to deal with brokers, who absorbed

the profits before the crop was in. In one case squabbles over water for the

paddies degenerated into pitched battle between two armed pueblos. In-

creasingly often farmers who wanted more than a modest subsistence had

to rent from their neighbors or do jobs for wages.3

Veteran natives stayed in the state : their mood was not desperate, much

less subversive. During 1926-8 three small outlaw bands operated in

northern and eastern Morelos in support of the Catholic Cristero rebellion

then raging in Jalisco, but they aroused no serious sympathy among the

pueblos. They hid out in the hills, to avoid the armed and dutiful villagers.

Even so one band fell victim to the pursuing forces of Adrian Castrejon, a

Zapatista chief now a stalwart national general. When a military revolt

flared in Veracruz in late 1927, President Calles felt so sure of Morelos that

he did not bother to reinforce troops there or to mobilize the militia. Anc

he crushed the eastern rebels without the slightest complication in the sout

2 Cited in Gruening: op. cit., p. 467.

3 Ibid., pp. 162-3. Memo on production of sugar in Morelos, November 8,

NA, 59: 812.61351/6.
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failed to carry out the ruling, however, Franco went on in late October

to file an application for enlarging Anenecuilco's ejido.
7

Neither action brought results. The request for restitution was dismissed

as out of order. And the application for enlargement soon ran afoul of new

legislation further restricting pueblos' rights. According to an executive

decree of December 26, 1930, villagers could not even ask for more ejidal

plots unless they proved that they had made "efficient use" of previous

grants, and they had to pay for new expropriated fields before putting them

under cultivation.
8

To Anenecuilco these were formidable barriers, and they grew more

imposing. As the federal government developed its own security, as it grew

more conservative, more careful about investors' nerves, it raised the pre-

mium on political connections and discounted simply popular needs. Al-

though a new state constitution took effect in Morelos in 1930 and elected

governors and legislatures henceforth made the local rules, the real directions

still came from Mexico City. And the options of plain people dwindled.

In practice the Anenecuilcans could only go on supporting Francisco

Franco's efforts. In December 1932 their request to enlarge the ejido finally

reached the National Agrarian Commission, but prompted no action.

The pueblo's struggle became frantic over the winter of 1934-5. There

had just been elections for a new president, and in the familiar manner the

departing chief executive showered last-minute favors on his similarly de-

parting colleagues. One favor, a mere token for him, was the concession of

two fields south of Cuautla to a clique of generals organized as the Jose

Maria Leyva Cooperative. It so happened that these fields were among the

richest in Anenecuilco's ejido. They were fields Anenecuilco had always

held title to, as one of the cooperative's leading generals, Maurilio Mejia,

must have known. Besides, the village had won the fields "definitively"

from Hospital hacienda in 1923, and successfully defended its possession in

court in 1927. But the land was valuable, and lower court rulings often

failed to inhibit a magnanimous president. Soon the generals sent out crews

to fence in the land.

Francisco Franco now proved himself a worthy heir of Zapata's legacy,

a true descendant in Anenecuilco's honorable line. He notified Mejia and

his cronies that he would resist their maneuvers by again presenting

Anenecuilco's titles in court. And on November 29, 1934, he did file again

for restitution. Then when the generals accused him of rebellion against

7 Gill: op. cit., p. 53. Simpson: op. cit., p. 117. Sotelo Inclan: op. cit., p. 206.

8 Fabila: op. cit., pp. 536-9. Simpson: op. cit., pp. 1 14-16.
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For almost two years the dispute dragged on between Anenecuilco and

Villa de Ayala, the larger, richer, municipal seat. Then in May 1938 came

an executive ruling in Villa de Ayala's favor. Stunned, the Anenecuilcans

refused to recognize the decision. Nor would they accept lands elsewhere

in compensation, especially when they learned they would have to pay

half the market price for them. Still, the dispossessed would not leave their

pueblo. Renting local plots or taking jobs as field hands for their neighbors,

they held on.

Without knowing how or why, not in delight but in distress, the vil-

lagers could see that the basic terms of their life had changed—all ironically

in the past few years of official interest in their welfare. Thus, because

Cardenas wanted to give the ejidatarios of Morelos a chance to produce a

cash crop, he had ordered the construction of a giant cooperative sugar mill

in Zacatepec, which he had opened in February 1938; and the fields were

again in cane. But inevitably the value of the land soared. And entrepreneurs

inside and outside the ejidos distorted local contracts and pressed for their

own advantage. Besides, from Guerrero, Mexico, and Puebla newcomers

swarmed into the state hunting for places in the pueblos growing cane for

Zacatepec. By 1940, mainly from immigration, Anenecuilco had over twice

as many people as in 1930. Some were renters, others part- or full-time

field hands, for very high wages, but they all craved a plot in the ejido. In

the fierce competition for the soil the average holding shrank to less than

ten acres, around a third the size it had been seven years before.
1 There was

little room for the ejido to expand in, even if the secretary of agriculture,

now Parres, favored it.

Finally the Anenecuilcans accepted land adjoining the grant they al-

ready held, and agreed to pay the expropriated owners one fifth the market

value. (The owners were ex-governors, the patrons of Nicolas Zapata.) But

when the fields came open, Nicolas appeared and tried to take over the best

sections. And then the federal official in charge refused to release any land.

The tax bills still went to Anenecuilco, but use of the land soon fell to a local

kulak reputedly Spanish.

In 1940 the odds shifted even more heavily against the village. Because

Magana, the closest Zapatista contact with Cardenas, had died the year

1 Urban Aguirre: op. cit., pp. 256, 265. Theodore Schwartz: "L'usage de la terre

dans un village a Ejido du Mexique," Etudes rurales, 10 (July 1963), 37-49. 6° Censo

de Poblacion, 1940, Morelos (Mexico, 1943), pp. 13, 44. Nathan L. Whetten: Rural

Mexico (Chicago, 1948), pp. 260, 584.
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The other villagers agreed, both the natives and the immigrants, and

through the mid-1940's they at least kept control over the fields they had.

And since fewer outsiders moved into the pueblo now and some exasperated

young men even moved away, those who stayed were able to brake the

fragmentation of plots and the general indebtment. In 1946 Nicolas became

federal deputy for Cuautla district, and the local struggle grew vicious

again; but still the Anenecuilcans carried on.

Four days before Christmas 1947, the Cuautla police came down to

Anenecuilco and assaulted Franco's house. Breaking in, they demanded the

village documents and tried to kill the old man. He and his family fought

back, and the police fled. That night national troops arrived and opened

fire. They killed Franco's two sons, Julian, 22, and Virulo, 17. Wounded,

the old man tried to escape, but the soldiers caught him and finished him

off in a nearby ravine. They never found the documents.4

During the next twenty years massive changes went on in Mexico. The

population almost doubled. The number of workers in factories and con-

struction tripled. Acreage under cultivation doubled. Production in agricul-

ture and industry more than tripled. Over twenty thousand miles of new

roads opened, and the number of cars, trucks, and buses racing along them

more than quintupled. The number of radios increased at least ten times.

And switched on to beam, incessantly it seemed, were over a million TVs.

New tricks in salesmanship became routine, like brand names, advertising,

standard packaging. Through an Export-Import Agency the federal gov-

ernment began buying goods directly from domestic producers and selling

them directly to consumers. The annual cargo shipped on trains alone

tripled. Pulled into this boom and driving it faster, the population shifted

around the Republic—out of the poor, densely settled rural areas of the

center and south and into the most blatantly thriving states of the northwest

and the Gulf Coast, or into the large cities, especially into the now huge

metropolis of Mexico City. Although most country people stayed where

they were, often because of the residual security of their ejidal plots, those

who moved probably numbered over two million. By the mid-1960's barely

half the working population was still in farming. The obvious prospect

was a mainly urban society. Already over a third of Mexicans lived in cities

of at least twenty thousand inhabitants. And over all, guiding, coaxing,

compelling, there appeared a new generation of national leaders, trained in

4 Gill: op. cit., p. 65.
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to reap. Although the state remained obviously agricultural, life there in-

creasingly resembled life in a factory.

Morelos became a hive of newcomers. For resdess and destitute immi-

grants it was both a frontier, where they could start again for free, and a

transit camp, where they could prepare for the leap into Mexico City. For

the widening class of successful metropolitans it was a retreat where they

could pay down on weekend homes and hope to retire. For real-estate

promoters it was a paradise to subdivide and mark skeleton streets through.

For entrepreneurs in general it was a bustling market. Already by 1950

nearly one fourth of Morelos residents were not natives. In municipalities

like Zacatepec, Jojuda, and Cuauda the proportion ranged from a third to

nearly a half, and in Cuernavaca the natives were the minority. By i960

the proportion of immigrants in the state was 36 per cent. Six or seven

years later it approached 50 per cent. By then, as the planters had fondly

dreamed half a century before, even the Japanese had arrived—not as peons,

however, but as technicians for a new automobile factory outside Cuerna-

vaca. Through the deluge the legal pattern of land tenure remained intact,

over 32,000 ejidatarios in over 200 ejidos holding some 740,000 acres in fields,

timber, and pasture, which was over 80 per cent of the useful soil, and

around 10,000 private proprietors holding the rest, mainly in minute

plots; but the development of local communities was bewilderingly differ-

ent from what had gone before. Cuernavaca, Cuauda, and Jojutla grew of

course into major centers. But so did Zacatepec, a pueblo of only 1,900

souls in 1940, a town of 7,000 in 1950, and a city of 13,500 by i960, the

state's second largest. And while some old villages like Huitzilac and Jo-

nacatepec remained smaller than before the revolution, and others like

Jantetelco and Coadan del Rio barely grew, a new colonia like Emiliano

Zapata, founded only in 1940, burgeoned into a town of over 7,000 by i960.
7

Politically too the state reformed. Almost all the Zapatista old-timers

passed on, like de la O in 1952, into tombs their kinfolk invoked the Virgin

of Guadalupe to hallow. The few survivors were mosdy too aged for more

than a quiet sit in the morning sun. Only here and there was a veteran of

the great ordeal still active, working a little through the week and then on

7 SSptimo Censo General de Poblacion, 6 de Junto de 1950. Estado de Morelos

(Mexico, 1953), pp. 46-7; VIII Censo, Resumen General, pp. 247, 363, 365, 392-3, 425,

and VIII Censo General de Poblacion, i960. 8 de Junto de i960. Localidades de la

Republica for entidades y municipios, 2 vols. (Mexico, 1963), I, 762-6. Urban Aguirre:

op. cit., pp. 260-1. Holt Biittner: op. cit., pp. 94-105. "Mexico, Land does not pay,'

The Economist, November 12, 1966.
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scourge oi the village uas no longO /.ipata, removed, according

to run . the gift of the government to

•rouble in Mordos. The s, now the r\]idal Hank,

the only bank most epdatanos had access to. Ruhr;,

officials would not advance 1 redit to farmers to raise lisr

to tend nrt hards or apiaries, to grow melons or torn..- es that the

nearby markets in ClMUItla and M They

ilv the culture of cane and rue. du
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drntr mwminfd " tunomsJ dr < uemat* j -fWmtM,
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age ejidatario around 450 pesos a year, the second paying at best around

525—between ten and twelve cents a day.

Even so villagers stayed. To eke out their income they managed various

expedients. One ejidatario might rent his field to the Zacatepec mill or to

a private mill in Cuautla and then work for a guaranteed minimum wage.

Another might rent to a neighbor and work for him, or try a season as a

migrant laborer, perhaps in the United States. A lucky few managed to

buy private plots outside the ejido, lease several more inside, get credit

independently, and diversify operations. Most could only work longer and

harder, hiring themselves out to their palmier fellows, until they spent more

time in others' fields than in their own.

Rather than invest the bank's credit in the soil, they lived of! it as a

salary. When they needed mules or tractors, they contracted them from

outside. Their debts soared. By the late 1950's the pueblo owed altogether

around 200,000 pesos, one ejidatario alone owing 23,000. In effect the vil-

lagers became the bank's employees, or peons. Anenecuilcans lamented,

mistakenly but to the point: "We lived easy when we had no land!"
3

It was quiet there, well off the highway. The road into the village and

the main paths were where they had always been, and the low adobe houses

looked the same as before. Though on a Sunday a writer might come down

from Mexico City in search of a story, he found the tombstones in the

cemetery as interesting as the local conversation—Fidencio Espejo, Zapata's

father-in-law, 1909, Maria de Jesus Zapata, 1940, Maria de la Luz Zapata,

1944, Franco and his sons, 1947.
4 (Whoever succeeded Franco as chief went

without publicity and its jinx.) In the early 1960's, to appease metropolitan

intellectuals who wanted to bestow the benefits of a Zapatista museum on

the pueblo, the federal government built a concrete pavilion over the ruins

of Zapata's father's house; but only stray tourists on personal pilgrimages

found their way to the site. On the morning of every August 8 state and

national dignitaries gathered in the little amphitheater next to the pavilion

to praise Zapata on his birthday; but by mid-afternoon, before the rain, they

were gone, and the pueblo was again hot, melancholy, quiet. Usually,

because the women were indoors and the men out in the fields, the village

3 Gill: op. cit., pp. 58-62. Resumen del Boletin mensual de la Direccion General

de Economia Agricola, No. 428-33 (January-June 1962), pp. 76-8. Antonio Tapia:

La economia de la produccion agricola en el Distrito Economico de Cuautla, Estado

de Morelos (Mexico, i960). Ramon Fernandez y Fernandez: "Notas Bibliograficas,"

El Tritnestre Economico, XXVIII, 2 (April 1961), 349-54.
4 Gaston Garcia Cantu: Utopias mexicanas (Mexico, 1963), pp. 120-8.
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seemed empty, .tlm«>st deeerted I then young ,

on sdent errand* in the street <»r muttering hard in gamCI in the dusty

walled yard beside the dm riaiiorwifl Qgtbcm.la

this village, he thought, children stall

'

hon«>r in work and plav, uinous lessons to t .1 r r \ into .» world about u> rlv

j nun ti» the moon, delilx-r.itek capable oi niu lear v

BttOClde. Hut being Anenei uikans. he de<. ided. thrv MPOIlId probably stand
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APPENDIX A

\AaJ0T Plantations in Morelos, igoS' rgog

^BL^ dirivm from the hgurrs of I he/ tad Magana, which arc incomplete.

Although Southwofth'l directory ot haciendas is also incomplete, it suggests that

the Aran/. Kscand«'»n. and Amor holdings were almost twice as large, and the

Alonso holdings almost fourteen times as large, as listed here. 1

Miixs Own i us 1 ^r.i

Zacatrpec |uan Pagaza Zacatepec 8*80.5

San Nicolas Juan Pagaza San Nicolas

Cuahuixtla Manuel .V Cuahuixtla s« -

Tretnta Manuel Araoz Treinta

Manuel Araoz :ulpa

Santa ( Luis dart \2 Pimentel jra 1684.10.9

..IgO Luis (iarcia Pimentel Tenango
Luis darcta Pimentel 1 Ignacio

Hospital -rite Alonso s widow ; ital

Calderon Vicente Alonso' s widow

Chinameca -nte AlOMO'l widow ( hinamcca

'pango Igna. rre y Mier

Atlihuayan Sons of Ar mdon Atlthoayfa

Sons of Antonio Escandon • himancM

Sao Carlo, Estate of Tomis dc Sjn ( arlm '..A. 6

Estate of Tomis de la T< Cocoyoc

Estate of Tomis de la Torre

tlin Romualdo Pascjuel

Romualdo Pasquel Vat/tngo

'IV conferences, p. nf>. Magana i. vt Southwortb GO. CSt . Op

a«7-«^
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Cocoyotla Romualdo Pasquel Cocoyotla

San Vicente Estate of Delfin Sanchez San Vicente 20,538.9

Estate of Delfin Sanchez Chiconcuac

Estate of Delfin Sanchez Dolores

Estate of Delfin Sanchez San Gaspar

Estate of Delfin Sanchez Atlacomulco

San Gabriel Emmanuel Amor San Gabriel 50,037.8

Actopan Emmanuel Amor Actopan

Santa Ines Benito Arena's widow Santa Ines 6,177-5

Benito Arena's widow Guadalupe

Benito Arena's widow Buenavista

Oacalco Francisco A. Velez Oacalco 9,192.1

Francisco A. Velez Michate

Temilpa Manuel Alarcon Temilpa 12,288.3

Santa Cruz J. Pliego de Perez Santa Cruz 1,608.6

Casasano E. Velez de Goribar Casasano 5,638.8

Temixco Concepcion T. G. de Fernandez Temixco 42,748.3

Cuauchichinola Sixto Sarmina Cuauchichinola 4,647.9
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The \
}Lni di /l\ala

^^'^Tl^TA^^WOlI 1Y THUS: PLAN MAIAU. f rem late NofOBbtt IOJI, when

they first preplanned it. until the spring of i^iS. when they shelved it for the

unification." the Zapatista chirts considered the plan a veritable cathol

icon, much more than a program of action, almost a Scripture. They would

brook no comprom ise of its provisions, no irreverent toward its project*- -which

i issue in a classic Mexican millennium. In their own shrinking domains

is Moreloi and Puehla they remained its devotees until thev pledged allegiance

to the Plan de Agua Prieta in April 1920. Afterward the Ayala plan became

famous as the premier banner of moder; most remarkable and contro-

<! experiment, agrarian reform.

The plan was not an instant creation. As a statement of attitudes it had been

evolving for at least some fifty years, through the public lessons JuaV

in thr supreme importance of "principles," "law," and ""justice." through the

formation of national pride in dM against the French, through the

exasperation with personal promises and rw>htical abuses during Don Porfinos

long reign, and lately through the abortion of hopes in the virtuous Madero. Aj

statement of the specific Zapatista position in revolutionary politu s. it had

been gestating for about nine months. The matrix was Madero\ San Luis plan,

to which in March |«I| thr Ayalans had announced their allegiance Thus they

demanded the dismissal of all incumbent officials, local and federal, elected and

ppronted, t
k

-id impartial appointment of new authorities, and

<-w of all disputed cases involving rural real estate Zapata's petition

remained the same through the summer, even through tb^ » of August

Not until late September, attrr the federals had chased them out uf Morrlos,

did the Zapatistas define demands of tr I heir statement was • crude

»3f3'
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"Memorial which contains the petitions of the Counterrevolutionaries to Presi-

dent of the Republic Francisco L. de la Barra." Although in their obvious sus-

picion of electoral solutions they anticipated features of the radical plan to follow,

they were nevertheless generally committed to the old limits.

I. We recognize and respect Francisco L. de la Barra, present Provisional

President of the Republic.

II. We declare that the present Provisional Governors be dismissed and

that [their successors] be named either by the will of the people or of the Gen-

erals and Chiefs of the present Counterrevolution. As well as the Commander
in Chief and the forces who garrison their [the state capitals'?] plazas.

III. We ask that the federal forces evacuate the Plazas which they are pres-

endy occupying in the States of Morelos, Puebla, Guerrero, and Oaxaca.

IV. That [the imminent presidential] elections be suspended.

V. That to the pueblos there be given what in justice they deserve as to

lands, timber, and water, which [claim] has been the origin of the present

Counterrevolution.

VI. We ask that Political Prefectures be abolished and that absolute liberty

be given to all political prisoners of the Nation.

Effective Suffrage No-Reelection. Sn. Juan

del Rio, [Puebla,] Sept. 26, 191 1.

[signed,] Emiliano Zapata, Eujemio Zapata,

Jose Trinidad Ruiz, Augustin Quiros, Jesus Jduregui,

Emigdio L. Marmolejo, Jose Cruz, Jesus Navarro,

Jose Rodriguez, Jesus Sanchez, Jose Vergara,

Mariano Rodriguez, Proculo Capistrdn, Amador Salazar.

If de la Barra granted their petitions, the Zapatistas promised to lay down their

arms immediately.1

Six weeks later Zapata clarified his position in stating conditions for surren-

der to the new President, Madero. This statement was clearer and more to the

point than September's because Gabriel Robles Dominguez had helped compose

it. It was also more moderate, in applying only to Morelos, in dropping the

demand for "justice" to the pueblos there and changing it to a demand for "an

agrarian law," and in recognizing the President's role in the appointments of a

new governor and state police chief.

1. General Ambrosio Figueroa will be withdrawn from the Government

of the State.

2. The forces which Federico Morales commands will be withdrawn from

the State.

3. A general pardon will be conceded to all those risen in arms.

1 Memorial . . . , September 26, 191 1, AA.
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j 9 5

4 There will be granted an igrarian law attemptn . the

dition of the laborer in the held

5 ! «>p* will be withdrawn tr«.m thr Mm «-hich

thev presently OCCUp) The prnc»l in which I '.draw will

remain [a matter for) the prudent judgment ot thr President

puhlu . but ( reneral Zapata, in representation ot hi* companion* in arm*

and tor him*elf. respeittully ! '.at thu pr iceed

4S days.

Whilr the • rs retire. V*) men ot Generai Z-i . will

remain armed, the town or town* in which thrv mint quarter being assigned

by the [Chietj Kxruiii\c. This font will ha\e the character ot rural police

iers theretore trom the Mumter ot the Intr

7. The chiet ot thr -neral

Zapata for himself anil in representation ot his second chief* re*pectt'ully a*k*

that the appointment tall on the person ot Senor Don Raul Madero or

10 Zapata.

8. Passports or safetonducts will be expedited to all chiefs of those risen

in irmv

•al Zapata will not intervene in the affairs ot the Government of the

State and will try to use his personal influence to make the constituted author-

10. The Federal Government will turn over the amount of 10.000 pesos to

pay the loan* which have been made in the revolution.

1 1 I hr ( ,. rnor ot the State will he named by the principal revolutionary

the State, in CCOfd with Sr. Madero

1 a. Villa de Ayala will remain garrisoned with 50 men from the State*

rural police.

I »eneral Zapata's forces will concentrate immediately in Villa de Ayala

and Jonacatepec

Villa de Ayala, November II, 1911.

[siONto, ]
General Y.mdiano 7ap*ta}

week* later the Zapatista* formally *tarted their own revolution under

the Plan de Avala On the question of who lomposed the plan, outsider* have

. ing opinion* One heliesed that Frar MB CJomeZ

if and passed it on to Zapata." Another asserted d rother,

Emilio, then in exile in San Antonio, had taken there a copy of a plan proposed

by OtiIio Monta no, toned it down, and sent it back to Morelos for proclamation.4

Another declared that Emih J E*

ited in MaK .

1 Ramon Prula De la Juudmr* * U antrqwm (and edn . Mex> ifJ

Tcodoro Hernandez I-« vcrdad wore el zapatitnv v Dtfor*i.

February 13, 1937
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riquc Bonilla, then an editor of Diario del Hogar, all collaborated on the final

version.5 Yet another says that three obscure Guerrerans—Gonzalo Avila, Salus-

tio Carrasco Nunez, and Fidel Fuentes—produced the plan and sent it to Mon-

taiio in September 191 1.
6 Others have reported that Palafox or Soto y Gama

wrote it.
7 These accounts rest on very flimsy evidence. There is also an official

Zapatista story of the composition, to the accuracy of which both the style and

the content of the plan strongly testify.

According to this account, Zapata resented metropolitan reports that his

October raids into Morelos and the Federal District were only for pillage. And

he asked Montano to draw up a program to prove that the Zapatistas were not

mere bandits. Counseled by the leading chiefs, Montano and his aides composed

a tentative version. In early November Zapata examined it and praised it, but

judged it no longer necessary because of the deal he was going to arrange with

Robles Dominguez. After the negotiations collapsed, Zapata and Montano

escaped into the Puebla mountains together and hid out around the village of

Miquetzingo. There they drafted the final version. The ideas were those Zapata

took as the consensus of his chiefs; the phrasing was mostly Montano's. When

they finished, Zapata assembled all the chiefs in the area, and in the litde neigh-

boring town of Ayoxusda they heard the plan read and signed it. Zapata then

moved into headquarters in the Morelos mountains near Huautla, where a

parish priest typed several copies of the plan for him. These he sent to the em-

bassies in Mexico City and to his main agent there, Gildardo Magafia. He in-

structed Magana to suspend talks with "Maderismo" and to try to have the

"important document" published. Of all the metropolitan editors, only Bonilla

of the Diario del Hogar would ask Madero if he could publish it. "Yes," Madero

said, "publish it so everyone will know how crazy that Zapata is." So he did on

December 15, in a double edition that quickly sold out.8

Garbled and rambling, without a hint of metropolitan grace, the thing was

truly a caution—literally as well as colloquially. Most striking were four radical

changes in the Zapatista position. First, the operation Zapata and his chiefs

5 Francisco Cosio Robelo: "El dragon de dos cabezas. Zapata y Pascual Orozco,"

ibid., March 6, 1937.
6 Figueroa Uriza: op. ch., I, 275-6.

7 E.g., Gates in World's Wor\, April 1919, p. 658.

8 Magana: op. cit., II, 80-3. For elaborations and confirmations of this account,

see Palacios: Zapata, pp. 62-3, and El Plan de Ayala. Sus origenes y su promtdgacion

(3rd edn., Mexico, 1953), pp. 47-8, 57-61; Serafin M. Robles: "Semblanza del Plan

de Ayala" and "El Plan de Ayala. Como fue el juramento de este Historico Docu-

mento," El Campesino, January 1950 and December 1954; and Gomez: Las comi-

siones, pp. 93-6.
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I on was no longer a local movement <»f protest in MwrltH of regionally

through the vmth. hut a national movement to seize federal Wthmkl Second,

the revolutionaries would n<< onlv restore fields t<> pueblos that had Icj them,

but would also expropriate some land from rightful holders whom they judged

^nonopolijti." ami would expropriate completely landlords who opposed them

Third, they would treat Madefiatfl revolutionaries whom they capturetl in battle

not as prisoner* of war hut as traitors. Fourth, to discourage personal ambitions,

they would not name a provision*! president or governors until after they had

taken (xiwcr Mciiurci like the last three no other revolutionary group except

the anarcho syndicalists would advocate, much less adopt as policy, for another

three veari At least the Ayala plan was an alert to politicians in M

about how militant and canny part of the rural population had become. But

preoccupied otherwise as they were, it only convinced them of how eccentric

agrarian demands were.

Distimt traces of other revolutionary documents mark the Plan de Ayala ( >ne

is the Plan de Tacubaya in support of Emilio Vizquez tor president, dated Oc-

tober }!, 191 1. It stresses allegations ot Madero's personal treachery and political

incapacity, and frames the Vazquista operation as a continuation and fulfillment

of the original movement of 1910. Appropriately reframed, these notions and

tome of the Tacubayan language figure tediously in the Ayala plan, and mainly

in the same section—a long discursive preface, which in the Zapatista venion

runs on through the first article. The source of the Tacubayan influence was

probably Paulino Martinez, cosigner of the Vazquista plan and friend of the

Ayalans Probably he exchanged complaints with Zapata and Montano and

patted on his disgust with Madero to reinforce theirs, as well as a vocabt

which to articulate it t^uite possibly even a copy of the Tacubaya plan reached

the southern camp to serve as a model of denunciation. The other imprint on

the Ayala plan is that of several liberal Party papers, dating from the program

of 1906, a reasoned statement of intended reforms, to the manifesto of Septem

ind moving anar to ex-

propriate land and factories and use them tor the common welfare.* Many of

the concepts and phraw-s that the Lilx-rals harped on most intensely, and most

recently in the September manifesto, flash repeatedly through the Ayala plan.

Twelve times, for instance, apprar images of blood, wounds, bloody

blood and fire, bloodshed, remarks whu h ra .t m
but whu h trr frequent in Liberal literature Also, nationalization and expropri-

ation are acts that only the Liberals had promoted before (for four or n»-

•For the manifesto, see Ricardo Flora Magon Vtd* y Ohrm S*mMs Lttf-n*

3»ok (Mexico, 10-13). IL ^4S
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most vigorously since September) and which only they and the Zapatistas pro-

posed out loud in 191 1. Likewise the Liberals had argued loudly and explicitly

for a merging of familial loyalties into a grand revolutionary solidarity, and as-

suming the argument, the Zapatistas followed them: whereas Madero in his

plan had appealed only to "compatriots" and "fellow citizens," the Ayalans ap-

pealed to "our brothers." And pegged firmly into the Plan de Ayala are other

words that were the political currency of the Mexican opposition but on which

the Liberals always had a special claim—dictatorship, justice, tyrant, despot,

chains, slaves, yoke, welfare, fatherland. Finally the plan's motto, "Liberty, Jus-

tice, and Law," is a close take on the slogan of the Liberal program of 1906,

"Reform, Justice, and Law." Since there were no Liberals then agitating among

the Zapatistas, the source of their semantic and political influence was probably

their clandestine newspaper, Regeneration, which Zapata and Montano knew

and which couriers could deliver from the capital.

But the notation of its putative intellectual debts does not exhaust the work.

Despite its Vazquista tones the Ayala plan was no piece of Vazquista propa-

ganda, as many metropolitan politicians thought at the time. If it was in support

of Emilio, why was it not so openly—especially at the very moment when the

Vazquistas needed all the public revolutionary sympathy they could muster?

Why did "the sons of the State of Morelos" not refer once to Emilio or Fran-

cisco? Why was their first choice for Supreme Chief the revolutionary then

Emilio's worst rival, Pascual Orozco? Nor for all its blood and brimstone was

the plan another Liberal tract. In passages the anarcho-syndicalists must have

gagged on or laughed at, it recognized "God" as well as "the people" helping

to initiate the revolution in 1910, indicated only obliquely that an industrial pro-

letariat even existed, and admitted the right of private propery for pueblos and

individuals. It was innocent of the idea of a struggle of classes, and reflected sup-

positions about international affairs that reduced to a hope for approval from

"the civilized world," Edwardian Europe and the Taftian United States. Al-

though from 1910 on the Liberals had broadcast a new slogan perfectly tailored

for the southern movement, "Land and Liberty," the Ayalans went on with

their old motto, amending it only to "Reform, Liberty, Justice, and Law."

The Plan de Ayala was an original, more so than most of the other revolu-

tionary plans, programs, and manifestoes that have appeared in Mexican his-

tory. Its most important articles, for instance, six, seven, and eight, on agrarian

reform, contain almost nothing borrowed from previous plans, although there

was much to borrow. The special disposition in Article 8 on behalf of widows

and orphans is also without precedent. So is Article 10, on traitors to the revolu-

tion.
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:ul and interesting feature of the j'Un is thr «-nv ..{ history

pervading k. Most «xhrr contemporary pUoi had tew roots in thr Mexican part,

ami thru only in thr immediate paH In thr San l.im
j

'jmr, therr

is one btr mention in passing of the anri»rcelcctionis>

revoin' Hut in thr

plan a major car!, md disrr ;

lhe immortal ( "de d '57, a ritten with the itvoluli i of Ayutla

to expropnatr thr planters' property dbC "norm and example*' arc thr la\<-

in force hy thr immortal Juarez on ecclesiastical properties, which punched

the despots and cotiaenratrvci who in every time hi impose on

us thr ignomink hackwardi 1 here in the

plan it therr a rrtercii or "progress' the goals

professed in other plan* and preeminently thr , uncerns of the citified men of

the day. Instead the aim is "t«> rcCOfCf thr liberties'" of a republican people and,

twice stated, to bring about "prosperity and well being," which was no new

dream in Mexico hul a Utopia first conceived thrrr in the flushest times

•h century, revived during the eighteenth century n reformers,

[endorsed and publicized by Humboldt, recurring constantly through the diffi-

cult attempts to establish independence, and then largely subsumed and re-

prcsaed during the long Porfinan "evolution.*" r merging from this oldest of

Mexican fashions, the Ayala plan had a tremendous and poignant impact on

men who could not imagine their country basically different. Others, for whom

history was a drag, it touched not at all.

The paste gem fancincss of the plan's rhetoric was no doubt Montana

ill paid \illage idwobeacfaer, having learned and r g from textbooks

produi i a ragged

ful present and glorified what he Iwhesed a happiei

Hon was easier because of the official id M one

Q an honored republican simession. to legitir;

history. First came Hidalgo, then M«>rr: '\rn the most heron re-

publican. Juarez's might ind proper heir. !
•

next in this line, which ss in the manner of the latrr I

mipt Ramon <
1

untry

intellectuals like Monuno. the « ,
• ageous

ntffieos became, the grander the traditional her.*-* looftc

(Juarez. ()n Villa de Ayalas centennial lommittee MontaAo could »harpen his

identification with thr old champions and his furv with trw new rntreprenessrs.

1 A favorite ten was Manur' omfendio de Is Au*»rw de U

ado., Mexico, 1880)
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Zapata also looked back to the leaders of the past for precedents and inspira-

tion. His primary-school teacher in Anenecuilco had been a veteran of the War

against the French Intervention, and Zapata remembered well his classes in

history.2 Two of his uncles had fought against the French with the Republican

loyalists at Puebla, and he grew up listening to their tales. He himself often

referred in conversation to Hidalgo, Morelos, and Juarez. Chief of his village

and by necessity a student of its history in the sources, the land titles, Zapata

knew in detail how and why it had struggled. For him as for Montano the Plan

de Ayala was one more declaration in defense of the pueblos and the people,

which they could hardly tell apart.

The following translation I made from the version of the plan published in the

Diario del Hogar, December 15, 191 1. This was the first version widely known

in Mexico City. There are others, among them the official Zapatista version pub-

lished in Magana: op. cit., II, 83-7. The differences are minor rewordings, omis-

sions, and grammatical and other corrections. Of the last, the most noteworthy

is the legal refinement of Article 12, which as it originally stood violated consti-

tutional procedure—Congress, not the President, properly having the authority

at first assigned to him.3 To give a faithful translation I tried not to clarify what

was obscure, nor unravel what was tangled, nor tighten what was loose. In some

places, where Spanish syntax swings on but English breaks down, I had to insert

words in brackets to keep an obvious meaning obvious. I also changed punctu-

ation here and there for the same reason. Highfalutin words I tried to find equiv-

alents for, rather than deflate them, because I thought they conveyed the rural

writer's indignation better. After all, it is his show.

Liberating Plan of the sons of the State of Morelos, affiliated with the

Insurgent Army which defends the fulfillment of the Plan of San Luis, with

the reforms which it has believed proper to add in benefit of the Mexican

Fatherland.

We who undersign, constituted in a revolutionary junta to sustain and

carry out the promises which the revolution of November 20, 1910, just

past, made to the country, declare solemnly before the face of the civilized

world which judges us and before the nation to which we belong and which

we call [sic, llamamos, misprint for amamos, love], propositions which we

have formulated to end the tyranny which oppresses us and redeem the

fatherland from the dictatorships which are imposed on us, which [proposi-

tions] are determined in the following plan:

1. Taking into consideration that the Mexican people led by Don Francisco

I. Madero went to shed their blood to reconquer liberties and recover their

2 Palacios: Zapata, p. 18, and Paez in El Sol de Puebla, April 2, 1951.

3 This and the official version are both in Gonzalez Ramirez: Planes, pp. 73-83.

A handwritten copy of the plan, dated November 28, 191 1, is in AZ, 28: 14.
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right* which hud l<crn trampled ssession of

'ating the sac red principles whu h he look M Ottl I

-uise. the |uttice, and thr lilvrtirs o( thr people tail

that thjt man to whom we rrtrr il Don Fl I

initiated the above <tted revolution, who imjxisrd his will and intlurr

erning norm on the Provisional Government oi the n President of thr

; <hc Alton lr Harra [/if |, earning with tl

prated sheddings ot blood ami multipluate misfortunes tor the fatherland in

nrr deceitful and ridiculous, having no intentions other than satis

his personal ambitions, his Iwnmdless instincts .is .j tvrant. and hi

r the fulfillment of the preexisting laws emanating from the im

mortal code oi S~. written with the revolutionary blood ot Avutla;
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|
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ercignty of the States, trampling on the laws without any respect for lives or

interests, as has happened in the State of Morelos, and others, leading them to

the most horrendous anarchy which contemporary history registers.

For these considerations we declare the aforementioned Francisco I.

Madero inept at realizing the promises of the revolution of which he was the

author, because he has betrayed the principles with which he tricked the will

of the people and was able to get into power: incapable of governing, because

he has no respect for the law and justice of the pueblos, and a traitor to the

fatherland, because he is humiliating in blood and fire Mexicans who want

liberties, so as to please the cientifkos, landlords, and bosses who enslave

us, and from today on we begin to continue the revolution begun by him,

until we achieve the overthrow of the dictatorial powers which exist.

2. Recognition is withdrawn from Sr. Francisco I. Madero as Chief of the

Revolution and as President of the Republic, for the reasons which before were

expressed, it being attempted to overthrow this official.

3. Recognized as Chief of the Liberating Revolution is the illustrious Gen-

eral Pascual Orozco, the second of the Leader Don Francisco I. Madero, and

in case he does not accept this delicate post, recognition as Chief of the Revo-

lution will go to General Don Emiliano Zapata.

4. The Revolutionary Junta of the State of Morelos manifests to the Nation

under formal oath: that it makes its own the plan of San Luis Potosi, with

the additions which are expressed below in benefit of the oppressed pueblos,

and it will make itself the defender of the principles it defends until victory

or death.

5. The Revolutionary Junta of the State of Morelos will admit no trans-

actions or compromises until it achieves the overthrow of the dictatorial

elements of Porfirio Diaz and Francisco I. Madero, for the nation is tired of

false men and traitors who make promises like liberators and who on arriv-

ing in power forget them and constitute themselves as tyrants.

6. As an additional part of the plan we invoke, we give notice: that [regard-

ing] the fields, timber, and water which the landlords, cientificos, or bosses

have usurped, the pueblos or citizens, who have the titles corresponding to

those properties will immediately enter into possession of that real estate of

which they have been despoiled by the bad faith of our oppressors, maintain-

ing at any cost with arms in hand the mentioned possession; and the usurpers

who consider themselves with a right to them [those properties] will deduce

it before the special tribunals which will be established on the triumph of

the revolution.

7. In virtue of the fact that the immense majority of Mexican pueblos and

citizens are owners of no more than the land they walk on, suffering the

horrors of poverty without being able to improve their social condition in

any way or to dedicate themselves to Industry or Agriculture, because lands,

timber, and water are monopolized in a few hands, for this cause there will

be expropriated the third part of those monopolies from the powerful propri-

etors of them, with prior indemnization, in order that the pueblos and citi-

zens of Mexico may obtain ejidos, colonies, and foundations for pueblos, or
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pling with the brute force of bayonets on our institutions; and thus, as we
raised up our weapons to elevate him to power, we again raise them up

against him for defaulting on his promises to the Mexican people and for

having betrayed the revolution initiated by him, we are not personalists, we
are partisans of principles and not of men

!

Mexican People, support this plan with arms in hand and you will make
the prosperity and well-being of the fatherland.

Ayala, November 25, 191

1

Liberty, Justice, and Law
Signed, General in Chief Emiliano Zapata; Generals Eufemio Zapata, Fran-

cisco Mendoza, Jesus Morales, Jesus Navarro, Otilio E. Montano, Jose Trini-

dad Ruiz, Proculo Capistran; Colonels Felipe Vaquero, Cesareo Burgos,

Quintin Gonzalez, Pedro Salazar, Simon Rojas, Emigdio Marmolejo, Jose

Campos, Pioquinto Galis, Felipe Tijera, Rafael Sanchez, Jose Perez, Santiago

Aguilar, Margarito Martinez, Feliciano Dominguez, Manuel Vergara, Cruz

Salazar, Lauro Sanchez, Amador Salazar, Lorenzo Vazquez, Catarino Per-

domo, Jesus Sanchez, Domingo Romero, Zacarias Torres, Bonifacio Garcia,

Daniel Andrade, Ponciano Dominguez, Jesus Capistran; Captains Daniel

Mantilla, Jose M. Carrillo, Francisco Alarcon, Severiano Gutierrez; and more

signatures follow. [This] is a true copy taken from the original. Camp in the

Mountains of Puebla, December 11, 191 1. Signed, General in Chief Emiliano

Zapata.
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/ ' t Agrarian L
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research, in the enormous power assigned to the secretary of agriculture, and in
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tista la ! radically from precedent revolutionary projects, bi.

1
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Considering that in the Plan de Ayala are condensed the longings of the

people risen in arms, especially in regard to agrarian recoveries, the intimate

reason and supreme goal of the Revolution, therefore it is of necessary urgency

to regulate duly the principles confirmed in said Plan in such a form that they

can forthwith be carried into practice as general laws of immediate applica-

tion.

Considering that the people have shown in various ways their wish to

destroy at the roots and forever the unjust monopoly of land in order to realize

a social state which guarantees fully the natural right which every man has to

an extension of land necessary for his own subsistence and that of his family,

it is a duty of the Revolutionary Authorities to respect that popular wish, ex-

pediting all those laws which, like the present, satisfy fully those legitimate

aspirations of the people.

Considering that not a few authorities, far from fulfilling the sacred

duty of doing revolutionary work, which the exercise of any and every public

responsibility imposes in the present times, giving thereby proofs of not being

identified with the Revolution, refuse to second the steps taken to obtain the

economic and social emancipation of the people, making common cause with

the reactionaries, landlords, and other exploiters of the working classes, there-

fore it becomes necessary, to define attitudes, that the Government declare

definitively that it will consider disaffected from the cause and will hold re-

sponsible all those authorities who, forgetting their character as organs of the

Revolution, do not assist effectively in the triumph of the Revolution's ideals.

For the preceding considerations, and taking into account that the Execu-

tive Council is the supreme authority of the Revolution, since the Sovereign

Revolutionary Convention is not at present in session, [the Council] decrees:

Article i. To communities and to individuals the fields, timber, and

water of which they were despoiled are [hereby] restored, it being sufficient

that they possess legal titles dated before the year 1856, in order that they enter

immediately into possession of their properties.

Article 2. Individuals or groups who believe themselves entitled to the

recovered properties of which the previous article speaks will have to adduce

[the title] before commissions designated by the Department of Agriculture,

within the year following the date of recovery, and subject to respective regu-

lation.

Article 3. The Nation recognizes the traditional and historic right

which the pueblos, ranchos, and communities of the Republic have of pos-

sessing and administering their fields of communal distribution [comun

repartimiento] and communal use [ejidos] in the form which they judge

proper.

Article 4. The Nation recognizes the unquestionable right which be-

longs to every Mexican of possessing and cultivating an extension of land, the

products of which permit him to cover his needs and those of his family;

consequently and in order to create small property, there will be expropriated,
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e. Individuals who in the administration of Victoriano Huerta served

in public posts of political character.

f. High members of the Clergy who helped to sustain the usurper Huerta,

by financial means or by propaganda among the faithful; and

g. Those who directly or indirectly helped the dictatorial governments of

Diaz, Huerta, and other governments hostile to the Revolution in their

struggle against the same.

Included in this clause are all those who provided said governments

funds or subsidies for war, supported or subventioned newspapers to com-

bat the Revolution, attacked or denounced the supporters of the same,

carried on divisive activity among revolutionary elements, or in any other

manner entered into complicity with the governments who fought against

the revolutionary cause.

Article 7. Fields which exceed the extension mentioned in Article 5

will be expropriated by reason of public utility, through due indemnization,

calculated according to the fiscal census of 1914, and in the time and form

which regulation designates.

Article 8. The Department of Agriculture and Colonization will

name commissions which, in the various States of the Republic and on the

basis of the information in the case, will judge who are the persons who,

according to Article 6, must be considered as enemies of the Revolution

and subject therefore to the penalty of confiscation in reference, which will

be applied immediately.

Article 9. Decisions delivered by the commissions mentioned remain

subject to the definitive ruling delivered by special Land Tribunals which,

in conformity with the disposition of Article 6 of the Plan de Ayala, must be

instituted, and whose organization will be a matter for another law.

Article 10. The total area of lands which are obtained in virtue of the

confiscation decreed against the enemies of the revolutionary cause, and in

virtue of the expropriation which must be made of the fractions of farms

which exceed the maximum fixed in Article 5, will be divided in lots which

will be distributed among Mexicans who solicit them, preference being

given in every case to country people. Each lot will have an extension such

that it permits the satisfaction of a family's needs.

Article 1 1 . To those presently sharecroppers or renters of small farms,

these [farms] will be adjudicated as property, with absolute preference [to

the present sharecroppers and renters] over any other solicitant, so long as

those properties do not exceed the extension which each lot has to have in

conformity with the disposition of the previous article.

Article 12. In order to fix the area which the said lots must have, the

Department of Agriculture and Colonization will name technical commis-

sions composed of engineers, who will locate and duly survey said lots,

respecting in every case the fields belonging to the pueblos and those which

are exempt from expropriation according to Article 5.

Article 13. To carry out their works of survey and subdivision, the

said commissions will decide on the claims which are made before them by
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Agriculture, or [those celebrated] by this [Department of Agriculture] in

the time it existed up to December 31, 1914, it remaining to the judgment

of the Department of Agriculture and Colonization to revalidate those [con-

tracts] which it judges beneficial for the people and the Government, after

scrupulous and conscientious review.

Article 24. The Department of Agriculture and Colonization is au-

thorized to establish in the Republic regional agricultural [and] forestry

schools and experimental stations.

Article 25. Persons to whom are adjudicated lots in virtue of the dis-

tribution of lands, to which Articles 10, 11, and 12 of the present law refer,

remain subject to the obligations and prohibitions which the following

article confirms.

Article 26. The proprietor of a lot is obliged to cultivate it duly, and

if for two consecutive years he abandons this cultivation without justified

cause, he will be deprived of his lot, which will go to he who solicits it.

Article 27. Twenty per cent of the income from the nationalized

properties of which Article 22 speaks will be destined for the payment of

indemnizations of expropriated properties, taking as a base the fiscal census

of the year 1914.

Article 28. Proprietors of two or more lots will be able to unite to

form Cooperative Societies with the object of exploiting their properties or

selling the produce from these in common, but without those associations

being able to take the form of joint-stock companies or be constituted among
persons who are not directly or exclusively dedicated to the cultivation of

the lots. Societies which are formed in violation of the disposition of this

article will be totally null in law, and there will be popular action to de-

nounce them.

Article 29. The Federal Government will expedite laws which regu-

late the constitution and functioning of the cooperative societies in refer-

ence.

Article 30. The Department of Agriculture and Colonization will ex-

pedite all regulations which may be necessary for the due application and

execution of the present law.

Article 31. The fiscal value presently assigned to property does not

prejudice at all future evaluations which the national treasury will have a

right to make as a basis for taxes which in the future may weigh on the

property.

Article 32. Declared national property are all waters utilizable and

utilized for whatever use, even those which were considered as in the juris-

diction of the States, without there being reason for indemnization of any

kind.

Article 33. In every use of waters preference will always be given to

the demands of agriculture, and only when these are satisfied will the waters

be used for power and other uses.

Article 34. It is of the exclusive competence of the Department of Agri-

culture and Colonization to expedite regulations on the use of waters.
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BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

Tim s.»t» is m* a list of all the materials used to prepare the history of the

revolution in Moretoi bom 1910 to 1920. Most arc already luted in the bibliog-

raphy of my dissertation, on rile in the Harvard University Archives. Some erf

those and other new materials arc also iited in thr tootnotrs ot this volume. Coo

venicnt and reliable bibliographies ot studies ot the general revolution in Mexico,

from 1910 to 1940. arc Luis (,on/.ile/ v ( -n/ale/ ct al.: buentes de la kutona

con ternpordnea de MJnco: Librot y jolUtos, 3 vols. M />i 2). and

Roberto Ramos: Ribltograjia dc la Reioluann M (2nd edn.,

Mexico, 1958-9). An essential instrument ot research on the revolution is the

collection of notes on articles in newspapers and journals that Stanley R. Rom

directed and organised at the C.olegio dt I
"hese he is now publishing as

- de la histona contentpordnea iic tai. already

in one volume (Mexico, 1965), shortly in a second, and hopefully in a third.

This note is only a brief description of the records and writings parti

important in my work, an indication of other robably related but not

available to me. and a quick comment •« literatur-

(A directory ot materials cited in footnotes follows this general discussion of

sources.)
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from the interim presidency of Francisco Leon de la Barra—telegrams of con-

gratulations, political and private correspondence, and military and police

orders. Boxes 23 and 31 contain mostly the same kind of material, with some
scattered records of the Revolutionary Convention of 19 14-16 (newspapers

and transcripts of debate mainly) and some Zapatista records. Box 25 contains

scattered Convention records and Zapatista material. Box 26 is almost ex-

clusively material from the Convention. Four boxes, 27 through 30, contain

almost exclusively Zapatista records—handwritten and typed letters to and
from headquarters, minutes of trials, originals and copies of appointments,

commissions, decrees, manifestoes, proclamations, circulars, reports, and mili-

tary dispositions, from mid-July 191 1 through December 1920. The documen-
tation is richest for research on the summer of 191 1, more or less satisfactory

from the summer of 1914 through the fall of 1919, and most frustrating from

the fall of 191 1 through the spring of 1914 and through 1920. The docu-

ments are in good condition. There is no obvious order to their arrangement,

but there is a separate index.

The collection has had a difficult history of its own. In 1920 the two largest

caches of Zapatista papers were in Mexico City, where federal and national

officers had brought them after finding them on campaigns in the south, and

in Tochimilco, at the Zapatista headquarters. After the Zapatistas made their

deal with Obregon in 1920, Gildardo Magana kept the Tochimilco archive as

a personal possession. Later he collected other relevant records. Among these

was the de la Barra archive, not purchased but simply claimed from a room

of scrap. In the 1930's, intent on writing a serious history of Zapatismo and

the agrarian movement, Magana asked his paisano, President Cardenas, if he

could remove some pertinent papers from national archives for use in his

work, and the President granted his wish. When Magana died in 1939, the

government's papers remained among his own. The collection then passed

into the hands of his younger brother, Octavio. Through the 1950's, appar-

ently to raise money for a political venture and to provide for an early retire-

ment to his books and extensive correspondence, Octavio tried to sell the

archive. When he found no buyer in Mexico or the United States, he put

what he considered the most sensational documents on microfilm and tried to

sell the copies. In 1962 he turned over a large part of the original collection to

the National University. He has said that he still has as much at home as he

gave away, but he would not show it to me. Thus the Archivo de Zapata has

emerged bigger than it started, but still incomplete, like the movement whose

record it is.

The Archivo de Amezuca is a valuable supplementary source. It is a col-

lection excellently preserved and organized in the Centro de Estudios de

Historia de Mexico, a section of the Cultural Department of the Condumex
Company, Mexico City. It consists of several binders holding the originals

and copies, and contains pertinent material dating from February 191 1 to

May 1920. Of special interest are the service records of Zapatista officers and

troops, which give the dates and places of their enlistments, their ages, marital
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random in at least six other bundles—548, 639, 647, 663, 854, and 925. Rec-

ords of military action also abound, mainly in sections 177 and 178 of File

XI/ 481.5, of the Archivo Historico de Defensa Nacional. Seven other sections

contain scattered items of interest—126, 158, 159, 179, 217, 218, 219. Al-

though I could not obtain direct access to this collection, the Muro notes I

used at the Colegio de Mexico were careful copies of dates and places of

maneuvers, operations, battles, and casualties.

The Garcia Pimentels' private papers are few but fascinating. No business

records are among them, except the receipts for protection payments and the

two long letters recounting attempts at recovery in 1920. The bulk is the report

on agricultural labor by Joaquin and the memoirs by Luis, Jr. The papers are

of most value for understanding the planters' hopes, fears, and positions up
to mid-

1
9 14. They give a distorted impression of the hacendados only insofar

as the Garcia Pimentels were the most refined and determined family in the

group.

The private collection of Marte R. Gomez is an important source for the

history of Mexican agricultural policies. It is especially important for Morelos

during 1914-17, because it contains much information about Manuel Palafox,

who practically ran the state during those years.

In the private papers of Juan Salazar Perez there are documents purport-

ing to prove the innocence of Otilio Montafio. They help clarify the divisions

among the Zapatistas in 19 17.

The private archive of Octavio Paz (the father of the poet) has material

useful mainly for the period from 19 17 to 1920, when Paz was a Zapatista

agent in the United States and received reports and letters from the southern

headquarters to make propaganda here. I saw only selected documents.

Important material may appear in six other archives I was not able to use.

One is the archive of Genovevo de la O. Evidence that it once existed comes

from a reporter who visited Morelos in mid-1913 and mentioned "un mag-

nifico archivo que de caer en manos de justicia, haria que la pasaran nada bien

algunos de esos senores [who paid de la O for protection]." (See "<jPor que

existe y como se desarrolla el zapatismo en el E. de Morelos?" La Tribuna,

May 31, 1913.) Evidence that it survived at least until the 1930's comes from

Porfirio Palacios, who describes it as being a bundle of papers nearly two feet

thick. He says de la O loaned it to "General Izazaga from Michoacan" (Ma-

jor Gustavo Izazaga Cardenas?), who wanted to consult it for a book he was

writing. Izazaga then died, Palacios says, without having finished the book

or returned the papers, and now no one knows where they are. Another

archive inaccessible to me is that of Francisco Mendoza. It is the private prop-

erty of Valentin Lopez Gonzalez but currently in the possession of Armando

de Maria y Campos, who denied my request to see it. Nor did I see the per-

sonal papers of the late Antonio Diaz Soto y Gama, which, if he kept them,

must be a rich and interesting collection. There may also be an Ayaquica

archive, containing correspondence like that which Ayaquica published in

1937, but I was not able to reach Ayaquica's sons, who presumably have it.
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dim and shifting light. Other journalistic aids are the series "Para la historia,"

in La Prensa, September 3, 1931, through February 24, 1934, recounting

events twenty years previous, and the historical articles that have appeared

in El Legionario since its foundation in 1951. American and British news-

papers are understandably useless for learning about revolutionary Morelos.

The only journal worth searching through is the American monthly, World's

Wor\.

Archives: The only relevant published archive is that which Amado
Chaverri Matamoros ran in La Prensa, from September 12 through October

n, 1935. It is useful mainly for clues to Zapatista attitudes in 1916-17 and to

intrigues in the movement in 1919. From May 4 to December 16, 1950,

Octavio Magana published material from his archive in El Universal as

"Historia documental de la revolucion." But it was largely the reprint of

passages from others' memoirs or the copy of the originals now in the Na-

tional University. The documents Ayaquica published in 1937 are probably

only a selection. Some relevant archival material appears printed in Figueroa

Uriza's two volumes.

Memoirs: This is a difficult genre to define, so long as veterans or wit-

nesses of the revolution give interviews and write down "histories" as well

as remembrances. But however they cast it, survivors of the great ordeal have

recounted much important information. The five volumes of Magana, the

first two by him personally, the last three posthumous, by Carlos Perez

Guerrero, are a prime source. So is Gomez's study of the southern agrarian

commissions, on which he served. Many episodes would have remained even

more confused than they still are without the books, articles, and testimonies

of Joaquin Paez, Alfredo Robles Dominguez, Jesus Romero Flores, Soto y

Gama, Mrs. King, Mrs. Tweedie, Carlos Reyes Aviles, Juan Andrew Alma-

zan, Serafin M. Robles, de la O, Pablo Gonzalez, Palafox, "Pedro Martinez,"

and many others cited throughout the text. The colorful tales Paz pere printed

weekly in El Universal from June 23 to December 29, 1929, are not historical

but literary efforts, but even they are useful as legends.

SECONDARY WORKS

BIOGRAPHICAL

There is still no trustworthy dictionary of Mexican biography, revolution-

ary or general. The first serious attempt is the Diccionario Porrua de Historia,

Biografia y Geografia (Mexico, 1964), which contains data on some promi-

nent revolutionaries. But it has very little about Zapatistas, and that often not

reliable—like the note on Palafox that has him shot by a Zapatista firing squad

in "1918?" Naranjo's Diccionario includes more Zapatistas but less informa-

tion, and is often wrong too. Peral's Diccionario is worse than useless. Arturo

Langle's Vocabulario, apodos, seudonimos, sobrenombres y hemerograjia
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most careful and thorough biography yet also appeared in i960. This was

Palacios's. Based on the works of Magafia and Sotelo Inclan, interviews with

many Zapatista veterans, and the archives of the Frente Zapatista, it con-

tained much information then new and still helpful. Unlike earlier biog-

raphers, Palacios believed Zapata great enough not to need literary puffing,

and the style is refreshingly plain and clear. This study is also the most bal-

anced, moving fairly through each phase of Zapata's career. Soto y Garna's

memoir-biography (i960) was largely a collection of articles he had pub-

lished in El Universal in the 1950's. Except for a few personal notes, the ma-
terial was already familiar; so was the unargued conviction that Zapata

mystically represented "the people," all of them. Only the passion of the

writing and the stress on Zapata's intransigence were new. Alberto Morales

Jimenez's Zapata (Mexico, 1961) was another slice of sweet puff. But Dro-

mundo's revised Vida (1961) was an impressive tour de force. Independent

now, prouder of his subject than of himself, Dromundo had produced a new
book, a generally quiet and convincing story of "simply a man, a bit of hu-

manity." It was partisan still and had little new material, but it conveyed a

fine sense of the southern chief's struggle. The latest effort, Reyes H.'s ( 1963),

has reproduced some new documents from the Zapata archive, but except

for them it is derivative.

PICTORIAL.

The enormous Casasola collection appears more clearly and conveniendy

in its second edition, cited in the text. The method of identification is still

annoying, since lists of names often bear no connection with rows of faces;

but the portraits are treasures of increasing value. The chronological com-

mentary is also more often correct in the new edition.

There are hundreds of photographs in the Archivo de Zapata. Although

most are of Gildardo Magana's political campaigns in the 1930's, there are

some originals dating from the revolutionary decade.

In Artes de Mexico, XIII, 79/80, and in Manuel Romero de Terreros:

Antiguas Haciendas de Mexico (Mexico, 1956), there are photographs of

plantation buildings in Morelos, but they are generally disappointing in their

failure to show the monumentality of the houses and mills.

Two motion pictures are relevant. One is a distinguished achievement,

Elia Kazan's Viva Zapatal (Twentieth Century-Fox, 1952). The screenplay

is by John Steinbeck. In telescoping the whole revolution into one dramatic

episode, the movie distorts certain events and characters, some grossly; but it

quickly and vividly develops a portrayal of Zapata, the villagers, and the

nature of their relations and movement that I find still subtle, powerful, and

true. The movie is all the more remarkable in that it makes some facts, like

Zapata's marriage, public for the first time. The other movie, Louis Malle's

Viva Maria! (United Artists, 1966), is a flashy but sorry product, a parody

ill informed, rarely funny, and finally stupid. Its only value for the historian
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World's Wort^ (April 191 9). Although Gates misconstrued much, he also

perceived and reported much that others missed. Both for this and for the

revelation of his interference in Zapatista policy, the article is useful. The next

effort was The Crimson Jester, H. H. Dunn's 1934 potboiler. This is a bad

joke. Here the reader may learn that Zapata impaled prisoners on maguey
plants, married twenty-six different women, etc. Although Dunn claimed to

have accompanied Zapata on campaigns and to have witnessed the atrocities

he presents, there is no record except his own that he ever had any connec-

tion with the revolution in Morleos. He had been a correspondent in Mexico

City for the International News Service and the National News Association,

but was thrown out of the country in late 191 2. An example of the accuracy

of his reporting is his description of Jesus Flores Magon, the minister of the

interior who deported him, as "a Caribbean Negro." (See his lament in the

Senate's Revolutions in Mexico, pp. 714-16.) The Jester appeared in a trans-

lation by Emmanuel Rinon as Zapata, L'Attila du Mexique (Paris, 1934).

Crawford's 1940 thesis on "The Suriano Rebellion" is remarkable for

being the first scholarly American attention specifically to the Zapatistas. Its

strengths are a comprehensive sense of the topic, not merely the causes but

the whole process of the southern movement, and an objective procedure in

framing questions and answers. Its weaknesses are its sources, which are few

and shallow.

The latest book in English is Edgcumb Pinchon's Zapata the Unconquer-

able (New York, 1941). Although Pinchon pretended to write no more than

a historical novel, he spent a year researching in Mexico. And basing his work

on Paz's monograph, Magana's first two volumes, Reyes Aviles's Cartones,

Mrs. King's memoir, and interviews with Serafin Robles and Soto y Gama,

he produced a good popular biography. He too telescoped the decade, so

that the first 306 of his 332 pages go only through Zapata's and Villa's meet-

ing in Xochimilco in 1914, and he invented characters and scenes and mistook

Soto y Gama's word as gospel, but he sketched out the essentials of person-

ality, theme, and purpose very well. Hie screenplay for Kazan's movie seems

partly derived from this book.

In i960 Chevalier's article appeared in Cuadernos Americanos, to be trans-

lated as "Un facteur decisif de la revolution agraire au Mexique: le souleve-

ment de Zapata, 1911-1919," in Annales. ~Economies-Societes-Civilisations,

XVI, 1 (January 1961), 66-82. This was the first article on the southern rev-

olution by a professional historian, and precisely the historian best trained, be-

cause of his earlier excellent study of colonial estates, to see its origins and the

particular pattern of its forces. The material he used was not new, mainly items

from Sotelo Inclan and Magana, but the interpretation is seminal. Without

considering it no student of revolutionary Mexico really knows where he is.

Two young American historians have recently published relevant articles

—McNeely, already cited, and Arthur G. Pettit: "Relaciones Zapata-Car-

ranza, 1914," Anuario de Historia, V (1965), 69-81. Both articles are careful

summaries of some Zapatista memoirs and secondary accounts.
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Arenas, Cirilo, 295, 302, 311, 313, 344

Arenas, Domingo, 171, 273, 281-2, 283,

290-1, 293, 298

Argentina, 239

Argumedo, Benjamin, 212-13, 222

army, Constitutionalist: see army, na-

tional

army, federal: as police, 33, 34-6, 38, 151;

conscription, 51, 62, 74, 77, 167-70, 174-

6; first campaign in Morelos (spring

191 1 ), 81, 83, 85-6, 89; second cam-

paign (summer 1911), 109-13, 118-24;

third campaign (1912), 137-44, 147-8,

150, 151, 158; "resettlements," 138-40,

I 5%> J73~6; revolts in, 157, 159-60, 182;

fourth campaign in Morelos (1913-14),

162-5, 167-70, 173-7; dissolved, 190;

elements in Liberating Army, 212-13,

222

army, national: original character, 192-

3; campaigns against Villa, 223, 244,

270; first campaign in Morelos (1916-

17), 252-3, 254, 257, 258-9, 268^72;

deportations, 254, 264; ex-Zapatistas in,

273, 287, 295, 314; instituted, 282; sec-

ond campaign in Morelos (1917-18),

282-3, 294-5; revolts in, 302, 359-64;

third campaign in Morelos (191 8-19),

311, 312-14, 317-18, 329, 333-5, 339,

346, 350-1, 352

army, Zapatista: see Liberating Army
Associations for the Defense of Revolu-

tionary Principles, 275-8, 304

Asunsulo, Manuel, 81, 89, 93, 94, 95

Atencingo (Pue.), 87

"Atl," 291, 367

Atlacomulco hacienda, 257

Atlihuayan hacienda, 16, 51, 60, 148, 157,

236, 247-8, 318

Atlixco (Pue.), 81, 82, 85, 212, 271, 351

Atotonilco (Mor.), 1 14-15

Attila: see Zapata, Emiliano

Australia, 239

Avila, Gonzalo, 395

Avila Camacho, Manuel, 381

Axochiapan (Mor.), 260, 271, 294

Ayala municipality: see Villa de Ayala

Ayala Plan: see Plan of Ayala

Ayala revolution: see Ayalans

Ayala River, 379

Ayalans: Maderistas, 66, 71-85 passim,

393; in state politics, 89-93, 95, 9&, ">i,

107, 125; against Madero, 126, 132-3,

193; against Huerta, 164, 178; character,

186, 204, 215; mentioned, 211, 286

Ayaquica, Fortino: origins, 81; command,

263, 267, 277, 305, 309, 314, 322; sup-

port of Magana, 293, 335, 336, 337,

339, 343, 345-6, 356, 360, 381; amnes-

tied, 349-52

Ayoxustla (Pue.), 126, 395
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Carreon, Juan, 93, 94, 96, 97-8, 100, 101,

103, 108, 109, in, 112, 117, 119

Carrillo Puerto, Felipe, 231, 232 n.

Carton, Luis G., 170, 172, 174-5, 182

Casals R., Prudencio, 275

Casasano hacienda, 286

Casso Lopez, Arnoldo, 120, 121, 123, 125-

6, 132, 134, 151

Castillo, Heliodoro, 171, 180, 182

Castillo, Rafael, 263

Castillo Tapia, Guillermo, 214

Castrejon, Andres, 326 n., 344-5, 351, 376,

381

Castresana, Leon, 153

Castro, Cesareo, 293, 295, 297, 309, 312,

313-14, 315-16

Cedillo, Magdaleno, 301

Cedillo, Saturnino, 301

Cejudo, Roberto, 301

Celaya (Gto.), 244

Centaur of the North: see Villa, Francisco

Central Porfirio Diaz Club, 19

Cepeda, Rafael, 254

Chalco (Mex.), 196, 208

Chapultepec castle, 125, 127

Chapultepec restaurant, 359

Charco hacienda, El, 45

charro, 204, 226

Chavez Garcia, Jose Ines, 301

Chiapas, 191, 301

Chiconcuac hacienda, 140

Chietla (Pue.), 81, 82, 271, 281

Chihuahua: Maderistas, 61, 65, 68, 72, 92,

in; Orozco, 126—7, 136, 141, 162; Villa,

163, 194, 197, 231, 270, 292, 320, 348;

Zapatistas, 171; Caraveo, 305, 340;

Agraristas, 366; mentioned, 93

Chilpancingo (Gro.), 98, 180-4, 249

China, La, 170

Chinameca hacienda, 52, 81, 87, 90, 121,

157, 324, 325-6, 368

Chinameca River, 139

Cholula (Pue.), 281, 282, 324

cientificos, 10, 12, 18, 34, 59, 81, 148, 178,

192, 218, 219, 331

Cima, La (Mor.), 249, 250, 281, 359, 363

Citizens Committee for National Defense,

189

Ciudad Juarez (Chih.), 54, 86, 89, 90,

196; treaty of, 90-1, 92, 188

Cline, Henry Ben, 291

Coahuila, 12, 71, 163, 164, 258, 270, 296-7

Coajomulco (Mor.), 140

Coatlan del Rio (Mor.), 50, 384

Cocoyoc hacienda, 122, 138, 140, 148

Colima, 289

Columbus (N.M.), Villa raid on, 253

conscription: see army, federal; Liberat-

ing Army
Constitution of 1857, 71, 284, 303, 316,

355. 398

Constitution of 1917, 272-3, 283, 284, 303,

331,369

Constitutional Convention, 253, 266, 270,

272-3, 328

Constitutionalism: see Carranza, Venu-

stiano

Constitutionalist army: see army, national

Constitutionalists: see Carranza, Venu-

stiano

Consultation Center for Revolutionary

Propaganda and Unification, 275, 277,

278-9, 285

Contreras, Calixto, 196, 214

Contreras (D.F.), 249, 271, 359

Convention: see Sovereign Revolutionary

Convention

Curiel, Luis C, 34, 35-6

Cordova, Federico, 310, 341, 342, 344,

346

Corona, Ramon, 17, 19, 102, 163, 175

Corral, Ramon, 24, 399

Cortes, Agustin, 326 n.

Cortes palace, 145, 151, 375

Cosio Robelo, Francisco, 25, 69, 332-3,

360-2

Costa Chica, 68, 143, 180

country people, 23-4, 29-30, 31; see also

villages

Creel, Enrique, 293-4
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Jama, io-ii. interview, u.

v i* U, 24

Critter. > rr..»;r. <-*•

Crux, Alfont.

Ll (Mor ). .

CWluutU hacienda. 46, 49, si. 61, 140,

*86.
|

'377

flfrtn. Alfredo, 107, 1 1

4

Cuauchichinola (Mor), 46, 102

Cuauchichinola hacienda, 10s

Cuautla (Mor.) character. 7. 29, 40

Maderisia targr- 87. 89, 98;

federal occupation, mi. 1 14- 1^. 119-20,

t2i. 114. <-s. /-apatuta target. 144

>nttitutionali»t control.

17°. *95. 309, 3'*, 3'7-« s

King

Agua Pricta revolt, 360-2; mentioned,

,4. 118. 127. 132. 145. -"9, 37'. 573.

—social economy: before 1910, 15, 44. 45,

46. 61; from 1910 to 1920, 64, 70, 73,

101-2, 136, t7o. 212. 231-2, 286-7, 311.

>ao, 384, 385, 386

—politic* 1909 election, 16, 29, 31-4, 35.

36, 38, 138; 1910 election, 53, 56, 1911

election, 123, 1912 election. 134-5, 138;

1916 election, 270

Cuautla River. 6. 49, 76, 325

Cuautlixco hacienda, 240

Cuban Wir of Independence,

Cuham
Cucntepec (Mor). 252

Cuernavaca (Mor): character. 29; loctal

economy. 44, 170. 237, 241-2, 268, 271.

311. 329-30, 384; Maderuta target, 60,

It, 74, 76, 82, 89, 93-5. too, 105; federal

occupation, 109, 112, 116, 169, 175, 185,

186; Zapatista target. 133. 143, 144, 167.

187. 271, 358

»—politics: 1909 election. 17. 19, 11. t%

26. 27. 29, 30-t. 34. «-6; under Eacan

don, 38-9, 40, 60, 78; 1910 election.

55-6; 1911 election, 88. 123. under

Le> .4. 145.

v 160,

under Zapatutaa, 202.

203-4, 206-7, 208. 211. 214-16. 219.

:\i. iq^ election. 270. after 192.

. ps
I lockey and Sugar Club, j6

Cuetzala (Gro ). 18a

Dabbadie, I 4, 38, 40

Davila. Jose Ines, 301

day laborer see plantations: labor

de la Barra. Francisco 1 -..n de

la Barra, Francisco

de la Huerta. Ad -rta, Adolfo

de la

de la O, Cienovevo: see O, Gcnovevo de la

de la Torre y Mier, Ignacio see Torre y

Mier, Ignacio de la

Decena Tragica, isg, iM, 185

Defensas Socialet, 362, 367, 368

del Llano, Valentin see Llano, Valentin

dd
Deloy, Arturo, 339, 341 1

Delta." 291

Democrat*, El, 327-*, 353

Democrats see Organizing Club at the

Democratic Party

Department of Agriculture, 230-1, 246.

*>5. 3*6-7. 37L 404

Department of Interior see Ministry of

Interior

Dtsno. El. 32, 36

Dtarw del Hoger 19, 129. 202-3. J9TA
399

Diaz, Encarnaoon. i?i. 180, 18a

Ola, Felix. 157. 159, !'

270. 283, 293-4. 301-1. »*v 340. r*.

Diaz, Porftrso public career

20-x, 29. 44. 45. 90.
I I W*»

398. 399: succeaason m. 10-11. 14-5.

58. 7*. Iv K 8». f»-t. f7. a«D.
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in Morclos election (1909), 15, 16-17,

18-19, 22, 23, 3 X » 33» 355 mentioned,

18, 59, 62, 63, 64, 129, 156, 157, 160, 188,

205, 282, 331, 359, 393, 398

Diaz Soto y Gama, Antonio: Liberal

career, 135, 136, 186, 193-4, 202, 205;

Zapatista secretary, 195, 200, 202, 207,

209, 210, 262, 272, 275, 284, 286, 308,

311-12, 319, 343-4, 357, 359; in Con-

vention, 216, 217-18, 239-40, 244, 246;

Agrarista, 363-4, 365-7, 372-3, 377;

mentioned, 238, 306, 395; see also Na-

tional Agrarista Party; Sovereign Revo-

lutionary Convention

Diaz Soto y Gama, Conrado, 228, 231,

232 »., 264, 302-3

Diaz Soto y Gama, Ignacio, 231, 232 n.,

238, 240

Diez, Domingo, 53, 152, 153, 154-6, 292

district presidency: see jefe politico

Division of the North, 186, 192, 218,

221

Division of the Northeast, 186, 192

Division of the Northwest, 186, 192

Division of the South, 365

Dolores hacienda, 45

Dr. Atl, 195, 197, 198, 203

Durango, 171, 196, 366

ejidatarios: see villages

Ejido Law, 367

ejidos: see villages

elections: see Mexico; Morelos

Elizondo, Gustavo, 270, 318, 360, 362

Elotes (Mor.), 139

Emiliano Zapata (Mor.), 384

England: see British; Great Britain

Epoca, La, 53, 56

Escandon, Antonio, 175

Escandon, Pablo: planter, 16-17, 50, 60,

142, 158, 163; protocolist, 16, 17, 54, 92;

gubernatorial candidate, 16-18, 19, 20,

23. 25-6, 28, 31, 32, 35-6; governor, 37,

39-42, 52-4, 58-63, 72, 75, 78, 92-3;

mentioned, 64, 74, 97, 134, 147, 149

Escarza, Felipe, 134-5

Espejo, Fidencio, 386

Espejo (de Zapata), Josefa, 107

Espinosa, Everardo, 135, 138

Espinosa Barreda, Juan, 291

Excelsior, 295, 318, 329

Fall, Albert B., 347, 348, 350-1

Fandifio, Leopoldo, 152, 155, 164-5

Federal District: government, 16, 22, 194,

202, 208, 239; social economy, 18, 48,

231, 271, 286, 318, 381; mentioned, 271,

395

—military theater: from 191 1 to 1914,

123, 141, 146, 160-1, 171, 175, 176, 185,

186, 187; from 1915 to 1920, 244, 245,

249, 261, 263, 267, 269-70, 273, 358, 360,

363

Federal Supreme Court, 50-1

Figueroa, Ambrosio: Maderista rebel, 82-

3, 84-5, 88-9; Maderista rural chief,

103, 108, 109, 110-11, 117, 120; gover-

nor of Morelos, 121, 122, 124, 133, 134,

135; mentioned, 112, 121, 135

Figueroa, Eutimio, 171

Figueroa, Francisco, 82-3, 85, 86, 108, no,

in
Figueroa family, 94-5, 96, 98, 171

First Chief: see Carranza, Venustiano

Flores, Eduardo, 40-1, 65

Flores, Isaac, 153

Flores, Luis, 15, 19, 39, 41

Flores Magon, Jesus, 62, 145, 146, 150

Franco, Francisco, 9, 30, 371, 372, 373,

377, 378-9, 381-2, 386

Franco, Julian, 382, 386

Franco, Virulo, 382, 386

Free Vote Club, 30

Fuentes, Fidel, 395

Gabay, Pedro, 301

gachupin, 31, 31 n., 33, 58, 376
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Hucrta, Adolfo de la, 361, 364, 374

Hucrta, Victoriano: early career, 86, no;

Morelos campaign, 109, 1 10-13, IJ8-

24, 151; mentioned, 158, 192, 194, 199,

20i, 212, 225, 250, 268, 272-3, 282, 335,

359

—president: national politics, 159-60,

162, 163, 164, 176-80, 185, 188, 193,

198, 331; standing in Morelos, 160, 161,

163, 172, 181, 186, 190, 228, 285; policy

in Morelos, 16 1-8, 170, 175, 176, 177,

187-8, 311

Huitzilac (Mor.), 82, 133, 141, 143, 225,

250, 252, 384

Huitzililla (Mor.), 114-15

Huitzuco (Gro.), 73, 82

"Hugges" (Hughes), Charles E., 266

Hurtado de Mendoza, Antonio, 41, 63

Iguala (Gro.), 68, 69, 88-9, 98, 99, 180,

249, 271, 281, 362

Impartial, El, n, 100, 124

Indians, 41-2, 66, 70-1, 71 n., 100, 102,

140, 150, 187-8, 217, 250, 299, 302,

321

Interoceanic Railway, 76, 115, 324; see

also railroads

investments: see plantations

irregulars: see rurales

IWW, 299, 320

Ixcamilpa (Pue.), 172

Ixtaccihuatl, 222

Izucar de Matamoros (Pue.), 82, 161-2,

271, 281, 340

jefe politico: as judge, 4, 50, 64; as execu-

tive agent, 14, 24, 30, 32-4, 35, 38, 40-1,

56; reforms, 26, 58-60, 91, 122-3, 2%°>

mentioned, 70, 145, 264-5, 375

Jenkins, William O., 346-8, 350-1

Jenkinson, Charles, 201

Jimenez Castro, Adolfo, 177

Jimenez Castro, Joaquin, 301

Jiutepec (Mor.), 102, 254

Jockey Club, 18, 163

Joco Station (D.F.), 269

Johns Hopkins University, 298, 299

Jojutla (Mor.): politics, 30, 34, 38, 56, 88,

117, 123, 145, 153, 252, 253, 270, 351,

375; social economy, 52, 170, 232, 384;

Maderista revolt, 73, 74, 76, 77-8, 83,

84, 85, 89, 92, 93; federal occupation,

120, 139, 143, 182, 183; Zapatista target,

142, 146, 148, 187, 253, 262, 263, 271,

324, 335; Constitutionalist control, 312,

319; during Agua Prieta revolt, 362;

mentioned, 82, 150, 174, 206, 242, 254

Jolalpan (Pue.), 83-4, 156

Jonacatepec (Mor.): politics, 16, 134-5,

145, 270, 351, 375; social economy, 45,

47, 232, 355, 367, 384; Maderista revolt,

81, 85; Zapatista target, 142, 152, 162,

167, 185, 263, 271, 324; Constitutionalist

control, 295, 309, 312, 319, 324; men-

tioned, 113, 325

Jose Maria Leyva Cooperative, 378

Juarez, Benito, 14, 21, 230, 289, 392, 398,

399

Juarez Maza, Benito, 95

Juarez treaty, 90-1, 92, 188

Jahn, Octavio, 193

Jalisco, 39, 132, 366, 376

Jalostoc (Mor.), 1 14-15

Jantetelco (Mor.), 50, 85,

Japanese in Mexico, 174,

Jaramillo, Ruben, 385

Jauregui, Eusebio, 324, 327

Jauregui, Jesus, 122, 131

14-15, 277, 384

76, 183, 384

Kaiserism, 315

King, Rosa E., 17, 61, 64, 100, 156, 168,

256-7, 258, 268, 363

Kropotkin, Peter, 193, 217

Labastida, Bernabe, 38-9, 74-5

Labasuda, Ezequiel, 38
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126, 127, 136, 145, 196, 202, 213, 214,

216, 239, 395; Zapatista secretary, 275,

288, 292, 297, 299, 304, 305, 306, 308,

311-12, 314, 315, 321, 335; origins, 288-

91; negotiator, 292, 293, 295-6, 297-8,

300, 302, 304, 307, 309, 310, 312, 313-

14, 315-16, 319-20; candidate for Za-

pata's succession, 335-46; Zapata's suc-

cessor, 347-52, 355, 356-6i, 363-4, 365-

9; later career, 373, 379

Magaiia, Melchor, 289

Magaiia, Octavio, 29, 80, 275, 294, 307, 319

Magaiia, Rodolfo, 80, 136, 216, 275

Magaiia brothers, 328

managers: see plantations

Mancera, Gabriel, 263

Mariaca, Gabriel, 263, 314, 351, 352, 355-

6,357

Mariscal, Silvestre, 295, 297, 302

Marmolejo, Emigdio, 74, 130, 236, 263,

314

Martinez, Abraham, 93, 99, 104-5, x 3°,

136, 137, 140, 145

Martinez, Margarito, 70

Martinez, Paulino, 62, 216-18, 222, 395,

396

Matamoros (Tamps.), 196

Maximilian, 13, 16, 289

Maya, Ignacio, 131, 181, 182

Mazari, Emilio, 99

Mazari, Manuel, 292

Mazari family, 362

Meixueiro, Guillermo, 301

Mejia, Maurilio, 240, 314, 318, 336, 338,

343, 344-6, 378

Melchor Ocampo Club, 30, 32

Mendez, Luis, 145, 193

Mendoza, Estanislao, 332-3

Mendoza, Francisco: origins, 81, 335-6;

allegiance, 130, 157, 172, 181, 186, 240,

249, 335, 35i, 352 ; 357, 365, 367; com-

mand, 131, 132-3, 142, 143, 152, 157-8,

161, 180-1, 183, 263, 309, 313, 314, 357;

candidate for Zapata's succession, 336-

46; mentioned, 287, 318, 322, 356

Mendoza Lopez Schwerdtfeger, Miguel,

193, 373

Merida (Yuc), 175

Merino, Jose, 3, 4, 9

Merino, Rafael, 9, 30, 70, 75-6, 77, 78,

79, 3i8

Metepec (Pue.), 85

Mexica, 102

Mexican Herald, The, 26, 36

Mexican Labor Party, 360

Mexico: elections, 13, 19, 20-1, 22, 34-6,

282, 308, 366; Republic, 20, 59, 171;

social economy, 42, 47, 49, 66, 82, 90-1,

107-8, 150, 160, 216, 224, 239, 332, 373,

382-3; and United States, 143, 185-6,

221, 245, 298, 299, 311, 320-1, 346-51

Mexico City (D.F.): Zapata in, 63, 95,

101, 127-8, 219, 221, 240; reputation

among Zapatistas, 76, 205-6; Zapati-

stas' reputation in, 100, 102, 119, 142,

150, 311, 384, 386; Zapatista agents in,

127, 132, 136, 143, 145, 186, 188, 200,

291, 310, 311, 319, 349, 352, 356, 395;

Zapatista troops in, 219, 221, 222, 229-

30, 236, 239-40, 241, 242, 363

Mexico Nuevo, 18, 25, 26

Mexico State: social economy, 44, 48, 231,

380; Zapatistas, 133, 143, 167, 171, 176,

194, 197, 245, 249, 263, 267, 356; Agra-

ristas, 366; mentioned, 14, 295, 360

Miacatlan hacienda, 51, 252, 272

Michoacan, 47, 133, 171, 176, 194, 197,

267, 301, 357, 360, 37i

militia: see Defensas Sociales

military: see army, federal; army, na-

tional; Liberating Army
mills: see plantations

Milpa Alta (D.F.), 188, 261, 358

Ministry of Interior, 31, 35, 98-9, 101,

104-5, 106-7, 133, 145, 146, 153, 154,

158, 163, 170, 174, 353

Ministry of Public Works, 22, 34, 44, 70,

154, 156

Ministry of War: before 191 4, 33, 89, 108,

109, 113, 114, 118, 138, 162, 177, 181,
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municipal presidents: see Morelos: muni-

cipal government

Munoz Zapata, Gil, 326 n.

Murillo, Gerardo: see Dr. Atl

Nahuatl, 302

Naranjo, Francisco, Jr., 135, 136-8, 141,

144, 145, 146, 147, 148, 151

National Agrarian Commission, 250, 366-

7, 369. 372, 373. 377. 37«

National Agrarian Confederation, 373

National Agrarista Party, 366, 372-3, 375,

377

National Agricultural Congress, 170

national army: see army, national

National Bank, 95

National Bank of Rural Loans, 231

National Catholic Party, 106

National Democratic Party, 55

National Ejidal Bank, 383, 385

National Factory of Agricultural Imple-

ments, 231

National Military College, 148, 190

National Museum, 299

National Porfirista Party, 15-16

National Revolutionary Party, 377

National School of Agriculture, 231

National University, 385

Navarro, Luis T., 202, 272-3

Navarro, Vicente, 249

Necaxa (Pue.), 245

Neri, Felipe, 81, 82, 131, 133, 141, 142,

157, 172, 180

New York City, Mexican exiles in, 294

and n.

Nexpa (Mor.), 139

Noria, La (Oax.), 22

Noriega, Fernando, 17, 19, 99

Noriega, Inigo, 293

Nuevo Leon, 25, 135, 196, 202, 258, 270,

301

O, Genovevo de la: Leyvista, 30, 35, 39;

Maderista, 61, 82, 94; independent, 11,

131; after 1920, 365, 367-8, 374, 375,

381, 384; mentioned, 198, 199

—Zapatista: against Madero, 133, 136-7,

140-1, 143, 146, 152, 156, 157-8, 161;

against Huerta, 161, 162, 165, 170, 172,

180, 183, 186; under Convention, 213,

226, 235, 236, 248-9, 251, 252; against

Carranza, 263, 309, 313, 314, 317, 318,

322, 335. 343, 35i, 352, 357; and Obre-

gon, 340, 356, 358, 359-60, 362-3

Oacalco hacienda, 51, 148

Oaxaca, 68, 122, 133, 166, 171, 247, 263,

267, 270, 300, 301, 340-1, 358

Obregon, Alvaro: Constitutionalist gen-

eral, 190, 194, 198, 213-14, 218-19, 223,

244, 259, 269-70, 282; and Zapatistas,

291, 308, 309, 319, 327, 357, 359-64;

presidential candidate, 297, 338-9, 347,

357; revolt, 332, 358-64; president, 364,

366-7, 369, 373, 375; killed, 377

Obrero Espiritu, El, 56

Ocampo, Melchor, 230, 289

Ocotepec (Mor.), 140

Ocuila hacienda, 237

Olea, Antonio, 174-5

Olea, Hipolito, 32, 33

Oliveros, Ramon, 103, 112, 134, 175, 235

Organizing Club of the Democratic Party,

24-5, 26-7, 29, 30-1, 34, 58

Orozco, Pascual, 126-7, x 3o» x 33, 136,

141, 143, 144, 162, 163, 172, 189, 197,

199, 397

Orozco, Pascual, Sr., 162, 175

Orozco, Santiago, 230, 238

Ortega, Zeferirio, 314, 326 n., 357

Ozumba (Mcx.), 123, 133, 263, 281

Pacheco, Francisco, 131, 172, 248, 249,

250-2, 262

Pachuca (Hgo.), 68

Pagaza, Jose, 235

Pais, El, 137, 139-40, 158, 165

Palacios, Feliciano, 324, 326

Palafox, Manuel: origins and character,
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tions, 77, 122, 141, 157, 161, 171, 176,

180, 183, 185, 249, 263-4, 267, 351-2,

356; Zapatista recruitment, 82, 122, 186,

213; anti-Zapatista control, 117-18, 133,

134, 144, 273, 295; native Zapatistas,

133, 228, 245, 272-3, 275, 276, 340-1,

351; Felicistas, 301, 302; Pelaecistas,

310, 340; during Agua Prieta revolt,

357, 361; Agraristas, 366; mentioned,

5» 6, 55, 70, 73. 80-1, 106, 107, 113, 197,

294. 313, 3M, 330, 333. 358, 364. 392

Puebla (Pue.): Maderista-federal clash,

104-5, x 3°. J 36; Zapatista target, 219,

221-2, 281-2; Constitutionalist control,

223, 332, 350, 351; Zapatista agents in,

266, 291, 314; Jenkins affair, 346-7;

mentioned, 68, 69, 80, 166, 273, 293,

339, 340, 349-50, 399

pueblos: see villages

Puente hacienda, El, 240, 318

Puente de Ixtla (Mor.), 170, 263, 295,

361, 362, 374

Quintana Roo, 39, 51, 74, 162

Quintero, Carmen, 4

Queretaro (Qro.), 190

railroads, 15, 42, 269-70

Ramos Martinez, Jacobo, 141, 148, 151,

153, 156

ranchos: see villages

Rangel, Modesto, 240, 263

Rasgado, Alberto T., 170, 173, 174-5

real: see plantations: labor

real-estate law, 4, 5, 41, 53, 63

Red Battalions, 193

Red Cross, 115, 184, 201

Reelectionism, 24-5

Reelectionist Party, 18

Regalado, Miguel de la Trinidad, 171

Regeneration, 397

Regional Schools of Agriculture, 231

religion, 42, 81, 162, 184-5, 288-9, 395

Republic: see Mexico

Republico, La, 26

"Resettlement": see army, federal

revolutionary army: see Liberating Army
Revolutionary Junta of the Center and

South of the Republic: see Liberating

Army: headquarters

Reyes, Bernardo, 25, 57, no, 1 16-17, I24»

130, 159

Reyes, Eduardo, 293, 295, 309, 312, 315,

330

Reyes, Valentin, 171, 251, 263, 267, 286,

357, 359, 365

Reyes Aviles, Carlos, 343-4

Reynoso Diaz, Leopoldo, 275, 367

Rincon, El (Gro.), 182, 183

Rio Grande River, 69

Robleda, Felipe, 39-40

Robles, Jose, 9, 371

Robles, Juvcncio: first campaign in Mo-

relos, 137-9, Mo, 141-2, 144, 148, I51 !

second campaign, 162, 163, 164-5, I07~

8, 169-70, 173-5, : 76, 177; mentioned,

33, 36, 158, 250, 259, 268

Robles, Manuel, 213, 216

Robles Dominguez, Alfredo, 25, 31, 55,

68, 69, 79, 84, 89-90, 92, 93, 95, 98, 296,

297, 310

Robles Dominguez, Gabriel, 25, 55, 98-9,

100, 118, 124-6,394,395

Rodriguez, Eurimio, 263

Rodriguez, Jose Maria, 352-4, 360, 361,

372

Rojas, Jose D., 145

Rojas, Vicente, 263

Rojas Hidalgo, Joaquin, 375

Romero Flores, Jesus, 328, 330

Roosevelt, Theodore, 26

Rosales, Ramon, 69

Ruiz, Jose Trinidad, 81, 122, 130, 131, 133,

162, 212-13

Ruiz de Velasco, Felipe, 48, 112, 117, 158

Ruiz de Velasco, Tomas, 83, 92, 97, 99,

103, 120, 148

Rural Loan Bank, 240, 248
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259; mentioned, 214, 236, 241, 278-9,

304, 366

Spanish influenza, 310-n

State Agrarian Commissions, 259-60,

368-9, 377

State Department: see United States: De-

partment of State

Stonyhurst College, 16

strategy: see Liberating Army
subjefaturas: see jefe politico: reforms

subprefects: see jefe politico: reforms

sugar, 42, 48, 49, 373-4, 376, 380

Tabasco, 289, 320

Tacubaya (D.F.), 363

Tacubaya Conspiracy, 79, 80, 82, 290

Tajonar, Benito, 152, 153, 156, 164-5,

292. 333-5, 352-4, 367, 368, 372

Tamaulipas, 196, 301, 302

Tampico (Tamps.), 301, 319, 340

Taxco (Gro.), 183

taxes, 39-40, 42, 53, 150-1, 154, 158

tariff, 42, 49

Tehuacan (Pue.), 107

Tehuiztla (Mor.), 254, 258

Tejalpa (Mor.), 1 14-15, 118

Temilpa hacienda, 73

Temixco hacienda, 133, 233-4, 236, 237

Tenango (Mex.), 212

Tenango hacienda, 51, 87, 157, 166, 183,

355

Tenextepango hacienda, 48

Teoloyucan (Mex.), 190, 194

Tepalcingo (Mor.), 50, 102, 167, 173, 325,

337

Tepeite (Mor.), 340, 343, 356

Tepepa, Gabriel, 70, 73, 74, 77, 78, 79, 81,

82, 92, 94

Tepexco (Pue.), 80

Tepoztlan (Mor.): Leyvistas, 38, 60;

Maderistas, 74-5, 79, 82, 145; Zapa-

tistas, 133, 141, 142, 162, 260, 263; after

1920, 373, 374-5; mentioned, 13, 43,

45, 51, 61, 114-15, 147, 261

Tequesquitengo (Mor.), 45-6

Terrazas, Luis, 293

Tetecala (Mor.), 14, 45, 47, 117, 151, 152,

162, 170, 185, 232, 263, 272, 375

Tetecalita (Mor.), 355

Tetelpa (Mor.), 52

Tcutle, Honorato, 171

Ticuman (Mor.), 139, 150

Tixda (Gro.), 182-3

Tlalnepantla (Mex.), 198

Tlaltizapan (Mor.) : battles, 142, 162, 254,

261, 262, 263, 268, 313, 324; Zapatista

headquarters, 186, 222, 227, 253, 271,

275, 279, 284-6, 288, 292, 295, 316,

3*7, 357'» Zapata's retreat, 206, 242-5;

Gates visit, 299-300; mentioned, 73,

81, 82, 253, 260, 272, 278, 290, 291, 293,

296, 302, 304-6, 309, 367

Tlapa (Gro.), 143

Tlaquiltenango (Mor.), 61, 70, 73, 78,

142, 385

Tlaxcala, 58, 133, 171, 176, 267, 273, 302,

366, 375

Tlayacapan (Mor.), 1 14-15, 261

Tochimilco (Pue.): Ayaquica's com-

mand, 263, 267, 275, 277, 309, 351;

Zapatista negotiating center, 288, 290-

1, 292, 296, 299, 304, 308, 309, 319, 321,

336-7, 343, 360; mentioned, 293, 305,

3n,339

Tochimilzolco (Pue.), 277, 319, 336-7

Tolstoy, Leo, 193

Toluca (Mex.), 243, 244, 245, 297, 311

Torre, Francisco de la, 367

Torreon (Coah.), 179

Torres Burgos, Pablo, 29-30, 33-4, 38,

69-70, 72-9, 86, 286-7, 318

Torre y Mier, Ignacio de la, 48, 49, 59, 63,

64, 235, 243, 293-4; heirs, 353

Tovar, Antonio, 16, 18, 19, 35

town councils: see Morelos: municipal

government

town councilmen: see Morelos: municipal

government
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Villarreal, Antonio I., 202-3, 204, 205,

207-9, 211, 215, 218, 314, 365-7

Villamar, Aniceto, 147, 148, 149, 150, 151,

153

Villismo: see Villa, Francisco

Villistas: see Villa, Francisco

Vivanco, Jose, 40-1, 64-5

Voz de la Juventud, La, 60

wages, 46

War of Independence, 7, 62

War of Reform, 7, 13

War of the French Intervention, 7, 21,

27, 73, 171, 289, 374, 399

Washington (D.C.), 179, 184, 239, 244,

292, 299, 307, 350

White Cross, 174

Wilson, Woodrow, 164, 176-7, 185, 200,

245-6, 298, 300, 316, 350-1

workers: see plantations: labor

World War I, 286, 299, 311

World War II, 381

World Workers, 193-4

Xochimilco (D.F.), 209, 220-1, 222, 226,

230, 266, 363

Xochitepec (Mor.), 89, 173

Yanez, Refugio, 29-30, 64-5

Yautepec (Mor.): social economy, 15, 45,

50, 51, 136, 227, 232, 243; politics, 39,

60; Maderista target, 73, 74, 85; federal

occupation, 113, 1 14-15, 138, 140, 144,

145; Zapatista target, 146, 162, 185, 263,

271-2, 295; Zapatista headquarters,

196, 200; Constitutionalist control, 312;

mentioned, 14, 34, 75, 119, 150, 252

Yautepec River, 74

Yecapixtla (Mor.), 76, 82, 86, 1 14-15, 173

Ypiranga, 86, 188, 282

Yucatan, 5, 12, 31, 58, 66, 71, 120, 168,

231-2, 254, 299

Zacatecas, 280, 300, 360

Zacatecas (Zac), 187

Zacatepec hacienda, 236, 318, 362, 380,

383, 384, 385, 386

Zacualpan de Amilpas (Mor.), 1 14-15,

277, 295

Zapata, Cristino, 7

Zapata, Emiliano: chief of Anenecuilco,

5, 9, 62, 64-5, 66, 69, 70, 371-2; per-

sonal details, 5 n., 107, 138, 150, 151,

173-4, 242, 242 «.; character, 6, 7, 8, 59,

127-8, 205-6, 226, 227, 243, 399; and

planters, 6, 7, 59, 103, 235; in Mexico

City, 6-7, 63, 64, 95-6, 101, 127-8, 219,

221, 240; Leyvista, 30; conscript, 62-3;

Maderista conspirator, 70, 71, 72-3, 74;

Maderista rebel, 75-88; and politics,

107-8, 205-6; manifestos, 120, 131, 143,

296-7, 301, 302-4, 319-20; Ayala plan,

126, 130, 172, 395, 396, 399; and Amer-

icans, 179, 186, 200, 201-2, 211, 236-8,

258, 299-300, 311-12, 315; laws, 264,

265, 278-80, 281; death, 322-9; in-

voked, 334, 362, 368, 386; succession

to, 335-46

—agrarian reform: ultimate achieve-

ment, x, 369; programs, 95-6, 98, 101,

129, 179; applications, 87-8, 125, 131,

211-12,227,233-41,244

—reputation: local, x, 5, 6, 7; as bandit,

100 «., 112-13, 138, 202, 208-9, 210,

329, 342; as hero, 122, 123, 149-50, 157,

171, 242, 329-30, 335

—crisis with Madero: before federal oc-

cupation of Morelos, 89-90, 93-4, 95,

96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 102, 105-8; after

federal occupation, 108-9, 111-21, 124-

6; during Madero's presidency, 127,

129, 136, 141, 145, 146, 156, 161

—as general: major offensives, 85-6, 122-

3, 146, 167, 187, 244, 258, 271-2, 281-2;

major victories, 86, 142, 167, 18 1-2,

221-2; major retreats, 85, 126, 143, 152,

175-6, 254-5; major defaults, 93-4, 244,
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".
. . It is certainly the definitive study of Emi I iano Zapata, and it places

him in his proper context."

— Frank Jellinek, The New ^ork Times Book Review

"A feat of historical writing . . . Womack has an uncanny feeling for the

infinitely complex strains of Mexico as a civilization Because he

understands that historical progression is inseparable from cultural

roots, he understands Zapatismo as the history, not of exotic 'peas-

ants,' but of . . . people from the fields who did not, in the larger sense

of the term, feel culturally deprived but, rather, were conscious that a

social and political opportunity was given them to realize, in actuality,

the latent promises of their local culture."

—Carlos Fuentes, The New York Review of Books

"The best piece of narrative history that has been written about mod-

ern Latin America in any language. In addition, it conveys an under-

standing of peasant revolutions that will be of great value to students

of other areas besides Latin America."

—Ernest R. May

"A vivid account of peasant life in Mexico which casts new light on its

revolution and upon the men who established the modern republic."

—Oscar Handlin
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